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Dedicated to my family
...all right, all right, also to Martina!



“I’m going on an adventure!”
- J.R.R. Tolkien, The Hobbit



Abstract

The Trace Expression formalism derives from works started in 2012 and is
mainly used to specify and verify interaction protocols at runtime, but other
applications have been devised. More speci�cally, this thesis describes how
to extend and apply such formalism in the engineering process of distributed
arti�cial intelligence systems (such as Multiagent systems).
This thesis extends the state of the art through four di�erent contributions:

1. Theoretical: the thesis extends the original formalism in order to rep-
resent also parametric and probabilistic speci�cations (parametric trace
expressions and probabilistic trace expressions respectively).

2. Algorithmic: the thesis proposes algorithms for verifying trace expres-
sions at runtime in a decentralized way. The algorithms have been
designed to be as general as possible, but their implementation and
experimentation address scenarios where the modelled and observed
events are communicative events (interactions) inside a multiagent sys-
tem.

3. Application: the thesis analyzes the relations between runtime and static
veri�cation (e.g. model checking) proposing hybrid integrations in both
directions. First of all, the thesis proposes a trace expression model
checking approach where it shows how to statically verify LTL property
on a trace expression speci�cation. After that, the thesis presents a
novel approach for supporting static veri�cation through the addition
of monitors at runtime (post-process).

4. Implementation: the thesis presents RIVERtools, a tool supporting the
writing, the syntactic analysis and the decentralization of trace expres-
sions.
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Part I

Introduction

This part is focused on presenting the contents of the thesis. We will �rst
discuss the motivations of this work and we will then introduce the aims of
the thesis and its structure. Finally, we will provide a section on how to read
this work with a corresponding dependency graph for the various chapters.
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1 Motivations and Aims of the Thesis

Nowadays, multiagent systems (MAS) are a very well known and established
research �eld. Though MAS may seem young, huge advances have been made
since their introduction in (Wooldridge, 1992; Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995):
MAS have been studied, extended, and implemented from both a theoretical
and a practical viewpoint. Thanks to a large community and to the interest
— most of the time — of the industry, MAS have become a good base for the
design and development of heterogeneous and distributed systems.

Despite that, the di�usion of MAS applications in the real world has not
reached its full potential yet. Although dating back to ten years ago, the work
by Pechoucek et al. (Pechoucek and Marík, 2008) explains that the reasons
can be found in

1. limited awareness about the potential of agent technologies;

2. limited publicity of successful industrial projects carried out with agent
technologies;

3. misunderstandings about the e�ectiveness of agent-based solutions;

4. risks of adopting a technology that has not been already proven in large
scale industrial applications;

5. lack of mature enough design and development tools for industrial
deployment.

All the observations previously reported are important per se, and should
be tackled individually. The main work presented in this thesis tackles the 4th
and 5th issues.

One of the risks of adopting MAS technologies for the development of large
real systems is related to their reliability. MAS are essentially distributed sys-
tems composed of decentralized autonomous entities called agents1. Each
agent is able to reason about its goals in order to achieve them, usually col-
laborating in a community with other agents, exploiting social activities. The
importance given to the features of the agents may change with respect to
the scenario they have been exploited in. Features such as autonomy are com-
monly recognized to be important for an agent. However, when environments
are highly dynamic as in modern embedded systems (Macías-Escrivá et al.,
2013), where the agents have to make decisions on adaptivity at runtime with
respect to changing requirements, self-adaptivity is as important as autonomy;
on the other hand, when the environment where agents operate is almost
static, self-adaptivity can be an undesired feature. As an example, we can think

1Further details can be found in Chapter 3.
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1 Motivations and Aims of the Thesis

about developing a MAS supporting a �ight control system. In such scenario,
we do not want agents able to adapt, we want agents that can be trusted and,
above all, with a predictable behaviour.

Taking care of the complexity of such kind of distributed systems is not
an easy task. The complexity easily raises design and implementation errors,
and this causes a major risk in adopting MAS technology in large scale in-
dustrial applications. One of the possible ways to tackle this kind of problem
is through veri�cation of MAS. Said veri�cation – showing that a system is
correct with respect to its stated requirements – is an increasingly important
issue, especially as agent systems are applied to safety-critical applications
such as autonomous spacecraft control (Havelund, Lowry, and Penix, 2001;
Muscettola et al., 1998). By verifying the behaviours of the agents, we increase
the level of trust in them. As we are going to analyze more in detail in the
thesis, we will discuss about di�erent approaches to the veri�cation of MAS. In
this thesis, we will focus more on the Runtime Veri�cation (RV) approach, but
we will also consider its possible combination with the more standard Static
Veri�cation approach (Fisher and Wooldridge, 1997) such as model checking
(Bordini et al., 2006; Clarke, Grumberg, and Peled, 1999; Merz, 2001). Being
able to verify the behaviour of the agents inside a MAS increases the reliability
of the system implementation. If we could check the MAS in respect of a
set of properties of our interest, we would also be able to use it in scenarios
where reliability is a key feature. For this reason, we focused our attention on
studying and developing new approaches to achieve the RV of MAS during
the Ph.D. program.

Runtime Veri�cation (Delgado, Gates, and Roach, 2004; Leucker and Schall-
hart, 2009) is a light-weight approach that allows us to verify if a software
system is consistent or not with a speci�c property. The name “Runtime” de-
rives from the time this approach is applied. In RV, we check a system while
it is running; thanks to this, we can state that RV is a light-weight approach
because it does not care about generating all possible system’s behaviours (as it
usually happens in model checking) but it simply analyzes the observed ones’2.
For this reason, RV is also commonly associated with the term “Monitoring”
because we are just interested in verifying what the system does (obtaining
a less invasive but non exhaustive approach). The formalisms that we can
use to represent these properties can vary, and each one has its advantages
and disadvantages. In Chapter 5 we present di�erent ones that can be used to
specify protocols and properties; in Chapter 16 we compare them to the one
we are going to present and use in this thesis. More speci�cally, we chose the
Trace Expression formalism, which is presented in Chapter 4, to specify prop-
erties. Trace expressions are a complex and compact formalism that has been
developed during the Ph.D. program. Despite showing how this formalism
can actually be used to achieve the RV of MAS, we will also present the exten-
sions that have been proposed during the Ph.D. program in Chapters 6 and 7

2In an ideal world, the monitor should never in�uence the system. In a nutshell, the presence
of the monitor does not change the system’s behaviour.
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1 Motivations and Aims of the Thesis

in order to increase the range of its possible applications. RV reinforces the
reliability of the MAS introducing monitors in the implementations. Through
these monitors, we can analyze at runtime the behaviour of all the agents and
we can check if it is consistent with a speci�cation. For instance, as we will
see in Chapter 8, we can specify Agent Interaction Protocols (AIP) in order to
check the social activities of the agents. In this kind of situation, the monitors
must be able to observe the message exchanges among the agents checking
the compliance with the AIP at runtime. This is interesting when we consider
MAS where the social activities are one of the main aspects. Monitors can also
be used to check the internal states of the agents, but we will always focus
on a less invasive veri�cation approach in this work; as a matter of fact, an
entire part of the thesis is centred on the use of trace expressions to represent
AIPs. Outside the context of AIPs, scenarios where we have no access to the
implementations of the systems are common, and the possibility to analyze
them externally is an important and valuable feature.

In order to exhaustively achieve the RV of a software system, we have to
tackle it from both a theoretical and a practical point of view. Theoretical view,
because RV is a formal approach based on the concept of formal speci�cations
for representing the properties used to guide the monitors; thus, we need to
study, integrate and extend new formalisms to support the veri�cation process.
Practical view, because as the other veri�cation approaches, its aim is to verify
real systems in real scenarios; works on RV and Static Veri�cation are, in fact,
usually accompanied with their implementation and related experiments. This
aspect is well established in this thesis, an entire Chapter is indeed dedicated
to the implementation of a tool supporting our RV approach (Chapter 14).

A standard way to achieve the RV of a MAS is using a single centralized
monitor that is able to observe the behaviours of all the agents belonging to the
MAS. This approach is extremely monolithic and is generally suitable for more
centralized systems. If we consider a large MAS, composed by many di�erent
agents that are spread heterogeneously inside an environment, verifying the
behaviours of all of them using only one monitor becomes easily intractable
(typical bottleneck problem). For this reason, during the Ph.D. program, we
have been focusing on a more decentralized way to achieve the RV of MAS,
presented in Chapter 9. Intuitively, we are interested in decentralizing the
monitoring of speci�cations on multiple decentralized monitors. Instead of
generating a single centralized monitor to check the entire system behaviour,
we will show how we can achieve the same results producing di�erent decent-
ralized monitors. Not all the speci�cations expressed using trace expressions
can be decentralized in the same way and there are many issues to be tackled
in order to achieve this.

As we anticipated before, RV is not the only way to increase the reliability
of MAS. During the Ph.D. program, we also studied possible ways to combine
static veri�cation and runtime veri�cation, presented in Chapter 12 and Chapter
13. Studying new hybrid approaches is very important because static and
runtime veri�cations have di�erent advantages and disadvantages, as we will
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1 Motivations and Aims of the Thesis

see, and their combination produces a more robust way to verify MAS. For
this and other reasons, we dedicated part of the Ph.D. program in studying
two di�erent hybrid approaches.

At the beginning of this chapter, we presented a list of possible issues con-
cerning the use of MAS for developing real life applications. Until now we
have considered the parts of the thesis focused on reducing the risks of adopt-
ing agent technology in real applications. The other relevant claim tackled
by the thesis concerns the development of tools supporting the design and
development of MAS, particularly the development of a tool supporting the RV
of MAS. From a software engineering viewpoint, proposing new techniques
and methods for achieving the RV of MAS is useless if they are not supported
by a suitable development toolkit. In the last year of the Ph.D. program we de-
veloped an Integrated Development Environment (IDE), presented in Chapter
14, that supports the de�nition of speci�cations and the automatic generation
of the corresponding monitors for achieving the RV of the target MAS.

The main objectives of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• to present the theoretical foundations of the trace expression formalism
and its extensions (parametric and probabilistic);

• to show how to exploit the trace expression formalism for achieving the
Runtime Veri�cation of – and not limited only to – distributed arti�cial
intelligence systems (such as Multiagent Systems);

• to present the algorithms that have been designed and developed to
obtain a decentralized Runtime Veri�cation of Agent Interaction Pro-
tocols in the context of veri�cation of the social activities involved in
the Multiagent Systems (also in presence of uncertainty in the observed
events);

• to combine Runtime Veri�cation and Static Veri�cation in both directions
in order to obtain a more robust and reliable approach for the veri�cation
of the Multiagent Systems;

• to implement a software platform for supporting the use of the trace
expression formalism for the design and development of monitors for
verifying Multiagent Systems at runtime.

The research methodology followed during the three years of the Ph.D.
program consisted in facing every research issue both from a theoretical and
practical viewpoint.
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2 Structure and Contributions of the Thesis

2.1 Structure

part I - introduction. This part contains introductory chapters ex-
plaining the motivations and aims of this thesis (Chapter 1). The structure of
the thesis is presented here in this chapter.

part II - background. We introduce all the preliminary concepts neces-
sary to understand the contents of the thesis (Chapter 3). In this part, we brie�y
present the concepts of MAS, Runtime Veri�cation and Static Veri�cation. We
also present in detail the Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), which is used several
times in the thesis. In Chapter 4 we de�ne the base formalism we use in the
entire work – the thesis is also named after it: the trace expression formalism.
Its original version has been de�ned before starting the Ph.D. program inside
my master’s thesis. For this reason the canonical version is not considered a
novel part of the thesis and is listed here in Part II. In Chapter 5 we present
the general state of the art analysis while reserving a more speci�c study for
each single chapter.

part II I - formalism extensions. As anticipated before, since our
objective is to verify software systems – in particular MAS – it was natural
to study and propose new extensions for our formalism. In particular, we
proposed parametric (Chapter 6) and probabilistic (Chapter 7) extensions. Each
extension has its advantages and disadvantages and is presented separately
with its motivations and examples.

part IV - engineering agent interaction protocols with
trace expressions. It is the most important part of the entire work. In
this part we present how to specify Agent Interaction Protocols (Chapter 8)
using the trace expression formalism and we focus on the resulting issues
when these are used to achieve decentralized RV (Chapter 9 and Chapter 10)
and protocol conformance analysis (Chapter 11).

part V - combining static and runtime verification. RV of
MAS is interesting, but even more so when combined with static veri�cation.
During the Ph.D. program we combined our approach with existing static
veri�cation ones. In Chapter 12, we show how to model check our speci�cations
– trace expressions – with respect to a given LTL property. In Chapter 13, we
instead present a way to simplify the model checking of MAS using RV. More
speci�cally, we show how we can make assumptions on the model in order to

6



2 Structure and Contributions of the Thesis

reduce the state space explosion during the static veri�cation phase and how
to check that these assumptions still hold at runtime.

part VI - implementation and case study. We dedicated an entire
part of the thesis to the presentation of the IDE that has been developed for
supporting the trace expression formalism. In this part we also show examples
of its use through screenshots of the resulting implemented plugin while a brief
tutorial will be given at the end. The second chapter is instead dedicated to
presenting a challenging case study where we show how to use our formalism
for representing medical guidelines.

part VII - discussion. At the beginning of the thesis we present the
state of the art of our work. In particular, we present di�erent other formalisms
that are close to ours. In this part, we focus on the main di�erences with respect
to the trace expression formalism and present a comparison table listing them
(Chapter 16). In Chapter 17 we end with the conclusions and future work.

This thesis can be further divided in three macro areas:

• Part I, Part III and Part IV concern the most theoretical aspects of this
thesis. This is also the macro area of the thesis where all the theoretical
and technical background is presented as well as the algorithms for MAS
decentralized runtime veri�cation.

• Part V focuses on the hybrid combination of static and runtime veri�c-
ation. This is the part of the thesis that is more focused on the applied
aspects.

• Part VI presents the practical aspects concerning the development of the
tool supporting our runtime veri�cation approach, and a case study.

2.2 Contributions

We can classify the contributions of the thesis into four categories. The �rst
two are related to the study of new formalism extensions to increase the
range of possible uses, and of algorithms to achieve the decentralization of
speci�cations in order to obtain a decentralized runtime veri�cation approach
(extremely important in the context of multiagent systems). The last two
are instead focused more on applicative and implementation aspects (hybrid
combination of runtime and static veri�cation, and the development of a
platform supporting our veri�cation approach).

In the following paragraphs we summarize the four main contributions of
this thesis.

7



2 Structure and Contributions of the Thesis

2.2.1 Propose an expressive formalism and its extensions to support
runtime veri�cation of complex systems

In Chapters 6 and 7 we present the latest advances in the extension of the trace
expression formalism. Both these extensions allow the formalism to be used
in a larger set of scenarios. The parametric extension is useful to represent
data, objects, time and generic values within speci�cations. Thanks to this
extension, we can represent more complex systems and model more realistic
agent interaction protocols for the veri�cation of the social activities of the
agents inside a multiagent system. The probabilistic extension is useful in
scenarios where we can have uncertainty in the observed events. Considering
the multiagent system scenario, this is extremely important when we are
interested in analyzing communicative aspects where messages can be lost
or there can be issues on the communication channels. Updating the runtime
veri�cation approach to support the absence of information is extremely useful
and makes our approach reliable because, even though we do not have the
complete trace produced by the system, we can still conclude with a certain
probability that the system satis�es a given interaction protocol.

Chapter 6 is based on the following publications:

• Davide Ancona, Angelo Ferrando, and Viviana Mascardi (2016). “Theory
and Practice of Formal Methods: Essays Dedicated to Frank de Boer on
the Occasion of His 60th Birthday”. In: Cham: Springer International
Publishing. Chap. Comparing Trace Expressions and Linear Temporal
Logic for Runtime Veri�cation, pp. 47–64. isbn: 978-3-319-30734-3

• Davide Ancona et al. (2017a). “Parametric Trace Expressions for Runtime
Veri�cation of Java-Like Programs”. In: Proc. of the 19th Workshop on
Formal Techniques for Java-like Programs. ACM, 10:1–10:6. doi: 10.1145/
3103111.3104037. url: http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/3103111.
3104037

• D. Ancona, A. Ferrando, and V. Mascardi (2017). “Parametric Runtime
Veri�cation of Multiagent Systems (extended abstract)”. In: Proc. of the
16th Conference on Autonomous Agents and MultiAgent Systems, AAMAS
2017. Ed. by Kate Larson et al. ACM, pp. 1457–1459

2.2.2 Design and de�ne the algorithms for obtaining a decentralized
runtime veri�cation approach of Agent Interaction Protocols

In Chapters 8, 9 and 10 we present how to de�ne Agent Interaction Protocols
and how to decentralize their runtime veri�cation process with or without
uncertainty. This part is more focused on the presentation of the algorithms
supporting this kind of decentralization. Most importantly, all the issues re-
lated to the representation of Agent Interaction Protocols when we want to
decentralize the monitoring of multiagent system are presented and tackled in
this part of the thesis. In Chapter 10, the decentralization study is also made
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more di�cult and innovative from the presence of gaps in the events observed
by distributed monitors.

The decentralization of agent interaction protocols also brings us to the
reuse of agents. Once we know that an agent is compliant to a protocol, as
long as we are able to assert that this protocol is conformant to another one,
we can �nd ourselves in a situation where we can reuse the agent inside a
di�erent protocol. In Chapter 11, the thesis presents and analyzes a kind of
conformance test which allows reusing agents even when the alphabets used
inside the protocols are di�erent.

Chapter 8 is based on the following publication:

• Davide Ancona et al. (2018a). “Coping with Bad Agent Interaction Pro-
tocols When Monitoring Partially Observable Multiagent Systems”. In:
PAAMS. Vol. 10978. Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Springer, pp. 59–
71

Chapter 9 is based on the following publications:

• Angelo Ferrando, Davide Ancona, and Viviana Mascardi (2017). “Decent-
ralizing MAS Monitoring with DecAMon”. In: Proc. of the 16th Conference
on Autonomous Agents and MultiAgent Systems, AAMAS 2017. Ed. by Kate
Larson et al. ACM, pp. 239–248. url: http://dl.acm.org/citation.
cfm?id=3091164

• Angelo Ferrando (2016). “Automatic Partitions Extraction to Distribute
the Runtime Veri�cation of a Global Speci�cation”. In: Proceedings of the
Doctoral Consortium of AI*IA 2016 co-located with the 15th International
Conference of the Italian Association for Arti�cial Intelligence (AI*IA 2016),
Genova, Italy, November 29, 2016. Ed. by Viviana Mascardi and Ilaria Torre.
Vol. 1769. CEUR Workshop Proceedings. CEUR-WS.org, pp. 40–45. url:
http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-1769/paper07.pdf

• Davide Ancona et al. (2016). “MAS-DRiVe: a Practical Approach to Decent-
ralized Runtime Veri�cation of Agent Interaction Protocols”. In: Proc. of
the 17th Workshop "From Objects to Agents". Ed. by Corrado Santoro, Fab-
rizio Messina, and Massimiliano De Benedetti. Vol. 1664. CEUR Workshop
Proceedings. CEUR-WS.org, pp. 35–43. url: http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-
1664/w7.pdf

Chapter 11 is based on the following publication:

• Davide Ancona, Angelo Ferrando, and Viviana Mascardi (2018a). “Agents
Interoperability via Conformance Modulo Mapping”. In: Proceedings of
the 19th Workshop "From Objects to Agents", Palermo, Italy, June 28-29,
2018. Ed. by Massimo Cossentino, Luca Sabatucci, and Valeria Seidita.
Vol. 2215. CEUR Workshop Proceedings. CEUR-WS.org, pp. 109–115. url:
http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2215/paper_18.pdf
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2.2.3 Propose a hybrid approach combining runtime and static veri�cation
of multiagent systems

In Chapters 12 and 13 we present two di�erent ways to combine model checking
and runtime veri�cation through trace expressions. In both scenarios the aim
is to create a more robust and reliable veri�cation approach since model
checking and runtime veri�cation have disadvantages which can be solved
by their combination. During the Ph.D. program, we studied many di�erent
approaches in both research �elds but we only found few proposals that
combine both of them. Some work in this direction can be found in (Ahrendt,
Pace, and Schneider, 2016; Ahrendt et al., 2016; Artho and Biere, 2005; Artho
et al., 2004; Chimento et al., 2015; Colombo, Pace, and Schneider, 2009; Gui
et al., 2013).

Chapter 12 is based on the following publication:

• Angelo Ferrando (2019). “The early bird catches the worm: First verify,
then monitor!” In: Science of Computer Programming 172, pp. 160 –179.
issn: 0167-6423. doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scico.2018.11.
008. url: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
S0167642318304349

Chapter 13 is based on the following publication:

• Angelo Ferrando et al. (2018a). “Recognising Assumption Violations in
Autonomous Systems Veri�cation”. In: Proceedings of the 17th Interna-
tional Conference on Autonomous Agents and MultiAgent Systems, AA-
MAS 2018, Stockholm, Sweden, July 10-15, 2018. Ed. by Elisabeth André
et al. International Foundation for Autonomous Agents and Multiagent
Systems Richland, SC, USA / ACM, pp. 1933–1935. url: http://dl.acm.
org/citation.cfm?id=3238028

2.2.4 Present a tool developed for supporting runtime veri�cation guided
by trace expressions and a case study

In Chapter 14 we present the tool which has been developed for supporting
the trace expression formalism and the automatic generation of decentralized
monitors for achieving the decentralized runtime veri�cation of multiagent
systems implemented using the JADE framework (Bellifemine, Caire, and
Greenwood, 2007).

Chapter 14 is based on the following publications:

• Angelo Ferrando (2017). “RIVERtools: an IDE for RuntIme VERi�cation
of MASs, and Beyond”. In: PRIMA Demo Track 2017

• Davide Ancona et al. (2018b). “Managing Bad AIPs with RIVERtools”. In:
PAAMS. Vol. 10978. Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Springer, pp. 296–
300
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In Chapter 15 we propose a case study in the �eld of Remote Patient Monit-
oring. In this case study we show how to use our formalism to formally specify
medical guidelines.

Chapter 15 is based on the following publications:

• Angelo Ferrando, Davide Ancona, and Viviana Mascardi (2016). “Monit-
oring Patients with Hypoglycemia Using Self-adaptive Protocol-Driven
Agents: A Case Study”. In: Proc. of Engineering Multi-Agent Systems - 4th
International Workshop, EMAS 2016, Revised, Selected, and Invited Papers.
Ed. by Matteo Baldoni et al. Vol. 10093. LNCS. Springer, pp. 39–58. doi:
10.1007/978-3-319-50983-9_3. url: http://dx.doi.org/10.
1007/978-3-319-50983-9_3

• Davide Ancona, Angelo Ferrando, and Viviana Mascardi (2018b). “Im-
proving �exibility and dependability of remote patient monitoring with
agent-oriented approaches”. In: Int. J. Agent-Oriented Software Engineer-
ing 6, Nos. 3/4

2.3 How to read the Thesis

In order to make the reading of the thesis easier, we decided to de�ne the
following reading sequences of the main chapters essential to understand the
contents according to reader’s interest:

• Chapter sequence for the trace expression formalism:
[Interests: Programming Languages]
– Part II - Background: 4.

– Part III - Formalism extensions: 6 and 7.

• Chapter sequence for Agent Interaction Protocols modelling:
[Interests: multiagent systems, Agent Interaction Protocols]
– Part II - Background: 4.

– Part IV - Engineering Agent Interaction Protocols: 8 and 11.

• Chapter sequence for decentralized runtime veri�cation:
[Interests: multiagent systems, (decentralized) runtime veri�cation, agent
interaction protocols]
– Part II - Background: 4.

– Part IV - Engineering Agent Interaction Protocols: 8 and 9.

– Part VI - Implementation and Case Study: 14.

• Chapter sequence for probabilistic runtime veri�cation (runtime
veri�cation with state estimation):
[Interests: multiagent systems, probabilistic (decentralized) runtime veri�c-
ation, agent interaction protocols]
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2 Structure and Contributions of the Thesis

– Part II - Background: 4.

– Part III - Formalism extensions: 7.

– Part IV - Engineering Agent Interaction Protocol: 8 and 10.

• Chapter sequence for hybrid combination of runtime and static
veri�cation:
[Interests: multiagent systems, runtime veri�cation, model checking]
– Part II - Background: 4.

– Part V - Combining static and runtime veri�cation: 12 and 13.

• Chapter sequence for implementation of runtime veri�cation of
Agent Interaction Protocols:
[Interests: multiagent systems, agent interaction protocols, tool implement-
ation, Integrated Development Environment design]
– Part II - Background: 4.

– Part III - Formalism extensions: (optional) 6.

– Part IV - Engineering Agent Interaction Protocol: 8 and (op-
tional) 10.

– Part VI - Implementation and Case Study: 14 and 15.
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Figure 2.1 . Dependency graph of the main chapters. For instance, to understand
Chapter 10 you have to read chapters 8 and 7 �rst.
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Part II

Background

This part of the thesis has three di�erent objectives:

• to give a general background for all the contents that might be useful for
the reader to understand the contribution of the thesis;

• to present the trace expression formalism, that is the pillar of the thesis
and on which all the Ph.D. program has been built;

• to present a general state of the art of the work.

14



3 Preliminaries

“Knowing yourself is the beginning of all wisdom.”
- Aristotle

In this chapter, we present all the preliminary concepts that are
necessary to understand the contents of this thesis. A reader who
is already familiar with the notion of multiagent systems, runtime
and static veri�cation, LTL and derivates can skip this chapter and
start reading Chapter 4.
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3.1 Multiagent Systems and Distributed Arti�cial Intelligence

Since its inception in the mid to late 1970s distributed arti�cial intelligence
(DAI) evolved and diversi�ed rapidly. Today it is an established and promising
research and application �eld which brings together and draws on results,
concepts, and ideas from many disciplines, including arti�cial intelligence
(AI), computer science, sociology, economics, organization and management
science, and philosophy.

As de�ned in (Weiss, 1999), an agent is a computational entity such as a
software program or a robot that can be viewed as perceiving and acting upon
its environment and that is autonomous in that its behaviour at least partially
depends on its own experience. As an intelligent entity, an agent operates
�exibly and rationally in a variety of environmental circumstances given its
perceptual and e�ectual equipment. Behavioral �exibility and rationality are
achieved by an agent on the basis of key processes such as problem solving,
planning, decision making, and learning. As an interacting entity, an agent
can be a�ected in its activities by other agents and perhaps by humans. A key
pattern of event in multiagent systems is goal- and task-oriented coordination,
both in cooperative and in competitive situations. In the case of cooperation
several agents try to combine their e�orts to accomplish as a group what the
individuals cannot, and in the case of competition several agents try to get
what only some of them can have. The long-term goal of DAI is to develop
mechanisms and methods that enable agents to interact like humans (or even
better), and to understand events among intelligent entities whether they
are computational, human, or both. This goal raises a number of challenging
issues that all are centered around the elementary question of when and how
to interact with whom.

To make the above considerations more concrete, a closer look has to be
taken on multiagent systems and thus on “interacting, intelligent agents”:

• “Agents” are autonomous, computational entities that can be viewed
as perceiving their environment through sensors and acting upon their
environment through e�ectors. Since they are computational entities,
agents must exist in the form of programs that run on computing devices;
being autonomous means that to some extent they have control over their
behaviour without the intervention of humans and other systems. Agents
pursue goals or carry out tasks in order to meet their design objectives,
and in general these goals and tasks can be complementary as well as
con�icting.
For N. R. Jennings et al. (Jennings, Sycara, and Wooldridge, 1998), an agent
is a computer system, situated in some environment, that is capable of
�exible autonomous actions in order to meet its design objectives. There
are thus three key concepts in their de�nition: situatedness, autonomy,
and �exibility. In detail,
– Situatedness, in this context, means that the agent receives sensory

input from its environment and that it can perform actions which
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change the environment in some way;

– Autonomy is a di�cult concept to pin down precisely, but they mean
it in the sense that the system should be able to act without the direct
intervention of humans (or other agents), and that it should have
control over its own actions and internal state;

– By �exible, they mean that the system is: responsive, agents should
perceive their environment and respond in a timely fashion to
changes that occur in it, pro-active, agents should not simply act
in response to their environment, they should be able to exhibit
opportunistic, goal-directed behaviour and take the initiative where
appropriate and social, agents should be able to interact, when appro-
priate, with other arti�cial agents and humans in order to complete
their own problem solving and to help others with their activities.

• “Intelligent” indicates that the agents pursue their goals and execute
their tasks such that they optimize some given performance measures.
To say that agents are intelligent does not mean that they are omniscient
or omnipotent, nor does it mean that they never fail. Rather, it means
that they operate �exibly and rationally in a variety of environmental
circumstances, given the information they have and their perceptual and
e�ectual capabilities.

• “Interacting” indicates that the agents may be a�ected by other agents
or perhaps by humans in pursuing their goals and executing their tasks.
Events can take place indirectly through the environment in which they
are embedded (e.g., by observing one another or by carrying out an action
that modi�es the environmental state) or directly through a shared lan-
guage (e.g., by providing information in which other agents are interested
or which confuses other agents). DAI primarily focuses on coordination
as a form of event that is particularly important with respect to goal at-
tainment and task completion. The purpose of coordination is to achieve
or avoid states of a�airs that are considered as desirable or undesirable
by one or several agents. To coordinate their goals and tasks, agents
have to explicitly take dependencies among their activities into consider-
ation. Two basic, contrasting patterns of coordination are cooperation
and competition. In the case of cooperation, several agents work together
and draw on the broad collection of their knowledge and capabilities to
achieve a common goal. Against that, in the case of competition, several
agents work against each other because their goals are con�icting. Co-
operating agents try to accomplish as a team what the individuals cannot,
and so fail or succeed together. Competitive agents try to maximize their
own bene�t at the expense of others, and so the success of one implies
the failure of others.
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Agent Communications Language performatives

Performativity1 is a term for the capacity of speech and communication not
just to communicate but rather to act or consummate an action, or to construct
and perform an identity. A common example is the act of saying “I pronounce
you man and wife” by a licensed minister before two people who are prepared
to wed (or “I do” by one of those people upon being asked whether they take
their partner in marriage). An umpire calling a strike, a judge pronouncing
a verdict, or a union boss declaring a strike are all examples of performative
speech.
Speech Act Theory as introduced by Oxford philosopher J.L. Austin (Aus-

tin, 1962) and further developed by American philosopher J.R. Searle, considers
the types of acts that utterances can be said to perform:

• Locutionary Acts, the performance of an utterance;

• Illocutionary Acts, the pragmatic ’illocutionary force’ of the utterance;

• Perlocutionary Acts, the actual e�ect.

Agent Communication Languages (ACLs) are based on the speech act
theory: messages are actions, or communicative acts, as they are intended to
perform some action by virtue of being sent. The speci�cation consists of a set
of message types and the description of their pragmatics, that is the e�ects on
the mental attitudes of the sender and receiver agents. Every communicative
act is described with both a narrative form and a formal semantics based on
modal logic.

The most popular ACLs are:

• FIPA-ACL2 (by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents, a stand-
ardization consortium);

• KQML (Finin et al., 1994) (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language).

Both rely on the speech act theory developed by Searle in the 1960s (Searle,
1969) and enhanced by Winograd and Flores in the 1970s. They de�ne a set of
performatives, also called Communicative Acts, and their meaning (e.g. tell).
The content of the performative is not standardized, but varies from language
to language.

FIPA was originally formed as a Swiss based organization in 1996 to produce
software standards speci�cations for heterogeneous and interacting agents
and agent based systems. Since its foundations, FIPA has played a crucial
role in the development of agents standards and has promoted a number of
initiatives and events that contributed to the development and uptake of agent
technology.

1https://ipfs.io/ipfs/QmXoypizjW3WknFiJnKLwHCnL72vedxjQkDDP1mXWo6uco/
wiki/Performativity.html

2http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00001/, http://www.fipa.org/specs/

fipa00007/, http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00025/, http://www.fipa.org/

specs/fipa00037/
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KQML is part of the ARPA Knowledge Sharing E�ort, which is a consor-
tium to develop conventions facilitating the sharing and reuse of knowledge
bases and knowledge-based systems. Its goal is to de�ne, develop, and test
infrastructure and supporting technology to enable participants to build much
bigger and more broadly functional systems than could be achieved working
alone.

Speech act theory uses the term performative to identify the illocutionary
force of this special class of utterance. Example performative verbs include
promise, report, convince, insist, tell, request, and demand. Illocutionary forces
can be broadly classi�ed as assertives (statements of fact), directives (com-
mands in a master-slave structure), commissives (commitments), declaratives
(statements of fact), and expressives (expressions of emotion). Performatives
are usually represented in the stylized syntactic form “I hereby tell...” or “I
hereby request...” Because performatives have the special property that “saying
it makes it so,” not all verbs are performatives. For example, stating that “I
hereby solve this problem” does not create the solution. Although the term
speech is used in this discussion, speech acts have to do with communication
in forms other than the spoken word. In summary, speech act theory helps
de�ne the type of message by using the concept of the illocutionary force,
which constrains the semantics of the communication act itself. The sender’s
intended communication act is clearly de�ned, and the receiver has no doubt
as to the type of message sent. This constraint simpli�es the design of software
agents.

To make agents understand each other they have to speak the same language;
they can also have a common ontology.

In 1993, Gruber originally de�ned the notion of an ontology as an “explicit
speci�cation of a conceptualization” (Gruber, 1993). In 1997, Borst de�ned
an ontology as a “formal speci�cation of a shared conceptualization” (Borst,
1997). In 2007, Gruber revised his de�nition of ontology; in the context of com-
puter and information sciences, an ontology de�nes a set of representational
primitives with which to model a domain of knowledge or discourse. The
representational primitives are typically classes (or sets), attributes (or proper-
ties), and relationships (or relations among class members). The de�nitions
of the representational primitives include information about their meaning
and constraints on their logically consistent application (Gruber, 2009). We
present the notion of ontology here because ontologies are usually part of the
agent’s knowledge base and they are used to describe what kind of things an
agent can deal with and how they are related to each other. The connection
between ontology, semantic web and MAS is not new, and in literature we can
found di�erent works showing the advantages in the combination of these
two research areas3 (Hendler, 2001; Mascardi et al., 2011; Moreira et al., 2006).
Both ontology and agent technologies are central to the semantic web, and
their combined use will enable the sharing of heterogeneous, autonomous

3http://www.obitko.com/tutorials/ontologies-semantic-web/
fipa-ontology-service.html
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knowledge sources in a capable, adaptable and extensible manner. Ontology is
used throughout the MAS to assist the interactions among di�erent agents as
well as to improve the quality of the service provided by each agent.

3.2 Rational agents

The key aspect of a rational agent (Bratman, 1987; Cohen and Levesque, 1990;
Rao and George�, 1992) is that the decisions it makes, based on dynamic
motivations, should be both “reasonable” and “justi�able”. One of the most
famous and used model used for de�ning rational agents is called belief-desire-
intention (BDI) model. Belief-desire-intention architectures originated from
the work of the Rational Agency project at Stanford Research Institute in
the mid-1980s. The origins of the model lie in the theory of human practical
reasoning developed by the philosopher Michael Bratman (Bratman, 1987),
which focuses particularly on the role of intentions in practical reasoning. The
conceptual framework of the BDI model is described in (Bratman, Israel, and
Pollack, 1988), which also describes a speci�c BDI agent architecture called
IRMA. In detail, a BDI agent comprises beliefs that the agent has about itself
and its environment, desires (or goals) representing its long-term aims, and
intentions describing the agent’s immediate goals (the ones it is currently trying
to achieve through acting on the environment where it is situated). Using this
new notion of rational agent, we can rethink the multiagent system as a system
consisting of a number of rational agents interacting with each other (naturally
it is not always necessary to have rational agents inside multiagent systems).
The cooperation aspect helps to solve problems that are di�cult to solve by
individual agents or traditional computer systems. As we are going to discuss
deeply in this thesis, the social aspects are crucial for a multiagent systems and
require to be well de�ned and veri�ed in order to make the implementations
more robust and reliable.

In the following section, we are going to brie�y introduce one of the most
famous and used engine for developing BDI agents. In particular, this engine
exploits AgentSpeak (Rao, 1996) as agent-oriented programming language.

3.3 Jason

Jason4 (Bordini, Hübner, and Wooldridge, 2007) is an engine for an extended
version of the AgentSpeak language (Rao, 1996). It implements the operational
semantics of that language, and provides a platform for the development of
multiagent systems, with many user-customisable features. Jason is available
Open Source, and is distributed under GNU LGPL.

One of the most interesting aspects of AgentSpeak is that it was inspired by
and based on a model of human behaviour that was developed by philosophers,
the BDI model.

We mentioned here Jason because is one of the most famous and used agent
platform supporting the BDI model. Besides AgentSpeak, other languages

4http://jason.sourceforge.net/
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developed for programming rational agents include 3APL (Dastani, Riemsdijk,
and Meyer, 2005; Hindriks et al., 1997), DRIBBLE (Riemsdijk, Hoek, and Meyer,
2003), Jadex (Pokahr, Braubach, and Lamersdorf, 2005), GOAL (Boer et al.,
2007; Hindriks et al., 2000), CAN (Winiko� et al., 2002), SAAPL (Winiko�,
2007), GWENDOLEN (Dennis and Farwer, 2008), and METATEM (Fisher and
Ghidini, 2010; Fisher and Hepple, 2009).

3.4 JADE

JADE5 (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework) (Bellifemine, Caire, and Green-
wood, 2007) is a software Framework fully implemented in the Java language.
It simpli�es the implementation of multiagent systems through a middleware
that complies with the FIPA speci�cations6 and through a set of graphical tools
that support the debugging and deployment phases. A JADE-based system
can be distributed across machines (which not even need to share the same
OS) and the con�guration can be controlled via a remote GUI. The con�gur-
ation can be even changed at run-time by moving agents from one machine
to another, as and when required. JADE is completely implemented in Java
language and the minimal system requirement is the version 5 of JAVA (the
run time environment or the JDK).

Besides the agent abstraction, JADE provides a simple yet powerful task
execution and composition model, peer to peer agent communication based
on the asynchronous message passing paradigm, a yellow pages service sup-
porting publish subscribe discovery mechanism and many other advanced
features that facilitate the development of a distributed system.

Thanks to the contribution of the LEAP project7, ad hoc versions of JADE
exist designed to deploy JADE agents transparently on di�erent Java-oriented
environments such as Android devices and J2ME-CLDC MIDP 1.0 devices8.
Furthermore suitable con�gurations can be speci�ed to run JADE agents in
networks characterized by partial connectivity including NAT and �rewalls as
well as intermittent coverage and IP-address changes.

3.4.1 Architecture

This and the next section on JADE architecture are taken from the tutorial9
and the book (Bellifemine, Caire, and Greenwood, 2007) with no or limited
changes, and are included in this Ph.D. thesis to make it self-contained.

5http://jade.tilab.com/
6http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00001/, http://www.fipa.org/specs/

fipa00007/, http://www.fipa.org/specs/fipa00025/, http://www.fipa.org/

specs/fipa00037/
7LEAP is the name of the European IST project that developed the LEAP add-on. The Consor-

tium of the LEAP Project was formed by Motorola, Siemens AG, Telecom Italia, Broadcom,
University of Parma and ADAC.

8https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/faqs-140539.html
9http://jade.tilab.com/doc/tutorials/JADEProgramming-Tutorial-for-beginners.
pdf
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A JADE platform is composed of agent containers that can be distributed
over the network. Agents live in containers which are the Java process that
provide the JADE runtime and all the services needed for hosting and executing
agents. There is a special container, called the main container, which represents
the bootstrap point of a platform: it is the �rst container to be launched and
all other containers must join to a main container by registering with it.

Each agent is identi�ed by a globally unique name (the AgentIdenti�er, or
AID, as de�ned by FIPA). It can join and leave a host platform at any time and
can discover other agents through both white-page and yellow-page services.

When the main container is launched, two special agents are automatically
instantiated and started by JADE, whose roles are de�ned by the FIPA Agent
Management standard:

1. The Agent Management System (AMS) is the agent that supervises
the entire platform. It is the contact point for all agents that need to
interact in order to access the white pages of the platform as well as
to manage their life cycle. Every agent is required to register with the
AMS (automatically carried out by JADE at agent start-up) in order to
obtain a valid AID.

2. The Directory Facilitator (DF) is the agent that implements the yellow
pages service, used by any agent wishing to register its services or search
for other available services. The JADE DF also accepts subscriptions
from agents that wish to be noti�ed whenever a service registration
or modi�cation is made that matches some speci�ed criteria. Multiple
DFs can be started concurrently in order to distribute the yellow pages
service across several domains. These DFs can be federated, if required,
by establishing cross-registrations with one another which allow the
propagation of agent requests across the entire federation.

3.4.2 Creating agents

Creating a JADE agent is as simple as de�ning a class that extends the
jade.core.Agent class and implementing the setup() method as exempli-
�ed in the code below.
import jade.core.Agent;
public class HelloWorldAgent extends Agent {

protected void setup() {
// Printout a welcome message
System.out.println("Hello World. I’m an agent!");

}
}

More appropriately a class, such as the HelloWorldAgent class shown
above, represents a type of agent exactly as a normal Java class represents a type
of object. Several instances of the HelloWorldAgent class can be launched at
runtime. Unlike normal Java objects, which are handled by their references, an
agent is always instantiated by the JADE run-time and its reference is never
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disclosed outside the agent itself (unless of course the agent does that expli-
citly). Agents never interact through method calls but rather by exchanging
asynchronous messages.

The setup() method is intended to include agent initializations. The actual
job an agent has to perform is typically carried out within “behaviours”. Ex-
amples of typical operations that an agent performs in its setup() method are:
showing a GUI, opening a connection to a database, registering the services it
provides in the yellow pages catalogue and starting the initial behaviours. It is
good practice not to de�ne any constructor in an agent class and to perform
all initializations inside the setup() method. This is because at construction
time the agent is not yet linked to the underlying JADE run-time and thus
some of the methods inherited from the Agent class may not work properly.

3.4.2.1 Agent identi�ers

Consistent with the FIPA speci�cations, each agent instance is identi�ed by
an “agent identi�er”. In JADE an agent identi�er is represented as an instance
of the jade.core.AID class. The getAID() method of the Agent class allows
retrieval of the local agent identi�er. An AID object includes a globally unique
name (GUID) plus a number of addresses. The name in JADE has the form
<local-name>@<platform-name> such that an agent called Peter living on a
platform called foo-platform will have Peter@foo-platform as its globally
unique name. The addresses included in the AID are the addresses of the
platform the agent inhabits. These addresses are only used when an agent
needs to communicate with another agent living on a di�erent compliant FIPA
platform.

The AID class provides methods to retrieve the local name (getLocalName()),
the GUID (getName()) and the addresses (getAllAddresses()).

We can therefore enrich the welcome message of our HelloWorldAgent as
follows:
protected void setup() {
// Printout a welcome message
System.out.println("Hello World. I’m an agent!");
System.out.println("My local-name is "+getAID().getLocalName());
System.out.println("My GUID is "+getAID().getName());
System.out.println("My addresses are:");
Iterator it = getAID().getAllAddresses();
while (it.hasNext()) {
System.out.println("- "+it.next());

}
}

The local name of an agent is assigned at start-up time by the creator and
must be unique within the platform. If an agent with the same local name
already exists in the platform, the JADE runtime prevents the creation of the
new agent.
String localname = "Peter";
AID id = new AID(localname, AID.ISLOCALNAME);
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The platform name is automatically appended to the GUID of the newly created
AID by the JADE runtime. Similarly, knowing the GUID of an agent, its AID
can be obtained as follows:
String guid = "Peter@foo-platform";
AID id = new AID(guid, AID.ISGUID);

3.4.2.2 Agent initialization

The HelloWorldAgent class described previously can be compiled, as with
normal Java classes, by typing:

javac -classpath <JADE-classes> HelloWorldAgent.java

Of course the JADE libraries must be in the Classpath for the compilation to
succeed. At that point, in order to execute a Hello World agent, i.e. an instance
of the HelloWorldAgent class, the JADE runtime must be started and a local
name for the agent to execute must be chosen:

java -classpath <JADE-classes>;. jade.Boot Peter:HelloWorldAgent

This command starts the JADE runtime and tells it to launch an agent whose
local name is Peter and whose class is HelloWorldAgent. Again both the
JADE libraries and the HelloWorldAgent class must be in the Classpath. As a
result of the typed command, the following printouts produced by the Hello
World agent should appear.

Hello World. I’m an agent!

My local-name is Peter

My GUID is Peter@anduril:1099/JADE

My addresses are:

- http://anduril:7778/acc

3.4.2.3 Agent tasks

The actual job, or jobs, an agent has to do is carried out within “behaviours”.
A behaviour represents a task that an agent can carry out and is implemented
as an object of a class that extends jade.core.behaviours.Behaviour. To
make an agent execute the task implemented by a behaviour object, the beha-
viour must be added to the agent by means of the addBehaviour() method
of the Agent class.

Behaviours can be added at any time when an agent starts up (in the setup()
method) or from within other behaviours. Each class extending Behaviour

must implement two abstract methods. The action() method de�nes the
operations to be performed when the behaviour is in execution. The done()
method returns a boolean value to indicate whether or not a behaviour has
completed and is to be removed from the pool of behaviours an agent is
executing.
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behaviour scheduling and execution. An agent can execute
several behaviours concurrently. However, it is important to note that the
scheduling of behaviours in an agent is not pre-emptive (as for Java threads),
but cooperative. This means that when a behaviour is scheduled for execution
its action() method is called and runs until it returns. Therefore it is the
programmer who de�nes when an agent switches from the execution of one
behaviour to the execution of another.

This approach often creates di�culties for inexperienced JADE developers
and must always be kept in mind when writing JADE agents. Though requiring
an additional e�ort, this model does have several advantages:

• It allows a single Java thread per agent which is quite important especially
in environments with limited resources such as cellphones.

• It provides improved performance since behaviour switching is far faster
than Java thread switching.

• It eliminates all synchronization issues between concurrent behaviours
accessing the same resources since all behaviours are executed by the
same Java thread. This also results in a performance enhancement.

• When a behaviour switch occurs, the status of an agent does not include
any stack information, implying that it is possible to take a ‘snapshot’
of it. This allows the implementation of some important advanced fea-
tures, such as saving the status of an agent in a persistent storage for
later resumption (agent persistency), or transferring the agent to another
container for remote execution (agent mobility).

It is important to note that a behaviour such as that shown below will prevent
any other behaviour from being executed because its action() method will
never return.
public class OverbearingBehaviour extends Behaviour {

public void action() {
while (true) {
// do something

}
}
public boolean done() {

return true;
}

}

one-shot behaviour, cyclic behaviour and generic beha-
viours. The three primary behaviour types available with JADE are as
follows:

1. One-shot behaviours are designed to complete in one execution phase;
their action() method is thus executed only once.
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The jade.core.behaviours.OneShotBehaviour class already imple-
ments the done() method by returning true and can be conveniently
extended to implement new one-shot behaviours.
public class MyOneShotBehaviour extends OneShotBehaviour {

public void action() {
// perform operation X

}
}

In this example, operation X is performed only once.

2. Cyclic behaviours are designed to never complete; their action() method
executes the same operations each time it is called.
The jade.core.behaviours.CyclicBehaviour class already imple-
ments the done() method by returning false and can be conveniently
extended to implement new cyclic behaviours.
public class MyCyclicBehaviour extends CyclicBehaviour {

public void action() {
// perform operation Y

}
}

In this example, operation Y is performed repetitively until the agent
executing the behaviour terminates.

3. Generic behaviours embed a status trigger and execute di�erent op-
erations depending on the status value. They complete when a given
condition is met.
public class ThreeStepBehaviour extends Behaviour {

private int step = 0;
public void action() {

switch (step) {
case 0:
// perform operation X
step++;
break;

case 1:
// perform operation Y
step++;
break;

case 2:
// perform operation Z
step++;
break;

}
}
public boolean done() {

return step == 3;
}

}
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In this example, the step member variable implements the status of the
behaviour. Operations X, Y and Z are performed sequentially after which
the behaviour completes.

JADE also provides the possibility of composing behaviours together to create
complex behaviours.

scheduling operations. JADE provides two ready-made classes
(in the jade.core.behaviours package) which can be implemented to pro-
duce behaviours that execute at selected points in time.

1. The WakerBehaviour has action() and done()methods pre-implemented
to execute the onWake() abstract method after a given timeout (speci�ed
in the constructor) expires. After the execution of the onWake() method
the behaviour completes.
public class MyAgent extends Agent {

protected void setup() {
System.out.println("Adding waker behaviour");
addBehaviour(new WakerBehaviour(this, 10000) {

protected void onWake() {
// perform operation X

}
});

}
}

In this example, operation X is performed 10 seconds after the ’Adding
waker behaviour’ text is printed.

2. The TickerBehaviour has action() and done()methods pre-implemented
to execute the onTick() abstract method repetitively, waiting a given
period (speci�ed in the constructor) after each execution.
A TickerBehaviour never completes unless it is explicitly removed or
its stop() method is called.
public class MyAgent extends Agent {

protected void setup() {
addBehaviour(new TickerBehaviour(this, 10000) {

protected void onTick() {
// perform operation Y

}
});

}
}

In this example, operation Y is performed periodically every 10 seconds.

3.5 Techniques for checking the system’s behaviour

There are two main approaches for verifying a software system: Static Veri-
�cation and Runtime Veri�cation. Static Veri�cation includes all that kind
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of veri�cation techniques where the code is inspected before it is executed.
One of the most famous approaches in this research area is Model Check-
ing (Clarke, Grumberg, and Peled, 1999; Merz, 2001). In a nutshell, Model
Checking is a method to algorithmically verify formal systems. Namely, the
veri�cation is done on a model that has been derived directly from the real
software/hardware one. The properties that are usually checked through these
kind of approaches are temporal logic formulas. Conversely, Runtime Veri�ca-
tion checks the software/hardware system directly when the system is running.
The main di�erence between the two approaches lies in which types of events
they check, and when. Model checking generates the events trying to cover
the entire model’s behaviour, for this reason is an exhaustive approach (pros)
at the expense of performance (cons), while Runtime Veri�cation observes
the events when these are generate by the system execution, thus it is not
exhaustive because can only check the current observed behaviour (cons), but
it presents better performances and is usually a less invasive approach (pros),
as we are going to see in the rest of the thesis.

3.5.1 Model checking

Model checking (Clarke, Grumberg, and Peled, 1999) is a technique for veri-
fying �nite state concurrent systems such as sequential circuit designs and
communication protocols. It has a number of advantages over traditional ap-
proaches that are based on simulation, testing, and deductive reasoning. In
particular, model checking is automatic and usually quite fast. Also, if the
design contains an error, model checking will produce a counterexample that
can be used to pinpoint the source of the error. The method, which was awar-
ded the 1998 ACM Paris Kanellakis Award for Theory and Practice, has been
used successfully in practice to verify real industrial designs, and companies
are beginning to market commercial model checkers.

Figure 3.1 . Model checking procedure (Gluch et al., 2019)

The main challenge in model checking is dealing with the state space explo-
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sion problem. This problem occurs in systems with many components that can
interact with each other or systems with data structures that can assume many
di�erent values. In such cases the number of global states can be enormous.
Researchers have made considerable progress on this problem over the last
ten years.

Below we report the main advantages and disadvantages in the use of model
checking technique (Clarke, 2008).
Main advantages of model checking:

• the user does not need to construct a correctness proof;

• it is fast compared to other rigorous methods such as the use of a proof
checker;

• if the speci�cation is not satis�ed, the model checker will produce a
counterexample execution trace that shows why the speci�cation does
not hold;

• it has no problem with partial speci�cations;

• it supports Temporal Logics which can easily express many of the prop-
erties that are needed for reasoning about concurrent systems, this is
important because reasoning on the concurrency is often quite subtle and
it is di�cult to verify all possible cases manually.

Main disadvantages of model checking:

• Writing speci�cations is hard. This is also true for other veri�cation tech-
niques like automated theorem proving (this also occurs in the runtime
veri�cation context).

• State explosion is a major problem. The number of global system states of
a concurrent system with many processes or complicated data structures
can be enormous. All model checkers su�er from this problem. In fact, the
state explosion problem has been the driving force behind much of the
research in model checking and the development of new model checkers.

3.5.2 Runtime veri�cation

Runtime veri�cation is being pursued as a lightweight veri�cation technique
complementing veri�cation techniques such as model checking and testing
and establishes another trade-o� point between these forces. One of the main
distinguishing features of runtime veri�cation is due to its nature of being
performed at runtime, which opens up the possibility to act whenever incorrect
behaviour of a software system is detected.

We follow (Delgado, Gates, and Roach, 2004; Leucker and Schallhart, 2009)
and de�ne a software failure as a deviation between the observed behaviour
and the required behaviour of the software system. A fault is de�ned as the
deviation between the current behaviour and the expected behaviour, which
is typically identi�ed by a deviation of the current and the expected state of
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the system. A fault might lead to a failure, but not necessarily. An error, on the
other hand, is a mistake made by a human that results in a fault and possibly
in a failure. According to IEEE (“IEEE Standard for Software Veri�cation and
Validation” 2005), veri�cation comprises all techniques suitable for showing
that a system satis�es its speci�cation. Traditional veri�cation techniques
comprise theorem proving (Bertot and Castran, 2010), model checking (Clarke,
Grumberg, and Peled, 1999). Traditional validation techniques comprise testing
(Broy et al., 2005a; Myers and Sandler, 2004). A relatively new direction of
veri�cation is runtime veri�cation, which manifested itself within the previous
years as a lightweight veri�cation technique.

De�nition 1. Runtime veri�cation (Leucker and Schallhart, 2009) is the discip-
line of computer science that deals with the study, development, and application
of those veri�cation techniques that allow checking whether a run of a system
under scrutiny satis�es or violates a given correctness property.

In runtime veri�cation (RV) dynamic checking of the correct behaviour of
a system can be performed by a monitor which is generated from a formal
speci�cation of the properties to be veri�ed.

As happens for formal static veri�cation, RV relies on a high level speci�c-
ation formalism to specify the expected properties of a system; similarly to
testing, RV is a lightweight, e�ective but non exhaustive technique to verify
complex properties of a system at runtime.

In contrast to formal static veri�cation and testing, RV o�ers opportunities
for error recovery which make this approach more attractive for the develop-
ment of reliable software: not only a system can be constantly monitored for
its whole lifetime to detect possible misbehavior, but also appropriate handlers
can be executed for error recovery.
Main advantages of runtime veri�cation:

• it ensures that the system may be stopped the moment issues are identi�ed
in a tractable manner;

• veri�cation is not invasive, the system running should not be a�ected10 by
the presence of the monitor, this is because the monitor does not need to
generate the traces that have to checked (in this way the state explosion
problem, which is typical of the static veri�cation, does not happen);

• veri�cation continues beyond system deployment.

Main disadvantages of runtime veri�cation:

• it cannot prevent a wrong execution to take place, as it only veri�es actual,
already happened, traces of events.

3.5.3 Runtime veri�cation versus Model checking

Runtime veri�cation has its origins in model checking, and, to a certain extend,
the key problem of generating monitors is similar to the generation of automata
10Adding/Removing the monitor should not in�uence the system.
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in model checking. However, there are also important di�erences to model
checking:

• While in model checking, all executions of a given system are examined
to answer whether they satisfy a given correctness property φ, which
corresponds to the language inclusion problem, runtime veri�cation deals
with the word problem.

• While model checking typically considers in�nite traces, runtime veri�c-
ation deals with �nite executions - as executions have necessarily to be
�nite.

• While in model checking a complete model is given allowing to con-
sider arbitrary positions of a trace, runtime veri�cation, especially when
dealing with online monitoring, considers �nite executions of increasing
size. For this, a monitor should be designed to consider executions in an
incremental fashion.

These di�erences make it necessary to adapt the concepts developed in
model checking to be applicable in runtime veri�cation. For example, while
checking a property in model checking using a kind of backwards search in the
model is sometimes a good choice, it should be avoided in online monitoring
as this would require, in the worst case, the whole execution trace to be stored
for evaluation.

Furthermore, model checking su�ers from the state explosion problem,
which terms the fact that analyzing all executions of a system is typically
been carried out by generating the whole state space of the underlying system,
which is often huge. Considering a single run, on the other hand, does usually
not yield any memory problems, provided that when monitoring online only
a �nite history of the execution has to be stored. Last but not least, in online
monitoring, the complexity for generating the monitor is typically negligible,
as the monitor is often only generated once. However, the complexity of the
monitor, i.e. its memory and computation time requirements for checking
an execution are of important interest, as the monitor is part of the running
system and should not in�uence the it.

3.6 LTL

As we have mentioned before, usually in veri�cation we are interested in
checking a speci�c kind of properties: temporal properties. One of the most
used ways to represent these properties is through temporal logic, such as
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) (Pnueli, 1977). LTL is a modal logic which has
been introduced for specifying temporal properties of systems; despite its
original main application is static veri�cation through model checking, more
recently it has been adopted as a speci�cation formalism for RV, and some RV
tools support it (Chen and Rosu, 2007; Luo et al., 2014a).
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3.6.1 LTL syntax and semantics

Given a �nite set of atomic propositions AP , the set of LTL formulas over AP
is inductively de�ned as follows:

• true is an LTL formula;

• if p ∈ AP then p is an LTL formula;

• if φ andψ are LTL formulas then ¬ψ , φ∨ψ , Xψ , and φUψ are LTL formu-
las.

Additional operators can be derived in the standard way: φ∧ψ = ¬(¬φ∨¬ψ ),
φ ⇒ ψ = ¬φ∨ψ , Fφ (or ♦φ) = trueUφ, and Gφ (or �φ) = ¬(trueU¬φ).

Let Σ = 2AP be the set of all possible subsets of AP ; if p ∈ AP and a ∈ Σ,
then p holds in a i� p ∈ a. An LTL model is an in�nite trace w ∈ Σω ; w(i)
denotes the element a ∈ Σ at position i in trace w ; more formally, if w = aw ′,
then w(0) = a, and w(i) = w ′(i − 1) if i > 0.

The semantics of a formula φ depends by the satisfaction relation w, i � φ

(w satis�es φ in i) de�ned as follows:

• w, i � p i� p ∈ w(i);

• w, i � ¬ϕ i� w, i 2 ϕ;

• w, i � φ ∨ψ i� w, i � φ or w, i � ψ ;

• w, i � Xφ i� w, i + 1 � φ (next operator);

• w, i � φUψ i� ∃j ≥ 0 w, j � ψ and ∀0 ≤ k < j w,k � φ (until operator).

Finally, w � φ (w satis�es φ) holds i� w, 0 � φ holds.
We recall that the set of all models of LTL formulas is the language of

star-free ω-regular languages over Σ (Cohen, Perrin, and Pin, 1993).
In order to encode an LTL formula into an equivalent trace expression

we exploit the result stating that an LTL formula can be translated into an
equivalent non deterministic Büchi automaton (Bauer, Leucker, and Schallhart,
2009).

3.6.2 Non deterministic Büchi Automaton

A Büchi automaton (Büchi, 1990) is a type of ω-automaton which extends
a �nite automaton to in�nite inputs. It accepts an in�nite input sequence if
there exists a run of the automaton that visits (at least) one of the �nal states
in�nitely often.

A (non deterministic) Büchi automaton (NBA) is a tuple (Σ,Q,Q0,δ , F ),
where

• Σ is a �nite alphabet;

• Q is a �nite non-empty set of states;
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• Q0 ⊆ Q is a set of initial states;

• δ :Q × Σ→ 2Q is a transition function;

• F ⊆ Q is a set of accepting states.

A run of an automaton (Σ,Q,Q0,δ , F ) on a word w ∈ Σω is an in�nite trace
ρ = q0w(0)q1w(1)q2 . . ., s.t. q0 ∈ Q0, and for all i ≥ 0 qi+1 ∈ δ (qi ,w(i)). A run
ρ is called accepting i� Inf (ρ) ∩ F , ∅, where Inf (ρ) denotes the states visited
in�nitely often.

3.6.3 LTL Model Checking

After having de�ned a LTL property φ, we might be interested in knowing if
our model of the system M satis�es it. This kind of problem can be formulated
in the following way.

Given a model M and a LTL formula φ:

1. all traces of M must satisfy φ;

2. if a trace of M does not satisfy φ we have found a Counterexample.

We call ΣM the set of traces of M and Σφ the set of traces that satisfy φ.
We check if ΣM ∩ Σ¬φ = Ø.

3.6.4 Automata-Based Model Checking

One of the most standard approaches is passing through the generation of
a Büchi Automaton. Starting from our model M and the LTL property φ we
want to verify on it, we generate the corresponding Büchi Automata. After
that, to check if ΣM ∩ Σ¬φ = Ø, it is enough to make the product of the two
Büchi Automata and search if there exist a trace that belongs to it.

To be more clear, the steps we follow are these.
Given a model M and a LTL formula φ:

1. build the Büchi Automaton B¬φ ;

2. compute product of M and B¬φ ;

3. the product accepts the traces ofM that are also traces of B¬φ (ΣM ∩Σ¬φ );

4. if at least one sequence is accepted by the product, then we have found
one counterexample.

3.6.5 LTL3

LTL3 is a a three-valued semantics (Bauer, Leucker, and Schallhart, 2009) for
LTL formulas, devised to adapt the standard semantics to RV, to correctly
consider the limitation that at runtime only �nite traces can be checked.
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Given a �nite trace σ ∈ Σ∗ of length |σ | = n, a continuation of σ is an
in�nite trace w ∈ Σω s.t. for all 0 ≤ i < n w(i) = σ (i).

Given a �nite trace σ ∈ Σ∗, and an LTL formula φ, the LTL3 semantics of φ,
denoted by σ �3 φ, is de�ned as follows:

σ �3 φ =


> i� w � φ for all continuations w of σ
⊥ i� w 2 φ for all continuations w of σ
? i� neither of the two conditions above holds

As an example, let us consider the formula φ = pUq, where p,q ∈ AP ; ac-
cording to the de�nition above, {p}{p}{q} �3 φ = >, that is, φ is satis�ed
by the �nite trace {p}{p}{q}, and monitoring succeeds; {p}{p}∅ �3 φ = ⊥,
that is, φ is not satis�ed by the �nite trace {p}{p}∅, and monitoring fails;
�nally, {p}{p}{p} �3 φ =?, that is, at this stage monitoring is inconclusive, and
the monitor has to keep monitoring the property expressed by φ. Assuming
that AP = {p,q}, the LTL3 semantics of pUq corresponds to the �nite state
machine (FSM) de�ned in Figure 12.1, which fully determines the expected
behaviour of a monitor for the RV of pUq.

?start

>⊥

{p}

∅

{p,q}

{q}

∅

{p} {p,q}

{q}

∅

{p} {p,q}

{q}

Figure 3.2 . FSM of the monitor for pUq, with AP = {p,q}

More in general, for all LTL formulas φ, it is possible to build an FSM which
is a deterministic �nite automaton (DFA) where the alphabet is Σ (that is, 2AP ),
all states are �nal, each state returns either > (successful), or ⊥ (failure), or ?
(inconclusive), and the behaviour of the FSM respects the LTL3 semantics of
φ: for all �nite traces σ ∈ Σ∗, the FSM accepts σ with �nal state that returns
v ∈ {>,⊥, ?} i� σ �3 φ = v .

The sequence of steps required to generate from an LTL formula φ an FSM
that respects the LTL3 semantics of φ is summarized in Figure 3.3.

For each LTL formula φ and ¬φ (1), the equivalent NBAs Aφ , and A¬φ
are built (2), all states that generate a non empty language are identi�ed
(3) and made �nal and the NBAs are transformed into the corresponding
nondeterministic �nite automata NFAs Âφ , and Â¬φ (4), and, then, in the
equivalent11 DFAs Ãφ and Ã¬φ (5). Finally, the product of Ãφ and Ã¬φ is
11For each NFA we can always �nd a DFA recognizing the same formal language.
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Input (1)Formula (2)NBA (3)Emptiness per state (4)NFA (5)DFA (6)FSM

φ // Aφ // F φ // Âφ // Ãφ

''
φ

66

((

Mφ

¬φ // A¬φ // F ¬φ // Â¬φ // Ã¬φ

77

Figure 3.3 . Steps required to generate an FSM from an LTL formula φ

computed, and from it the �nal FSMMφ is derived by minimization, and by
classifying the states in the following way: (q,q′) returns > i� q′ is not �nal
in Ã¬φ , ⊥ i� q is not �nal in Ãφ , and ? if both q and q′ are �nal in Ãφ , and
Ã¬φ , respectively.

3.7 Model Checking Agent Programming Languages

Althought model checking was born more than 35 years ago, its application
to MAS is almost recent (Bordini et al., 2004, 2006; Kacprzak, Lomuscio, and
Penczek, 2004; Raimondi and Lomuscio, 2007). This is due to the fact that the
veri�cation of agent-oriented programs poses new challenges that have not yet
been adequately addressed, particularly within the context of practical model
checking tools. For instance, in agent-based systems is vital to verify not only
the behaviour that the system has, but also why the agents are undertaking
certain courses of action within the multiagent system.

One of the most widespread model checkers for MAS is the Model Checking
Agent Programming Languages (MCAPL) (Dennis et al., 2012).

MCAPL consists of two components:

• The �rst is the Agent Infrastructure Layer (AIL), which is a set of Java
classes designed to act as a toolkit for creating interpreters for BDI Agent
Programming Languages, such as Jason (Section 3.3). This toolkit is de-
signed to make the construction of such interpreters quick and easy once
an operational semantics is provided.

• The second is Agent JPF (AJPF), a version of the Java Path�nder (JPF)
model checker (Havelund, 1999; Havelund and Pressburger, 2000; Visser
et al., 2003) which has been extended with a property speci�cation lan-
guage appropriate for agent programs and some Java interfaces suitable
for encapsulating multiagent systems in an e�cient fashion.
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Figure 3.4 . AJPF architecture (Bordini et al., 2008)

3.8 Hidden Markov Models

A Hidden Markov Model (HMM (Baum and Petrie, 1966; Rabiner and Juang,
1986)) is a statistical Markov model where the system being modeled is assumed
to be a Markov process with hidden states. It can be modeled as a quintuple
H = 〈S,A,V ,B,Π〉 where

• S = {s1, ..., sNs } is the set of states;

• A is the Ns × Ns transition probability matrix: Ai, j = Pr(state is sj at time
t + 1 | state is si at time t );

• V = {v1, ...,vNv } is the set of observation symbols;

• B is the Ns × Nv observation probability matrix: Bi, j , also denoted with
bi (vj ) for clarity, is Pr(vj is observed at time t | state is si at time t );

• Π = {π1, ...,πNs } is the initial state distribution: πi is the probability that
the initial state is si .

To compute the probability that an HMM H ends in a speci�c state given an
observation sequence O = 〈O1,O2, ...,OT 〉, we can use the forward algorithm
(Rabiner, 1990). Let Q = 〈q1,q2, ...,qT 〉 denote the (unknown) state sequence
that the system passed through, i.e., qt denotes the state of the system when
observation Ot is made. Let αt (i) = Pr (O1,O2, ...,Ot ,qt = si |H ), i.e., the
probability that the �rst t observations yield O1,O2, ...,Ot and that qt is si ,
given the model H .
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The base case is:
α1(j) = πjbj (O1) for 1 ≤ j ≤ Ns

whereas the recursive case is:

αt+1(j) = (Σi=1..Nsαt (i)Ai, j )bj (Ot+1) for 1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ Ns

3.9 Global Types

Global types (Ancona, Drossopoulou, and Mascardi, 2012; Mascardi and Ancona,
2013) are behavioral types for specifying and verifying multiparty protocols
involving many distributed components, inspired by the process algebra ap-
proach. The constrained global types (Ancona, Barbieri, and Mascardi, 2013)
are an extension of the formalism of global types in multiagent systems resul-
ted from a previous work with a mechanism for easily expressing constrained
shu�e of message sequences; accordingly, it has been extended the semantics
to include the newly introduced feature, and show the expressive power of
these “constrained global types”. In (Ancona, Barbieri, and Mascardi, 2013) the
authors showed how constrained global types can be used to generate monitor
agents which were able to check the behaviour of other agents inside the
system. Given a protocol expressed using constrained global types, monitors
are able to verify the compliance of agents to the protocol.

The two key concepts underlying global types are events and event types.

events. An event e is any observable event taking place in the MAS en-
vironment, including communicative actions, actions performed by agents,
agent location and moves, and actions performed by artifacts. We do not face
the transduction problem and assume that events are translated into symbols
that agents can manipulate by some mediator between the agents and the
environment.

event types. From a logical point of view, an event type ϑ is a predicate
on events. Its interpretation is the set of events that verify ϑ ; we write e ∈ ϑ
to mean that ϑ is true on e , and we also say that e has type ϑ .
We can better explain the event types with an example:

transport(policeman(marcus), prisoner(alice),

from(jail), to(room1), by(car))

∈ move(alice, jail, room1).

With respect to the actual event that took place in the environment and that
was transduced into a symbolic form, the event type may be identi�ed by a
di�erent functor symbol with di�erent arguments (like in example, where
“move(...)” is the event type of a “transport(..)” event) and may abstract some
details which are not relevant for the monitoring activities.
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3.9.1 Syntax

The protocol speci�cation using global types represents a set of possibly
in�nite traces of events and is de�ned on top of the following operators:
• ϵ (empty trace), representing the singleton set {ϵ} containing the empty trace
ϵ of events.
• ϑn :τ (sequence with producer), representing the set of all traces whose �rst
event e matches the event type ϑ (e ∈ ϑ ), and the remaining part is a trace
in the set represented by τ . The integer n speci�es the least required number
of times e ∈ ϑ has to be “consumed” to allow a transition labeled by e. Each
occurrence of a producer event type must correspond to the occurrence of a
new event; in contrast, consumer event types correspond to the same event
speci�ed by a certain producer event type. The purpose of consumer event
types is to impose constraints between branches of the fork operator, without
introducing new events.
• ϑ :τ (sequence with consumer), representing the set of all traces where e ∈ ϑ ,
and the remaining part is a trace in the set represented by τ . ϑ must match
with a producer ϑn event type available in another fork branch of the protocol.
• τ1+τ2 (choice), representing the union of the traces of τ1 and τ2.
• τ1 |τ2 (fork), representing the set obtained by shu�ing the traces in τ1 with
the traces in τ2.
• τ1 · τ2 (concat), representing the set of traces obtained by concatenating the
traces of τ1 with those of τ2.

Global types are regular terms, that is, can be cyclic (recursive), and hence
they can be represented by a �nite set of syntactic equations. To make the
treatment simpler, we limit our investigation to contractive (a.k.a. guarded)
and deterministic global types. A global type τ is contractive if all in�nite
paths12 in τ contain an occurrence of the “:” constructor. Determinism ensures
that dynamic checking can be performed e�ciently without backtracking.
Intuitively, a global type is deterministic if, in case more transition rules can
be applied when event e takes place, they lead to equivalent global types.

3.9.2 Semantics

The state of a global type τ can be represented by τ itself. In this section, when
talking about global types we will refer to their current state. Also, we will
use “global type” and “protocol” interchangeably.

The interpretation of a global type is based on the notion of transition, a
total function
next : Pr×Event→ Pf in (Pr),
where Pr and Event denote the set of contractive global types and of events,

respectively.
If τ1 represents the current state of the protocol and the event e takes place,

then the protocol can move to τ2 i� next(τ1, e) = τ2, that we write as τ1 e τ2.
12By “path of a global type” we mean “path in the possibly in�nite tree corresponding to the

term that represents the global type”.
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The auxiliary function ϵ(_) speci�es the global types whose interpretation
contains the empty sequence ϵ . Intuitively, a global type τ s.t. ϵ(τ ) holds
speci�es a protocol that is allowed to successfully terminate.

Let τ0 be a contractive global type. A run ρ for τ0 is a sequence τ0
e0 τ1

e1

...
en−1 τn

en τn+1
en+1

... such that (1) either the sequence is in�nite, or it
has �nite length k ≥ 0 and the last global type τk veri�es ϵ(τk ); and (2) for all
τi , ei , and τi+1 in the sequence, τi

ei τi+1 holds.
We denote by A(ρ) the possibly empty or in�nite sequence of events e0e1...en ...

contained in ρ. The interpretation nτ0o of τ0 is the set {A(ρ)|ρ is a run for τ0}.
A contractive global type τ is deterministic if for e any possible run ρ of τ and
any possible τ ′ in ρ, if τ ′ e τ ′′, and τ ′ e τ ′′′, then nτ ′′o = nτ ′′′o.
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“Don’t use words too big for the subject.
Don’t say in�nitely when you mean very;

otherwise you’ll have no word left when you
want to talk about something really in�nite.”

- C.S. Lewis

In this chapter, we present trace expressions as a constrained global
types extension (Section 3.9) and we formally compare their ex-
pressive power with LTL, a formalism widely adopted in static and
runtime veri�cation (Section 3.6). We show that any LTL formula
can be translated into a trace expression which is equivalent from
the point of view of runtime veri�cation. Since trace expressions are
able to express and verify sets of traces that are not context-free, we
can derive that in the context of runtime veri�cation our formal-
ism is more expressive than LTL. Trace expressions are a compact
and expressive formalism, which can be employed to model com-
plex interaction protocols, and to generate monitors for the Jason
and JADE platforms, and can be generalized to support runtime
veri�cation of di�erent kinds of properties and systems.

The contents of this chapter are published in
(Ancona, Ferrando, and Mascardi, 2016)
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4.1 Introduction

As we mentioned in Section 3.5.2, there are several speci�cation formalisms
employed by RV; some of them are well-known formalisms that have been
originally introduced for other aims, as regular expressions, context free gram-
mars, and LTL, while others have been expressly devised for RV.

Trace expressions belong to this latter group; they are an evolution of
constrained global types (Section 3.9), which have been initially proposed for
RV of agent interactions in multiagent systems in 2013.

Trace expressions are an expressive formalism based on a set of operators
(including pre�xing, concatenation, shu�e, union, and intersection) to denote
�nite and in�nite traces of events. Their semantics is based on a labeled
transition system de�ned by a simple set of rewriting rules which directly
drive the behaviour of monitors generated from trace expressions.

In this chapter we introduce in detail the trace expressions formalism and
we formally compare it with LTL (Section 3.6), a formalism which is widely
used for RV, even though it was initially introduced for model checking.

When used for RV, the expressive power of LTL is reduced, because at
runtime only �nite traces can be checked, as already anticipated in Section 3.6.5.
For instance, the formula Fp (�nally p) which states that an event satisfying the
predicate p will eventually occur after a �nite trace of other occurred events,
can only be partially veri�ed at runtime, because no monitor is able to reject
an in�nite trace of events that do not satisfy p, which, of course, is not a model
for Fp.

To provide a formal account for this limitation, a three-valued semantics for
LTL, called LTL3 has been proposed (Bauer, Leucker, and Schallhart, 2009).

A third truth value “?” is introduced to specify that after a �nite trace of
events has been occurred, the outcome of a monitor can be inconclusive. For
instance, if we consider the formula Fp, and the event e which does not satisfy
p, then no monitor generated from Fp is able to decide whether Fp is satis�ed
or not after the trace eee .

In trace expressions this limitation of RV is modeled by the standard se-
mantics: if the semantics of a trace expression τ contains all �nite traces e ,
ee , eee , . . . , then it must also contain the in�nite trace e . . . e . . . because no
monitor generated from τ will be able to reject it. This corresponds to the
more formal claim stating that the semantics of any trace expression is a
complete metric space of traces, when the standard distance between traces is
considered.

As a consequence, when the standard semantics is considered, one can
conclude that LTL and trace expressions are not comparable: neither is more
expressive than the other. However, since the two formalisms are considered in
the context of RV, if the more appropriate three-valued semantics is considered,
then trace expressions are strictly more expressive than the LTL: every LTL
formula can be encoded into a trace expression with an equivalent three-valued
semantics, whereas the opposite property does not hold, since trace expressions
are also able to specify context-free and non context-free languages.
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4.2 The trace expression formalism

Trace expressions introduce a novelty with respect to constrained global types:
besides the union (a.k.a. choice), concatenation, and shu�e (a.k.a. fork) oper-
ators, trace expressions support intersection as well. Intersection replaces the
constrained shu�e operator (Ancona, Barbieri, and Mascardi, 2013; Ancona
et al., 2015a), an extension of the shu�e operator introduced for making con-
strained global types more expressive. Constrained shu�e imposes synchroniz-
ation constraints on the events inside a shu�e, thus making constrained global
types and their semantics more complex; furthermore, constrained shu�e is
not compositional: it cannot be expressed as an operation between sets of
event traces (that is, the mathematical entities denoted by trace expressions).
In contrast, the intersection operator has a simple, intuitive, and compositional
semantics (as suggested by the name itself) and yet is very expressive; for
instance, as shown in Section 4.3, it can be used for specifying non context-free
sets of event traces.

4.2.1 Events

In the following we denote by E a �xed universe of events. An event trace over
E is a possibly in�nite sequence of events in E. In the rest of the thesis the
meta-variables e , w , σ and u will range over the sets E, Eω , E∗, and Eω ∪ E∗,
respectively; juxtaposition e u denotes the trace where e is the �rst event, and
u is the rest of the trace. A trace expression over E denotes a set of event traces
over E.

As a possible example, we might have

E = {o.m | o object identity,m method name}

where the event o.m corresponds to an invocation of method named1 m on
the target object o. This is a typical example of set of events arising when
monitoring object-oriented systems (we will show an example later on).

4.2.2 Event types

Like constrained global types, also trace expressions are built on top of event
types (chosen from a set ET ), rather than of single events; an event type
denotes a subset of E, and corresponds to a predicate of arity k ≥ 1, where the
�rst implicit argument corresponds to the event e under consideration; refer-
ring to the example where events are method invocations, we may introduce
the type safe(o) of all safe method invocations for a given object o, de�ned by
the predicate safe of arity 2 s.t. safe(e,o) holds i� e = o.isEmpty.

The �rst argument of the predicate is left implicit in the event type, and
we write e ∈ safe(o) to mean that safe(e,o) holds. Similarly, the set of events

1Here, for simplicity, an event does not include the signature of the method as it should be
the case for those languages supporting static overloading.
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speci�ed by an event type ϑ is denoted by nϑo; for instance, nsafe(o)o = {e |
e ∈ safe(o)}.

For generality, we leave unspeci�ed the formalism used for de�ning event
types; however, in practice we do not expect that much expressive power is
required. For instance, for all examples presented in this work a formalism
less powerful than regular expressions is su�cient.

4.2.3 Trace expressions

Similarly to a global type, whose syntax was described in Section 3.9, a trace
expression τ represents a set of possibly in�nite event traces, and is de�ned
on top of the following operators2, in which, only the intersection operator
is the new operator introduced with the trace expressions, all the others are
inherited from the global types:

• ϵ (empty trace), denoting the singleton set {ϵ} containing the empty event
trace ϵ .

• ϑ :τ (pre�x), denoting the set of all traces whose �rst event e matches the
event type ϑ (e ∈ ϑ ), and the remaining part is a trace of τ .

• τ1·τ2 (concatenation), denoting the set of all traces obtained by concaten-
ating the traces of τ1 with those of τ2.

• τ1∧τ2 (intersection), denoting the intersection of the traces of τ1 and τ2.

• τ1∨τ2 (union), denoting the union of the traces of τ1 and τ2.

• τ1 |τ2 (shu�e), denoting the set obtained by shu�ing the traces in τ1 with
the traces in τ2.

To support recursion without introducing an explicit construct, trace expres-
sions are regular (a.k.a. rational or cyclic) terms, as well as the constrained
global types: they correspond to trees where nodes are either the leaf ϵ , or the
node (corresponding to the pre�x operator) ϑ with one child, or the nodes ·,
∧, ∨, and | all having two children. According to the standard de�nition of
rational trees, their depth is allowed to be in�nite, but the number of their
subtrees must be �nite. As originally proposed by Courcelle (Courcelle, 1983),
such regular trees can be modeled as partial functions from {0, 1}∗ to the set
of nodes (in our case {ϵ, ·,∧,∨, |} ∪ ET ) satisfying certain conditions.

A regular term can be represented by a �nite set of syntactic equations,
as happens, for instance, in most modern Prolog implementations where
uni�cation supports cyclic terms.

As an example of non recursive trace expression, let E be the set {e1, . . . , e7},
and ϑi , i = 1, . . . , 7, be the event types such that e ∈ ϑi i� e = ei (that is,
nϑio = {ei }); then the trace expression

TE1 = ((ϑ1:ϵ |ϑ2:ϵ)∨(ϑ3:ϵ |ϑ4:ϵ))·(ϑ5:ϑ6:ϵ |ϑ7:ϵ)
2Binary operators associate from left, and are listed in decreasing order of precedence, that is,

the �rst operator has the highest precedence.
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denotes the following set of event traces:{
e1e2e5e6e7, e1e2e5e7e6, e1e2e7e5e6, e2e1e5e6e7, e2e1e5e7e6, e2e1e7e5e6,

e3e4e5e6e7, e3e4e5e7e6, e3e4e7e5e6, e4e3e5e6e7, e4e3e5e7e6, e4e3e7e5e6

}
As an example of recursive trace expression, if ϑi denotes the same event type
de�ned above for i = 1, . . . , 7, and nϑo = {e4, e5, e6, e7}, nϑ ′o = {e1, e2, e6, e7},
and nϑ ′′o = {e1, e2, e3, e4}, then the trace expression

TE2 = (E |ϑ1:ϑ2:ϑ3:ϵ)∧(E ′ |ϑ3:ϑ4:ϑ5:ϵ)∧(E ′′ |ϑ5:ϑ6:ϑ7:ϵ)
E = ϵ∨ϑ :E E ′ = ϵ∨ϑ ′:E ′ E ′′ = ϵ∨ϑ ′′:E ′′

denotes the set {e1e2e3e4e5e6e7}.
Finally, the recursive trace expressions T1 = (ϵ∨ϑ1:T1)·T2, T2 = (ϵ∨ϑ2:T2)

represent the in�nite but regular terms (ϵ∨ϑ1:(ϵ∨ϑ1: . . .))·(ϵ∨ϑ2:(ϵ∨ϑ2: . . .))
and (ϵ∨(ϑ2:(ϵ∨(ϑ2: . . .)))), respectively.

In the rest of the work we will limit our investigation to contractive (a.k.a.
guarded) trace expressions (as in Section 3.9 in the case of global types). In
Section 3.9 we introduced contractivenes in an informal way. The formal
de�nition is the following:

De�nition 2. A trace expression τ is contractive if all its in�nite paths contain
the pre�x operator.

In contractive trace expressions all recursive subexpressions must be guarded
by the pre�x operator; for instance, the trace expression de�ned by T1 =

(ϵ∨(ϑ :T1)) is contractive: its in�nite path contains in�nite occurrences of ∨,
but also of the : operator; conversely, the trace expression T2 = ϑ :T2∨T2 is not
contractive.

Trivially, every trace expression corresponding to a �nite tree (that is, a non
cyclic term) is contractive.

For all contractive trace expressions, any path from their root must always
reach either a ϵ or a : node in a �nite number of steps. Since in this work all
de�nitions over trace expressions treat ϑ :τ as a base case (that is, the de�nition
is not propagated to the subexpression τ ), restricting trace expressions to
contractive ones has the advantage that most of the de�nitions and proofs
requires induction, rather than coinduction, despite trace expressions can be
cyclic. As a consequence, the implementation of trace expressions becomes
considerably simpler. For this reason, in the rest of the thesis we will only
consider contractive trace expressions.

As in constrained global types, which use the next transition function to
move from a protocol state to another one, also in trace expressions we have a
transition function (corresponding to the trace expressions semantics) which
can be speci�ed by the transition relation δ ⊆ T×E×T , whereT and E denote
the set of trace expressions and of events, respectively. As it is customary, we
write τ1

e
→ τ2 to mean (τ1, e,τ2) ∈ δ .

next(τ0, e) = {τ1,τ2, ...,τn} ⇐⇒ ∀1≤i≤n .(τ0, e,τi ) ∈ δ

The set generated from next(τ0, e) can be in�nite. If the trace expression τ1
speci�es the current valid state of the system, then an event e is considered
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Figure 4.1 . Operational semantics of trace expressions
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Figure 4.2 . Empty trace containment

valid i� there exists a transition τ1
e
→ τ2; in such a case, τ2 will specify the

next valid state of the system after event e . Otherwise, the event e is not
considered to be valid in the current state represented by τ1. Figure 4.1 de�nes
the inductive rules for the transition function.

While the transition relation δ with its corresponding rules in Figure 4.1
de�nes the non empty traces of a trace expression, the predicate ε(_), induct-
ively de�ned by the rules in Figure 4.2, de�nes the trace expressions that
contain the empty trace ϵ . If ε(τ ) holds, then the empty trace is a valid trace
for τ .

Rule (pre�x) states that valid traces of ϑ :τ can only start with an event e of
type ϑ (side condition e ∈ ϑ ), and continue with traces in τ .

Rules (or-l) and (or-r) state that the only valid traces of τ1∨τ2 have shape e u,
where either e u is valid for τ1 (rule (or-l)), or e u is valid for τ2 (rule (or-r)).

Rule (and) states that the only valid traces of τ1∧τ2 have shape e u, where
e u is valid for both τ1 and τ2.

Rules (shu�e-l) and (shu�e-r) state that the only valid traces of τ1 |τ2 have
shape e u, where either e u ′1 and u2 are valid traces for τ1 and τ2, respectively,
and u can be obtained as the shu�e of u ′1 with u2 (rule (shu�e-l)), or u1 and
e u ′2 are valid traces for τ1 and τ2, respectively, and u can be obtained as the
shu�e of u1 with u ′2 (rule (shu�e-r)).

Rules (cat-l) and (cat-r) state that the only valid traces of τ1·τ2 have shape
e u, where either e u ′1 and u2 are valid traces for τ1 and τ2, respectively, and u

can be obtained as the concatenation of u ′1 to u2 (rule (cat-l)), or ϵ is a valid
trace for τ1 (side condition ε(τ1)) and e u is a valid trace for τ2 (rule (cat-r)).

For what concerns Figure 4.2, rules (ε-shu�e), (ε-cat) and (ε-and) require
the empty trace to be contained in both subexpressions τ1 and τ2, whereas for
the union operator it su�ces that the empty trace is contained in either τ1
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(rule (ε-or-l)) or τ2 (rule (ε-or-r)). The pre�x operator can never build sets of
traces containing the empty trace, whereas ϵ contains just the empty trace
(rule (ε-empty)).

The set of traces nτo denoted by a trace expression τ is de�ned in terms of
the transition relation δ , and the predicate ε(_). Since nτo may contain in�nite
traces, the de�nition of nτo is coinductive.

De�nition 3. For all possibly in�nite event traces u and trace expressions τ ,
u ∈ nτo is coinductively de�ned as follows:

• either u = ϵ and ε(τ ) holds,

• or u = e u ′, and there exists τ ′ s.t. τ
e
→ τ ′ and u ′ ∈ nτ ′o hold.

In the following we will need to consider the re�exive and transitive closure
of the transition relation: if σ is a �nite (possibly empty) event trace, then the
relation τ σ

→ τ ′ is inductively de�ned as follows: τ σ
→ τ ′ holds i�

• σ = ϵ , and τ ′ = τ ;

• or σ = e σ ′, and there exists τ ′′ s.t. τ e
→ τ ′′, and τ ′′ σ

′

→ τ ′.

Let us consider again the previous examples of trace expressions:

TE1 = ((ϑ1:ϵ |ϑ2:ϵ)∨(ϑ3:ϵ |ϑ4:ϵ))·(ϑ5:ϑ6:ϵ |ϑ7:ϵ)
TE2 = (E |ϑ1:ϑ2:ϑ3:ϵ)∧(E ′ |ϑ3:ϑ4:ϑ5:ϵ)∧(E ′′ |ϑ5:ϑ6:ϑ7:ϵ)
E = ϵ∨ϑ :E E ′ = ϵ∨ϑ ′:E ′ E ′′ = ϵ∨ϑ ′′:E ′′
∀ i ∈ {1..7} nϑio = {ei } nϑo = {e4, e5, e6, e7}
nϑ ′o = {e1, e2, e6, e7} nϑ ′′o = {e1, e2, e3, e4}

We show that there exist τ1, τ2 s.t. TE1
σ1
→ τ1, with σ1 = e1e2e5e6e7, ε(τ1),

TE2
σ2
→ τ2, with σ2 = e1e2e3e4e5e6e7, and ε(τ2).

For TE1
σ1
→ τ1 we have ϑ1:ϵ |ϑ2:ϵ

e1
→ ϵ |ϑ2:ϵ

e2
→ ϵ |ϵ , hence

(ϑ1:ϵ |ϑ2:ϵ)∨(ϑ3:ϵ |ϑ4:ϵ)
e1e2
→ ϵ |ϵ , and TE1

e1e2
→ (ϵ |ϵ)·(ϑ5:ϑ6:ϵ |ϑ7:ϵ). Furthermore,

ϑ5:ϑ6:ϵ |ϑ7:ϵ
e5
→ ϑ6:ϵ |ϑ7:ϵ

e6
→ ϵ |ϑ7:ϵ

e7
→ ϵ |ϵ , hence ϑ5:ϑ6:ϵ |ϑ7:ϵ

e5e6e7
→ ϵ |ϵ ,

and, because ε(ϵ |ϵ), we can conclude (ϵ |ϵ)·(ϑ5:ϑ6:ϵ |ϑ7:ϵ)
e5e6e7
→ ϵ |ϵ , hence,

TE1
e1e2e5e6e7
→ ϵ |ϵ .

For TE2
σ2
→ τ2 we haveE |ϑ1:ϑ2:ϑ3:ϵ

e1e2e3
→ E |ϵ

e4e5e6e7
→ E |ϵ , andE ′ |ϑ3:ϑ4:ϑ5:ϵ

e1e2
→

E ′ |ϑ3:ϑ4:ϑ5:ϵ
e3e4e5
→ E ′ |ϵ

e6e7
→ E ′ |ϵ , and, �nally, E ′′ |ϑ5:ϑ6:ϑ7:ϵ

e1e2e3e4
→

E ′′ |ϑ5:ϑ6:ϑ7:ϵ
e5e6e7
→ E ′′ |ϵ . Therefore TE2

e1e2e3e4e5e6e7
→ (E |ϵ)∧(E ′ |ϵ)∧(E ′′ |ϵ) and

ε(E |ϵ), ε(E ′ |ϵ), and ε(E ′′ |ϵ), hence ε((E |ϵ)∧(E ′ |ϵ)∧(E ′′ |ϵ)).

Since the semantics of trace expressions is coinductive, they can specify non
terminating behaviour; for instance, the trace expression de�ned by T = ϑ1:T
denotes the set with just the in�nite trace e1 e1 . . . e1 . . . containing in�nite
occurrences of e1; had we considered an inductive semantics, T would have
denoted the empty set. For the very same reason, the trace expression de�ned
by T ′ = ϵ∨ϑ1:T ′ denotes the set containing all �nite traces of the event e1,
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but also the in�nite trace e1 e1 . . . e1 . . .. From the point of view of RV, the
only di�erence between the two types is that for T ′ the monitored system is
allowed to halt at any time, whereas for T the system can never stop.

Since at runtime it is not possible to check that a given monitored system
will always eventually stop, trace expressions cannot denote sets of traces
which are not complete metric spaces, with the standard distance between
traces: d(u1,u2) = 2−n , where n denotes the smallest index (starting from 0) at
which the two traces are di�erent; by convention, if the two traces are equal,
than n = ∞, and 2−n = 0. For instance, if the semantics of a trace expression τ
contains traces of arbitrarily large length of the event e1, then it also contains
the in�nite trace e1 e1 . . . e1 . . .; indeed, the monitor associated with τ will not
be able to reject it.

Such a limitation is independent of the used formalism, but it is intimately
related to RV; as pointed out in Section 4.5, similar issues arise when the LTL
is used for RV: its semantics has to be revisited to take into account the fact
that at runtime only �nite traces can be monitored and checked.

4.2.4 Deterministic trace expressions

As anticipated in in Section 3.9, constrained global types can be either de-
terministic or nondeterministic. This also applies to trace expressions, indeed,
there are trace expressions τ for which the problem of word recognition is less
e�cient because of non determinism.

In the previous section, we have presented the syntax of trace expressions as
a constrained global types syntax evolution highlighting the main di�erences
among the operators; in particular, trace expressions have the same constrained
global types operators with in addition the intersection operator.

Non determinism originates from the union, shu�e, and concatenation
operators, because for each of them two possibly overlapping transition rules
are de�ned; consequently, the new intersection operator does not in�uence the
trace expressions determinism.

Let us consider the trace expression τ = (ϑ1:ϑ2:ϵ)∨(ϑ1:ϑ3:ϵ), where nϑio =
{ei } for i ∈ {1..3}. Both transitions τ e1

→ ϑ2:ϵ and τ e1
→ ϑ3:ϵ are valid, but

nϑ2:ϵo , nϑ3:ϵo; therefore, to correctly accept the trace e1e3, both rules have
to be applied simultaneously, and the set of trace expressions {ϑ2:ϵ,ϑ3:ϵ} has
to be considered, as it is done for non deterministic automaton.

Similarly, for the trace expression τ ′ = (ϑ1:ϑ2:ϵ)|(ϑ1:ϑ3:ϵ), both transitions
τ ′

e1
→ (ϑ2:ϵ)|(ϑ1:ϑ3:ϵ) andτ ′ e1

→ (ϑ1:ϑ2:ϵ)|(ϑ3:ϵ) are valid, but n(ϑ2:ϵ)|(ϑ1:ϑ3:ϵ)o ,

n(ϑ1:ϑ2:ϵ)|(ϑ3:ϵ)o.
Finally, for the trace expression τ ′′ = (ϵ∨ϑ1:ϑ2:ϵ)·(ϑ1:ϵ) both transitions

τ ′′
e1
→ (ϑ2:ϵ)·(ϑ1:ϵ) and τ ′′ e1

→ ϵ are valid, but n(ϑ2:ϵ)·(ϑ1:ϵ)o , nϵo.
In the rest of this work we will focus on deterministic trace expressions:

indeed, the problem of word recognition is simpler and more e�cient in the
deterministic case.
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Deterministic trace expressions are de�ned as follows.

De�nition 4. Let τ be a trace expression; τ is deterministic if for all �nite event
traces σ , if τ

σ
→ τ ′ and τ

σ
→ τ ′′ are valid, then nτ ′o = nτ ′′o.

The trace expressions τ , τ ′, and τ ′′, as de�ned above, are not deterministic,
while the respectively equivalent trace expressions ϑ1:(ϑ2:ϵ∨ϑ3:ϵ),
ϑ1:(((ϑ2:ϵ)|(ϑ1:ϑ3:ϵ))∨((ϑ1:ϑ2:ϵ)|(ϑ3:ϵ))), and ϑ1:(ϵ∨ϑ2:ϑ1:ϵ) are deterministic.

4.2.5 Expansive trace expressions

The trace expressions expressivity is due to the presence of expansive terms.

De�nition 5. A trace expression τ is expansive i� τ = τ1·τ2 and τ1 is a cyclic
term containing τ ; or τ = τ1 |τ2 and either τ1 or τ2 is a cyclic term containing τ ;
or τ = τ1∧τ2 and either τ1 or τ2 is a cyclic term containing τ ; or it contains a
subtrace that is expansive.

Expansive subtraces allow the trace expression formalism to recognize more
than context-free languages. Given a trace expression τ , exp(τ ) is true if τ is
expansive.

Example 1. An example of an expansive concatenation term is:
nϑ1o = {e1} nϑ2o = {e2}
τ = τ1·τ2 τ1 = (ϑ1:τ )∨ϵ τ2 = ϑ2:ϵ
τ

e1
→ (τ1·τ2)·τ2

e1
→ ((τ1·τ2)·τ2)·τ2

e1
→ (((τ1·τ2)·τ2)·τ2)·τ2

e1
→ ...

Example 2. An example of an expansive shu�e term is:
nϑ1o = {e1} nϑ2o = {e2}
τ = τ1 |τ2 τ1 = ϑ1:ϵ τ2 = ϑ2:τ
τ

e2
→ τ1 |(τ1 |τ2)

e2
→ τ1 |(τ1 |(τ1 |τ2))

e2
→ τ1 |(τ1 |(τ1 |(τ1 |τ2)))

e2
→ ...

Non-expansive trace expressions are de�ned as follows.

De�nition 6. Let τ be a trace expression; τ is non-expansive if it does not
contain neither expansive concatenations nor expansive shu�es terms.

4.2.6 Derived operators

We �rst introduce some useful operators that will be used in the rest of the
thesis.

constants. The constants 1 and 0 denote the set of all possible traces over
E and the empty set, respectively. Constant 1 is equivalent to the expression
T = ϵ∨any:T , where any is the event type s.t. nanyo = E; constant 0 is
equivalent to the expression none:ϵ , where none is the event type s.t. nnoneo =
∅.
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filter operator. The �lter operator is useful for making trace expres-
sions more compact and readable. The expression ϑ�τ denotes the set of
all traces contained in τ , when deprived of all events that do not match ϑ .
Assuming that event types are closed by complementation, the expression
above is a convenient syntactic shortcut for T |τ , where T = ϵ∨ϑ :T , and ϑ is
the complement event type of ϑ , that is, nϑo = E \ nϑo.

The corresponding rules for the transition relation and the auxiliary function
ε(_) can be easily derived:

(cond-t)
τ

e
→ τ ′

ϑ�τ
e
→ ϑ�τ ′

e ∈ϑ (cond-f)
ϑ�τ

e
→ ϑ�τ

e<ϑ (ε -cond)
ε(τ )

ε(ϑ�τ )

4.3 Examples of speci�cations with trace expressions

In this section we provide some examples to show the expressive power of
trace expressions. Unless speci�ed otherwise, in the rest of the thesis we will
consider singleton event types, that are, event types representing a single event;
with abuse of notation, we will abbreviate events with their corresponding
singleton event types.

4.3.1 Ping Pong Protocol

We start the examples with a simple ping-pong protocol.
Let ping and pong denote the event types s.t.

npingo = {send(alice, bob, _)}
npongo = {send(bob, alice, _)}

The following trace expression speci�es the protocol where at each step
alice sends a message to bob, and then bob replies to it, and the number of
steps is arbitrary (even in�nite) but greater than 0.

PingPong = ping:pong:Forever
Forever = ϵ∨ping:pong:Forever

The protocol speci�ed by PingPong is allowed to terminate after one or
more steps; the following variation speci�es a ping-pong protocol which is
not allowed to terminate:

PingPongForever = ping:pong:PingPongForever

In terms of monitoring, the only di�erence between PingPong and
PingPongForever consists in the fact that in the latter case an anomaly of
the system is reported if no event is detected after a prede�ned timeout has
expired.
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4.3.1.1 Stack objects

We expand the example3 where events correspond to method invocations on
objects; besides the already introduced event type safe(o) s.t. e ∈ safe(o) i�
e = o.isEmpty, we de�ne the following other event types:

npop(o)o = {o.pop}, ntop(o)o = {o.top}, npush(o)o = {o.push};
nstack(o)o = {o.pop,o.top,o.push,o.isEmpty};

nunsafe(o)o = {o.pop,o.top,o.push}.
Our purpose is to specify through a trace expression Stack all safe traces of

method invocations on a stack object o which we assume to be initially empty.
Safety requires that methods top and pop can never be invoked on o when o

represents the empty stack.
More in details, a trace of method invocations on a given object having

identity o is correct i� any �nite pre�x does not contain more pop(o) event
types than push(o), and the event type top(o) can appear only if the number
of pop(o) event types is strictly less than the number of push(o) event types
occurring before top(o).

The trace expression Stack is de�ned as follows:

Stack = Any∧unsafe(o)�Unsafe
Unsafe = ϵ∨(push(o):(Unsafe |(Tops · (pop(o):ϵ∨ϵ))))

Any = ϵ∨stack(o):Any
Tops = ϵ∨top(o):Tops

A correct stack trace is speci�ed by Stack which is the intersection of
Any and unsafe(o)�Unsafe; Any speci�es any possible trace of method invoc-
ations on stack objects, whereas if an event has type unsafe(o), then it has
to verify the trace expression Unsafe, which requires that a push event must
precede a possible empty trace of top events, which, in turn, must precede an
optional event pop; the expression is recursively shu�ed with itself, since any
push event can be safely shu�ed with a top or a pop event.

The speci�cation is deterministic.
To make an example, we can consider Stack σ

→ τ with

σ = push(o) push(o)

τ = Any∧unsafe(o)�(Unsafe |Tops·((pop(o):ϵ)∨ϵ)|Tops·((pop(o):ϵ)∨ϵ))
We may observe that τ e

→ τ1 and τ e
→ τ2, with4

e = pop(o)
τ1 = Any∧unsafe(o)�(Unsafe |ϵ |Tops·((pop(o):ϵ)∨ϵ))
τ2 = Any∧unsafe(o)�(Unsafe |Tops·((pop(o):ϵ)∨ϵ)|ϵ)

but nτ1o = nτ2o.
3The example we considered at the beginning of this chapter.
4For e�ciency reasons, our implementation exploits simpli�cation opportunities after each

transition step, therefore in practice for this example the two transitions would lead to the
same expression.
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4.3.2 Alternating Bit Protocol

A more complex example concerning interactions is the alternating bit protocol
(ABP), as de�ned by Deniélou and Yoshida (Deniélou and Yoshida, 2012), where
two parties, Alice and Bob, are involved, and four di�erent types of events can
occur: Alice sends a �rst kind of message to Bob (event type msg1), Alice sends
a second kind of message to Bob (event type msg2), Bob replies to Alice with
an acknowledge to the �rst kind of message (event type ack1), Bob replies to
Alice with an acknowledge to the second kind of message (event type ack2).
The protocol has to satisfy the following constraints for all event occurrences:

• The n-th occurrence of the event of type msg1 must precede the n-th
occurrence of the event of type msg2 , which, in turn, must precede the
(n + 1)-th occurrence of the event of type msg1.

• The n-th occurrence of the event of type msg1 must precede the n-th
occurrence of the event of type ack1, which, in turn, must precede the
(n + 1)-th occurrence of the event of type msg1.

• The n-th occurrence of the event of type msg2 must precede the n-th
occurrence of the event of type ack2 , which, in turn, must precede the
(n + 1)-th occurrence of the event of type msg2 .

The protocol can be speci�ed by the following trace expression (starting
from variable AltBit1):
AltBit1 = msg1:M2 AltBit2 = msg2 : M1

M1 = msg1:A2∨ack2 :AltBit1 M2 = msg2 :A1∨ack1:AltBit2
A1 = ack1:M1∨ack2 :ack1:AltBit1 A2 = ack2 :M2∨ack1:ack2 :AltBit2

In this case the pre�x and union operators are su�cient for specifying the
correct behaviour of the system, however, the corresponding trace expression
is not very readable. More importantly, if only the pre�x and union operators
are employed, the size of the expressions grows exponentially with the number
of di�erent involved event types.

This problem can be avoided by the use of the intersection and �lter operat-
ors.

Letmsg_ack(i), i ∈ {1..2}, andmsg denote the event types s.t. nmsg_ack(i)o =
nmsgio ∪ nackio, i ∈ {1..2}, and nmsgo = nmsg1o ∪ nmsg2o. Then the ABP
can be speci�ed by the following deterministic trace expression:

AltBit = (msg�MM)∧(msg_ack(1)�MA1)∧(msg_ack(2)�MA2)

MM = msg1:msg2 :MM
MA1 = msg1:ack1:MA1
MA2 = msg2 :ack2 :MA2

The three trace expressions de�ned by MM , MA1, and MA2 correspond to
the three constraints informally stated above. The main trace expression AltBit
can be easily read as follows: if an event has type msg1 or msg2 , then it must
verify MM , and if an event has type msg1 or ack1, then it must verify MA1, and
if an event has type msg2 or ack2 , then it must verify MA2.
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The trace expression can be easily generalized to k di�erent kinds of mes-
sages (with k ≥ 2), with the size of the expression growing linearly with the
number of di�erent involved event types. For instance, for k = 3 we have the
following trace expression:

AltBit = (msg�MM)∧(msg_ack(1)�MA1)∧

(msg_ack(2)�MA2)∧(msg_ack(3)�MA3)

MM = msg1:msg2 :msg3:MM MA1 = msg1:ack1:MA1
MA2 = msg2 :ack2 :MA2 MA3 = msg3:ack3:MA2

4.3.3 Non context free languages

Trace expressions allow the speci�cation of non context free languages; let
us consider for instance the typical example of non context free language
{anbncn | n ≥ 0}. This language can be speci�ed by the following trace
expression (de�ned by T )

T = (a_or_b�AB)∧(b_or_c�BC)

AB = ϵ∨(a:(AB·(b:ϵ)))
BC = ϵ∨(b:(BC·(c:ϵ)))

where nao = {a}, nbo = {b}, nco = {c}, na_or_bo = {a,b}, and nb_or_co =
{b, c}.

Assuming the universe of events E = {a,b, c}, the expression a_or_b�AB
denotes all traces of events over E that, when restricted to �nite length5 and
to events a or b, correspond to the sequence anbn for some n ∈ N; similarly,
the expression b_or_c�BC denotes all traces of events over E that, when
restricted to �nite length and to events b or c , correspond to the sequence
bncn for some n ∈ N. Therefore the �nite traces of expression T , which is
the intersection of a_or_b�AB and b_or_c�BC, are the non-context free
language {anbncn | n ≥ 0}.

AlthoughT is deterministic, it has the drawback that non correct traces can
be detected with a certain latency. For instance the transition T

aabc
→ T ′ holds,

with T ′ = (a_or_b�(b:ϵ))∧(b_or_c�ϵ), and clearly aabc is not a valid pre�x
for the language; however, nT ′o = ∅, and T ′ is not able to accept any further
event, that is, recognition fails, independently from the next event.

To avoid this problem, the following equivalent (assuming that E = {a,b, c})
deterministic trace expression can be employed:

T2 = (AB·C)∧(b_or_c�BC) AB = ϵ∨(a:(AB·(b:ϵ)))
BC = ϵ∨(b:(BC·(c:ϵ))) C = ϵ∨c:C

In this case, AB·C forces events of type c to occur only after all required events
of type b have been already occurred. In this case there is noT ′′2 s.t.T2

aabc
→ T ′′2

5Recall that for a comparison with context-free languages we need to disregard in�nite
traces; for instance, a_or_b�AB and b_or_c�BC contain also the in�nite traces aω and
bω , respectively.
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holds; indeed, T2
aab
→ T ′2 with

T ′2 = ((b:ϵ)·(ϵ∨(c:C)))∧(b_or_c�(BC·(c:ϵ))),

and there exists no T ′′2 s.t. T ′2
c
→ T ′′2 , since the only possible transition from T ′2

is T ′2
b
→ T ′′2 , with

T ′′2 = (ϵ∨(c:C))∧(b_or_c�((ϵ∨(b:BC·(c:ϵ)))·((c:ϵ)·(c:ϵ)))),

and nT ′′2 o = {cc}.

4.4 Trace expressions monitoring

One possible way to achieve the RV of a system is using one (or more) mon-
itor(s) generated from a formal speci�cation (that is the property we want
to verify, for instance a LTL property (Pnueli, 1977), or in our case a trace
expression).

Monitoring can be classi�ed with respect to three main aspects:

1. When the monitoring is executed.
• online, the monitor checks the executions incrementally at runtime;

• o�ine, the monitor checks recorded executions (for instance log
�les).

2. How the monitoring is implemented (Falcone, 2010).
• inline, the monitor is inserted within the monitored program;

• outline, the monitor runs in a thread or process di�erent from the
monitored program.

3. Which kind of errors the monitor arises (d’Amorim and Rosu, 2005).
• precise, the monitor has observed an error in the execution trace

analyzed;

• predictive, the monitor indicates errors that have not occurred in
the observed execution trace but could possibly occur in other
executions of the program.

A possible way to specify the monitor behavior is through the set of all
correct traces (�nite or in�nite sequences of events) which can be generated
during the system execution6. This set of traces can be de�ned using di�erent
formalisms. In our work we adopt trace expressions (Figure 4.3).

As it will be clearer in the rest of the thesis, with respect to the three main
aspects reported above, our RV approach can be classi�ed as: online/o�ine7,
outline, precise.

6For instance, the system might be a multiagent system and the events of interest might be
messages exchanged among agents which must respect some interaction protocol property,
or an object oriented systems, where events subject to monitoring might be method calls.

7We can analyze both the execution traces at runtime and the recorded traces (log �les).
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Figure 4.3 . An abstract view of how to build a monitor.

In Figure 4.3, we reported an abstraction of how we generate the monitors
starting from a formal speci�cation, in particular a trace expression in our
case.

Once we have de�ned the property we want to verify using the trace expres-
sion formalism, we can automatically build a monitor as a very naive entity –
a sni�er – which, each time it observes an event, queries our trace expression
in order to check if it is a valid one. Obviously, in order to query the trace
expression, the monitor must be able to observe the events generated by the
veri�ed system. This task can be more or less easy to achieve, depending on
which kind of system we are interested in verifying. Generally, we suppose a
way to connect the system and the monitor already exists, or can be developed.
In the context of MAS, for instance, if we use JADE, we have already available
one – or more – sni�er agents able to intercept the events generated by the
agents communication. In such scenario, the implementation of a monitor is
extremely easy because it is enough to extend the already existing sni�er. If,
for instance, we are interested in verifying a system which does not support
any kind of events observer by default, we should be forced to develop it from
scratch.

The trace expression semantics has been implemented inside SWI-Prolog8,
a comprehensive free Prolog environment. SWI-Prolog has been chosen par-
ticularly because it supports the connection to the most famous and used
programming languages (such as Java, making the integration in Jason and
JADE very easy), and because it supports coinduction9 (Milner and Tofte,
1991) through the prede�ned coinduction library10 (extremely useful since trace
expression can be cyclic terms). In Chapter 14 we show how we have implemen-
ted the runtime veri�cation process inside the JADE platform. Anyway, once
a bridge between the monitor and the system exists, the runtime veri�cation
process can be summarized as follows.

Following the trace expression semantics (Section 4.2.3), we use the δ trans-
ition function for going from the current state – the trace expression – to the
next one using the observed event. If, the event generated by the system is not a
valid one, given the trace expression representing the current state, we cannot
generate a new state – a new trace expression – using such event. When that

8http://swi-prolog.org/
9For further historical details see Section 4.3 of Sangiorgi’s paper (Sangiorgi, 2009).

10http://www.swi-prolog.org/pldoc/doc/_SWI_/library/coinduction.pl
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happens, we have found an error – or better, an unexpected behaviour – and
what will be done after to handle it is totally dependent on the speci�c domain
(like stopping the execution of the system or trying to solve the problem).

4.5 Comparison with LTL

In this section we formally prove that trace expressions are more expressive
than the LTL, when both formalisms are used for RV. To this purpose we
consider the LTL3 semantics, an adaptation of the standard semantics of LTL
formulas expressly introduced to take into account the limitations of RV due
to its inability to check in�nite traces. Despite there are LTL formulas which
do not have an equivalent trace expression according to the standard LTL
semantics, when LTL3 is considered such a di�erence is no longer exhibited:
for any LTL formula φ it is possible to build a contractive and deterministic
trace expression τ such that the monitors generated by φ and τ , respectively,
are behaviorally equivalent.

4.5.1 Comparing trace expressions and LTL

We have shown in Section 3.6 that LTL formulas aspUq cannot be fully veri�ed
at runtime, therefore a three-valued semantics LTL3 has been introduced. To
be able to compare LTL formulas with trace expressions, the same three-valued
semantics is considered for trace expressions as well.

Given a �nite trace σ ∈ Σ∗ of length |σ | = n, a continuation of σ is an �nite
or in�nite trace u ∈ Σ∗ ∪ Σω s.t. for all 0 ≤ i < n u(i) = σ (i).

The three-valued semantics of a trace expression τ is de�ned as follows:

σ ∈ nτo3 =

> i� u ∈ nτo for all continuations u of σ
⊥ i� u < nτo for all continuations u of σ
? i� neither of the two conditions above holds

Let us consider again the formula φ = pUq; if we assume that each atomic
predicate in AP has a corresponding event type denoted in the same way,
then the closest trace expression τ into which φ can be translated is de�ned
by T = p:T∨q:1, where 1 is the derivable constant introduced in Section 4.3
denoting all possible traces. If we consider the standard semantics we have
that, since {p} is an event that satis�es p, {p}ω ∈ nτo, but {p}ω 2 φ. However,
when considering the three-valued semantics we have that for allv ∈ {>,⊥, ?}
and σ ∈ Σ∗, σ � φ = v i� σ ∈ nτo3 = v . In particular, for all n ≥ 0, {p}n � φ =?
and {p}n ∈ nτo3 =?.

To translate an LTL formula φ into a trace expression τ s.t. the three-valued
semantics is preserved, we exploit the result presented in Section 3. First, φ is
translated into an equivalent FSMMφ , thenMφ is translated into an equival-
ent contractive and deterministic trace expression τφ . The latter translation is
de�ned as follows:

• if the initial state returns >, then φ is a tautology, and the corresponding
trace expression is the constant 1;
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• if the initial state returns ⊥, then φ is a unsatis�able, and the correspond-
ing trace expression is the constant 0;

• if the initial state returns ?, then the corresponding trace expression is
de�ned by a �nite set of equations X1 = τ1, . . . ,Xn = τn , where n is the
number of states inMφ that return ?, each of such states is associated
with a distinct variable Xi , X1 is the variable associated with the initial
state which corresponds to the whole trace expression τφ .

The expressions τi are de�ned as follows: let k be the number of states
q1, . . . ,qk that do not return ⊥ for which there exists an incoming edge,
labeled with the element ai ∈ 2AP , from the node associated with Xi ; we
know that k > 0, because the node associated with Xi returns ?. Then
τi = a1:f (q1)∨ . . .∨ak :f (qk ), where f (q) is de�ned as follows: if q returns
>, then f (q) = 1, otherwise (that is, q returns ?), f (q) = Xq (that is, the
variable uniquely associated with q is returned).

Since all variables in the expressions τ1, . . . ,τn are guarded by the pre�x
operator, τφ is contractive; furthermore, it is deterministic because Mφ is
deterministic.

Theorem 1. LetMφ be the FSM equivalent to φ generated by the procedure
described in Chapter 3. Then, the trace expression τφ generated from Mφ as
speci�ed in this section preserves the semantics of Mφ : for all σ ∈ Σ∗ Mφ

accepts σ with output v ∈ {>,⊥, ?} i� σ ∈ nτφo3 = v .
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the length of σ .
Base case: σ = ϵ .
The cases where the initial state of the FSM returns > or ⊥ are immediate to
be proved (in the case of ⊥ the monitoring ends). The proof when the initial
state returns ? is based on the fact that by construction nτφo , ∅ and there
always exists a trace u s.t. u < nτφo, therefore ϵ ∈ nτφo3 =?. �

Inductive step: σ = σ ′e .
Inductive hypothesis: Mφ accepts σ ′ with output v ∈ {>,⊥, ?} and σ ′ ∈

nτφo3 = v .
Without loss of generality, we consider that the monitoring ends immediately
when an unexpected event occurs; that is when the FSM visits a⊥ node and the
trace expression can not move to another state consuming the occurred event.
Consequently,Mφ accepts σ ′ with output v ∈ {>, ?} and σ ′ ∈ nτφo3 = v .
Analyzing all the possible cases:

• if v = >, for the inductive hypothesis, the current state in FSM returns >
and the corresponding trace expression is the constant 1 (by construction);
consuming the event e both remain in a state which accepts all incoming
events.

• ifv =?, for the inductive hypothesis, the current state in the FSM returns ?
and the corresponding trace expression is an equation of the form X = τ

(by construction), which is built as described above (in the previous page).
Consequently,
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– if the event e brings the FSM in the state >, the trace expression
moves in the constant 1 by construction. Both return >;

– if the event e brings the FSM in the state ⊥, the trace expression can
not move to another state by construction and the monitoring ends
returning ⊥. Both return ⊥;

– if the event e brings the FSM in a state ?, the trace expression moves
in a new state represented by an equation of the form X = τ which
is built as described above. Both return ?.

�

Corollary 1. Trace expressions are strictly more expressive than LTL.

From (Cohen, Perrin, and Pin, 1993) we know that LTL recognize star-freeω-
regular languages, and from Theorem 1 we also know that given a LTL formula
φ, we can generate an equivalent trace expression τφ . Thus, trace expressions
are at least expressive as LTL. In Section 4.3.3 we have shown a trace expression
τ that speci�es a non context free language of traces (when only �nite traces
are considered). More formally, σ ∈ nτ ·1o3 = > i� σ ∈ {anbncn | n ≥ 0}. This
means that for RV (that is, when the three-values semantics is considered)
trace expressions are strictly more expressive than LTL, since the LTL is less
expressive than ω-regular languages.
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“Every saint has a past, and every sinner has a future.”
- Oscar Wilde

In this chapter, we present the formalisms and approaches that are
closest to ours. Since we are interested in verifying multiagent sys-
tems at runtime, we focused our attention on a state of the art con-
cerning formalisms and approaches used in this context. In partic-
ular, we propose and discuss a range of aspects that we consider
crucial, and we present and classify the state of the art following
them. We leave the comparison with our formalism at the end of
the thesis in Chapter 16.

The contents of this chapter are published in
(Ancona, Ferrando, and Mascardi, 2018b)
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5.1 Engineering Multiagent Systems

When MAS are exploited in real world scenarios, it is extremely common to
have to tackle problems correlated to the heterogeneity of agents. We may
think about self-driving vehicles, Internet of Things (IoT), Remote Patient
Monitoring (RPM), and so on. When the integration of sensors in the MAS
comes into play as in these scenarios, the MAS can be seen as a sophisticated
cyber-physical system whose dependability must be attained in order to avoid
severe failures.

According to (Avizienis et al., 2004), there are many di�erent means to
attain dependability: fault prevention, fault tolerance, fault removal, and fault
forecasting. Fault prevention is part of general engineering: prevention of
development faults is an obvious aim for development methodologies, both
for software (e.g., information hiding, modularization, use of strongly-typed
programming languages) and hardware (e.g., design rules). Fault tolerance
(Avizienis, 1967) is aimed at failure avoidance, and is carried out via error de-
tection and system recovery. Fault removal can take place during development
via veri�cation, diagnosis, correction, and during use. Finally, fault forecasting
is conducted by performing an evaluation of the system behavior with respect
to fault occurrence or activation. Self-adaptation can be seen as a means for a
system to achieve fault removal during use. It can be also a means to attain fault
tolerance, by detecting the fault source and autonomously adopting strategies
that allow the system to be recovered.

In (Weyns, 2018), a self-adaptive system is de�ned as a system that can
handle changes and uncertainties in its environment, the system itself and
its goals autonomously (external principle), and that comprises two distinct
parts: the �rst which interacts with the environment and is responsible for the
domain concerns; the second which interacts with the �rst part and monitors its
environment, and is responsible for the adaptation concerns (internal principle).
The aim of self-adaptation is to let the system collect additional data about
the uncertainties during operation, use them to resolve uncertainties, reason
about itself, and based on its goals recon�gure or adjust itself to satisfy the
changing conditions.

Adaptation may take place in very di�erent ways ranging from switching
from the current behavioral protocol to a higher-priority one in systems
where protocols are pre-compiled �rst class entities (Ancona et al., 2015a), to
generating behaviour alternatives on-the-�y via an adaptation planner based
on a genetic algorithm (Chen et al., 2017), from monitoring a set of target goals
of a goal-driven agent looking for the activation of some adaptation trigger
(Dalpiaz et al., 2010), to exchanging immediate and retrospective experiences
in order to generate new adaptation policies (Jiao and Sun, 2016).

MAS are recognized as an appealing approach for developing decentralized
self-adaptive systems (Weyns and George�, 2010); self-adaptive MAS engin-
eered via some IDE, able to undergo static, a priori veri�cation via formal
methods, simulation or testing, or to be veri�ed at runtime via monitoring,
are suitable to address some of the challenges raised by dependability, besides
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those associated with �exibility.
In this chapter we analyze and compare four approaches for engineering

complex systems which are based on an explicit and formal model of either the
system architecture, or its behavior, or the interactions taking place therein.

The existence of an IDE, the support to parametricity and probability at
language level, and the ability to check protocol enactability and to generate
protocol-driven code are the dimensions we take into account for stating how
much an approach attains fault prevention.

Testing, static and dynamic veri�cation abilities, and support to some form
of self-adaptation, are the dimensions we take into account for stating how
much an approach attains fault tolerance and fault removal. Given that
the term self-adaptation is not precisely de�ned in the literature (Weyns, 2018),
we leave this dimension vague enough to cover all the possible de�nitions.

To reduce subjectivity in the choice of the approaches to analyze, we
performed a thorough search with both Google Scholar, scholar.google.
com, and Scopus, www.scopus.com and we identi�ed the most promising ap-
proaches for engineering self-adaptable MAS taking the number of publications
dealing with the approach, the cumulative number of citations (normalized on
number of years the approach has been around), and the publications quality
into account. We limited our investigation to approaches based on notations
amenable for formal reasoning and veri�cation. As an example, despite its
undoubted impact on the agent-oriented software engineering development,
we do not discuss AUML (Bauer, Müller, and Odell, 2001) because it is not a
formal notation.

In our analysis, we took the following ten features into account:
– Modelled issues: which aspects of the MAS are modeled in an explicit,
automatically processable way?
– Modeling approach: which notation/language has been adopted for model-
ing the aspects above?
– Integrated development environment (attains fault prevention): does
the notation/language come with an IDE facilitating its usage?
–Parametricity (attains fault prevention): does the language/notation sup-
port some form of parametricity, boosting modularity and reuse of “behavior
templates”?
– Probability (attains fault prevention): does the language/notation sup-
port some form of probability, boosting robustness and reliability in real
systems?
– Testing/simulation (attains fault tolerance and removal): does the ap-
proach support testing or simulation of the modelled features?
– Apriori veri�cation (attains fault tolerance and removal): does the ap-
proach support a priori formal veri�cation?
– Runtime veri�cation (attains fault tolerance and removal): does the
approach support runtime veri�cation?
– Self-adaptation (attains �exibility and fault tolerance and removal):
does the approach support facilities for engineering self-adaptable MAS, such
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as environment monitoring and autonomous behaviour switch based on sens-
ory input?
– Protocol enactability and protocol-driven code generation (attains
fault prevention): in case the modelled feature is an agent interaction pro-
tocol, does the approach support methods to ensure its enactability? Does it
o�er tools for automatically generating code for agents that follow the given
protocol? If yes, in which agent programming language?
– Case studies and applications: Are there case studies showing how to use
the notation/language? Has the notation/language been adopted for develop-
ing real applications outside academia, targeted to users di�erent from the
authors themselves?

The four approaches are presented in alphabetical order. All the descriptions
have been validated by the main authors of the approach, acknowledged in the
respective sections. At the end of the thesis (in Section 16.1) we evaluate also
trace expressions with respect to these features. In Section 16.1.1, we summarize
and compare trace expressions with the four following approaches.

5.2 Blindingly Simple Protocol Language

This section has been validated by Amit Chopra and Munindar P. Singh.

BSPL, the blindingly simple protocol language (Singh, 2011a), is a declarative
approach based on two main constructs: de�ning a message schema and com-
posing existing protocols. BSPL treats interaction as �rst class and puts no
constraints on the ordering or occurrence of messages. W.r.t. other approaches
to protocol modeling, BSPL relaxes the assumption about point-to-point mes-
sage ordering as illustrated in the papers mentioned below, and in (Chopra
and Singh, 2015b; King et al., 2017).

– Modelled issues: interaction protocols from a global perspective.
– Modeling approach: a protocol de�nes a scope within which its roles, para-
meters, and messages are uniquely named. The roles and parameters of a
protocol identify its public interface. A protocol can either consist of one
message schema (template) or of the composition of two or more protocols.
The notation is textual.
– Integrated development environment: Not available.
– Parametricity: BSPL relies upon parameters which can be adorned for cap-
turing constraints on what parameter bindings to propagate in what direction.
Splee (Chopra, Christie V, and Singh, 2017) generalizes BSPL by making roles
themselves information parameters that take agents as values, paving the way
to dynamic role binding and multicast.
– Probability: No paper has been published on probabilistic reasoning. Even
though, Chopra and Singh consider that it can be supported and conceptually
doable.
– Testing/simulation: an approach for engineering BSPL-based systems is
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presented in (Singh, 2014) where Bliss, a conceptual model overlaying BSPL, is
presented. Bliss yields simple steps to help ensure that the resulting protocol
adequately captures the given requirements with respect to the social object.
Even if testing is not explicitly mentioned in that paper, Bliss moves some
initial steps towards this direction.
– A priori veri�cation: in (Singh, 2012) the semantic requirements of BSPL
are captured in a purely declaratively fashion, allowing a logic-based reasoner
to compute with them.
– Runtime veri�cation: BSPL and LoST, the Local State Transfer described
in (Singh, 2011b) for enacting communication protocols following a declarative
approach, go hand in hand. LoST is perfectly distributed and relies only upon
the local knowledge of each business partner. It provides runtime veri�cation
in that each agent can verify the integrity of incoming messages. This veri-
�cation is necessarily limited to what is detectable from the local view of the
recipient.
– Self-adaptation: Not supported.
– Protocol enactability and protocol-driven code generation: BSPL is
designed to enforce protocols to be enactable. Architectural adapters (local
algorithms) for producing compliant BSPL enactments are presented in (Singh,
2011b) and have been implemented by Chopra’s students.
– Case studies and applications: the NetBill protocol implementation in
both BSPL and Bliss is presented in (Singh, 2014); more examples can be found
in the other referenced works.

5.3 Commitment-based Interaction

This section has been validated by Amit Chopra and Munindar P. Singh.

Commitment Machines (CM), �rst introduced by Yolum and Singh in 2001 to
describe agent interaction protocols in terms of the social commitments of the
participants to one another (Yolum and Singh, 2001), spun o� an impressive
body of work and are one of the most lively paradigms for protocol modeling.

– Modelled issues: interaction protocols from a global perspective.
– Modeling approach: in the original paper, the formal language for repres-
enting commitment machines is based on propositional logic plus a “commit-
ment” operator and a “leads to” operator to capture strict implication. Many
languages based on social commitments and inspired by that seminal work
exist; we may cite 2CL featuring the de�nition of patterns of interaction as
sets of constraints (Baldoni, Baroglio, and Marengo, 2010); extensions that
improve the way commitments are discharged and pre-conditions are speci�ed
(Winiko�, Liu, and Harland, 2004a), axiomatizations of operations in a �rst
order Event Calculus framework to increase expressiveness (Chesani et al.,
2013).
– Integrated development environment: a set of integrated software tools
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supporting 2CL protocol design and analysis is presented in (Baldoni et al.,
2014).
– Parametricity: in (Fornara and Colombetti, 2003), the content and the condi-
tion �elds of commitment objects are described through schemes representing
temporal proposition objects in parametric form; parametricity is also ad-
dressed in (Desai, Chopra, and Singh, 2009).
– Probability: In (Günay, Liu, and Zhang, 2016) Gunay, Liu and Zang present
the ProMoca framework, which provides an expressive modeling language that
includes various features to model commitment protocols. ProMoca supports
probabilistic modeling to capture uncertainty in behaviours and beliefs of
agents.
– Testing/simulation: tools supporting some steps (including testing) of the
Amoeba methodology (Desai, Chopra, and Singh, 2009) for modeling and
evolving commitment protocols exist (Desai et al., 2005a).
– A priori veri�cation: many proposals for verifying generic properties and
for model checking commitment protocols exist including (Desai et al., 2007b;
El Kholy et al., 2014; El-Menshawy, Bentahar, and Dssouli, 2011; Yolum, 2006).
– Runtime veri�cation: One of the �rst papers dealing with runtime veri�ca-
tion of commitment-based protocols is (Venkatraman and Singh, 1999) where a
vector representation of time and an early form of causality (e.g., making sure
the delegation of a commitment is propagated to the creditor) are considered.
More recently, the extension to commitment machines discussed in (Chesani et
al., 2013) comes along with an implementation to support runtime monitoring,
while Cupid (Chopra and Singh, 2015a) and Custard (Chopra and Singh, 2016)
give information-based characterization of norms, including commitments;
both support tracking runtime compliance with norms as the formalization is
based on database queries.
– Self-adaptation: in (Dalpiaz et al., 2010), the authors formalize the notion
of a participant’s strategy for a goal in terms of the required commitments and
present a conceptual model for adaptation built around this notion of strategy
that allows using arbitrary strategy selection criteria.
– Protocol enactability and protocol-driven code generation: the neces-
sary and su�cient conditions for enactability of commitment protocols are
discussed in (Desai and Singh, 2008), where an algorithm for generating roles
consistent with enactable protocols is also presented. Tosca (King et al., 2017)
gives an operationalization of commitments over BSPL from the point of view
of decentralized enactments.
– Case studies and applications: almost all the papers in the commitment
protocols research strand present examples of use and case studies. Commit-
ments have been used to real foreign exchange protocols and a real insurance
protocol in Amoeba (Desai et al., 2007a), and there is one application out-
side academia carried out within the US Ocean Observatories Initiative and
presented in (Arrott et al., 2009).
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5.4 New Hierarchical Agent Protocol Notation

This section has been validated by Michael Winiko�, Nitin Yadav, and Lin
Padgham.

HAPN, the New Hierarchical Agent Protocol Notation proposed in (Winiko�,
Yadav, and Padgham, 2018), extends Finite State Machines into hierarchical
FSM to cope with states that contain one or more concurrent sub-protocols.

– Modelled issues: interaction protocols from a global perspective.
– Modeling approach: protocols are modelled using a graphical notation
that extends the standard FSM one by structuring each transition to follow
the form Sender → Receiver: msg(args) [guard]/effect, showing for
each (sub-)protocol its name and interface variables in the initial state, and al-
lowing states to have sub-protocols. The bigger di�erence w.r.t. FSM, however,
is not in the format of edges, but the fact that HAPN uses a hierarchical FSM
with a particular semantics discussed in the paper.
– Integrated development environment: a prototype tool to create and edit
protocols is presented in (Yadav, Padgham, and Winiko�, 2015a).
– Parametricity: the notation allows protocols to be parametrized by roles
and variables.
– Probability: Not supported.
– Testing/simulation: the editing tool presented in (Yadav, Padgham, and
Winiko�, 2015a) is able to simulate protocol execution.
– A priori veri�cation: the importance verifying the protocol properties,
including enactability, is clear to the HAPN authors who suggest that “since
HAPN protocols can be �attened into FSM with variables, and veri�cation tech-
niques use structures similar to FSMs, the existing techniques are applicable to
verifying these properties in the context of HAPN protocols”. The �attening al-
gorithm is not implemented.
– Runtime veri�cation: a runtime veri�cation tool is not available, but the
IDE supporting HAPN could easily be extended to check traces at runtime,
since it is already able to check traces at design-time.
– Self-adaptation: Not supported.
–Protocol enactability andprotocol-driven code generation: HAPN does
not solve the enactability issue.
– Case studies and applications: in (Winiko�, Yadav, and Padgham, 2018)
three case studies are presented: the play date (based on a real application), an
auction, and holonic manufacturing.

5.5 Self-adaptive Systems Engineering

This section has been validated by Danny Weyns.

In a bunch of papers spanning from 2004 to now, Weyns and colleagues
address the issues of engineering self-adaptive situated MAS from almost any
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point of view, ranging from design (Iglesia and Weyns, 2015; Steegmans et al.,
2004; Weyns, Schelfthout, and Holvoet, 2005) to static veri�cation (Iftikhar
and Weyns, 2012), from runtime veri�cation (Iftikhar and Weyns, 2016) to
simulation (Weyns and Iftikhar, 2016). As stated in (Weyns, 2012), the purpose
of their research is to create a methodological approach and framework for (1)
model checking of the behavior of a self-adaptive system during design, (2)
model-based testing of the concrete implementation during development, and
(3) runtime diagnosis after system deployment.

Although these works constitute a coherent body of knowledge, they cannot
be sorted out into a unique approach like the others discussed in this section.
Nevertheless, the �ndings presented therein are important for the MAS com-
munity, making the analysis of this approach extremely relevant.

– Modelled issues: all the design artifacts which characterize a self-adaptive
system including architecture, control �ow, actions, interactions.
– Modeling approach: depends on the work; as an example, in (Iftikhar and
Weyns, 2012) the authors use timed automata to model the main processes
in the system and timed computation tree logic for the speci�cation of the
required properties, whereas in (Weyns and Iftikhar, 2016) they use stochastic
timed automata to describe runtime models of the system and runtime simula-
tion for the analysis of quality properties.
– Integrated development environment: the ActivFORMS runtime envir-
onment (Active FORmal Models for Self-adaptation) (Iftikhar and Weyns, 2017),
supported by the Uppaal suite (David et al., 2015), allows designers to model
and verify a feedback loop. The veri�ed models can be directly deployed on
top of a runtime environment that executes them, supporting visualization of
the executing models, the state of the goals, and on the �y updates of both.
– Parametricity: parametricity is supported in di�erent ways depending on
the modelled issue and the adopted formalism; for example, when stochastic
timed automata models are used like in (Weyns and Iftikhar, 2016), they can
be parametrized to capture variations, changes, and in particular uncertainties
in the system or the environment.
– Probability: Weyns and colleagues (Calinescu et al., 2018; Weyns et al., 2018)
use probabilistic models at runtime to represent a system and its environment
from the point of view of di�erent quality properties (for example a model that
represents energy consumption of an IoT network, or a model that represents
the communication latency in the network). These models have two types
of parameters. On the one hand, the models have parameters that represent
uncertainties of the system or its environment (for example the interference
of network links). These parameters are updated with actual values (possibly
learned over time). On the other hand, the models have parameters that repres-
ent “knobs” that can be set to model di�erent possible system con�gurations
(for example the power setting of the radio of a node to communicate mes-
sages over a wireless link to another node). They then apply (statistical) model
checking at runtime to analyse these models and predict the expected quality
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properties of di�erent con�gurations. Based on the results they may then
adapt the system to a new con�guration (i.e., the one with the best predicted
values for a set of quality goals) to ensure or improve its quality goals.
– Testing/simulation: ActivFORMS allows users to perform a set of tests
aimed at validating their models before deployment or selecting adaptation
options during runtime.
– A priori veri�cation: exploitation of model checking to verify behavioral
properties of decentralized self-adaptive systems has been faced in many works
including (Iftikhar and Weyns, 2012).
– Runtime veri�cation: in one of the most recent works dealing with veri�c-
ation of properties at runtime (Iftikhar and Weyns, 2016), the authors exploit
runtime statistical model checking as an e�cient strategy to tradeo� between
the accuracy of the provided guarantees and the required computation time
and system resources.
– Self-adaptation: all the works mentioned in this section take self-adaptation
into account.
– Protocol enactability and protocol-driven code generation: Not sup-
ported.
– Case studies and applications: many self-adaptive systems artifacts and
model problems exemplars have been developed by the authors including
(Gerasimou et al., 2017; Iftikhar et al., 2017; Weyns and Calinescu, 2015). The
artifact presented in (Iftikhar et al., 2017) o�ers a real world deployment of
an IoT setup that can be used for experimentation. The IoT network has been
developed for the VersaSense company, https://www.versasense.com/.
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Part III

Formalism extensions

This part of the thesis is totally focused on the formalism extensions that have
been proposed during the Ph.D. program.
The �rst extension is presented in Chapter 6. It brings variables inside the
trace expression formalism. Thanks to such extension, we can represent more
complex properties and protocols, because we can handle events containing
values. In Chapter 6, we show how the trace expressions semantics can be
extended with variables and we motivate our work through examples.
The second extension is presented in Chapter 7. It brings probabilities inside
the trace expression formalism. Even though the motivations related to this
extension are less intuitive than the motivations for the parametric extensions,
in Chapter 7 we show how introducing probabilities inside our formalism can
increment its robustness for real world scenarios, where we are interested in
verifying less reliable systems (with high uncertainty in the observed events).
After the presentation of the probabilistic extension, we will present how
to use it in order to achieve the runtime veri�cation of systems with state
estimation.
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“Try not to become a man of success.
Rather become a man of value.”

- Albert Einstein

In this chapter, we propose an extension of the trace expression
formalism to support parametric runtime veri�cation. The full se-
mantics of parametric trace expressions is presented, together with
some examples to show their expressive power. The proposed exten-
sion has been implemented and experimented in JADE with a non
trivial case study consisting of a variation of the English auction
interaction protocol speci�cation.

The contents of this chapter are published in
(Ancona, Ferrando, and Mascardi, 2017)
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6.1 Introduction

During the Ph.D. program, there have been several occasions where we needed
a more expressive formalism to properly manipulate properties and protocols.
Since it is common the use of parameters inside speci�cations to handle datas,
times, and so on, our �rst attempt to extend the trace expression formalism
has been the addition of parameters in event types. As we will see after in the
chapter, even though such formalism extension is not too much invasive, it
allows enlarging undoubtedly the set of possible properties and protocols that
can be de�ned.

In particular, parametricity (Luo et al., 2014b) is an important feature of a
monitoring system for making RV more e�ective, since, typically, correctness
of traces depends on the speci�c data values that are carried by the monitored
events of the trace, and that, in general, cannot be predicted statically. For
instance, the veri�cation of an interaction protocol may require that the values
exchanged by two agents are in a certain relation; protocols may also be
parametric in the involved agents, and resources, and this parametricity is
naturally re�ected on the data carried by values.

6.1.1 Illustrative example

In Section 4.2.2, we presented the general notion of event type. In order to
make the presentation of the parametric extension more clear, we de�ne a
predicate match to represent when an event matches a speci�c event type.

match(e,ϑ ) ⇐⇒ e ∈ nϑo
Considering again the ping pong example introduced in Section 4.3.1, where

there were the event types ping and pong, we now have:

match(e, ping) ⇐⇒ e ∈ npingo ⇐⇒ e = send(alice, bob, _)

match(e, pong) ⇐⇒ e ∈ npongo ⇐⇒ e = send(bob, alice, _)
Even though the ping-pong protocol is extremely simple, it allows us to

introduce intuitively the advantage of parametricity. In particular, considering
the in�nite version PingPongForever , we could be interested in enriching the
events’ behaviour with values. We may add an integer to the ping and pong
communications, with the constraint that alice sends an integer to bob, and
bob must reply with a greater integer.

For instance, a valid execution trace could start with
send(alice, bob, inform(42)) followed by send(bob,alice, inform(43)),
send(alice,bob, inform(2)), and send(bob, alice, inform(5)).

Let ping(_) and pong(_) denote the event types s.t.

match(e, ping(n)) i� n ∈ Z, e = send(alice, bob, inform(n))

and

match(e, pong(n)) i� n ∈ Z, e = send(bob, alice, inform(k)) and k > n
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With these event types, the best speci�cation we can write with a trace ex-
pression is

PingPongForever2 = ping(n):pong(n):PingPongForever2
However, this speci�cation fails to support data parametricity since the

value n has to be picked up once for all, hence the trace expression de�nes a
protocol where at each round alice has to send the same integer.

The problem becomes even more evident if we consider the ping-pong
protocol which requires both agents to always reply with an integer greater
than the previously received one. For instance, the trace shown above would
not be correct, while a valid execution trace could start with

send(alice, bob, tell(42))
followed by

send(bob, alice, inform(43)), send(alice, bob, inform(52)),
and

send(bob, alice, tell(55)).

6.2 Formalization

To support parametricity, we let event types in trace expressions to contain
variables; following the Prolog notation, we use identi�ers starting with a
capital letter to denote variables in event types; for instance, event type ping(N )
contains variable N . Accordingly, the semantics of event types and, hence, the
match function, have to be extended; if ϑ is an event type, possibly containing
free variables, then we write match(e,ϑ ) = σ to mean that event e matches
event type ϑ with computed substitution σ which must be grounding for the
event type ϑ , that is, the domain on which σ is de�ned coincides with the set
of variables in ϑ .

Substitutions are �nite domain partial maps from a �xed universe of vari-
ables X into a �xed universe of values V; we denote with dom(σ ) the �-
nite domain of σ . The substitution with the empty domain is denoted by ∅.
The equality σ = σ1 ∪ σ2 holds i� dom(σ ) = dom(σ1) ∪ dom(σ2), and for all
X ∈ dom(σ ), σ (X ) = σ1(X ) if X ∈ dom(σ1), and σ (X ) = σ2(X ) if X ∈ dom(σ2)
(hence, σ1 and σ2 must coincide on dom(σ1) ∩ dom(σ2)). The notation σ |X
denotes the substitution where X is removed from its domain: σ |X = σ ′ i�
dom(σ ′) = dom(σ ) \ {X } and for all X ∈ dom(σ ′) σ ′(X ) = σ (X ). The notation
σϑ denotes the event type obtained from ϑ by substituting all occurrences of
X ∈ dom(σ ) in ϑ with σ (X ).

Besides extending event types with variables, we need to introduce a new
trace expression construct to control the scope of variables: <X ;τ> binds the
free occurrences of X in τ ; accordingly, the trace expression στ obtained from
τ by substituting all free occurrences of X ∈ dom(σ ) in τ with σ (X ), is de�ned
as follows:

σ (ϑ :τ ) = (σϑ ):(στ )
σ (τ1op τ2) = (στ1)op (στ2) for op ∈ {∨,∧, |, ·}
σ (<X ;τ>) = <X ;σ |Xτ>
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The transition system for parametric trace expressions is de�ned in Fig-
ure 6.1.

(main)
τ

e
� τ ′; ∅
τ

e
→ τ ′

(pre�x)
ϑ :τ e
� τ ;σ

σ=match(e,ϑ ) (or-l)
τ1

e
� τ ′1 ;σ

τ1∨τ2
e
� τ ′1 ;σ

(or-r)
τ2

e
� τ ′2 ;σ

τ1∨τ2
e
� τ ′2 ;σ

(and)
τ1

e
� τ ′1 ;σ1 τ2

e
� τ ′2 ;σ2

τ1∧τ2
e
� τ ′1∧τ

′
2 ;σ

σ=σ1∪σ2 (shu�e-l)
τ1

e
� τ ′1 ;σ

τ1 |τ2
e
� τ ′1 |τ2;σ

(shu�e-r)
τ2

e
� τ ′2 ;σ

τ1 |τ2
e
� τ1 |τ ′2 ;σ

(cat-l)
τ1

e
� τ ′1 ;σ

τ1·τ2
e
� τ ′1 ·τ2;σ

(cat-r)
τ2

e
� τ ′2 ;σ

τ1·τ2
e
� τ ′2 ;σ

ε (τ1)

(var-t)
τ

e
� τ ′;σ

<X ;τ> e
� στ ′;σ |X

X ∈dom(σ ) (var-f)
τ

e
� τ ′;σ

<X ;τ> e
� <X ;τ ′>;σ

X<dom(σ ) (ε -var)
ε(τ )

ε(<X ;τ>)

Figure 6.1 . Transition system for parametric trace expressions

The main transition relation τ
e
→ τ ′ is de�ned in terms of the auxiliary

relation τ e
� τ ′;σ , where σ is the substitution generated during the transition

step. This is required because it is not possible to predict from which variable
occurrence a certain substitution is generated; consider for instance the trace
expressions ϑ1(X ):τ1 |ϑ2(X ):τ2, where ϑ1(X ) and ϑ2(X ) are two distinct event
types containing occurrences of variable X ; if event e �res a transition on
the lhs operand of the shu�e operator, then the computed substitution σ is
s.t. σ = match(e,ϑ1), and the trace expression is rewritten into σ (τ1 |ϑ2(X ):τ2),
otherwise, if the transition is �red on the rhs, then σ = match(e,ϑ2), and the
trace expression is rewritten into σ (ϑ1(X ):τ1 |τ2).

Rule (main) de�nes the main transition relation in terms of the auxiliary
transition relation which computes the substitution; at top level a correct trace
expression cannot contain free variables (that is, undeclared variables), hence
the main transition is �red only if the computed substitution is empty.

In rule (pre�x) the substitution is generated by the match function applied
to the current event e and the event type ϑ .

Rules for union, shu�e, and concatenation are the corresponding generaliz-
ation of the rules in Figure 4.1.

In rule (and) the side condition requires that the substitutions σ1 and σ2
computed for the two operands must coincide on the intersection of their
domains; the �nal substitution σ is obtained by merging σ1 and σ2. For instance,
for the trace expression

τ = send(alice,R,C):τ1∧send(S, bob,C):τ2
and the event e s.t. Alice sends to Bob tell(42), we have

send(alice,R,C):τ1
e
� τ1; {R 7→ bob,C 7→ tell(42)}

send(S, bob,C):τ2
e
� τ2; {S 7→ alice,C 7→ tell(42)}

therefore τ e
� τ1∧τ2; {R 7→ bob, S 7→ alice,C 7→ tell(42)}.

Rules (var-t) and (var-f) deal with the new construct <X ;τ> for variable
scoping. The former rule is applied when variableX is contained in the domain
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of the computed substitution σ for the transition starting from τ ; in such a
case σ is applied to the trace expression τ ′ in which τ rewrites to, and the
scoping construct is removed; furthermore, the computed substitution is σ |X .
The latter rule is applied when variable X is not contained in the domain of
the computed substitution σ for the transition starting from τ ; in this case the
scoping construct is not removed, and the computed substitution coincides
with σ .

Rules for the auxiliary predicate ε(_) are the same as those in Figure 4.1,
except for the straightforward rule for the new construct <X ;τ>.

6.3 Illustrative example revisited

Let us consider again the variation of the PingPongForever2 protocol proposed
in Section 6.1.1, where Alice sends an integer to Bob, and Bob must reply with
a greater integer; such a protocol can be speci�ed by the following parametric
trace expressions:

PingPongForever3 =
<N ; ping(N ):pong(N ):PingPongForever3>

where, again, ping(_) and pong(_) denote the event types s.t. match(e, ping(n))
i� n ∈ Z, e = send(alice, bob, tell(n)), and match(e, pong(n)) i� n ∈ Z, e =
send(bob, alice, tell(k)) and k > n, respectively.

Since PingPongForever3 does not contain free variables, applying the sub-
stitution {N 7→ 42} to the trace expression pong(N ):PingPongForever3 yields
the trace expression pong(42):PingPongForever3.

Let e1 and e2 correspond to the events “Alice sends tell(42) to Bob”, and “Bob
sends tell(45) to Alice”, respectively; we show that the steps τ e1

→ pong(42):τ e2
→

τ are derivable, where τ is the trace expression de�ned by PinдPonдForever3.
The transition step τ

e1
→ pong(42):τ can be derived with the following

derivation tree, since match(e1, ping(N )) = {N 7→ 42}:

(main)

(var-t)

(pre�x)
ping(N ):pong(N ):τ

e1
� pong(N ):τ ; {N 7→ 42}

<N ; ping(N ):pong(N ):τ>
e1
� {N 7→ 42}(pong(N ):τ ); ∅

<N ; ping(N ):pong(N ):τ> e1
→ pong(42):τ

The further transition step pong(42):τ e2
→ τ can be derived as follows, since

match(e2, pong(42)) = ∅:

(main)

(pre�x)
pong(42):τ

e2
� τ ; ∅

pong(42):τ e2
→ τ

With this second transition step the �rst round of the protocol is com-
pleted and the current state of the system is represented again by τ (that is,
PinдPonдForever3); hence, Alice is expected to send any integer value to Bob
(and not just 42), as speci�ed by the protocol.

We can now consider the more challenging version of the protocol where
both Alice and Bob are required to reply with an integer greater than the
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previously received one. In this case we need to adopt a pattern that will be
employed also in the case study in Section 6.4 to propagate information regard-
ing data values; in this particular case, the last received integer is propagated
with two di�erent variables N1 and N2 whose use is alternated in the trans-
ition steps: at one transition step N1 and N2 carry the last sent value and the
previous one, respectively, while at the next transition step N1 and N2 carry
the previously sent value and the last one, respectively.

PingPongForever4 = <N1; ping(N1):Forever>
Forever = <N2; pong(N1,N2):<N1; ping(N2,N1):Forever>>

Besides the event type ping(_) already used in the previous examples, we
employ also the event types ping(_, _), and pong(_, _) s.t. match(e, ping(k,n))
i� k,n ∈ Z, e = send(alice, bob, tell(n)), k < n, and match(e, pong(n)) i� k,n ∈

Z, e = send(bob, alice, tell(n)) and k < n, respectively.
Let e1, e2, and e3 correspond to the events “Alice sends tell(42) to Bob”, “Bob

sends tell(45) to Alice”, and “Alice sends tell(46) to Bob”, respectively; we show
that the steps τ e1

→ τ1
e2
→ τ2

e3
→ τ3 are derivable, for suitable τ1, τ2, and τ3, with

τ denoting the trace expression de�ned by PinдPonдForever4.
If τ1 = <N2; pong(42,N2):<N1; ping(N2,N1):Forever>>, then the trans-

ition step τ
e1
→ τ1 can be derived with the following derivation tree, since

match(e1, ping(N1)) = {N1 7→ 42}:

(main)

(var-t)

(pre�x)
ping(N1):Forever

e1
� Forever ; {N1 7→ 42}

<N1; ping(N1):Forever>
e1
� {N1 7→ 42}Forever ; ∅

<N1; ping(N1):Forever>
e1
→ τ1

The next transition step τ1
e2
→ τ2 can be derived with τ2 =

<N1; ping(45,N1):Forever>, since match(e2, pong(42,N2)) = {N2 7→ 45}.

(main)

(var-t)

(pre�x)
τ ′1

e2
� <N1; ping(N2,N1):Forever>; {N2 7→ 45}

τ1
e2
� <N1; ping(45,N1):Forever>; ∅

τ1
e2
→ τ2

In the derivation tree,
τ ′1 = pong(42,N2):<N1; ping(N2,N1):Forever>.

Finally, the transition step τ2
e3
→ τ3 can be derived with

τ3 = <N2; pong(46,N2):<N1; ping(N2,N1):Forever>>

since match(e3, ping(45,N1)) = {N1 7→ 46}.

(main)

(var-t)

(pre�x)
ping(45,N1):Forever

e3
� Forever ; {N1 7→ 46}

τ2
e3
� {N1 7→ 46}Forever ; ∅

τ2
e3
→ τ3
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6.4 Case study

In this section we show how parametric trace expressions support runtime
monitoring of a non trivial interaction protocol between agents.

In particular, we formalize through parametric trace expressions an English
auction where the auctioneer proposes to sell an item for a given price and
the bidders either accept or reject the proposal; as long as more than one
bidder accepts, the price is raised and another negotiation round is made. The
protocol is consistent with the existing descriptions of the English auction
that can be found online, even if it slightly di�ers from the English auction
FIPA speci�cation (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents, 2001).

6.4.1 Informal speci�cation of the protocol

The protocol involves an auctioner agent, and two or more bidder agents. The
protocol starts with a preamble where auctioner sends a single message to all
bidders (in any order) informing that the auction for selling a certain item is
going to start. It is assumed that all contacted bidders will participate to the
auction, until auctioner will notify bidders about the closing of the auction.

The preamble is followed by an initial proposal round, where auctioner
sends a single message to all bidders with a proposed item price, which is
equal for all bidders; then auctioner waits to receive a single reply from all
bidders before deciding to either closing the auction, or moving to the next
proposal round. Every bidder can either accept or reject the proposal; a bidder
b will keep attending the auction, even when b decides to reject a proposal at
a certain round.

Agent auctioner moves to the next proposal round if at least two bidders
have accepted the previously proposed price; in such a case, the new proposed
price will be at least greater or equal than p+∆p, where p is the price proposed
at the previous round, and ∆p is an a priori �xed positive constant.

If one bidder (let us assume it is bidder b) has accepted the last proposed
price, then auctioner closes the auction by sending a single message to all
bidders; bidder b is noti�ed of the purchase of the item, while all other bidders
are informed that the item has been sold.

Finally, if no bidder accepts the current proposal, then auctioner closes the
auction by sending a single message to all bidders to notify them that the item
is unsold.

6.4.2 Formal speci�cation of the protocol

For simplifying the presentation we describe the parametric trace expression
specifying the protocol for just three agents: the auctioner and two bidders
bidder1 and bidder2; it is possible to generalize such a speci�cation1 to monitor

1The generalized trace expression is described at http://www.ParametricTraceExpr.

altervista.org, from where the Prolog speci�cation of all the examples presented in
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a system with an unspeci�ed number of participants that can be �xed only at
runtime.

Even in the simpli�ed setting, parametric trace expressions are still required
for checking the following facts: at each proposal round the same proposed
price is sent to all bidders; at each proposal round auctioner proposes a price
which has been increased of at least ∆p, if there has been a previous round;
the auction is correctly closed with the expected noti�cations to bidders.

We provide the semantics of the protocol ground event types only, as the
semantics for non-ground event types can be easily derived from it. For in-
stance, match(e, start(b)) i� e = send(auctioner,b, tell(start)) just means that,
for the ground event type start(b), matching with event e succeeds and returns
the empty substitution if and only if e = send(auctioner,b, tell(start)) (that is,
auctioner sends to b the message with content tell(start)).

Consequently,match(e, start(B)) succeeds and returns the substitution {B 7→
b} i� match(e, start(b)) succeeds (with the empty substitution).

In the following, we use the _ anonymous variable typical of Prolog to
represent part of the term we are not interested in. With anonymous variables
we unify anything (as for free variables but without the need of a name since
we will not use it).

match(e, start) i� e = send(auctioner, _, tell(start))
match(e, start(b)) i� e = send(auctioner,b, tell(start))
match(e, is_bidder(b)) i�

e = send(auctioner,b, _) or e = send(b, auctioner, _)
match(e, prop) i� e = send(auctioner, _, propose(_))
match(e, prop$(p)) i� e = send(auctioner, _, propose(price(p)))
match(e, prop_to(b)) i� e = send(auctioner,b, propose(_))
match(e, prop(b,p)) i� e = send(auctioner,b, propose(price(p)))
match(e, prop(b,p1,p2)) i�

e = send(auctioner,b, propose(price(p2))), p2 ≥ p1 + ∆p

match(e, yes) i� e = send(_, auctioner, accept−proposal)
match(e, yes(b)) i� e = send(b, auctioner, accept−proposal)
match(e, no) i� e = send(_, auctioner, reject−proposal)
match(e, no(b)) i� e = send(b, auctioner, reject−proposal)
match(e, reply) i� match(e, yes) or match(e, no)
match(e, fail) i� e = send(auctioner, _, tell(close(fail)))
match(e, fail(b)) i� e = send(auctioner,b, tell(close(fail)))
match(e, buy(b)) i� e = send(auctioner,b, tell(close(buy)))
match(e, close) i� e = send(auctioner, _, tell(close(_)))
match(e, prop_or_reply) i� match(e, prop) or match(e, reply)
match(e, reply_or_close) i� match(e, reply) or match(e, close)

We use the �lter and intersection operators to decompose the speci�cation
modularly in order to simplify de�nitions and improve readability. The para-

this chapter, the parametric trace expressions transition function, and the JADE MAS and
monitor can be downloaded.
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metric trace expression specifying the overall protocol can be obtained as the
intersection of the following simpler parametric trace expressions, each enfor-
cing some of the properties that have to be veri�ed by the protocol. Adopting
this divide et impera speci�cation pattern helps the protocol designer to cope
with complex protocols, by modeling one property at a time.

In the rest of the chapter we will abbreviate with ϑ trace expressions of
shape ϑ :ϵ , when such a shortcut will not arise ambiguities.
preamble. The protocol must start with two messages of auctioner sent
to all bidders (in any order) to inform them that the auction is going to start.

Preamble = (start(bidder1)|start(bidder2))·1

The use of the derived constant 1 (see Section 4.2.6) denoting the set of all
possible traces corresponds to the fact that this trace expression speci�es the
preamble only.
bidder flow. Trace expressions Bidder1 and Bidder2 specify the correct
message �ow for bidder1 and bidder2, respectively.

Bidder1 = is_bidder(bidder1)�Bidder
Bidder2 = is_bidder(bidder2)�Bidder
Bidder = start:prop:reply:BidderLoop
BidderLoop = close∨prop:reply:BidderLoop

Through the� operator, only messages involving either bidder1 (for trace ex-
pression Bidder1) or bidder2 (for trace expression Bidder2) are checked. Thanks
to the use of the �lter operator, the two trace expressions Bidder1 and Bidder2
can share the same trace expression Bidder (whose de�nition depends from
BidderLoop).

Among all requirements imposed by these trace expressions there is also
the constraint that there must exist at least one proposal round.
same price proposed to bidders. This parametric trace expression
requires that at each round auctioner must send the same proposed price to
bidders. Through the� operator, SamePrice only checks messages which are
proposals sent by auctioner to bidders.

SamePrice = prop�PriceLoop
PriceLoop = ϵ∨<P ; prop$(P):prop$(P):PriceLoop>

Since a new proposal round can be started only after all bidders have sent
their replies (see the next trace expression), the two contiguous proposals that
share the same price must have necessarily been sent to di�erent bidders. The
trace expression ϵ speci�es that the sequence of proposal rounds is allowed to
terminate.
next proposal round. The following trace expression speci�es that
auctioner can start a new proposal round only after having received replies
from all bidders. Through the� operator, NextRound only checks messages
which are either proposals sent by auctioner to bidders, or acceptance/rejection
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replies sent by bidders to auctioner .
NextRound = prop_or_reply�RoundLoop
RoundLoop = ϵ∨
prop_to(bidder1):((prop_to(bidder2)|reply |reply)·RoundLoop)∨
prop_to(bidder2):((prop_to(bidder1)|reply |reply)·RoundLoop)

At each round, if the �rst proposal is sent to bidder1, then the next proposal
must be sent to bidder2 (and the previous parametric trace expression ensures
that the two proposals share the same price), and two replies have to be sent.
The trace expressions Bidder1 and Bidder2 de�ned above guarantee that each
reply must follow the corresponding proposal, hence the shu�e operator can
be safely used in prop_to(bidder2)|reply |reply. A symmetric trace expression
deals with the case when the �rst proposal is sent to bidder2. As for SamePrice,
the trace expression ϵ speci�es that the sequence of proposal rounds is allowed
to terminate.
increased price. This parametric trace expression speci�es that at each
proposal round auctioner proposes a price which has been increased of at least
∆p (an a priori �xed positive constant), if there has been a previous round.
The constant ∆p is implicitly de�ned in the event type prop(b,p1,p2) which
succeeds if price p2 is proposed to bidder b, and p2 ≥ p1 + ∆p (where p1 is the
price proposed at the previous round; see the event types semantics de�ned
before).

This parametric trace expression is based on the same pattern used in
PingPongForever4 in Section 6.1.1.

Interestingly, by virtue of the parametric trace expression SamePrice that
imposes that the same price is sent to bidders at each proposal round, it su�ces
to check that the price is correctly increased only for the proposals sent to
one of the bidders; in this case the trace expression arbitrarily checks only the
proposals sent to bidder1 (through the � operator), but of course checking
the proposals sent to bidder2 would work as well.

IncPrice = prop_to(bidder1)�<P1; prop(bidder1, P1):IncLoop>
IncLoop = ϵ∨
<P2; prop(bidder1, P1, P2):<P1; prop(bidder1, P2, P1):IncLoop>>

As for SamePrice, and NextRound, the trace expression ϵ speci�es that the
sequence of proposal rounds is allowed to terminate.
closing. This parametric trace expression guarantees that the auction is
correctly closed with the expected noti�cations to bidders. Only messages
which are bidders reply or auctioner closing messages are checked through
the� operator.

While the property enforced with SamePrice and IncPrice can only be spe-
ci�ed with parametric trace expressions, closing could be expressed with a
non parametric trace expression; however, the use of variables makes the
speci�cation more compact and readable.

Close = reply_or_close�CloseLoop
CloseLoop =
<B; yes(B):(yes:CloseLoop∨<B′; no(B′):(buy(B)|fail(B′))>)∨
no(B):(no:fail:fail∨<B′; yes(B′):(buy(B′)|fail(B))>)>
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Variables B and B′ are required for ensuring the correctness of closing messages
sent by auctioner . The intersection of trace expressions Bidder1, Bidder2, and
NextRound guarantees that two replies in the same round always originate
from di�erent bidders.

If bidder B accepts the proposal (yes(B)), then there are two possible cases:
either the other bidder accepts the proposal as well (yes) and, hence, there
will be another proposal round (CloseLoop), or the other bidder B′ rejects the
proposal (no(B′)) and, hence, auctioner sends (in any order) the messages to
the corresponding bidders notifying that B has purchased the item (buy(B)),
and B′ has not (fail(B′)).

If bidder B rejects the proposal (no(B)), then there are two possible cases:
either the other bidder rejects the proposal as well (no) and, hence, auctioner
noti�es both bidders that they have not purchased the item (again, trace ex-
pressions Bidder1 and Bidder2 guarantee that the two events matching fail:fail
correspond to messages sent to di�erent bidders); or the other bidder B′ ac-
cepts the proposal (yes(B′)) and, hence, auctioner sends (in any order) the
messages to the corresponding bidders notifying that B′ has purchased the
item (buy(B′)), and B has not (fail(B)).
putting all trace expressions together. Finally, the overall
speci�cation of the protocol can be obtained by assembling together the para-
metric trace expressions de�ned above through the intersection operator.

EnglishAuction = Preamble∧Bidder1∧Bidder2∧SamePrice∧
NextRound∧IncPrice∧Close

6.5 Discussion

We have proposed parametric trace expressions, an extension to trace expres-
sions expressly designed for parametric RV of multiagent systems.

Besides providing its formalization, we have implemented and experimented
RV with parametric trace expressions in JADE with a non trivial case study
consisting of a variation of the English auction interaction protocol speci�ca-
tion.

Parametric trace expressions have been also integrated inside the IDE RIVER-
tools (Chapter 14). In this way, it is possible to de�ne parametric protocols in
an easy and compact way.
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“If we �nd ourselves with a desire that nothing in this world can satisfy,
the most probable explanation is that we were made for another world.”

- C.S. Lewis

Probabilistic Trace Expressions (PTEs) are an extension of Trace Ex-
pressions where the types of events that can be observed by a mon-
itor are associated with an observation probability. In this chapter
we introduce PTEs, we adapt the runtime veri�cation with state es-
timation approach proposed by Scott D. Stoller et al. in 2011 to them,
and we present a semantics for PTEs that allows for the estimation
of the probability to reach a given state, given a sequence of ob-
servations which may include observation gaps. Thanks to built-in
operators suitable for checking that two di�erent PTEs can perform
the same transitions, and to algorithms for transforming LTL prop-
erties into PTEs, verifying that a LTL property is met by a system
modeled by a PTE can be addressed in an elegant and natural way,
even when gaps are observed.

The contents of this chapter will be submitted to
a Journal in the MAS research area.
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7.1 Introduction

Runtime veri�cation of complex, distributed systems under ideal conditions
(perfect observability of all the relevant events, no leaky communication chan-
nels, etc) is an hard task to perform, and has been addressed by many scienti�c
works including surveys and introductory papers (Bartocci et al., 2018; Have-
lund, Reger, and Rosu, 2018; Leucker and Schallhart, 2009), books (Bartocci
and Falcone, 2018), seminars (Bonakdarpour et al., 2016a; Havelund et al.,
2010), and conferences1. When the conditions are not ideal and some relev-
ant events cannot be observed by the monitor, generating a gap in the event
trace, the problem becomes even harder (Babaee, Gur�nkel, and Fischmeister,
2018; Bartocci et al., 2011; Joshi, Tchamgoue, and Fischmeister, 2017). A gap
represents the absence of information in the analyzed trace and corresponds
to an execution point – or to a time slot – where the monitor does not know
what the system did. Gaps may be due to the process of sampling observed
events to reduce monitoring overhead, but also to events that are partially
observable or not observable at all by the monitor: the monitor might be aware
that an event took place, but does not know which. The introduction of gaps
raises problems in checking that a temporal property is veri�ed by the system,
given that a trace of events (which may include gaps) has been observed. If
the monitor does not know which event has been observed, it cannot know
whether the temporal property is satis�ed or not.

In (Stoller et al., 2011), each time a gap in observed a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) of the system is queried to know which events could be observed
in the current state of the system, and with which probability. This allows
the authors to estimate the probability to reach some state si after observing
obs = O1,O2, ...,Ot events, and – by generating a monitor that combines the
system HMM and the temporal property ϕ into a single integrated model – to
estimate the probability that ϕ is satis�ed after observing obs = O1,O2, ...,Ot

events.
In this chapter we take (Stoller et al., 2011) as starting point, and we combine

the approach presented therein with trace expressions, in order to obtain
Probabilistic Trace Expressions.

Probabilistic Trace Expressions (PTEs) are an extension of Trace Expressions
with probabilities associated with event types (Section 7.3). PTEs are more
expressive than HMM, deterministic �nite state machines and linear time
temporal logic, being able to model more than context free languages. Besides
sketching the Probabilize algorithm for transforming trace expressions into
PTEs in Section 7.3.2,

1. we use PTEs to model the probabilistic behaviour of the system un-
der observation, possibly starting from a HMM and then re�ning or
extending it (Section 7.4.1);

2. we show how – by applying the rules de�ning the operational semantics

1http://www.runtime-verification.org/.
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of PTEs – we obtain the same results of the forward algorithm presented
in (Stoller et al., 2011) (Section 7.4.2);

3. by exploiting the algorithm presented in Section 4.5 and the Probabilize
algorithm in cascade, we use PTEs also to model the linear time temporal
properties that we want to verify at runtime;

4. by joining the two representations obtained in steps 1 and 3 above using
the ∧ conjunction operator natively provided by PTEs, we obtain for
free a way to verify satisfaction of linear time temporal properties in
presence of observation gaps (Section 7.4.3).

Considering the notion of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) presented in
Section 3.8, we can now present a running example which will make the
presentation of the chapter contents easier. We use the running example
presented in (Stoller et al., 2011), where a planetary rover mission is modeled.
The rover hosts two generic instruments, A and B, and all the events generated
by the rover are recorded on a log �le. Stoller and colleagues consider four
di�erent kinds of events, inspired by Barringer et al. (Barringer et al., 2010):

• command (cmd in the HMM �gure), the command submitted to the rover;

• dispatch (disp), the dispatch of the command from the rover to the
instrument;

• success (succ), the success of the command on the instrument;

• fail (fail), the failure of the command on the instrument.

All these events are characterized by three parameters: the instrument id (a or
b), the issued command (start or reset ), and a time stamp indicating when the
event occurred. When the rover receives a command, it reports the informa-
tion to the logger and sends the command to the relevant instrument. Once
received the command, the instrument issues a dispatch event to the logger
and then executes the command. If the execution is successful (resp. fails), a
corresponding success (resp. failure) event is reported to the logger. It is also
possible that the command is simply lost for some reason and neither a success
nor a fail occurs. All these events have some probability to be observed, and
the chance to move from one state to another is also modeled by a probability.
Figure 7.1 represents a HMM inspired to the rover example, where

• S = {s1, s2, s3};

• A1,1 = A1,3 = 0;A1,2 = 1;
A2,1 = 0.07;A2,2 = 0;A2,3 = 0.93;
A3,1 = 1;A3,2 = A3,3 = 0;

• V = {C,D, S, F } (C stands for cmd, D for disp, etc);

• b1(C) = 1;b1(D) = b1(S) = b1(F ) = 0;
b2(D) = 1;b2(C) = b2(S) = b2(F ) = 0;
b3(C) = b3(D) = 0;b3(S) = 0.97;b3(F ) = 0.03;
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Figure 7.1 . An example of HMM (from (Stoller et al., 2011)).

• π1 = 1,π2 = π3 = 0 (not shown in the �gure).

We can now introduce the concept of runtime veri�cation with state estim-
ation.

7.2 Runtime Veri�cation with State Estimation

Given a trace (possibly with gaps), in (Stoller et al., 2011) Stoller et al. propose
an approach to compute the probability that an LTL temporal property ϕ

(Pnueli, 1977) is satis�ed by a system modeled by a HMM H , given that obs =
O1,O2, ...,Ot have been observed. More formally, they evaluate Pr (ϕ | obs,H )
by applying the following steps:

1. learn the HMMH from a given set of traces without gaps, using standard
HMM learning algorithm;

2. generate the deterministic �nite state machine (DFSM) corresponding
to ϕ;

3. generate a monitor combining H and the DFSM to check the sequence
obs .

Step 1 falls outside the boundaries of their investigation, and in the sequel
we will disregard how the HMM has been created as well. For instance, a
possible way to achieve this could be using the Python library hmmlearn2

(Rabiner, 1990).

7.3 Probabilistic Trace Expressions

A probabilistic trace expression (PTE) is a trace expression where event types
have a probability associated with them.

2https://hmmlearn.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Example 3. We present the PTE corresponding to the rover example introduced
in Section 3.8. First of all we must de�ne the event types. Considering the com-
mands used in the model, we have the event type cmd = { command(Inst, Comm,
TS) such that Inst ∈ {a, b}, Comm ∈ {start, reset}, TS a time stamp in the range
0...3 }, and in a similar way the event type disp = { dispatch(Inst, Comm, TS) },
succ = { success(Inst, Comm, TS) } and fail = { fail(Inst, Comm, TS) }. The result-
ing trace expression can be written in two equivalent (from the PTE semantics
viewpoint) ways:

τs1 = cmd[1]:τs2
τs2 = disp[0.07]:τs1∨disp[0.93]:τs3
τs3 = succ[0.97]:τs1∨f ail[0.03]:τs1

and
τ ′init = cmd[1]:τ ′s2
τ ′s1 = cmd[0.07]:τ ′s2
τ ′s2 = disp[1]:(τ

′
s1∨τ

′
s3 )

τ ′s3 = succ[0.9021]:τ
′
s1∨f ail[0.0279]:τ

′
s1

The trace expression in the �rst form tells us, for example, that the probability
of the protocol to reach τs1 starting from τs2 and having observed disp is 0.07
while the probability to reach τs3 starting from τs2 and having observed disp

is 0.93 (second equation of the �rst formulation). To make this information
explicit, the transition from state s2 to states s1 and s3 in the HMM has been
modeled by τs2 = disp[0.07]:τs1∨disp[0.93]:τs3 , introducing non-determinism.
While in a non probabilistic setting τs2 = disp:τs1∨disp:τs3 would be equivalent
to τs2 = disp:(τs1∨τs3) and the second version would be de�nitely preferred, as –
besides being more readable and compact – it is deterministic, in a probabilistic
setting it would cause us to lose precious information on the probability to
move in some state, given some observed event.

The second version overcomes this problem by propagating – via multi-
plication – the di�erent probabilities associated with disp in s2

′ to the states
s1
′ and s3

′ that can be reached from s2
′ (second and fourth equation of the

second formulation). With this second form, we gain determinism at the price
of adding an initial state τinit for each state whose initial probability is not
zero, and of losing the one-to-one clear correspondence with the HMM. As
an example, in the fourth equation, understanding that succ[0.9021] comes
from the probability 0.97 associated with observing succ in state s3′ times the
probability 0.93 of having reached s3

′ from s2
′ is not immediate.

Given that a structure-driven transformation from the �rst form to the
second can be implemented in time linear with the trace expression length, we
adopt the �rst form for presentation purposes, since it is closer to the HMM,
but we use the second one in the implementation, since it is more e�cient.

Like a “normal” trace expression, a PTE τ can be seen as the current state of
a protocol that started in some initial state τinit and reached τ after n events
O1...On took place, that moved τinit to τ through intermediate states τq1, τq2,
... , τqn = τ . If we denote with τ O

→ τ ′ the transition from state τ to state τ ′
due to the event O taking place and being observed, we may write
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τinit
O1
→ τq1

O2
→ τq2

O3
→ τq3...

On
→ τqn , where τqn = τ .

In order to properly manage probabilities, it is convenient to associate with
τ – in an explicit and easily computable way – the probability of the protocol
to have reached τ starting from τinit and having observed O1...On .

We de�ne a “PTE state” (simply “state” from now on) the triple consisting
of a trace expression τ , a sequence of events O1...On observed before reaching
τ , and the probability πτ that the protocol reached τ . We represent the state
with the notation 〈τ ,πtr ,O1...On〉.

In this work, we are interested in analyzing the protocol evolution in pres-
ence of observation gaps: the monitor driven by a PTE is aware that, in some
state τ , some event took place and hence the protocol must move one step
forward, but that event has not been correctly observed: the monitor perceived
a “gap”.

(pre�x)
〈ϑ [πe ]:τ ,πtr ,obs〉

any
→ 〈τ ,πe ∗ πtr ,obs any(e)〉

e ∈ϑ

(or-l)
〈τ1,πtr ,obs〉

any
→ 〈τ ′1,π

′
tr ,obs any(e)〉

〈τ1∨τ2,πtr ,obs〉
any
→ 〈τ ′1,π

′
tr ,obs any(e)〉

(or-r)
〈τ2,πtr ,obs〉

any
→ 〈τ ′2,πtr2,obs any(e)〉

〈τ1∨τ2,πtr ,obs〉
any
→ 〈τ ′2,πtr2,obs any(e)〉

(and)
〈τ1,πtr ,obs〉

any
→ 〈τ ′1,πt1,obs any(e)〉 〈τ2,πtr ,obs〉

any
→ 〈τ ′2,πt2,obs any(e)〉

〈τ1∧τ2,πtr ,obs〉
any
→ 〈τ ′1∧τ

′
2,π
′
tr ,obs any(e)〉

π ′tr=f (πt1,πt2)

(shu�e-l)
〈τ1,πtr ,obs〉

any
→ 〈τ ′1,π

′
tr ,obs any(e)〉

〈τ1 |τ2,πtr ,obs〉
any
→ 〈τ ′1 |τ2,π

′
tr ,obs any(e)〉

(shu�e-r)
〈τ2,πtr ,obs〉

any
→ 〈τ ′2,π

′
tr ,obs any(e)〉

〈τ1 |τ2,πtr ,obs〉
any
→ 〈τ1 |τ ′2,π

′
tr ,obs any(e)〉

(cat-l)
〈τ1,πtr ,obs〉

any
→ 〈τ ′1,π

′
tr ,obs〉

〈τ1·τ2,πtr ,obs〉
any
→ 〈τ ′1 ·τ2,π

′
tr ,obs any(e)〉

(cat-r)
〈τ2,πtr ,obs〉

any
→ 〈τ ′2,π

′
tr ,obs any(e)〉

〈τ1·τ2,πtr ,obs〉
any
→ 〈τ ′2,π

′
tr ,obs any(e)〉

ε (τ1)

Figure 7.2 . Transition system for probabilistic trace expressions states.

The transition rules between states are shown in Figure 7.2 and follow the
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pattern of the rules de�ned for trace expressions, with modi�cations for taking
care of the probability propagation and of observed events including gaps. The
rules for ε are the same as for normal trace expressions.

In Figure 7.2 the use of any and any(e) allows us to model the transition in
the case that an event has been observed and in the case an observation gap
took place, using the same rule. In fact, any ∈ {e, gap} and if any == e then
any(e) == e; if any == gap then any(e) == gap(e).

If any == e , then e has been observed, the arrow modeling the state trans-
ition function

any
→ is actually labeled with e , and e is concatenated with the

previously observed events, obs; if any == gap, then a gap took place, the ar-
row

any
→ is labeled with gap, and gap(e), meaning that a gap took place, and that

it could be �lled with event e , is concatenated with the previously observed
events. Di�erently from (Stoller et al., 2011), to perform runtime veri�cation
using PTEs, we need that each gap represents one single unobserved event: if
we have a sequence of three unobserved events, we must have three di�erent
gaps in the observed trace. If, in the real system, this one event-one gap cor-
respondence cannot be achieved, we can estimate the number of unobserved
events that took place in a time slot T by computing the average rate of the
event generationG , and insertingT ∗G gaps in the event trace. As an example,
if the monitor pauses for 3 seconds and the average events generation rate is 4
events for second, the trace will have 12 consecutive gaps corresponding to
what happened in the time slot T .

More in details, the meaning of the transition rules is the following:

(pre�x) If (1) the current state of the protocol is modeled by the trace
expression τcurrent = ϑ [πe ]:τ , and (2) the probability to have reached
τcurrent after having observed obs events or gaps is πtr , and (3.1) an event
e having event type ϑ is observed, then the new protocol state is τ , with
probability πe ∗ πtr (the probability to observe an event having type ϑ
times the probability of τcurrent ) and e is concatenated to the observed
events, which become obs e . If in the third step a gap is observed, we have
(3.2) instead: a gap is observed, which can be �lled with any event e ∈ ϑ ,
then the new protocol state is τ with probability πe ∗ πtr , and gap(e) is
added to the observed events, which become obs gap(e).

(or-l), (or-r) If, upon observation of any, either 〈τ1,πtr ,obs〉 or 〈τ2,πtr ,obs〉
can move into some state γ , then 〈τ1∨τ2,πtr ,obs〉 can move into γ . If both
〈τ1,πtr ,obs〉 and 〈τ2,πtr ,obs〉 can move, only one of them will do.

(and) If, upon observation of any, both 〈τ1,πtr ,obs〉 and 〈τ2,πtr ,obs〉 can
move into 〈τ ′1,πt1,obs any(e)〉 and 〈τ ′2,πt2,obs any(e)〉 respectively, both
branches of the ∧ operator will move one step forward, reaching τ ′1∧τ ′2
through observation of obs any(e). The probability of reaching this state
is a function f of the probabilities associated with the states reached
in the two branches, πt1 and πt2 respectively. It might be the average
between πt1 and πt2, the minimum between them if we want to adopt a
cautious approach, the maximum if we adopt an optimistic approach. To
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be as general as possible, we leave f unspeci�ed in the presentation. We
instantiate it with the minimum in the implementation of the transition
system discussed in Section 7.5.

(shu�e-l), (shu�e-r) If, upon observation of any, 〈τ1,πtr ,obs〉 can move
into 〈τ ′1,π ′tr ,obs any(e)〉, then the trace expression where τ1 is the left
branch of the | operator, and τ2 is the right branch, can move into
〈τ ′1 |τ2,π

′
tr ,obs any(e)〉 (the left branch “makes one step”, the right one is

kept). A similar rule holds when the right branch can move and the left
one is kept. If both 〈τ1,πtr ,obs〉 and 〈τ2,πtr ,obs〉 can move, only one of
them will do.

(cat-l) If, upon observation of any, 〈τ1,πtr ,obs〉 can move into 〈τ ′1,π ′tr ,obs〉,
then the concatenation of τ1 and τ2, 〈τ1·τ2,πtr ,obs〉, can move into 〈τ ′1 ·τ2,
π ′tr ,obs any(e)〉.

(cat-r) If τ1 is ϵ or it “includes” ϵ and hence can “terminate” (for example,
ϵ∨τ3) and, upon observation of any, τ2 can move into τ ′2 with probability
π ′tr , then the concatenation of τ1 and τ2, 〈τ1·τ2,πtr ,obs〉, can move into
〈τ ′2,π

′
tr ,obs any(e)〉. Note that (cat-l) and (cat-r) are not mutually exclus-

ive, as a trace expression can both “terminate” and evolve, like ϵ∨τ3. In
this case, either (cat-l) or (cat-r) is applied.

7.3.1 Non Determinism in State Transitions

The state transition function
any
→ is non deterministic: one state can move into

more than one state for many di�erent reasons.
Let us consider the cmd event type introduced at the beginning of

this section. The transitions below can take place starting from the state
〈cmd[0.3]:τ , 0.2,obs〉 when an observation gap occurs.

• 〈cmd[0.3]:τ , 0.2,obs〉
gap
→ 〈τ , 0.06,obs gap(command(a, start , 0))〉

• 〈cmd[0.3]:τ , 0.2,obs〉
gap
→ 〈τ , 0.06,obs gap(command(b, start , 0))〉

• 〈cmd[0.3]:τ , 0.2,obs〉
gap
→ 〈τ , 0.06,obs gap(command(a, reset , 0))〉

• 〈cmd[0.3]:τ , 0.2,obs〉
gap
→ 〈τ , 0.06,obs gap(command(b, reset , 0))〉

• 〈cmd[0.3]:τ , 0.2,obs〉
gap
→ 〈τ , 0.06,obs gap(command(a, start , 1))〉

• ... plus 11 more transitions.

As another example, le us consider again the event type cmd de�ned above
and the state

〈cmd[0.75]:τ1∨cmd[0.25]:τ2, 0.4,obs〉
If command(a, start , 3) (abbreviated in c(a, s, 3) for presentation purposes) is
observed, both branches of the choice in cmd[0.75]:τ1∨cmd[0.25]:τ2 are valid,
leading to the two transitions below.
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• 〈cmd[0.75]:τ1∨cmd[0.25]:τ2, 0.4,obs〉
c(a,s,3)
→ 〈τ1, 0.3,obs c(a, s, 3)〉

• 〈cmd[0.75]:τ1∨cmd[0.25]:τ2, 0.4,obs〉
c(a,s,3)
→ 〈τ2, 0.1,obs c(a, s, 3)〉

If, starting from 〈cmd[0.75]:τ1∨cmd[0.25]:τ2, 0.4,obs〉, a gap is observed, the
two sources of nondeterminism (the �rst due to the gap that can be �lled
with many events matching the expected event type, and the second due
to the nondeterministic choice in the trace expression) combine together,
generating 32 possible transitions. Other sources of nondeterminism in the
trace expression are due to the shu�e and the concatenation operators, de�ned
by two transitions rules each.

(state-to-set)
γ

any
→ γ1 γ

any
→ γ2 ... γ

any
→ γn

γ
any
→γ {γ1,γ2, ...,γn}

(set-to-set)
γ1

any
→γ Γ1 γM

any
→γ Γ2 ... γn

any
→γ Γn

{γ1,γ2, ...,γn}
any
� Γ1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ ... ∪ Γ1

(closure)
Γ0

O1
� Γ1

O2
� ... Γn−1

On
� Γn

Γ0
O1 ...On
� Γn

(closure-init)
{〈τ , 1,σ 〉}

O1 ...On
� Γn

τ
O1 ...On
� Γn

σ=empty sequence

Figure 7.3 . Rules for nondeterminism and transitive closure.

Figure 7.3 presents the rules for dealing with non determinism and for
introducing the notion of transitive closure of transitions:

(state-to-set) The function represented by→γ takes one PTE state γ , one
observed event or gap any, and returns the set of all the PTE states that
γ can reach via

any
→.

(set-to-set) The function represented by � takes one set of PTE states
{γ1,γ2, ...,γn}, one observed event or gap any, and returns the union of
the sets of PTE states that each γi ∈ {γ1,γ2, ...,γn} can reach via

any
→γ .

(closure) We use� to denote the transitive closure of� by putting the
sequence of observed events on top of the arrow.

(closure-init) Finally, a PTE τ can evolve into any state γ ∈ Γn after obser-
vation of O1...On , if the PTE state 〈τ , 1,σ 〉 can.

Example 4. Starting from the PTE τs1 used as running example, we have:

τs1
cmd disp gap
�

{〈τs2 , 0.07, cmd disp gap(cmd)〉,

〈τs1 , 0.9021, cmd disp gap(succ)〉,
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〈τs1 , 0.0279, cmd disp gap(f ail)〉}

because

〈τs1 , 1, []〉
cmd
→ {〈τs2 , 1, cmd〉}

disp
� {〈τs1 , 0.07, cmd disp〉, 〈τs3 , 0.93, cmd disp〉}

gap
�

{〈τs2 , 0.07, cmd disp gap(cmd)〉,

〈τs1 , 0.9021, cmd disp gap(succ)〉,

〈τs1 , 0.0279, cmd disp gap(f ail)〉}

7.3.2 From Trace Expressions to Probabilistic Trace Expressions

Since PTEs are an extension of standard trace expressions, we need a “Probab-
ilize” algorithm to convert a standard trace expression into a probabilistic one.
This allows us to combine “probabilized” standard trace expression together
with probabilistic ones, opening important possibilities as discussed in Section
7.4.3 and ensuring backward compatibility.

In this section we provide a sketch for the “Probabilize” algorithm, that
is under implementation. Given a non probabilistic trace expression τnp , we
can obtain its corresponding probabilistic version Probabilize(τnp ) by adding
probabilities parameters to all the event types that appear in τnp . To achieve
this result, we have to de�ne an algorithm that operates on τnp following its
structure and that, when there are more than one possible moves from the
current state to the next ones due to observability of di�erent event types,
shares the probability among these event types following some probability
distribution, the uniform one in the simplest case. For instance, if the algorithm
is currently analyzing the state cmd : τs1∨disp : τs2 and if it is using a uniform
distribution probability, it must extract the set of event types that can lead
to a new state {cmd,disp}, count them obtaining a number n (in this case
n = 2), and assign probability 1/n to each of them. In this case the resulting
probability is 0.5 and

Probabilize(cmd : τs1∨disp : τs2) = cmd[0.5] : τs1∨disp[0.5] : τs2
The shu�e operator, |, is the only operator maintaining information on the

past (when we consume a branch we preserve the other one in the new state).
It must be handled in a di�erent, and more careful, way, that we are currently
working out.

Since trace expressions can be cyclic terms, the Probabilize algorithm must
take care of cycles. This issue can be addressed by exploiting coinduction.
As an example, the use of the SWI-Prolog coinduction library allows to cope
with in�nite terms without entering into loops, and given that we model trace
expressions as Prolog terms, we will take advantage of this feature as we did
in the rest of the thesis.
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7.4 From Hidden Markov Models to Probabilistic Trace Expressions

Writing from scratch a PTE where probabilities associated with event types
are consistent with their intended meaning and with the probability properties
is not an easy task. Besides needing a deep knowledge of modeled system,
the developer would also need a means to ensure that, for example, a PTE
like cmd[0.9] : τs1∨disp[0.8] : τs2 is recognized as wrong, since there are two
mutually exclusive branches and the sum of their probabilities is greater than
one. While this error is trivial and can be easily catched and corrected, if the
PTE grows in size and complexity a manual development becomes more and
more error-prone.

A good practice in engineering new software applications is to reuse well
established approaches as much as possible. Even if we want to model probabil-
istic systems using an extension of trace expressions, which is more expressive
than HMM and deterministic �nite state machines, this does not prevent us
from starting from a less expressive but widely used formalism like HMM in
order to extract useful information, and re�ne it if necessary.

If a HMM representing the behaviour of the modeled system exists, for
example because it has been learned using existing algorithms, we can use it
to generate the corresponding PTE in an automatic way. Once such PTE has
been obtained, we can modify it in order to model those features of the actual
system that could not be directly represented with a HMM.

7.4.1 The HMM2PTE Algorithm

Given a HMM H = 〈S,A,V ,B,Π〉, the algorithm to construct an equivalent
PTE is the following:

1. for each observation symbolvk ∈ V , generate the corresponding singleton
event type βk = {vk } (recall that trace expressions are de�ned on top of
event types and not of events);

2. for each i = 1..Ns , for each j = 1..Ns , for each k = 1..Nv , if Ai, j , 0
then τsi =

∨
j=1..Ns ,k=1..Nv βk [Ai, j ∗ bi (vk )]:τsj 3. If, for some given i ,

there exists only one j such that Ai, j is di�erent from 0, then τsi =

βk [Ai, j ∗bi,k ]:τsj . If, for some given i , all Ai, j are equal to 0, then τsi = ϵ .

As an example, the HMM2PTE algorithm translates the HMM presented in
Section 3.8 into the PTE presented in Section 7.3.

7.4.2 Forward Algorithm for Probabilistic Trace Expressions

Let us consider the set of PTEs states

Γ0 = {〈τs1 ,πs1 ,σ 〉, 〈τs2 ,πs2 ,σ 〉, ..., 〈τsN ,πsN ,σ 〉}

3By
∨
h=1..m τh we mean the conjunction via the ∨ operator of the trace expressions τ1, ...,τm .

The notation can only be used ifm ≥ 2.
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where each τsi corresponds to a state si in the HMM H and has been obtained
applying the translation algorithm. πs1 is the initial probability of s1, according
to H . If πs1 = 0, the corresponding state is discarded.

We remind that – given a correct HMM – the sum of the elements Ai, j of
the ith row of A must be one, as Ai, j represents the probability to reach state
sj at time t + 1 starting from state si at time t , and the total probability to move
to some next state must be 1: ΣNs

j=1Ai, j = 1 for each i .
We also remind that αt (i) = Pr (O1,O2, ...,Ot ,qt = si |H ), i.e., the probability

that the �rst t observations yieldO1,O2, ...,Ot and thatqt is si , given the model
H . The de�nition of α according to the forward algorithm presented in (Stoller
et al., 2011) (see Section 3.8 for further information) is the following.
Base case:

α1(j) = πjbj (O1) for 1 ≤ j ≤ Ns

Recursive case:
αt+1(j) = (Σi=1..Nsαt (i)Ai, j )bj (Ot+1) for 1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ Ns

If Γ0
O1 ...Ot−1
� Γt−1, we can consider all the states in Γt−1 of the form

〈τsi ,π ,O1...On−1〉, namely those states whose trace expression is τsi . We denote
with Γt−1(τst ) = {〈τst ,π ,O1...Ot−1〉 ∈ Γt−1}.

Theorem 2. If Γ0
O1 ...Ot
� Γt , then αt (j) = Σ 〈τsj ,πj ,O1 ...Ot 〉∈Γtπj (for 1 ≤ j ≤ Ns ).

First, we give the intuition behind the theorem by means of our running
example, then we propose a proof sketch.

Let us suppose that we want to compute the probability that, after observing
command(a, start, 0) (C in the sequel), dispatch(a, start, 1) (D in
the sequel), fail(a, start, 2) (F in the sequel), the system is in state s3.

We have to compute Γ0
O1 ...Ot−1
� Γt−1 �rst, namely Γ0

CD
� Γt−1.

Γ0 = {〈τs1 , 1,σ 〉}
C
� {〈τs2 , 1,C〉}

D
� {〈τs1 , 0.07,CD〉, 〈τs3 , 0.93,CD〉}

Once reached {〈τs1 , 0.07,CD〉, 〈τs3 , 0.93,CD〉} we have to limit the last trans-
ition, tagged with F , to those states whose trace expression corresponds to s3,
namely τs3 .

{〈τs1 , 0.07,CD〉, 〈τs3 , 0.93,CD〉}(τs3) = {〈τs3 , 0.93,CD〉}
F
� {〈τs1 , 0.0279,CDF 〉}

It turns out that αCDF (3) = probability to observe CDF , with F observed in
state s3, should be 0.0279. We use CDF as subscript for α for sake of clarity.
Let us compute the same value using the forward algorithm adapted for PTEs.
The base case leads to the following computation:

αC (1) = π1 ∗ b1(C) = 1 ∗ 1 = 1

αC (2) = π2 ∗ b2(C) = 0 ∗ 0 = 0

αC (3) = π3 ∗ b3(C) = 0 ∗ 0 = 0

The �rst recursive step leads to the following computation (we omit some
details and keep the result):

αCD (1) = (Σi=1..NsαC (i)Ai,1)b1(D) = 0
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αCD (2) = (Σi=1..NsαC (i)Ai,2)b2(D) = 1 ∗A1,2 ∗ b2(D) = 1 ∗ 1 ∗ 1 = 1
αCD (3) = (Σi=1..NsαC (i)Ai,3)b3(D) = 0

The third recursive step leads to:

αCDF (1) = (Σi=1..NsαCD (i)Ai,1)b1(F ) = 0

αCDF (2) = (Σi=1..NsαCD (i)Ai,2)b2(F ) = 0
αCDF (3) = (Σi=1..NsαCD (i)Ai,3)b3(F ) = αCD (2) ∗A2,3 ∗ b3(F ) = 1 ∗ .97 ∗ .03 = .0279

Let us consider the set of PTEs states Γ0 = {〈τs1 ,πs1 ,σ 〉, 〈τs2 ,πs2 ,σ 〉, ...,

〈τsN ,πsN ,σ 〉}, where each τsi corresponds to a state si in the HMM H and has
been obtained applying the translation algorithm. πs1 is the initial probability
of s1, according to H . If πs1 = 0, the corresponding state is discarded.

Proof Sketch. By induction on t . In the demonstration we �x the �nal state
qt = si and we name it slast to avoid confusion w.r.t. the indexes of the ob-
served events and the state identi�ers in the HMM and in the PTEs.

Base case. According to the forward algorithm, when t = 1, α1(last) = πlast ∗
blast (O1).
According to our theorem,
if Γ0(τslast )

O1
� Γ1,

then α1(last) = Σ 〈τslast ,πlast ,O1 〉∈Γ1πlast
namely, α1(last) is the probability that starting from τslast some state has been
reached (we are not interested in knowing which one) after observing O1. If
more than one state can be reached from τslast after observing O1, we sum the
probabilities associated with those states.

Γ0(τslast ) = {〈τslast ,πslast ,σ 〉} where πslast is the initial probability of slast
according to the HMM H .

Let us de�ne β1 = {O1}. By construction,τslast =
∨

j=1..Ns ,k=1..Nv βk [Alast, j∗

blast (vk )]:τsj and hence, after observation ofO1, only those or-branches whose
event type is β1 and that lead to some state τsj with probabilityAlast, j∗blast (O1)

are kept.
Each of these branches generates one state
〈τsj ,πslast ∗Alast, j ∗ blast (O1),O1〉 ∈ Γ1 because πslast associated with
τslast in Γ0 is multiplied – for the semantics of the pre�x operator in PTEs,
rule “pre�x” in Figure 7.2 – with Alast, j ∗ blast (O1) which is the probability
associated with β1 in β1[Alast, j ∗ b1(O1)]:τsj .

Given that ΣNs
j=1Alast, j = 1, by summing πslast ∗ Alast, j ∗ blast (O1) for all

states sj that can be reached by observing O1 in slast we obtain ΣNs
j=1(πslast ∗

Alast, j ∗ blast (O1)) = (πslast ∗ blast (O1)) ∗ (Σ
Ns
j=1Alast, j ) = πslast ∗ blast (O1) ∗ 1.

This demonstrates that Σ 〈τsj ,πj ,O1 〉∈Γ1πj has the same value as α1(last) =
πlast ∗ blast (O1) according to the forward algorithm.
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Inductive step.
We assume that

αt (j) =

(Σi=1..Nsαt−1(i)Ai, j )bj (Ot ) for 1 ≤ t ≤ T − 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ Ns =

Σ 〈τsj ,πj ,O1 ...Ot 〉∈Γtπj ( for t ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ Ns )

We have to demonstrate that
αt+1(j) =

(Σi=1..Nsαt (i)Ai, j )bj (Ot+1) for 1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ Ns =

Σ 〈τsj ,πj ,O1 ...Ot+1 〉∈Γt+1πj ( for t ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ Ns )

Also in this case we �x the �nal state we expect to reach, slast (last is the t +
1th state), and we demonstrate thatαt+1(last) = Σ 〈τslast ,πlast ,O1 ...Ot+1 〉∈Γt+1πlast .

From the theorem hypothesis, we have that Γ0
O1 ...Ot+1
� Γt+1. Since we denote

the states belonging to Γt as τslast , we can also say that Γt (τslast )
Ot+1
� Γt+1.

Let us suppose that slast in Γt can be reached from slast−1, ..., slast−k in Γt−1
after observing Ot .

This means that Γt−1 contains the following states

〈τslast−1 ,πlast−1,O1...Ot−1〉

〈τslast−2 ,πlast−2,O1...Ot−1〉

...

〈τslast−k ,πlast−k ,O1...Ot−1〉

From the way we build the transition Γt−1
Ot
� Γt , Γt (τslast ) contains the

following states

〈τslast ,πlast−1 ∗Alast−1,last ∗ blast−1(Ot ),O1...Ot 〉

〈τslast ,πlast−2 ∗Alast−2,last ∗ blast−2(Ot ),O1...Ot 〉

...

〈τslast ,πlast−k ∗Alast−k,last ∗ blast−k (Ot ),O1...Ot 〉

and from the way we build the transition Γt (τslast )
Ot+1
� Γt+1, if we sup-

pose that observing Ot+1 in τslast leads to τslast+1 , ..., τslast+h , Γt+1 contains the
following states

〈τslast+1 ,πlast−1 ∗Alast−1,last ∗ blast−1(Ot ) ∗Alast,last+1 ∗ blast (Ot+1),O1...Ot+1〉

〈τslast+1 ,πlast−2 ∗Alast−2,last ∗ blast−2(Ot ) ∗Alast,last+1 ∗ blast (Ot+1),O1...Ot+1〉

...

〈τslast+1 ,πlast−k ∗Alast−k,last ∗ blast−k (Ot ) ∗Alast,last+1 ∗ blast (Ot+1),O1...Ot+1〉

〈τslast+2 ,πlast−1 ∗Alast−1,last ∗ blast−1(Ot ) ∗Alast,last+2 ∗ blast (Ot+1),O1...Ot+1〉

〈τslast+2 ,πlast−2 ∗Alast−2,last ∗ blast−2(Ot ) ∗Alast,last+2 ∗ blast (Ot+1),O1...Ot+1〉
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...

〈τslast+2 ,πlast−k ∗Alast−k,last ∗ blast−k (Ot ) ∗Alast,last+2 ∗ blast (Ot+1),O1...Ot+1〉

...

〈τslast+h ,πlast−1 ∗Alast−1,last ∗ blast−1(Ot ) ∗Alast,last+k ∗ blast (Ot+1),O1...Ot+1〉

〈τslast+h ,πlast−2 ∗Alast−2,last ∗ blast−2(Ot ) ∗Alast,last+h ∗ blast (Ot+1),O1...Ot+1〉

...

〈τslast+h ,πlast−k ∗Alast−k,last ∗ blast−k (Ot ) ∗Alast,last+h ∗ blast (Ot+1),O1...Ot+1〉

The probabilities of the states in Γt+1 that can be reached from τslast by
observing Ot+1 have the form πlast−i ∗Alast−i,last ∗blast−i (Ot ) ∗Alast,last+j ∗

blast (Ot+1) with i = 1..k, j = 1..h.
We can express the formula as

blast (Ot+1) ∗ Σ
h
j=1(Alast,last+j ∗ Σ

k
i=1(πlast−i ∗Alast−i,last ∗ blast−i (Ot )))

and we must demonstrate that this formula is equal to

αt+1(last) =

(Σki=1αt (last − i)Alast−i,last )blast (Ot+1)

The formula holds if

Σki=1(πlast−i ∗Alast−i,last ∗ blast−i (Ot ))

is equal to
Σki=1αt (last − i)Alast−i,last

as the external sum Σhj=1Alast,last+j gives 1, since it is the total probability that
a move is made from τlast to some other state.
The equation

αt (last − i) = (πlast−i ∗ blast−i (Ot ))

holds if
πlast−i = Σi=1..Nsαt (i)Ai,last−i

and, �nally, this last equation holds from the way we propagate probabilities
from global states to global states.

7.4.3 Satisfying LTL Properties when Gaps Are Observed

Satisfaction of LTL properties in presence of observation gaps can be veri�ed
in a natural and elegant way thanks to

• the possibility to represent an LTL property as a standard trace expression
(Section 4.5),
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• the possibility to transform a standard trace expression into a probabilistic
one thanks to the Probabilize algorithm introduced in Section 7.3.2, and

• the “and” operator, ∧, modeling the fact that the (probabilistic) trace
expressions in the two branches must perform the same transitions. From
an set-theoretic viewpoint, ∧ models the intersection of the event traces
represented by the two branches it joins.

Let us identify with τHMM the PTE representing a HMM, and with τϕ the
standard trace expression representing the temporal property ϕ to be veri�ed.

The PTE τHMM∧Probabilize(τϕ ) models the intersection of the languages
recognized by the HMM and ϕ: by making the intersection of the states in
τHMM with those in Probabilize(τϕ )we automatically constrain the evaluation
process to those traces produced by the HMM that respect ϕ.

7.5 Implementation and Experiments

We implemented all the algorithms presented in this chapter, apart from the
“Probabilize” one which is under development, using SWI-Prolog. Since we
are interested in applying the Probabilize algorithm to a trace expression
equivalent to a LTL property ϕ, it is enough using a simpli�ed version of
the algorithm, easier to implement, because the trace expression τϕ does not
contain the shu�e operator by construction (Chapter 4). The corresponding
translation thus can be achieved as presented in Section 7.3.2, because we have
not to consider any special cases.

PTEs can be implemented in SWI-Prolog exactly as normal trace expressions
(Section 14.2).

Thanks to Prolog’s rule-based, declarative interpretation, the rules de�ning
trace expressions operational semantics have a one-to-one correspondence
with Prolog clauses: backtracking and “all-solutions” predicates are powerful
tools to deal with the generation of multiple PTE states, when gaps introduce
non determinism (set-to-set rule). Finally, as we already anticipated, the SWI-
Prolog coinduction library allows us to manipulate cyclic terms avoiding loops
in the execution.

Events can be observed as an online stream while they are generated by
the system (online RV ), or can be recorded on a log �le and then inspected
(o�ine RV ). In both scenarios there may be gaps, due to di�erent reasons. In
o�ine RV, gaps might be caused by event sampling, as usually done to reduce
the monitor workload. In online RV, a gap indicates lack of information (a
lost message, event or perception); in this case, the absence of information is
related to technical constraints of the system or of the monitor observation
capabilities rather than to optimization purposes.

The set-to-set semantic rule generates a set of states each time it is applied.
Even though for normal trace expressions it is enough that SWI-Prolog main-
tains the only one current state (Section 14.2), for PTEs SWI-Prolog needs to
maintain the set of current states in its local knowledge base (as we have seen
this is due to the presence of gaps).
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Unfortunately, a rule like set-to-set su�ers from state space explosion, in
particular when there are many sources of non determinism. Each time a gap
takes place, the monitor must make guesses on the possible actual events
that the gap represents and save all the states generated by these guesses.
A possibly huge logical tree-like structure with states as nodes, and moves
from states to states as edges, represents these open possibilities. If the RV
takes place online, the exploration of this logical structure should follow a
breadth-�rst strategy (more space needed but possibly less time required to
recognize that the trace is not compliant with the expected behaviour), as the
�nal trace of events is unknown and the levels of the structure are generated
and explored at the same time. When, instead, a log �le is analyzed o�ine,
the trace in the log is already complete and the logical tree-like structure can
be explored, looking for violations, following a depth-�rst search (less space
needed, but the violation could be discovered after exploring all the structure).

7.6 Discussion

In this chapter we addressed the presence of gaps in observed traces and the
need to estimate the probability that the (incomplete) traces satisfy some LTL
properties, when the system is modelled by a PTE. Although PTEs have a
higher potential expressive power than HMM and LTL, being able to express
traces like anbncn , in this work we start from a HMM of the real system and
generate an equivalent PTE from it, which of course is as expressive as the
HMM it originates from. This is a safe approach to generate a PTE consistent
with the known probability distribution of events, which can then be re�ned
in such a way that its expressiveness is fully exploited. In Chapter 10 we are
going to present some more examples of possible uses of this probabilistic
extension.
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Part IV

Engineering Agent Interaction Protocols

This part of the thesis focuses on the use of the trace expression formalism to
represent Agent Interaction Protocols (AIP). Chapter 8 focuses on the issues we
can encounter when we de�ne and verify agent interaction protocols. Chapter
9 and 10 present and solve the problem of how to decentralize the runtime
veri�cation of an agent interaction protocol without and with uncertainty in
the messages, respectively. Finally, Chapter 11 puts the basis on how two trace
expressions representing agent interaction protocols can be compared. This
is obtained through the de�nition of a conformance relation among di�erent
speci�cations on di�erent domains.
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“Much unhappiness has come into the world
because of bewilderment and things left unsaid.”

- Fyodor Dostoyevsky

Interaction Protocols are fundamental elements to provide the en-
tities in a system, be them actors, agents, services, or other commu-
nicating pieces of software, a means to agree on a global interaction
pattern and to be sure that all the other entities in the system ad-
here to it as well. Tagging some protocols as good ones and others
as bad is common to all the research communities where interac-
tion is crucial, and it is not surprising that some protocol features
are recognized as bad ones everywhere. In this chapter we analyze
the notion of good, bad and ugly protocols in the MAS community
and outside, and we explore the possibility that bad protocols are
not that bad, after all. In particular, we concentrate on the problem
of MAS monitoring under the assumption of partial observability:
even if the global protocol ruling theMAS is a good one, partial or no
observability of some events therein can make the actually monit-
orable protocol a bad one, with covert channels due to unobservable
events. An observability-driven protocol transformation algorithm
is presented, and its implementation and experiments with the trace
expression formalism are discussed.

The contents of this chapter are published in
(Ancona et al., 2018a)
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8.1 Introduction

Interaction Protocols are a key ingredient in MAS as they explicitly represent
the agents expected/allowed communicative patterns and can be used either to
check the compliance of the agent actual behavior w.r.t. expected one (Alberti
et al., 2005; Baldoni et al., 2005a) or to drive the agent behavior itself (Ancona
et al., 2015a).

Interaction protocols are also crucial outside the MAS community: what we
name an “Agent Interaction Protocol”, is referenced as a “Choreography” in
the Service Oriented Computing (SOC) community (Papazoglou, 2003) and
as a “Global Type” in the multiparty session types one (Bettini et al., 2008;
Honda, Yoshida, and Carbone, 2008).

In the MAS community, AIPs describe interaction patterns characterizing
the system as a whole. This global viewpoint is supported by many formalisms
and notations such as AUML (Huget and Odell, 2004), commitment machines
and their extensions, the Blindingly Simple Protocol Language (BSPL) and its
Splee extension, the Hierarchical Agent Protocol Notation (HAPN)1, and of
course trace expressions (Chapter 4).

When moving from the speci�cation to the execution stage, the AIP must be
enacted by agents in the MAS: besides the global description of the protocol,
the “local” description of the AIP portion each agent is in charge of, is required
to run the AIP. The AIP enactment is usually left to Computer-Aided Software
Engineering tools that move from AIP diagrams directly into agent skeletons
in some concrete agent oriented programming language (Cossentino, 2005;
García-Ojeda, DeLoach, and Robby, 2009; Padgham and Winiko�, 2002), or
to algorithms that translate the AIP textual representation to some abstract,
intermediate formalism for modeling the local viewpoint (Casella and Mascardi,
2007; Desai et al., 2005b). Such intermediate formalisms are not perceived as
the main target of the research and no standardization e�ort has been put on
them.

In the SOC community, on the contrary, formalisms exist for modeling both
the global and the local perspectives. As observed by (Lanese et al., 2008),
WS-CDL2 follows an interaction-oriented (“global”) approach, whereas in
BPEL4Chor3 the business process of each partner involved in a choreography
is speci�ed using an abstract version of BPEL4: BPEL4Chor follows a process-
oriented (“local”) approach.

In the multiparty session types community, the main emphasis is on type-
checking aspects: the formalism used to represent global types is relevant,
as well as its expressive power, but even more relevant are the properties of
the “global to local” projection function w.r.t. type-safety issues (Deniélou and

1See Chapter 5 for further information on these formalisms.
2Web Services Choreography Description Language Version 1.0 W3C Candidate Recommend-

ation 9 November 2005, https://www.w3.org/TR/ws-cdl-10/.
3BPEL4Chor Choreography Extension for BPEL, http://www.bpel4chor.org/.
4Web Services Business Process Execution Language Version 2.0, OASIS Standard, 11 April

2007, http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsbpel/2.0/OS/wsbpel-v2.0-OS.html.
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Yoshida, 2012).
Whatever the research area, assumptions on the protocols are made which

allow them to be classi�ed as good, bad and ugly. Whereas the classi�cation
of ugly protocols may depend on the protocol purpose and on the formalism
used to express it, almost all the authors agree on tagging as “bad” the same
classes of protocols based on problems they might raise during the projection
and/or enactment stages.

Before going on with the presentation of what is a “good”, a “bad” and a
“ugly” protocol, we need to re-introduce brie�y the concept of projection of
an AIP, and we need to comment a little bit how our work is related with the
state of the art.

8.2 Projection of an Agent Interaction Protocol

With an AIP, we can represent the behaviour of each agent inside the system
globally. When AIPs are used for runtime veri�cation purposes, since we
have only one monitor checking the entire system, it is reasonable that all the
information collapses in the protocol representation (which encodes what all
agents can or cannot do). However, when we are interested in verifying at
runtime the compliance of the AIP with respect to an existent MAS, it can be
necessary to split up the workload among multiple monitors (trying to avoid
the bottleneck problem concerning the use of a single centralized one).

Starting from an AIP and an agent set, we can de�ne a project function Π

as the function returning the AIP’s local view with respect to an agent set
(Ancona et al., 2014, 2016). If we take, for instance, an AIP whose interaction
events involve the set of agents Aдs = {agent1, agent2, agent3}. We can use
the project function passing the protocol and the subset {agent1, agent3} in
order to obtain a local view of the protocol representing only the event traces
involving at least agent1 or agent3. It is important to note that the event traces
represented by the local AIP (LAIP) do not involve only the agents passed to
the project function. For example, if we have an event involving agent1 and
agent2, it would still be present in the projected AIP (since agent1 is involved).

The project function can be de�ned in the following way:

Π: AIP × P(Aдs) → AIP

where the second argument is the subset of agents onto which projection is
made.

The project function allows us to distribute the protocol among more monit-
ors instead of only one.

In the speci�c scenario of trace expressions, the projection function can be
rewritten as

Π : T × P(Aдs) → T

where T is the set of trace expressions.
For what concerns the contents of the thesis, the given high-level present-

ation is enough to understand the contributions; but, for further details, the
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formal de�nition and computation of the projection function can be found in
(Ancona et al., 2014, 2016).

8.3 State of the art

To the best of our knowledge, MAS monitoring under partial or imperfect
observability has been addressed in the context of normative multi-agent or-
ganizations only, and by just a few works. Among them, (Alechina, Dastani,
and Logan, 2014) spun o� from (Bulling, Dastani, and Knobbout, 2013) and
shows how to move from the heaven of ideal norms to the earthly condition of
approximate norms. The chapter focuses on conditional norms with deadlines
and sanctions (Tinnemeier et al., 2009); ideal norms are those that can be
perfectly monitored given a monitor, and optimality of a norm approximation
means that any other approximation would fail to detect at least as many
violations of the ideal norm. Given a set of ideal norms, a set of observable
properties, and some relationships between observable properties and norms,
the chapter presents algorithms to automatically synthesize optimal approxim-
ations of the ideal norms de�ned in terms of the observable properties. Even
if the purpose of our work is in principle similar to that of (Alechina, Dastani,
and Logan, 2014; Bulling, Dastani, and Knobbout, 2013), the approaches used
to model AIPs are too di�erent – also in expressive power – to compare them.

A more recent work in the normative agents area is (Criado and Such,
2017) that proposes information models and algorithms for monitoring norms
under partial action observability by reconstructing unobserved actions from
observed actions.

The reconstruction process entails:

1. searching for the actions that have been performed by unobserved
agents; and

2. using the actions found to increase the knowledge about the state of the
world.

That chapter proposes an approach that complements ours. While we assume
to know in advance which events cannot be monitored, and we transform the
ideal protocol into a monitorable one based on this information, the authors of
(Criado and Such, 2017) “guess” the actions that the monitor could not observe,
but that must have taken place because of their visible e�ects.

Whereas we are not aware of proposals to monitor agent interactions using
commitment machines, BSPL, Splee, or HAPN under partial observability
assumptions, we could mention dozens of works tackling this problem outside
the MAS community.

Indeed, partial ability of monitors to observe events is a well studied prob-
lem in many contexts including command and control (Yukish et al., 1994)
and runtime veri�cation. In (Stoller et al., 2011) the authors address the prob-
lem of gaps in the observed program executions. To deal with the e�ects of
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sampling on runtime veri�cation, they consider event sequences as observa-
tion sequences of a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), and use an HMM model
of the monitored program to �ll in sampling-induced gaps in observation
sequences, and extend the classic forward algorithm for HMM state estimation
to compute the probability that the property is satis�ed by an execution of
the program5. Similarly to (Criado and Such, 2017), that work complements
ours by estimating the likelihood of an event to occur, whereas we assume to
know that likelihood, and we transform the protocol – and hence the expected
sequence of observed events – based on this knowledge. Other works pursuing
the objective of suitably dealing with “lossy traces” in the runtime veri�cation
area are (Basin et al., 2012; Joshi, Tchamgoue, and Fischmeister, 2017).

8.4 The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

The Good. Let us consider the following interaction protocol expressed in
natural language:

1. Alice sends a whatsApp message to her mother Barbara asking her to
buy a book (plus some implausible excuse for not doing it herself, which
is not relevant for our work);

2. Barbara sends an email message to her friend Carol, responsible for the
Book Shop front end, to reserve that book;

3. Carol receives Barbara email and sends a whatsApp message to Dave,
the responsible of the Book Shop warehouse, to check the availability
of the book and order it if necessary;

4. Dave checks if the book is available in the warehouse;

a) if it is,
i. he sends a whatsApp message to Emily who is in charge for

physically managing the books and informing the clients if
they requests can be satis�ed immediately;

ii. Emily takes the book to the front end and sends a con�rmation
email to Barbara telling that the book is already there;

b) otherwise,
i. Dave sends an email to Frank, the point of contact for the

publisher of the required book, and orders it;
ii. Frank sends a con�rmation to Barbara via whatsApp telling

her that the book will be available in two days.

In Section 4.2.2, we introduced the concept of event types. Through event
types we can build our trace expressions on top of event sets instead of single
events. This kind of generality is very useful when we want to represent

5Similar to what we do in Chapter 7.
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generic protocols involving any kind of event. In this chapter though, we are
interested in using the trace expression formalism to de�ne AIP6.

In particular, to make the contribution easier to understand, we consider
event types representing single interaction events7 (singleton event sets). In
the following, when we write a trace expression like aд1

msд
=⇒ aд2:τ , we are just

using a more compact syntax with respect to writing ϑ :τ with nϑo = {aд1 msд
=⇒

aд2}. In Chapter 6, we used a slightly di�erent notation for interaction events.
In the following, when we denote the interaction event aд1

msд
=⇒ aд2, it is

only a shortcut for ϑ , where nϑo = {send(aд1,aд2,msд)}. They are just two
di�erent ways of representing the same event; in this part of the thesis, since
we are approaching more closely AIPs, we opted only for a more compact way.

Since we are interested also in the communication means used by the agents
to communicate, we represent this information directly inside the interac-
tion event, for instance, we may have aд1

mns,cnt
=⇒ aд2 standing for “agent aд1

sends a message with content cnt via communication meansmns to agent aд2”.

P1 = alice
wa,buy
=⇒ barbara:barbara

em,r eserve
=⇒ carol:carol

wa,checkAvail
=⇒ dave:

(dave
wa,take2shop
=⇒ emily:emily

em,availNow
=⇒ barbara:ϵ ∨

dave
em,order
=⇒ frank:frank

wa,avail2Days
=⇒ barbara:ϵ)

P1 receives the unanimous appreciation whatever the research community.
In fact, two very intuitive properties are met:

1. apart from the �rst one, the message that each agent sends is a reaction
to the message it just received, and there is an evident cause-e�ect link
between two sequential messages;

2. in case some mutually exclusive choice must be made, the choice is up
to only one agent involved in the protocol, and hence it is feasible.

These good properties take di�erent names depending on the research
communities and on the authors. The �rst one is named, for example, “sequen-
tiality” (Castagna, Dezani-Ciancaglini, and Padovani, 2012), “connectedness for
sequence” (Lanese et al., 2008), “explicit causality” (Singh, 2011a); the second
“knowledge for choice” (Castagna, Dezani-Ciancaglini, and Padovani, 2012),
“blindness” (Desai and Singh, 2008), “local choice” (Ladkin and Leue, 1995),
“unique point of choice” (Lanese et al., 2008).

Meeting these two properties is closely related to the absence of covert
channels; they ensure that all communications between di�erent participants
are explicitly stated, and rule out those protocols whose implementation or
enactment relies on the presence of secret/invisible communications between
participants: a protocol description must contain all and only the interactions

6We are interested in protocols where the events are only interactions.
7We are interested in exploiting trace expressions as AIPs, thus our events will be always

agent interactions.
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used to implement it (Castagna, Dezani-Ciancaglini, and Padovani, 2012). In
Section 8.6, we present instead the revisited notion of Good protocol when
our aim is to monitor it (and not to implement it).

The Bad. Those protocols that do not respect the connectedness for sequence
and unique point of choice properties are bad, and it is not di�cult to see why
(see Chapter 9 for further details on how to handle these scenarios).

Let us consider protocol P2:

P2 = alice
wa,buy
=⇒ barbara:carol

wa,checkAvail
=⇒ dave:

(dave
wa,take2shop
=⇒ emily:ϵ ∨ frank

wa,avail2Days
=⇒ barbara:ϵ)

The protocol states that carol can send a checkAvail message to dave only
after alice has sent a buy message to barbara, but how can carol know if and
when alice sent that message?

Also, the protocol states that either dave sends a message to emily, or frank
sends a message to barbara: how can frank know if he is allowed to send a
message to barbara, without coordinating with dave via some covert channel
not shown in the protocol?

The Ugly. Protocols which are not syntactically correct are ugly, and are
ignored by all the authors. However, some protocols may be ugly even if they
are syntactically correct, for example if they are characterized by:
– “Causality unsafety”: consider the two shu�ed sequences carol

wa,buy
=⇒ dave:ϵ

|alice
wa,buy
=⇒ barbara:ϵ ; suppose we are only able to observe what alice sends,

and what dave receives. If alice sends buy and dave receives buy, we might
think that the protocol above is respected. However, that observation might
be due to alice sending buy to dave, which is not an allowed interaction: the
protocol is not causality safe (Lanese et al., 2008).
– “Non-Determinism”: given an interaction taking place in some protocol state,
we might want to deterministically know how to move to the next state. For
example, if alice asks her mother to buy a book, and the protocol is

alice
wa,buy
=⇒ barbara : barbara

wa,r eserve
=⇒ carol : ϵ ∨

alice
wa,buy
=⇒ barbara : barbara

wa,buyI tYoursel f
=⇒ alice : ϵ

we could move on either branch. If we opt to move on the �rst branch, the
next expected action is that barbara asks carol to reserve a book. If, instead,
barbara tells alice to buy the book by herself, we have to backtrack to the
previous protocol state in order to check that this interaction is allowed as
well; this is extremely ine�cient and should be avoided (Chapter 4).

While the notions of good and bad protocols are universally recognized,
ugliness also depends on the formalism and its expressive power.

Are Bad Protocols Really so Bad? Let us suppose that the protocol is used
for monitoring purposes: it does not need to be implemented or enacted. The
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agents in the MAS are already there, and they are heterogeneous black boxes
behaving according to their own policies and goals, in full autonomy. However,
they act inside a society and they must respect the society rules, expressed
as an interaction protocol. The monitor is in charge of observing messages
that agents exchange, in a completely non obtrusive way, and check if they
are compliant with the protocol ruling the MAS.

Let us suppose that the MAS protocol is P1. If the monitor is able to observe
any kind of message, transmitted over any kind of communication means,
we are in a standard situation, with a monitor in charge for verifying the
compliance of actual interactions with a good protocol.

But what if the monitor cannot observe email messages? The protocol ruling
the MAS is still P1, and it is still a good protocol, but from the monitor point
of view it contains covert channels: the unobservable interactions taking place
via email. Keeping them in the protocol would lead to false positives, as the
monitor would look for messages foreseen by the protocol that it cannot see
and would hence detect a protocol violation, but removing them from P1 leads
to P2: a bad protocol! If the monitor observation ability is not perfect – which
is an extremely realistic situation – there is no gain in struggling against bad
protocols: unobservable interactions are there and generate the same problems
of covert channels.

Given that good protocols where unobservable interactions have been re-
moved can become bad protocols and that perfect observability cannot be
always given for granted, we claim that – at least for monitoring purposes –
bad protocols can be necessary to suitably model observable protocols.

8.5 Partial Observability: how the Good Becomes Bad

In this section we discuss how a good protocol may become (possibly) a bad
one, due to unobservability or partial observability of events in the original
protocol.

First of all, we need to associate with each event foreseen by the protocol, its
“observability likelihood”, namely the likelihood that the event can be observed
by the monitor. If, when the event takes place, the monitor can always observe
it, we associate 1 with the event. If the monitor can never observe the event
(for example, the monitor can sni� whatsApp messages only, and the event
is an email message), we associate 0 with it. If the event is transmitted over
an unreliable or leaky channel, we may associate a number between 0 and 1,
excluding the extremes, with it. The higher this number, the more likely the
monitor will be able to observe the event when it takes place.

Let us consider P1 again, and let us suppose that:
(1) the observability likelihood of messages exchanged via email is 0;
(2) the observability likelihood of whatsApp messages sent by frank is 0.95;
(3) the observability likelihood of the other whatsApp messages is 1.

Condition 1 forces us to remove all messages exchanged via email from the
protocol, and condition 3 forces us to keep all the other whatsApp messages but
those sent from frank. The �rst and last conditions would lead to protocol P2.
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The second condition, however, requires a special treatment. In fact, message
frank

wa,okOrder
=⇒ dave could be either observed or not and both cases would

be correct, even if the �rst one should be much more frequent than the second.
The subprotocol where frank

wa,okOrder
=⇒ dave can either take place or not

can be modeled by

frank
wa,okOrder
=⇒ dave : ϵ ∨ ϵ

The transformation from P1 to the protocol which takes observability likeli-
hood into account requires the following steps:

1. since the observability likelihood of messages exchanged via email is 0,
remove them by P1;

2. since the observability likelihood of the whatsApp message sent by
frank is 0.95, substitute it with the corresponding subprotocol where the
message can take place or not, and concatenate this subprotocol with
the remainder;

3. since the observability likelihood of the other whatsApp messages is 1,
keep them all.

The result is
P3 = alice

wa,buy
=⇒ barbara : carol

wa,checkAvail
=⇒ dave :

(dave
wa,take2shop
=⇒ emily : ϵ ∨ (frank

wa,okOrder
=⇒ dave : ϵ ∨ ϵ) · ϵ)

which can be simpli�ed into the equivalent protocol

P3′ = alice
wa,buy
=⇒ barbara : carol

wa,checkAvail
=⇒ dave :

(dave
wa,take2shop
=⇒ emily : ϵ ∨ (frank

wa,okOrder
=⇒ dave : ϵ ∨ ϵ))

Since dealing with likelihoods in (0, 1) results into a more complex protocol,
as the original protocol must be extended with the choice between observing
the event or not, we might want to collapse likelihoods greater than a given
threshold to 1, to avoid proliferation of choices. For this reason we assume
that the protocol designer can set a threshold above which events will be
considered fully observable. Let Th be such threshold and P be the protocol to
transform.
P ′ is obtained by P applying the following rules; L is the observability

likelihood of interaction int

1. if L > Th, int is kept;

2. if 0 < L ≤ Th, int is transformed into the subprotocol where int can
either take place or not, and suitably concatenated with the remainder;

3. if L = 0, int is discarded.
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Since di�erent monitors might observe di�erent events and observability
might change over time, causing an evolution of the observable protocol, mod-
eling the good global protocol and then transforming it based on contingencies
is a better engineering approach than directly modeling the partially observ-
able protocol. However, even if we start from a good P protocol, P ′ might be
bad or even ugly.

8.5.1 Observability-driven transformation of trace expressions

We implemented the algorithm sketched above for protocols modeled as trace
expressions. The code has been developed in SWI-Prolog and is shown below,
along with comments starting with % that explain each clause.

The predicate that implements the algorithm is
filter_events(ProtocolToFilter, FilteredProtocol, Th, PrId).
Since in our setting protocols are �rst class entities which can be analyzed,
manipulated, and exchanged among agents, they are characterized by a unique
name, PrId. ProtocolToFilter is the Prolog representation of the trace ex-
pression where unobservable events must be �ltered out, FilteredProtocol
is the transformation result, Th is the threshold above which an event is con-
sidered fully observable and hence kept in FilteredProtocol.

Each event type must be associated with its likelihood to be observed, thanks
to the observable(ET, Lkl, PrId) predicate.

As an example, if we had a parametric English Auction interaction pro-
tocol where the buy(X) parametric event type observability is 0.5, and the
observability of all the other event types is 1, we would write
observable(buy(X), 0.5, english_auct) :- !.
observable(E, 1, english_auct) :- E \= buy(_).

where ! prevents the Prolog interpreter from backtracking when it is ex-
ecuted8 and \= stands for “cannot unify with”. Uppercase symbols represent
logical variables, and p :- q, r, s. should be read as “if q, r, s hold, then p
holds”.
filter_events operates according to the trace expression syntax. We omit

the rule for dealing with parameters.
filter_events(epsilon, epsilon, _, _) :- !.
% empty trace expression epsilon is transformed into epsilon

filter_events(ET:T, TFiltered, Th, PrId) :-
observable(ET, 0, PrId), !,
filter_events(T, TFiltered, Th, PrId).

% trace expression ET:T where observable(ET, 0, PrId) is
% transformed into TFiltered if T is transformed into
% TFiltered (ET is removed)

filter_events(ET:T, TFiltered, Th, PrId) :-

8The functioning of “cut” is more complex than this, but we can ignore the details.
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observable(ET, Lkl, PrId), Lkl > Th, !,
filter_events(T, T1, Th, PrId),
TFiltered = ET:T1, !.

% trace expression ET:T where observable(ET, Lkl, PrId) and
% Lkl > Th is transformed into ET:T1, where T1 results from
% transforming T (ET is kept)

filter_events(ET:T, TFiltered, Th, PrId) :-
observable(ET, Lkl, PrId),
filter_events(T, T1, Th, PrId), Lkl =< Th,
TFiltered = ((ET:epsilon) \/ epsilon) * T1), !.

% in trace expression ET:T where observable(ET, Lkl, PrId) and
% Lkl <= Th, ET becomes optional.
% ET:T becomes ((ET:epsilon)\/epsilon)*T

filter_events(T1\/T2, TFiltered, Th, PrId) :-
filter_events(T1, TFiltered1, Th, PrId),
filter_events(T2, TFiltered2, Th, PrId),
TFiltered = (TFiltered1 \/ TFiltered2), !.

% filtering T1\/T2 means filtering T1, filtering T2, and
% joining the results with the \/ operator.
% The same holds for the other operators, |, *, /\ (not shown)

The code for filter_events is 36 lines long and – provided a basic know-
ledge of logic programming – is self-explaining. Despite its simplicity, it can
operate on very complex parametric and recursive (also non terminating)
protocols. The magic behind the “invisible” management of non terminating
protocols like P4 is the use of the SWI-Prolog coinduction library which allows
to cope with in�nite terms without entering into loops9.

8.5.2 Implementation and Experiments

We have experimented the �ltering algorithm on the parametric trace ex-
pression modeling the English Auction protocol presented in Section 6.4. As
anticipated, we initially assumed that the only partially observable event was
buy(X) with observability likelihood 0.5. By setting the threshold to 0.7, all
occurrences of buy(X) became optional, while with a threshold equal to 0.4

they were all kept in the protocol. By setting the observability likelihood of
buy(X) to 0, any occurrence of buy(X) was removed from the protocol.

The algorithm was also run on a variant of the Alternating Bit Protocol
(Deniélou and Yoshida, 2012) with 6 agents.

Di�erent observability likelihoods and di�erent thresholds were set with
both protocols, to test the algorithm in an exhaustive way.

9SWI-Prolog implementation available open-source at:
https://github.com/AngeloFerrando/TExpSWIPrologConnector/tree/master/

TExpSWIPrologConnector/src/main/resources/prolog-code
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8.6 Revisiting Good and Bad notions

Now that we have introduced the concept of good, bad and ugly protocols,
we have to focus on their use and how this can in�uence our notions. When
we introduced these contents we compared them with the corresponding
properties in the other research communities. The reason for that concerns the
possible uses of the protocols. Once we de�ne an AIP using a trace expression,
we can use such de�nition to guide the development of a MAS (enact the
protocol) or to guide the monitoring of a MAS (monitor the protocol).

The concepts of Good, Bad and Ugly AIPs in the sections above are very
strong. When we have a sequence of messages we require a cause-e�ect link
between the messages, and when we have choices, we always require they
are taken locally by one agent. These requirements are so strong because
we wanted to present a good level of classi�cation that would be suitable
both for enactment and monitoring purposes. In particular, when we talk
about implementation and monitoring of the protocols, we should also well
establish what kind of communication model will be used. The choice of a
speci�c communication model in�uences what is a Good and a Bad protocol.
Until now, we have not assumed any particular communication model for
the implementation of all communicative acts. Consequently, we have been
considering the least restrictive one; the asynchronous model, where the
messages are decomposed in their sending and receiving parts, and they can
be reordered and lost. Because of this, the requirements to be Good are very
strong.

When in Chapters 9 and 10 we will use AIPs for monitoring purposes, we will
need a more relax notion of Good and Bad protocols, adding some constraints
on the communication model used. More speci�cally, we are going to consider
a communication model where each send event is immediately followed by its
corresponding receive event. This kind of model can be called Realizable with
Synchronous Communication (RSC) (Chevrou, Hurault, and Quéinnec, 2016).
If the couple (send event, corresponding receive event) is viewed atomically,
this corresponds to a synchronous communication execution. If the MAS
exploits RSC for achieving the communication among the agents, we can relax
the constraints for an AIP to be considered Good. We can reformulate the
properties that makes a protocol Good as follows:

1. two sequential messages must always have at least one agent in common;

2. in case some mutually exclusive choice must be made, the two messages
involved in this choice must have at least one agent in common.

Since we know that the sending of a message is always followed by its corres-
ponding receipt, we can relax both the constraints, because we can consider
the messages as atomic interactions, where observing the send or receive
events is the same.

Considering as an example the following trace expression

τ = alice
msд1
=⇒ bob : charlie

msд2
=⇒ bob:ϵ
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if we follow the de�nition of Good and Bad protocols (Section 8.4), we conclude
that this is a Bad protocol, because msд2 is not a reaction to msд1. There is
not an evident cause-e�ect link between the two messages. But, knowing
that we are using a RSC communication model, we can use the reformulated
constraints concluding that is a Good one. In fact, even though there is no
cause-e�ect betweenmsд1 andmsд2, since they are two atomic interactions,
it is enough to look at bob in order to make sure that the order of the messages
is preserved.

In the same way, if we consider this other example

τ = (alice
msд1
=⇒ bob:ϵ) ∨ (charlie

msд2
=⇒ bob:ϵ)

we have a similar situation. With respect to the de�nition given in Section
8.4, also this protocol is a Bad one, because the choice is not up to only one
agent involved in the protocol (both alice and charlie can choose). But, since
we know that the messages are atomic interactions, again it is enough to look
at bob in order to make sure that the order of the messages is preserved.

8.7 Discussion

In this chapter we have analyzed the notions of good, bad and ugly protocols
inside and outside the MAS community, and we have motivated the reason
why bad protocols are not that bad by considering runtime monitoring of MAS
with unobservable events.

The likelihood of the events has been also integrated inside the RIVERtools
framework (Chapter 14), and so the filter_events predicate. Consequently,
the developer can write freely the AIPs and the framework will automatically
identify each of them as a Good, Bad or Ugly protocols.

In the following chapters, we consider two interesting aspects that derives
from the issues raised by this chapter. In Chapter 9, we show how to handle
bad protocols when we are interested in decentralized the runtime veri�cation
process. In Chapter 11, we study and propose a conformance algorithm for
AIPs represented through trace expressions. In both scenarios, all the trace
expressions used for the examples have been already �ltered with respect
to the likelihood of the events. Consequently, these trace expressions are
already exploited in their speci�c context. In Chapter 9, in order to see how
to handle a bad protocol (even though we started from a good one) in a
decentralize scenario, and in Chapter 11, in order to show how the exploited
trace expressions can be compared for reusing agents.
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“The future is already here – it’s just not evenly distributed.”
- William Gibson

In the previous chapter we presented how to use trace expressions to
de�ne AIP. Until now in the thesis we have always focused our in-
tentions on the centralized runtime veri�cation of the speci�cations.
In this chapter we present how to obtain the same result in a de-
centralized way. In particular, we describe DecAMon, an algorithm
for decentralizing the monitoring of the MAS communicative beha-
vior. If some agents in the MAS are grouped together and monitored
by the same monitor, instead of individually, a partial decentral-
ization of the monitoring activity can still be obtained even if the
“unique point of choice” (a.k.a. local choice) and “connectedness for
sequence” (a.k.a. causality) coherence conditions are not satis�ed
by the protocol (Chapter 8). Given an AIP speci�cation, DecAMon
outputs a set of “Monitoring Safe Partitions” of the agents, namely
partitions P which ensure that having one monitor in charge for
each group of agents in P allows detection of all and only the pro-
tocol violations that a fully centralized monitor would detect.

The contents of this chapter are published in
(Ferrando, Ancona, and Mascardi, 2017)
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9.1 Introduction

When the system is small, one centralized monitor can check it all without
becoming a bottleneck. Nevertheless, centralized monitoring does not scale
with the growth of the system dimension and a decentralized monitoring
approach may be the only viable solution for coping with the system complex-
ity. Also, decentralized monitoring may be a more natural choice when the
system is distributed, since di�erent monitors can be associated with groups of
physically, geographically, or logically connected entities, gaining in e�ciency
and modularity.

Associating an individual agent or group of agents with a sni�er in charge
of observing their communicative behavior does not raise serious technical
problems if JADE or Jason are used (Chapter 14). Rather, the actual problem
for dynamically verifying that a MAS behaves according to a given AIP is

how to ensure that the system made up of the decentralized monitors detects all
and only the same protocol violations that a single centralized monitor

observing the MAS would detect?

In this chapter we describe DecAMon, an algorithm for Decentralizing the
Agent system Monitoring which works also in case the global AIP speci�cation,
expressed using trace expressions (Chapter 4), does not satisfy those coherence
conditions.

This proposal, which falls in the Decentralized Runtime Veri�cation area
(Bonakdarpour et al., 2016b), is based on the idea that, between a fully central-
ized and a fully decentralized monitoring approach, a third viable solution is
possible: partially decentralized monitoring.
DecAMon is completely agnostic w.r.t. the type of observed events. For sake

of presentation clarity, in this chapter, we limit ourselves to consider interaction
events, the DecAMon algorithm can be applied to trace expressions dealing
with events of any kind. The only requirement for the DecAMon algorithm to
work is that the set of agents involved in a given event should be e�ciently
computed.

9.2 Motivations

Alice and Carol are two PhD students. They are writing a paper for the AAMAS
conference with their colleague Bob and their supervisor Dave. Alice and Carol
are in charge for running experiments. They are working on a shared repository
and they agree on the notion of satisfactory results. A few weeks before the
deadline, they decide that if the experimental results will reach a satisfactory
level by the evening, Alice will contact their supervisor to meet, otherwise
Carol will ask Bob to meet, to �x the problems.

If Alice and Carol are modeled as software agents, the resulting global agent
interaction protocol, AIP1, can be represented by alice

meet
=⇒ dave:ϵ ∨ carol

meet
=⇒
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bob:ϵ where, as we presented in Chapter 8, aд1
msд
=⇒ aд2 stands for “there is an

interaction between aд1 and aд2, with exchanged messagemsд”1.
Once the paper is ready, Alice and Carol decide that Alice will make a �rst

submission in the morning and then she will make a last check and, eventually,
modify and re-submit the paper. Carol will send the �nal version to their
supervisor in the evening. The resulting protocol can be modeled by the trace
expression
AIP2 = alice

submit
=⇒ aamas : (alice

submit
=⇒ aamas : ϵ ∨ ϵ) ·

carol
submitted
=⇒ dave : ϵ

where Alice makes one or two submissions and after Carol sends submitted to
Dave.

Even if AIP 1 and AIP 2 are simple and realistic, they have two major
problems.

The �rst problem is that these protocols are too abstract. Although their
meaning can be easily grasped, what does actually mean for two agents to
interact? Let us consider this simple example: alice

m1
=⇒ bob : alice

m2
=⇒ carol :

ϵ . Once Alice has sent m1 to Bob, could she immediately send m2 to Carol,
without worrying if Bob received m1, or not? This problem is related with
the granularity of interactions, which describe message sending and receiving
as an atomic action. Since, in many cases, communication is asynchronous,
assuming interaction atomicity is not always the case. We should decouple
the sending event and the reception event, in order to provide a more precise
description of the system. By using aд1

〈
msд
=⇒aд2〉

to denote “aд1 sends msд to
aд2” and

〈aд1
msд
=⇒〉

aд2 to denote “aд2 receivesmsд from aд1”, we can describe
both a synchronous behavior, where nothing should happen between a sending
and the corresponding reception (we use a for alice, b for bob, and c for carol),
CAIP1 = a

〈
m1
=⇒b〉

:
〈a

m1
=⇒〉

b : a
〈
m2
=⇒c〉

:
〈a

m2
=⇒〉

c : ϵ , and an asynchronous one, where
sending comes �rst, the corresponding reception comes after, but other events
could take place in between, CAIP2 = a

〈
m1
=⇒b〉

: (
〈a

m1
=⇒〉

b : ϵ | a
〈
m2
=⇒c〉

:
〈a

m2
=⇒〉

c :
ϵ)2. Of course, ordering among events in each branch must be preserved. The
idea behind τ1 |τ2 is that τ1 and τ2 are independent.

The second problem, is that both AIP 1 and AIP 2 are bad protocols according
to the de�nition provided in 8. Moving from a global protocol that involves all
the agents in the MAS to a view of that protocol restricted to an agent subset
is usually named “projection”. In Section 8.2 we already presented the concept
of projection of a trace expression.

Even if we are able to project onto individual agents, how can we be sure
that the individual monitoring gives the same results as the centralized one?
This second problem is independent from the granularity of communicative
events. Rather, it depends on taking a centralized or a decentralized view point.
Let us consider AIP1. A monitor Malice associated with Alice and driven by the

1Instead of having a generic event we focus on an interaction one like we did in Chapter 8.
2We name these protocols CAIP1 and CAIP2 to stress that they are “Concrete”.
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protocol portion that involves Alice only, will consider her behavior correct
if she sends a meet message to Dave. In the same way, a monitor Mcarol will
consider Carol’s behavior correct if she sends a meet message to Bob. However,
performing both actions will not be compliant with AIP1 as they are mutually
exclusive. Unfortunately, none among Malice, Mcarol , Mbob, Mdave alone can
verify if mutual exclusivity is respected. Following the terminology introduced
in Section 8.4, AIP 1 does not satisfy the unique point of choice coherence
condition.

The problem with AIP2 is di�erent: what happens if Carol sends submitted
to Dave before Alice submits the paper? The AIP2 portion that Mcarol sees is

carol
submitted
=⇒ dave : ϵ

On the other hand, the portion seen by Malice is
alice

submit
=⇒ aamas : (alice

submit
=⇒ aamas : ϵ ∨ ϵ)

No individual monitor can state whether a submitted message sent by Carol
to Dave comes after Alice completed her last submission. According to the
behavioral types terminology (Section 8.4), AIP2 does not satisfy the con-
nectedness for sequence coherence condition. According to Desai and Singh’s
terminology (Chapter 8), AIP2 problem is due to the blindness of carol w.r.t.
the submit message that alice sends to aamas.

Such blindness can be related to the presence of private channels that cannot
be observed by the monitors, or can be related to partial observability issues.
In Section 8.5, we showed indeed how a good protocol can become a bad one
because of partial observability of communication channels. Whatever the
reasons, monitoring bad protocols cannot always be decentralized3 on any
possible subset of the agents. Instead, a protocol that meets the coherence
conditions can always be fully decentralized since protocol violations are only
due to messages which are exchanged in a given protocol state, but were not
allowed in that state. For example AIP4 = alice

submit
=⇒ aamas : (alice

sumbitted
=⇒

dave : ϵ | aamas
ack
=⇒ alice : ϵ) could be violated by Alice submitting the paper

twice. However, the second alice
submit
=⇒ aamas interaction would violate both

Π(AIP4, {alice}) and Π(AIP4, {aamas}) (the projections4 of the global protocol
AIP4 onto {alice} and {aamas}, respectively), so at least one decentralized
monitor between Malice and Maamas would immediately detect it. A protocol
that does not meet the coherence conditions causes problems only when we
try to fully decentralize its monitoring: each agent aд has its own monitor
that checks if aд behavior is compliant with Π(τ , {aд}) (Section 4.4). This may
cause the loss of sequentiality and mutual exclusivity constraints. As long as
we assume that centralized monitoring takes place no problems arise, apart
from the enormous bottleneck that the centralized monitor may become!

Given a protocol speci�cation and the setAдs of agents in the MAS,DecAMon
faces the partial decentralization problem by computing a set of “Monitoring
Safe (MS) partitions” of Aдs . If a violation of the behavior patterns de�ned

3We consider the revisited notion of bad protocol that will be presented in Section 8.6.
4Section 8.2.
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by the protocol takes place, one monitor in charge for one group in the MS
partition will detect it.

9.3 DecAMon: a Gentle Introduction

Let us suppose that the agents involved in the MAS are alice, bob, carol, and
dave.

If {{alice, carol}, {bob}, {dave}} is a MS partition, then alice and carol must
be monitored by the same monitor M {alice,carol }, whereas bob and dave may be
monitored by distinct monitors. This does not mean that having one monitor
M {alice,carol } for alice and carol and one M {bob,dave} for bob and dave (to be
monitored together), or one single monitor M {alice,bob,carol,dave} for all the four
agents, is not monitoring safe: larger groups can be formed, provided that
those agents which must stay together, are monitored together. The above
partition is one of those returned by DecAMon on the AIP1 protocol introduced
in Section 9.2: if the same monitor observes both alice and carol, it will be
able to detect violations of mutual exclusivity between alice

meet
=⇒ dave and

carol
meet
=⇒ bob.

In a similar way, one MS partition of the agents involved in AIP2 is {{alice,
dave}, {aamas}, {carol}}: if the same monitor is in charge for both alice and
dave, it can verify that the interaction involving dave (and carol) takes place
after the interactions involving alice (and aamas).

Intuition 1 (Monitoring Safety (MS)). A partition of Aдs P is Monitoring Safe
(MS partition, abbreviated inMS in the sequel) if it enjoys the following property:
if the agents belonging to the same group in P are monitored together, no loss
of sequentiality and mutual exclusivity constraints takes place; one among the
decentralized monitors detects a violation of “its portion” of the global protocol
i� a violation of the global protocol occurs.

If the system monitoring cannot be decentralized, DecAMon will return
only one MS, {Aдs}. On the other hand, if each agent aдi ∈ Aдs , with i ∈

{1, ...,n} can be monitored independently from the others, DecAMon will
output {{aд1}, {aд2}, {aд3}, ..., {aдn}}.

DecAMon agnosticism w.r.t. the events syntax gives us the �exibility to
execute it on abstract and concrete agent protocol speci�cations by de�ning
the involved function as

involved(aд1
msд
=⇒ aд2) = {aд1,aд2}

involved(aд1
〈
msд
=⇒aд2〉

) = {aд1}
involved(

〈aд1
msд
=⇒〉

aд2) = {aд2}.

When we adopt a concrete protocol perspective, where sending and reception
are distinct, the only entity involved in a message sending (resp. reception) is
the sender (resp. the receiver), even if we keep track of the message sender
also in a “receive” event

〈aд1
msд
=⇒〉

aд2 and viceversa.
Continuing the AIP1 example, the other MSs are

{{alice}, {carol}, {bob, dave}}
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{{alice, bob}, {carol}, {dave}}
{{alice}, {carol, dave}, {bob}}

If e1 and e2 are joined by an ∨ operator in the AIP like alice
meet
=⇒ dave

and carol
meet
=⇒ bob in AIP1, and involved(ev1) has empty intersection with

involved(e2), one agent aд1 ∈ involved(e1) must be monitored together with
one agent aд2 ∈ involved(e2) to ensure that mutual exclusivity becomes veri-
�able. In a similar way, if e1 and e2 are two sequential events like alice

submit
=⇒

aamas and carol
submitted
=⇒ dave in AIP2, and involved(e1) has empty in-

tersection with involved(e2), one agent aд1 ∈ involved(e1) must be mon-
itored together with one agent aд2 ∈ involved(e2) in order to verify the
correct sequentiality of e1 and e2. In both cases, if there exists one agent
aдI ∈ involved(e1) ∩ involved(e2) no grouping is required: the monitor associ-
ated with aдI can verify mutual exclusiveness and correct sequencing between
e1 and e2.

9.3.1 High-level Description and Examples

Now, we are ready to introduce the notions of critical point of a trace expression
and of minimality of a MS partition. The function �rst(τ ) returns all the �rst
events of τ and last(τ ) all its last events. For example, �rst(a : ϵ ∨ b : c : ϵ) =
{a,b} and last(a : ϵ ∨ b : c : ϵ) = {a, c}. Their precise de�nition is given in
Section 9.4 and 9.5.

De�nition 7 (Critical Point). A couple of events (e1, e2) is a critical point of τ
i� τsub is a sub-expression of τ such that
• τsub = τ1∨τ2 and e1 ∈ �rst(τ1), e2 ∈ �rst(τ2) and involved(e1) ∩

involved(e2) = ∅, or
• τsub = e1:τ2 and e2 ∈ �rst(τ2) and involved(e1) ∩ involved(e2) = ∅, or
• τsub = τ1·τ2 and e1 ∈ last(τ1), e2 ∈ �rst(τ2) and involved(e1) ∩ involved(e2)

= ∅.
We say that τsub generates the critical point (e1, e2). Uniqueness of (e1, e2) is

violated if both e1 and e2 take place. Sequentiality of (e1, e2) is violated if e2 takes
place before e1.

De�nition 8 (Minimal Monitoring Safety (MMS)). The partition P of agents
Aдs is MinimalMonitoring Safe (MMS) if it isMonitoring Safe and if splitting one
of the groups of agents in P leads to a partition that does not satis�es monitoring
safety any longer.

For generating a set of MSs, DecAMon exploitsmerдe:
merдe : P(P(Aдs)) × P(P(Aдs)) → P(P(Aдs))

One argument C ofmerдe (no matter which, since merge is commutative)
consists of new groups of agents that are constrained to be monitored together;
the other argument OldC models the existing agent grouping constraints: we
name them “constraint stores”.
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The result of merдe is a new constraint store NewC where both the con-
straints in OldC and those in C hold. No unnecessary constraints (namely, no
unnecessary groupings) are added to the merдe result. The way merдe works
ensures that the groups of agents in NewC ∈ P(P(Aдs)) will be disjoint if the
groups of agents in C were disjoints, and the groups of agents in OldC were.
Let us introducemerдe by means of an example: the idea behind

merдe({{aд1,aд2}}, {{aд1,aд3}, {aд4,aд5}})

is to add the new constraint “agents aд1 and aд2 must be monitored together”
to the constraint store {{aд1,aд3}, {aд4, aд5}} stating that aд1 and aд3 must
be monitored together, as well as aд4 and aд5. The only constraint store
resulting from this merge is NewC = {{aд1,aд2,aд3}, {aд4,aд5}}, where
both the previous and the new constraints are respected. The amount of agents
that are constrained to be monitored together is minimized: in NewC , aд1
and aд4 can be monitored independently as there is no reason to group them.
The constraint store NewC ′ = {{aд1,aд2,aд3,aд4, aд5}} satis�es the old and
new constraints as well but uselessly imposes that aд1 and aд4 are monitored
together:merдe will never return it.

DecAMon carries out a structural analysis of the trace expression in order to
�nd those agents that must be monitored together because they are involved
in a critical point. As soon as new groups of agents that must be monitored
together are found, the new constraint store is merged with the previously
computed one: given a trace expression τ = τ1 op τ2 where op is a binary
operator, DecAMon computes the constraint stores due to op (they may be more
than one, as shown in the sequel) and computes the combinations obtained
by merging each of them with each of those resulting from τ1 and each of
those resulting from τ2. Since the constraint stores deriving from τ1 and τ2
are computed independently, they could overlap up to some extent and their
merge could generate groupings with unnecessary constraints. To cope with
this problem we have implemented a post-processing algorithm that allows
us to obtain the set of MMSs as a re�nement of the DecAMon output, by
removing those MSs that add useless constraints to other MSs. The global
minimality property can be obtained either via this post-processing activity
where each returned MS is compared with all the others, or by making merдe

more complex (merдe would need to know all the possible MSs for each trace
expression branch to discard the overlapping ones and return only minimal
MSs). We opted for the �rst solution.

Let us consider another example: if we had to compute

merдe({{aд1,aд2,aд4}}, {{aд1,aд3}, {aд2,aд5}})

the only possible result would be to merge {aд1,aд3} and {aд2,aд5} where
aд1 and aд2 could be monitored independently, to meet the new constraint
where they must be monitored together; a4 must be grouped with a1 and a2.
The result is {{aд1,aд2,aд3,aд4,aд5}}.

Let us consider the more complex protocol AIP5 de�ned as

(ab:bc:ϵ | de:ef :ϵ | дh:hi:ϵ) · (jk :ϵ | lm:ϵ | no:ϵ)
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where ab stands for a
ab
=⇒ b, bc stands for b

bc
=⇒ c , and so on.

DecAMon starts exploring AIP5 looking for critical points. The outmost AIP5
operator is a concatenation, which may generate critical points. DecAMon
computes all the last events in τ1 = (ab:bc:ϵ | de:ef :ϵ | дh:hi:ϵ) and all the �rst
events in τ2 = (jk :ϵ | lm:ϵ | no:ϵ). They turn out to be last(τ1) = {bc, ef ,hi}
and �rst(τ2) = {jk, lm,no}.

Any couple (e1, ev2) s.t. e1 ∈ last(τ1), e2 ∈ �rst(τ2), and involved(e1) ∩

involved(e2) = ∅ is a critical point. Here, (bc, jk), (bc, lm), (bc,no), (ef , jk),
(ef , lm), (ef ,no), (hi, jk), (hi, lm), (hi,no), are all the critical points generated
by the outmost · in AIP5.

For each critical point (e1, e2), one agent involved in e1 must be grouped
together with one agent involved in e2.

De�nition 9 (Critical Point Satisfaction). A group of agents satis�es a critical
point (e1, e2) if it contains one agent involved in e1 and one agent involved in e2.

De�nition 10 (Trace Expression Satisfaction). A constraint store C satis�es
a trace expression if all the critical points generated by the outmost operator in
that trace expression are satis�ed by one group in C .

To make another example,C51 = {{b, e,h, j, l ,n}} satis�es AIP5 = τ1·τ2 since
b which is involved in bc is grouped with j involved in jk , l involved in lm,
and n involved in no. The same holds for e involved in ef and h involved in hi .

AlsoC52 = {{b,k,m,o}, {e,h, j, l ,n}}, satis�es AIP5: b is grouped with k ,m,
and o hence satisfying (bc, jk), (bc, lm), and (bc,no); e and h are grouped with
j, l , n, hence satisfying (ef , jk), (ef , lm), (ef ,no), (hi, jk), (hi, lm), and (hi,no).

The same holds for C53 = {{c,k}, {b,m,o}, {e,h, j, l ,n}}: {c,k} satis�es
(bc, jk); {b,m,o} satis�es (bc, lm) and (bc,no); {e,h, j, l ,n} satis�es all the re-
maining critical points.

The constraint store

{{c, j}, {f , l}, {i,n}, {a}, {b}, {d}, {e}, {д}, {h}, {k}, {m}, {o}}

instead, does not satisfy AIP5: for example, no group satis�es (bc, lm).
We de�neCτ0 as the constraint store that contains all and only one singleton

set {aд} for each agent aд involved in τ . Given the initial constraint store C50
for the protocol AIP5, DecAMon merges C50 with one of the constraint stores
C5i that satisfy AIP5, selected on a nondeterministic basis. Then, it recursively
explores the components τ1 and τ2 of AIP5 and adds the newly discovered
constraints to the previously computed constraint store. The sequences ab:bc:ϵ ,
de:ef ϵ and дh:hi:ϵ in τ1 do not generate any new critical point because they
verify the connectedness for sequence condition. Moreover, they are joined by
a shu�e operator that generates no critical points. Thus, no new constraints
are generated because of τ1. In a similar way, no new constraints are generated
because of τ2.

The nondeterministic selection of one of the constraint stores satisfying the
currently analyzed trace expression is repeated for each possible constraint
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stores. By backtracking to any point of choice, DecAMon can produce all
the possible MSs, one at a time: C51, C52, C53, C54, together with other 5628
possible initial constraint stores, are the MSs output by DecAMon!

If τ1 were (ab:cd :ϵ | e f :дh:ϵ) (AIP6) the new constraints {{a, c}, {e, д}} (or
{{a,d}, {f ,д}}, ...) due to connectedness for sequence violation should have
been merged with C5i giving a di�erent (and smaller) �nal set of MSs.

If τ1 were (ab:cd :ϵ ∨ e f :дh:ϵ) (AIP7) a further constraint {a, e} (or {a, f },
or {b, e}, or {b, f }) due to unique point of choice violation should have been
merged with the previous ones.

Finally, let us consider the concrete protocol CAIP1 = a
〈
m1
=⇒b〉

:
〈a

m1
=⇒〉

b :
a
〈
m2
=⇒c〉

:
〈a

m2
=⇒〉

c : ϵ . As anticipated, DecAMon works exactly in the same way,
provided it can compute the involved function. CAIP1 can be seen as a

〈
m1
=⇒b〉

: τ1.
Its outmost operator is the �rst pre�x with {a

〈
m1
=⇒b〉
} at its left, �rst(τ1) =

{
〈a

m1
=⇒〉

b} and these two events share no involved agents: (a
〈
m1
=⇒b〉
,
〈a

m1
=⇒〉

b) is
a critical point. The constraint store generated by CAIP1 is {{a, b}} which
must be merged with the initial constraint store {{a}, {b}, {c}} leading to
{{a, b}, {c}}. Now DecAMon is called on τ1 =

〈a
m1
=⇒〉

b : a
〈
m2
=⇒c〉

:
〈a

m2
=⇒〉

c : ϵ
generating the new constraint store {{a, c}} which must be merged with
{{a, b}, {c}} leading to {{a, b, c}}. In the end, all the three agents must be
monitored together. This is correct: how can Mb alone verify that when b
receives m1 from a, a actually sent it before? If we make either security as-
sumptions (“all the received messages have been actually sent by the sender”)
or strong assumptions on the underlying network reliability (“all the sent mes-
sages will be received”, or even “all the sent messages will be received in the
same order they were sent”) we can relax some monitoring safety constraints,
but this is not possible in general.

9.4 Design

The de�nition of �rst does not need to take cycles – which are due to trace ex-
pressions recursive de�nitions – into account; in fact, contractiveness ensures
that, while exploring a trace expression following its syntactical structure, a
pre�x operator will be met in a �nite number of steps.

– �rst(ϵ) = {}
– �rst(ϑ :τ ) = {ϑ }
– �rst(τ1·τ2) = �rst(τ1) ∪ �rst(τ2) if ε(τ1);
�rst(τ1·τ2) = �rst(τ1) otherwise

– �rst(τ1∧τ2) = �rst(τ1∨τ2) = �rst(τ1 |τ2) =
�rst(τ1) ∪ �rst(τ2).

The de�nition of last is more complex because it must not recall itself in
case of cyclic trace expressions and contractiveness is not enough to avoid
entering a loop. For example, τ = e:τ is contractive, but we must have plenty
of time and patience if we are going to look for its last element! In this case,
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last should return {} (and we should do the same...) but it can do this only if
it keeps track of the already met trace expressions. To this aim last saves the
argument of each call into a global repository; if it is called on τ and it had
already been called on τ before, it returns {}:

– last(ϵ) = {}

– last(τ ) = {} if last had already been called on τ ;
otherwise, the following rules apply:

– last(ϑ :τ ) = last(τ ) ∪ {ϑ } if ε(τ );
last(ϑ :τ ) = last(τ ) otherwise

– last(τ1·τ2) = last(τ2)

– last(τ1∧τ2) = last(τ1∨τ2) = last(τ1 |τ2) =

last(τ1) ∪ last(τ2).

To describe DecAMon we �rst describe the DecOne logical predicate

DecOne ⊆ T × P(P(Aдs)) × P(P(Aдs))

The wayDecOne works ensures that the groups of agents inArд ∈ P(P(Aдs))
are disjoint, for eachArд that can appear as its second or third argument. Given
a trace expression τ ∈ T , DecOne(τ ,OldC,NewC) holds i� there exists a con-
straint storeC s.t.C satis�es τ and NewC =merдe(OldC,C). DecOne(τ ,OldC,
NewC) nondeterministically selects one of the constraint stores that satisfy τ ,
let us name it C , and merges it with OldC resulting into NewC . Since DecOne
must avoid entering loops, it operates like last keeping track of the already
met trace expressions.

• DecOne(ϵ,OldC,OldC)

• DecOne(τ ,OldC,OldC) if DecOne had already been called on τ ; otherwise,
the following rules apply:

i. DecOne(ϑ :τ ,OldC,NewC) i�
∃ C ′ s.t. DecOne(τ ,OldC,C ′),
∃ C that satis�es ϑ :τ , and
NewC =merдe(C ′,C);

ii. DecOne(τ1·τ2,OldC,NewC)

(resp. DecOne(τ1∨τ2,OldC,NewC)) i�
∃ C1 s.t. DecOne(τ1,OldC,C1),
∃ C2 s.t. DecOne(τ2,C1,C2),
∃ C that satis�es τ1·τ2 (resp. τ1∨τ2) and
NewC =merдe(C2,C);

iii. DecOne(τ1∧τ2,OldC,NewC)

(resp. DecOne(τ1 |τ2,OldC,NewC)) i�
∃ C1 s.t. DecOne(τ1,OldC,C1),
∃ C2 s.t. DecOne(τ2,C1,NewC).

Since ∧ and | do not generate critical points, DecOne is just called onto
the �rst branch and the resulting constraint store is passed to the call on the
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second branch (rule iii); the de�nition on trace expressions whose outmost
operator is either · or ∨ is more complex as a further merge with the constraint
store generated by these operators is required (rule ii). We recall that Cτ0 is
the initial constraint store: it contains one set {aд} for each agent aд involved
in τ .

De�nition 11 (Monitoring Safety (MS)). A partition of Aдs P is Monitoring
Safe either if DecOne(τ ,Cτ0, P) holds, or if DecOne(τ ,Cτ0, P ′) holds and P can
be obtained from P ′ by aggregating some groups in it.

We are just one step away from giving the DecAMon de�nition: we need to
introduce the �ndall(Var , Goal , Res) extra-logical predicate which creates a
list Res of Var instances obtained by backtracking over Goal . We are ready:

DecAMon(τ ) = MSs

i� �ndall(P , DecOne(τ , Cτ0, P),MSs)

Lemma 1. Let τ be a trace expression, let (e1, e2) be a critical point generated
by a sub-expression of τ , and let τpr j be a trace expression obtained from τ by
projection (namely, τpr j = Π(τ ,GrI ) for some group of agents GrI ⊆ Aдs).

MGr I detects the uniquenness or sequentiality violation of (e1, e2)
⇐⇒

the trace expression τpr j checked by MGr I (the monitor for GrI ) contains a
sub-expression that generates a critical point (e1, e2).

Proof. =⇒
We �rst demonstrate that the trace expression τpr j checked by MGr I contains
both e1 and e2.

MGr I detects the uniquenness violation of (e1, e2) in the current state of the
protocol represented by τc if either e1 takes place, τc can move to τ ′c (τc

e1
→ τ ′c ),

and there is no state τ ′′c that can be reached by repeatedly applying the→
relation starting from τ ′c s.t. τ ′′c

e2
→ τnext , for some τnext , or viceversa (e2 takes

place moving the protocol to a state where e1 cannot “�re” any transition, and
from which there are no reacheable states where e1 can �re any transition).
In order for MGr I to detect the uniquennes violation in both cases above, τc
must contain both e1 and e2. Since τc is a sub-expression of τpr j , τpr j must
contain both e1 and e2.
MGr I detects the sequentiality violation of (e1, e2) in the current state of

the protocol represented by τc if either e2 takes place and there is no τnext s.t.
τc

e2
→ τnext (when e2 takes place, it was not foreseen by the protocol), or if e1

takes place, τc
e1
→ τ ′c , and an event e3 , e2 takes place. Since the protocol τ ′c

can move only if e2 takes place because of the sequentiality between e1 and e2,
no transition is possible from τ ′c and a violation is detected by MGr I .
In order for MGr I to detect the violation in both cases above, τpr j must contain
both e1 and e2.
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We can complete the “ =⇒ ” proof: since τpr j contains both e1 and e2 and
they generated a critical point (e1, e2) in some sub-expression of τ , they must
generate a critical point (e1, e2) also in some sub-expression of τpr j , as τpr j is
obtained from τ by projection. �

Proof. ⇐=

By de�nition of critical point: the sub-expression τpr jSub of τpr j generates a
critical point (e1, e2) i�

• τpr jSub = τ1∨τ2 and ∃e1 ∈ �rst(τ1), ∃e2 ∈ �rst(τ2) s.t. involved(e1) ∩
involved(e2) = ∅, or

• τpr jSub = e1:τ1 and ∃e2 ∈ �rst(τ1) s.t. involved(e1) ∩ involved(e2) = ∅, or

• τpr jSub = τ1·τ2 and ∃e1 ∈ last(τ1), ∃e2 ∈ �rst(τ2) s.t. involved(e1) ∩
involved(e2) = ∅.

If τpr jSub = τ1∨τ2 and both e1 and e2 take place, the �rst event taking place
leads to a protocol state where the second event cannot �re any transition
(we remind the assumption that all events are distinct):MGr I detects a violation.

If τpr jSub = e1:τ1 and e2 takes place in τpr jSub , τpr jSub cannot move to a
next state since e2 is not an expected event in τpr jSub . If e1 takes place, then
τpr jSub

e1
→ τ1 but if an event e3 di�erent from e2 takes place immediately after,

then there is no τnext s.t. τ1
e3
→ τnext . In both cases, MGr I detects a violation.

If τpr jSub = τ1·τ2 and e2 takes place in τpr jSub , τpr jSub cannot move to any
next state. If e1 takes place, then τpr jSub

e1
→ τ2 but, if an event e3 di�erent from

e2 takes place immediately after, there is no τnext s.t. τ2
e3
→ τnext . In both cases,

MGr I detects a violation.
�

Lemma 2. Let τ be a trace expression, let (e1, e2) be a critical point generated
by a sub-expression of τ .

MAдs detects the uniquenness or sequentiality violation of (e1, e2)
⇐⇒

the trace expression τ checked byMAдs contains a sub-expression that gener-
ates a critical point (e1, e2).

Proof. By lemma 1, when GrI = Aдs and τ = Π(τ ,Aдs).
�

We say that a monitor M “checks” a trace expression τ if M is in charge
for verifying that the events it observes do not violate the current state of the
protocol, and the initial state of the protocol is represented by τ . Theorem 3
demonstrates that a partition P computed by DecOne is monitoring safe.
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Theorem 3. Let τ be a trace expression involving agents Aдs , let Cτ0 be τ ini-
tial constraint store, let P = {Gr1,Gr2, ..., GrN } be one partition computed
by DecOne(τ , Cτ0, P), and let (e1, e2) be a critical point generated by a sub-
expression τsub of τ .
The centralized monitorMAдs that checks τ detects a violation of (e1, e2) ⇐⇒

there existsMGr I that checks Π(τ ,GrI ) which detects a violation of (e1, e2).

Proof. =⇒
Since (e1, e2) is a critical point generated by some sub-expression of τ , for the
de�nition of DecOne there must be one group of agents GrI ∈ P that contains
both aд1 and aд2 s.t. aд1 ∈ involved(e1) and aд2 ∈ involved(e2). The projection
functioning ensures that all the events that involve one agent in GrI are kept
in Π(τ ,GrI ). Thus, the trace expression Π(τ ,GrI ) will cointain both e1 and e2
as GrI contains both aд1 and aд2, and (e1, e2) is a critical point generated by
some sub-expression of Π(τ ,GrI ).
MGr I can detect the violation of (e1, e2) for Lemma 1.

⇐=

(Reductio ad absurdum) Let us suppose that MGr I detects a violation of (e1, e2).
If MAдs does not detect that violation, then, for Lemma 2, the trace expression
τ checked by MArдs does not contain any sub-expression that generates (e1, e2).
This contradicts the theorem hypothesis that (e1, e2) is a critical point generated
by a sub-expression τsub of τ .

�

Theorem 3 answers the research question addressed by this chapter: “how
to ensure that the system made up of the decentralized monitors detects all and
only the same protocol violations that a single centralized monitor observing
the MAS would detect.”

9.5 Implementation and Experiments

DecAMon has been implemented in SWI-Prolog. The code amounts to almost
600 lines. The choice of Prolog was due to many reasons: one-to-one cor-
respondence between the transition and empty rules de�nitions and their
rule-based implementation; built-in support to cyclic terms and to the recogni-
tion that a cyclic term has already been met; built-in support to backtracking
over goals; availability of Prolog-based tools for trace expressions management.

When the protocol has as many critical points as AIP5, computing all the
MSs may require too much time. DecOne can be used instead of DecAMon to
compute one MS at a time. As an example, calling DecOne of AIP5 produced
the �rst result in 9 ms, the second one in 8 ms, the third in 1 ms. Although
DecOne might not return the best MS according to the designer or the runtime
environment needs, its result is guaranteed to be monitoring safe.

If time is not an issue, however, all the MSs can be generated for further
post-processing. We implemented the following functionalities which operate
on a set of monitoring safe partitions:
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1. removing non minimal partitions from the set;
2. selecting those partitions that contain N agents groups or less (resp. more),

where N is given;
3. selecting those partitions that contain M singleton agents groups or less

(resp. more), where M is given;
4. selecting those partitions where the agents in the set D, given as input in

form of a Prolog list, are all disjoint;
5. selecting those partitions where the agents in the set T , given as input in

form of a Prolog list, are all together.
We run experiments with the protocols introduced in the previous sections,

AIP1 to AIP7, plus the following four. We used a MacBook Pro (Retina, 13-inch,
Early 2015) with Processor 2,7 GHz Intel Core i5, Memory 8 GB 1867 MHz
DDR3, SWI-Prolog version 7.2.3.

AIP8 = (alice
submit
=⇒ aamas : aamas

ack
=⇒ alice : ϵ) |

(bob
submit
=⇒ aamas : aamas

ack
=⇒ bob : ϵ) |

(carol
submit
=⇒ aamas : aamas

ack
=⇒ carol : ϵ)

respects the connectedness for sequence condition: the agents can be mon-
itored independently.

AIP9 = (alice
submit
=⇒ aamas : chair

r eview
=⇒ bob :

(aamas
accept
=⇒ alice : ϵ)∨(aamas

r e ject
=⇒ alice : ϵ))

| (bob
submit
=⇒ aamas : chair

r eview
=⇒ alice :

(aamas
accept
=⇒ bob : ϵ)∨(aamas

r e ject
=⇒ bob : ϵ))

demonstrates that DecAMon may return non minimal monitoring safe parti-
tions, which are detected during the post-processing stage. The two only MMSs
are {{chair ,aamas}, {alice}, {bob}} and {{alice,bob}, {chair }, {aamas}} but
DecAMon also returns {{aamas,alice,bob}, {chair }}, besides others, where
AAMAS is uselessly grouped with Alice and Bob.

The other two protocols are variants of the Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP)
described in (Deniélou and Yoshida, 2012). The ABP is an in�nite iteration,
where the following constraints have to be satis�ed for all occurrences of the
interactions:

– The n-th occurrence of message m1 must precede the n-th occurrence of
m2 which in turn must precede the n-th occurrence of m3.

– For k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the n-th occurrence of mk must precede the n-th oc-
currence of the acknowledge ak, which, in turn, must precede the (n + 1)-th
occurrence of mk.

Because of space constraints, we do not show here the trace expressions
corresponding to ABPnorm and ABPcr it . The di�erence between them is that
in ABPnorm , m1 = bob

m1
=⇒ alice, m2 = bob

m2
=⇒ carol, m3 = bob

m3
=⇒, and

the acknowledges �ow in the opposite direction: M{bob } can monitor all the
protocol, as Bob is involved in all the interactions.
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Protocol Dec (ms) Dec (]) MMS (ms) MMS (])
aip1 2 4 2 4
aip2 1 4 1 4
aip3 1 4 1 4
aip4 1 1 1 1
aip5 122400 5632 74711 5632
aip6 308 256 139 256
aip7 309 128 37 128
aip8 1 1 1 1
aip9 1 16 1 2
abp_norm 14 1 1 1
abp_crit 8 16 1 16

DecAMon execution time (Dec (ms));
MSs returned by DecAMon (Dec (]));

execution time of the tool for removing non-minimal MSs (MMS (ms));
computed MMSs (MMS (])).

Table 9.1 . Experimental results: using DecAMon to extract minimal monitoring
safe partitions.

In ABPcr it , instead, m1 = alice
m1
=⇒ bob, m2 = carol

m2
=⇒, m3 = emma

m3
=⇒

frank (with their respective acknowledges), so the connectedness for sequence
of m1, m2, and m3 cannot be guaranteed by one monitor alone.

For each protocol we measured the time required by DecAMon to compute
its output, the number of MSs computed by DecAMon, the time required to
remove the non minimal partitions from DecAMon output, and the number of
MMSs. W.r.t. Table 9.1, we highlight the following aspects:

– the number of computed MSs depends on the trace expression structure
and not on its length: AIP6 and AIP7 only di�er for one operator, but they give
di�erent results;

– the number of computed MSs of AIP4, AIP8, ABPnorm is 1: this means
that the monitoring can be fully decentralized, as DecAMon returns only the
partition with one singleton group for each agent;

– the number of computed MSs of AIP9 is di�erent from the number of
MMSs: DecAMon may return non minimal partitions.

Since the more groups in the MMS, the better from the decentralization
point of view, selecting a MMS with a high number of groups is a good choice
for decentralizing as much as possible. Another criterion for preferring a MMS
w.r.t. another could be the number of singleton groups, which correspond to
agents that can be monitored on their own. Table 9.2 shows the results of
other post-processing functions, namely the number of MMSs that contain
at least 1, 5, 7, 9 agents groups for each protocol, and the number of MMSs
that contain at least 1, 5, 7, 9 singleton groups. Although Table 9.2 only reports
numbers, the post-processing tools return all the partitions that meet the given
conditions. The MAS designer or a software agent in charge for the dynamic
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Protocol ≥ 1д ≥ 5д ≥ 7д ≥ 9д ≥ 1s ≥ 5s ≥ 7s ≥ 9s
aip1 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
aip2 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
aip3 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0
aip4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
aip5 5632 5632 1600 64 5632 1600 64 64
aip6 256 256 128 0 256 128 128 0
aip7 128 128 128 0 128 128 128 0
aip8 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
aip9 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
abp_norm 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
abp_crit 16 0 0 0 16 0 0 0

Number of MMSs that contain at least 1, 5, 7, 9 agents groups
(columns ≥ 1д, ≥ 5д, ≥ 7д, ≥ 9д).

Number of MMSs that contain at least 1, 5, 7, 9 singleton groups
(columns ≥ 1s , ≥ 5s , ≥ 7s , ≥ 9s).

Table 9.2 . Experimental results: �ltering minimal monitoring safe partitions using
di�erent post-processing functions.

recon�guration of the MAS monitoring activity can select one among them
and can impose further conditions such as having some agents disjoint or
together. By running this tool we discovered for example that there is no MMS
of AIP5 where b, c , d are together, and there are 4224 MMSs where b and m

are disjoint.

9.6 Discussion

The literature on Distributed Runtime Veri�cation (DRV) is still very limited.
BSPL (Chapter 5) supports a rich variety of practical protocols and can be

realized in a distributed asynchronous architecture where the participating
agents act based on local knowledge alone; in this way DRV of declarative pro-
tocols is naturally supported. The major di�erence of our work in comparison
to BSPL, is that we face the challenge of DRV of those protocols that do not
satisfy the unique point of choice and connectedness for sequence conditions.

Testerink et al. (Testerink, Bulling, and Dastani, 2016; Testerink, Dastani,
and Bulling, 2016) present a formal model for decentralized monitors that
supports their formal analysis to face the robustness and security, and a theor-
etical analysis of distributed runtime norm enforcement. They synthesize the
properties that each local monitor is able to verify, expressed in LTL, in order
to build a consistent representation of the global state of the world. We do
the opposite: we start from a global protocol modeling how the world should
behave, and create sub-protocols that involve disjoint groups of agents, in
such a way that violations to the global protocol can be discovered by at least
one of the monitors in charge for these groups.

The work (Mostafa and Bonakdarpour, 2015) which is closer to ours ad-
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dresses the following problem: “given a distributed program D and an LTL3
property ϕ, construct a set of monitor processes whose composition with D

can evaluate ϕ at runtime in a sound, complete, and decentralized fashion.”
The main di�erences with our proposal consist in the observed events, which
are related to the execution of a program and not to communicative beha-
vior in a MAS, and, most importantly, the use of LTL3 for specifying system
properties; in Chapter 4 we have shown that trace expressions are strictly
more expressive than LTL3 when used for runtime veri�cation. Falcone et al.
(Falcone, Cornebize, and Fernandez, 2014) propose an e�cient and generalized
decentralized monitoring algorithm to detect violation of any regular speci�c-
ation by local monitors without central observation point; also in this case
the main di�erence with our work is the expressive power of the employed
formalism for speci�cations.

Decentralizing the runtime monitoring using DecAMon can prove useful
in many situations. The applications we are actually looking at fall in the
e-health and well-being domains that we started exploring in the last year
(Aielli et al., 2016; Ferrando, Ancona, and Mascardi, 2016). If we have a global
protocol describing the expected behavior of a system of communicating low-
power wearable devices able to measure vital parameters to check the health
conditions of a person, we would like to add lightweight monitors on top of
them to monitor only those events “local” to the devices, still being sure that
global protocol violations will be detected. In these scenarios, proximity of the
monitor to the device is of paramount importance.

For what concerns the time complexity of computing a Minimal Monitoring
Safe partition, we suspect that the problem can be reduced to computing a
solution to a Minimal Constraint Network (Montanari, 1974), recently proven
to be NP-hard (Gottlob, 2012). For the applications we have in mind, the need
for decentralizing a protocol for monitoring purposes arises only seldom, so
the (possibly) high complexity of DecAMon can be tolerated. Experiments on
several protocols have empirically shown that, once the protocol has been
decentralized, the time complexity of monitoring is linear in the trace length,
and does not depend on the number of involved agents.
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“Whenever people agree with me
I always feel I must be wrong.”

- Oscar Wilde

The work presented in this chapter represents the bridge between
Chapter 7 and Chapter 9; here we take advantage of the decentral-
ized approach also in presence of uncertainty on the interactions
observed by the distributed monitors. In Chapter 7, we presented
Probabilistic Trace Expressions (PTEs), the extension of the trace ex-
pression formalism with probabilities. Thanks to this extension, we
can achieve the runtime veri�cation of systems also with the pres-
ence of gaps inside the analyzed traces. Since one of themain focuses
in the thesis is to use trace expressions to achieve the runtime veri-
�cation of AIPs, it is natural to show how we can use this extended
formalism also to manipulate them. As we presented in Chapter 9,
in order to dynamically verify the behavior of MAS, which are com-
plex systems, a decentralized solution able to scale with the number
of agents is necessary. When, for physical, infrastructural, or legal
reasons, the monitor is not able to observe all the events emitted by
the MAS, gaps are generated. In this chapter we present a runtime
veri�cation decentralized approach to handle observation gaps in a
MAS using PTEs.
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10.1 Introduction

As we presented in Chapter 9, Distributed Runtime Veri�cation is a relatively
new research sub-�eld1 aimed at designing fault-tolerant distributed algorithms
that monitor other distributed algorithms, with the end goal of developing
lightweight software systems that are more e�cient that traditional veri�cation
techniques (Bonakdarpour et al., 2016a,b). The literature on DRV is almost
limited (Bartocci, 2013; Falcone, Cornebize, and Fernandez, 2014; Fraigniaud,
Rajsbaum, and Travers, 2014; Fraigniaud et al., 2014; Herlihy, 1991; Mostafa
and Bonakdarpour, 2015) and becomes even more limited when we consider
DRV of a special kind of systems: multiagent systems. In the MAS area, in
fact, we are only aware of our own previous works presented in Chapter 8 and
Chapter 9.

This chapter addresses the two issues above, decentralized runtime veri�ca-
tion of partially observable systems, in a MAS context. The �ndings presented
in this work can be generalized and applied to other kinds of systems, but –
for presentation purposes – we concentrate our investigation on MAS.

In o�ine RV gaps in the trace logs are due to the process of sampling
observed events in order to reduce the monitoring overhead. Gaps can also be
met in online RV, where the system behavior is analyzed while the system is
running and problems with the infrastructure, privacy and legal issues that
prevent the monitor to observe some kind of events, faults in the monitor
observation capabilities, may generate gaps. For instance, we may be interested
in checking communication protocols, where the observed events are messages
and the properties we want to check are protocols. In such kind of scenarios,
we can still have gaps, but, instead of having them for optimizations (sampling)
like for the o�ine runtime veri�cation process, we may have gaps due to issues
with the network, lost of messages, and so on. Although the problems raised by
online and o�ine RV with gaps share many similarities, the online setting is
much more challenging. Each time a gap is perceived, the monitor must make
guesses on the possible actual events that the gap represents and save all the
states generated by these guesses. A possibly huge logical tree-like structure
with states as nodes, and moves from states to states as edges, represents the
open possibilities2. In o�ine RV, this logical tree-like structure can be explored
following a depth-�rst search, requiring a limited amount of memory. If the
RV takes place online, its exploration must follow a breadth-�rst strategy,
with much more space needed to save the states, as the �nal trace of events
is unknown and the levels of the structure are generated and explored at the
same time. In order to cope with the state space explosion due to guesses in

1The First Workshop on DRV was held at Bertinoro in May 2016, http://www.labri.fr/
perso/travers/DRV2016/, and the �rst survey has been published in October 2016 (Bonak-
darpour et al., 2016b). It references 18 papers only and many of them, such as (Fraigniaud,
Rajsbaum, and Travers, 2014; Fraigniaud et al., 2014; Herlihy, 1991), deal with issues which
fall outside the scope of our investigation.

2In the remainder we will use the term “branch” to denote paths in this logical structure, and
we will sometime use “states” meaning “the �nal states of all the possible branches”, when
this does not generate confusion.
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the online RV scenario, we propose to decentralize the monitoring activity.
RV decentralization is a very natural choice when the system under monit-

oring is a MAS, which is distributed by de�nition, and may improve e�ciency,
as the veri�cation process can be spread on di�erent machines improving
performance; scalability, as under some conditions depending on the protocol
(see Chapter 9) it is possible to associate one monitor with each agent in
the MAS, keeping under control the RV complexity even when the number
of agents grows; feasibility, as for physical/logical/legal reasons one single
monitor might not be able to observe all the events generated by the MAS.

The feature that is usually subject to veri�cation (both static and dynamic)
in a MAS is its communicative behavior (Baldoni, Baroglio, and Capuzzimati,
2014a; Baldoni et al., 2015; Chopra, Christie, and Singh, 2017; Chopra and Singh,
2015a; Singh, 2011a; Winiko�, Liu, and Harland, 2004b; Yadav, Padgham, and
Winiko�, 2015b; Yolum and Singh, 2002). With respect to (Stoller et al., 2011)
and Chapter 7, in this chapter we do not aim at verifying temporal properties.
Rather, we want to check the conformance of the MAS actual communicative
behavior to an AIP that models the allowed interactions among agents, under
the hypotesis that some interactions could not be observed. The research
question we address is thus

how to evaluate the probability that a MAS satis�es an AIP,
in the presence of gaps?

In Chapter 7 we introduced Probabilistic Trace Expressions (PTEs) and the
theory behind them. In this work we take a more pragmatical perspective
and we show how to use PTEs for decentralized RV of AIPs within MAS with
gaps3.

10.2 Exploiting DecAMon for PTEs

In Chapter 9 we presented the DecAMon algorithm to decentralize agent inter-
action protocols modeled using trace expressions. There, we de�ned the notion
of “monitoring safe” partition (De�nition 11). A partition can be used to drive
the distribution process. To decentralize the monitoring activity, we project
the global AIP onto each subset of agents belonging to the partition, where by
“projection” we mean that we maintain only the interactions involving agents
in the chosen subset (Section 8.2). In general, not all the partitions can be used
for the RV decentralization. A partition that can be used to decentralize the
RV of a protocol is called “monitoring safe” and the algorithm presented in
Chapter 9 generates all the monitoring safe partitions for a given AIP.

Since under the conditions considered in this chapter we may observe gaps,
we could not have only one single state representing the current situation
of the protocol, like it happens in our previous works; instead, we have to
maintain all the states that may be possibly reached “via the gaps”. As already

3In a certain way, this chapter can be seen as the bridge between the approach presented in
Chapter 9 and the formalism extension presented in Chapter 7.
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introduced in Chapter 7, each state can be represented as a tuple 〈τ ,π , evs〉,
where τ is the PTE representing the current state of the protocol and π is the
joint probability that the sequence of events evs is compliant with τ .

Let us name M0 the set of possible initial states of the monitor (as there
may be more than one). The number 0 stands for the 0th iteration, since at the
beginning we have not consumed any event yet. We can �rst run DecAMon
on the global AIP to �nd a good set of monitoring safe partitions and, after
that, we can use one of them to project the τ s in M0 onto the subsets of the
agents. Once we have obtained the distributed versions of the initial τ s via
projection, we can generate one monitor for each partition, and decentralize
the RV.

The combination of decentralization and lack of information calls for a
synchronized management of gaps. Since each monitor has a di�erent state
representing its current protocol evolution, when there is an observation gap,
each monitor can have di�erent opinions about which are the correct events
that might suitably “�ll the gap”. The local perspectives can be compared and
used by the monitors to cut wrong guesses, and hence wrong states, on the
basis of distributed knowledge. Despite the overhead due to synchronization,
this approach may dramatically improve performance, as discussed in the next
sections.

10.3 Handling Gaps in Decentralized RV

Gaps represent lack of information, thus a point (or points) in the event trace
where the monitor does not know what event had been actually generated by
the system under monitoring. In the remainder we will write that “gaps can be
observed”, in the sense that a monitor can realize that something went wrong
and that an event was generated by the system, and not correctly observed.
We also assume that, in a decentralized setting, when one monitor “observes
a gap”, all the monitors “observe a gap” as well. From a technical viewpoint,
this could be obtained by forcing one monitor to inform the others when it
observes a gap. This would require some shared clock among the monitors as,
in order for our algorithm to work, the gap must take place at the same time
for all the monitors hence raising clock synchronization issues. Given that
these issues are well known and well studied in distributed systems (Lamport,
1978), we leave them out of our investigation.

When a centralized monitor observes a gap, since it is the only monitor
checking the event trace w.r.t. the AIP speci�cation, it can make guesses on
what the gap is and reason on its own guesses, eventually tagging some of
them as wrong due to successive observations. When there are many monitors,
each one monitoring a subset of the agents, and hence a sub-protocol of the
global AIP, each monitor can still suppose what the observed gap is, but the
reasoning on its suppositions must be shared with the others. This sharing
phase among the monitors is crucial, because it allows them to cut wrong
branches on the basis of what other monitors suppose, or what they are fully
sure of.
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Let us consider two monitors m1 and m2 that observe a gap. Given that the
protocols driving the two monitors are di�erent, although being derived via
projection from the same global protocol,m1 might suppose that the events
admissible for �lling the observed gap are e1 and e2, while m2 could instead
suppose that admissible events are e2 and e3. Bothm1 and m2 must keep track
of these possibilities in their local knowledge bases, and – so far – they do not
need to share they guesses.

Let us now suppose that in the current state of m1, in the branch where
e1 was supposed to have taken place, the only successive possible event is
e4, while in the branch for e2 the only possible event is e5. If, after the gap,
m1 observes e5, it can cut the branch where the gap was associated with e1,
because e5 would not be allowed after e1. The gap before e5, that could be �lled
in principle by e1 and e2, becomes bound - “without any doubt”4 - to e2. After
having found the right value for the gap and cut one branch,m1 informsm2
allowing it to cut the branch where the value for that gap was guessed to be e3.
In this way, bothm1 andm2 can continue the veri�cation process supposing
that the unobserved event represented by the gap was e2, with some given
probability due to the probability associated with e2 in the PTE modelling the
protocol.

Before presenting the decentralized monitoring algorithm, we make some
considerations on the kind of gaps a monitor can observe. So far, we considered
generic events. This is correct and consistent with the general approach presen-
ted in Chapter 7, but in a MAS scenario where PTEs model agent interaction
protocols we can be more speci�c. In this scenario, in fact, the universe of
events is Msдs , namely the universe of the possible messages among agents.
Such special events can be represented as a1

c
=⇒ a2 (as we have already done in

the rest of the part), meaning that agent a1 sends a message to a2 with content
c . Since messages are composed by (at least) three mandatory components,
sender, receiver and content, there can be many partially instantiated gaps
such as:

• gap(a1
_
=⇒ a2), where the content of the message is unknown;

• gap(_
m
=⇒ a2), where the sender is unknown;

• gap(a1
m
=⇒ _), where the receiver is unknown.

Although, for sake of clarity, in the sequel we consider gaps where neither
the sender, nor the receiver, nor the content are known (total absence of
information), all the combinations of “information holes” are possible, and

4Modulo the assumption that observed events are compliant with the foreseen protocol. Gaps
may inevitably generate false negatives. In this case,m1 assumes that the gap was e2 because
this would be consistent with the successive observation of e5 and with the protocol to be
respected. If the gap were any other event, a protocol violation would have taken place and
m1 should have raised a protocol monitoring exception. Depending on the protocol, the
violation could be recognized later on, or never. Suppose for example an in�nite protocol
where only as are allowed. A gap will be necessarily �lled with a even if the actual event
was b, and if the successive observed events are all as, the violation will never be discovered.
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partially instantiated gaps may be exploited to reduce branches due to guesses.
The algorithm presented in the next section can be easily adjusted to take
partially instantiated gaps into account.

10.3.1 Synchronizing Decentralized Gaps Management

We present the algorithm used by the decentralized monitors to synchronize
the gaps management, in order to cut useless branches and check the com-
pliance of interactions with the protocol. When an event is generated by the
system, two di�erent situations can take place.
Case 1: The event is not a gap
If the event is not a gap, each monitor that observed it can use the event

for updating its local state(s). If some branches have been removed as in
the previous example involving m1 and m2, the monitor has to inform the
other monitors of the associations between gaps and events that are not
admissible any longer. This phase can be reiterated until all the monitors have
cut all the possible wrong brnches, and have nothing more to say. After this
synchronizations stage, the monitoring process continues in the normal way.
Case 2: The event is a gap
To keep the presentation simple, we assume that gaps are observed by all the

monitors at the same time. Each monitor guesses the events admissible to �ll
the gap, according to its local states. If the gap is partially instantiated (some
of its components were correctly observed, like the sender, or the content,
or both), the monitor can use this information to reduce the set of possible
candidate events.

The two cases can be seen as a reduce and extend stages, respectively. When
the monitor observes a fully instantiated event it can invalidate zero, one or
more branches. If the invalid branches contain gaps, the monitor can also
invalidate the associations between these gaps and the guessed events, and can
allow the other monitors to invalidate these associations as well via commu-
nication. On the other hand, observation of gaps generates as many branches
as the events that, according to the AIP, could �ll the gap. We can formalize
this intuition in the following way.

Given M0 as the set of global states {〈τ1,π1, []〉, ..., 〈τn ,πn , []〉}.

1. Distribute M0 with respect to a given partition P = {{aдs1}, ..., {aдsnp }},
projecting the states onto subsets of the agents involved (the function Π

projects an AIP τ onto a set of agents aдs removing all the events whose
sender and receiver do not belong to aдs), obtaining

M0, {aдs1 } = {〈Π(τ1, {aдs1}),π1, []〉, ..., 〈Π(τn , {aдs1}),πn , []〉}

...

M0, {aдsnp } = {〈Π(τ1, {aдsnp }),π1, []〉, ..., 〈Π(τn , {aдsnp }),πn , []〉}

2. Each monitor observes only the event messages involving the agents
belonging to its set aдsi :
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a) if the event message is a gap, the monitor guesses what it could be
and generates as many states as the possible events (extend);

b) if the event message is ground, the monitor can cut branches, and
in this case it communicates with other monitors the gap values
that are no longer admissible (reduce).

3. If, after observation of an event or because of information received from
other monitors, the set of possible current states for a monitorm becomes
empty,m stops the monitoring process, informs all the other monitors,
and they also stop monitoring. The absence of possible current states
for a monitor is due to a protocol violation that took place, preventing
at least one monitor to move a further step. So, the system checked does
not satisfy the agent interaction protocol and the associated probability
is 0.

4. Else,
a) if there are no events left to analyze, the monitoring process ends

and the resulting probability is evaluated (see after how);
b) else, repeat from step 2.

To be more clear, in step 2, given the current event message, each monitor
queries its current state following the PTE operational semantics presented in
Chapter 7 in order to check if the event message is admissible or not. In the
updating phase, the monitors inform the others trying to cut not admissible
branches.

If the monitoring process ends without violations detected and there are no
more events left to analyze, each monitor stops with at least one admissible
branch. Each monitor states its own evaluation of the probability that the
system’s behavior satis�es the agent interaction protocol. This probability can
be computed summing up all the joint probabilities contained in all the �nal
states, corresponding to the last nodes of the admissible branches. This leads to
having one estimated value for each monitor: we can adopt di�erent strategies
to summarize the �nal, and global, one. One way could be to take the smallest
value among all those estimated by all the monitors, meaning that we want to
be cautious and we consider the lowest probability of acceptance; otherwise
we could take the biggest value, meaning that we want to be optimi stic since
we trust the probabilities used in our speci�cation. In other scenarios we could
take the means of the values computed by the monitors, or a weighted means
where weights model each monitor’s trustability, or other domain-dependent
strategies.

10.4 Example

We present a simple example helping us to show how the extend and reduce
steps work. We consider a scenario involving a MAS involving four agents:
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{alice,bob, charlie,dave}. The set of events of our interest is the set of mes-
sages that these agents can use to communicate with each other.

Given the PTE
τ = τ1∨τ2

τ1 = alice
msд1
=⇒ bob[0.7]:(bob

msд2
=⇒ charlie[0.6]:τ1 |bob

msд3
=⇒ dave[0.4]:ϵ)

τ2 = alice
msд4
=⇒ dave[0.3]:(charlie

msд5
=⇒ dave[0.3]:ϵ |bob

msд3
=⇒ dave[0.7]:τ2)

We decentralize τ on each single agent, obtaining5:

M0, {alice } = {〈Π(τ , {alice}), 1, []〉} = {〈τalice , 1, []〉}

M0, {bob } = {〈Π(τ , {bob}), 1, []〉} = {〈τbob , 1, []〉}
M0, {char lie } = {〈Π(τ , {charlie}), 1, []〉} = {〈τchar lie , 1, []〉}

M0, {dave } = {〈Π(τ , {dave}), 1, []〉} = {〈τdave , 1, []〉}
where

τalice = τ1alice∨τ2alice

τ1alice = alice
msд1
=⇒ bob[0.7]:τ1alice

τ2alice = alice
msд4
=⇒ dave[0.3]:τ2alice

τbob = τ1bob∨τ2bob

τ1bob = alice
msд1
=⇒ bob[0.7]:(bob

msд2
=⇒ charlie[0.6]:τ1 |bob

msд3
=⇒ dave[0.4]:ϵ)

τ2bob = bob
msд3
=⇒ dave[0.7]:τ2bob

τchar lie = τ1char l ie∨τ2char l ie

τ1char l ie = bob
msд2
=⇒ charlie[0.6]:τ1char l ie

τ2char l ie = charlie
msд5
=⇒ dave[0.3]:τ2char l ie

τdave = τ1dave∨τ2dave

τ1dave = bob
msд3
=⇒ dave[0.4]:ϵ

τ2dave = alice
msд4
=⇒ dave[0.3]:(charlie

msд5
=⇒ dave[0.3]:ϵ |bob

msд3
=⇒ dave[0.7]:τ2dave )

Let us suppose that the monitors observe a дap now. Each monitor moves
to a new set of states corresponding to the possible values for the дap.

M0, {alice }
дap
→ {

〈τ1alice , 0.7, [gap(alice
msд1
=⇒ bob)]〉,

〈τ2alice , 0.3, [gap(alice
msд4
=⇒ dave)]〉,

〈τalice , 1, [gap(none)]〉
} = M1, {alice }

M0, {bob }
дap
→ {

5The initial probability of each state is 1,
since we do not want to in�uence the probability evaluation process (multiplication of

probabilities).
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〈(bob
msд2
=⇒ charlie[0.6]:τ1 |bob

msд3
=⇒ dave[0.4]:ϵ), 0.7, [gap(alice

msд1
=⇒ bob)]〉,

〈τ2bob , 0.7, [gap(bob
msд3
=⇒ dave)]〉,

〈τbob , 1, [gap(none)]〉
} = M1, {bob }

M0, {char lie }
дap
→ {

〈τ1char l ie , 0.6, [gap(bob
msд2
=⇒ charlie)]〉,

〈τ2char l ie , 0.3, gap(charlie
msд5
=⇒ dave)〉,

〈τchar lie , 1, [gap(none)]〉
} = M1, {char lie },

M0, {dave }
дap
→ {

〈ϵ, 0.4, gap(bob
msд3
=⇒ dave)〉,

〈(charlie
msд5
=⇒ dave[0.3]:ϵ |bob

msд3
=⇒ dave[0.7]:τ2dave ), 0.3, gap(alice

msд4
=⇒ dave)〉,

〈τdave , 1, [gap(none)]〉
} = M1, {dave }

Since they observed a дap, the monitors do not know what the actual event
was. Because of this, they have to generate more branches, where each branch
represents a possible value for the gap. This is the extend step.

Let us now suppose that the monitors observe eventmsд2. Sincemsд2 is a
ground event, everything is known about it, in particular the monitors know
that its sender is bob and its receiver is charlie . Since the monitors observe
only the gaps and the events that involve the agents in the partition they are in
charge for, the only monitors that observemsд2 are M1, {bob } and M1, {char lie }.

By consumingmsд2, the �rst iteration of the algorithm leads to:

M1, {bob }
bob

msд2
=⇒ char lie
→ {

〈τ1 |bob
msд3
=⇒ dave[0.4]:ϵ, 0.42, [gap(alice

msд1
=⇒ bob),bob

msд2
=⇒ charlie]〉

} = M2, {bob }

M1, {char lie }
bob

msд2
=⇒ char lie
→ {

〈τ1char l ie , 0.36, [gap(bob
msд2
=⇒ charlie),bob

msд2
=⇒ charlie]〉,

〈τ1char l ie , 0.6, [gap(none),bob
msд2
=⇒ charlie]〉

} = M2, {char lie }

It is interesting to analyze what happened in M2, {bob }, where the reduce step
took place. In fact, the ground eventmsд2 makes the other two branches not
valid anymore. More in detail, the second branch was 〈τ2bob , 0.7, [gap(msд3)]〉,
and τ2bob does not accept the eventmsд2 and cannot move to a new state. In
the same way, the PTE in the third branch 〈τbob , 1, gap(none)〉 is τbob , and
τbob cannot accept the event msд2 either. Even though this information seems
important for monitor M2, {bob } only, it is actually of interest also for the other
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monitors. In fact, it allows all of them to know “without any doubt” that the
only event that can be associated with the �rst gap is msд1, since it is the
gap value associated with the only possible branch of M2, {bob }. The monitor
M2, {bob } can inform the other monitors that the only admissible value for the
gap ismsд1. The monitors’ new states become:

M2, {char lie } = {〈τ1char l ie , 0.6, [gap(none),bob
msд2
=⇒ charlie]〉}

M1, {alice } = {〈τ1alice , 0.7, [gap(alice
msд1
=⇒ bob)]〉}

M1, {dave } = {〈τdave , 1, [gap(none)]〉}
This example shows how the knowledge of a monitor can have a positive

impact on the knowledge of the other monitors. In general, this positive impact
can be obtained any time one monitor discovers that one branch is no longer
valid and can hence invalidate the associations of events with gaps therein. This
information may trigger many communication iterations among the monitors,
because, when one monitor is updated it can also “invalidate one branch” and
the related gap-events associations, and may need to inform the others of some
association which is no longer possible. In the previous example, one single
iteration was enough.

As we already anticipated, the proposed approach may lead to false negatives,
due to an optimistic approach of the monitors that stubbornly assume that
observed events are compliant with the protocol, if there is just one possibility
left to make such an assumption. Also in this example, the monitors gave the
correctness of the ground event msд2 (the second event observed) for granted.
But let us suppose that the actual event masked by the дap was not msд1,
butmsд4, and that the successive messagemsд2 was sent from bob to charlie

by mistake and did not comply with the protocol. In this scenario, since the
monitors do not know for sure what the �rst дap was, it is reasonable to
consider msд2 a valid message and hence cut the branch where the gap has
been supposed to bemsд4. This is a problem intrinsically related to the state
estimation approach, since until it is acceptable to observe an event in a state,
the monitors keep track of the related branch. Only when a monitor, observing
an event, loses all its branches it can conclude that a protocol violation took
place because some wrong assumption on gaps – con�rmed by successive
observations – had been made in the past. This delay in the error detection,
which could also be in�nite, can be reduced introducing a threshold on the
probability that a branch must have to be considered valid. In this way, if
after observing an event the probability associated with a branch becomes
lower than a chosen threshold, the monitor can cut that branch and make
error detection possibly quicker.

10.5 Implementation and Experiments

In our experiments we have considered the four following features:

1. the number of agents involved in the MAS we want to verify at runtime;
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Table 10.1 . Average time of the centralized and decentralized algorithms; “sh. PTE”
stands for “shu�ed sub-PTE”.

# sh. PTEs # ag. for sh. PTE # op. for sh. PTE Centralized [sec] Decentralized [sec]

10 10 20 6.64 1.26
10 10 15 8.26 1.04
10 5 20 9.85 1.49
10 5 15 9.92 1.28
10 15 15 14.86 1.23
10 5 10 18.35 1.08
10 15 10 20.25 1.61
10 10 10 29.59 1.98
15 5 15 93.34 2.73
15 15 10 116.61 3.56
10 15 20 126.31 25.32
15 10 10 283.70 4.14
15 5 10 349.30 2.23
20 10 10 355.90 3.99
15 5 20 363.67 5.83
20 5 15 558.59 9.28
20 5 20 801.37 7.82
15 20 10 952.43 12.36
20 5 10 1223.85 10.64
20 15 10 1340.29 9.57
20 20 10 1727.26 2.89

2. the number of shu�ed sub-PTEs due to shu�e operators | in the AIP: we
name shu�ed sub-PTE each portion of the PTE composed via a |, so for
example τ3 = alice

msд1
=⇒ bob[0.7]:ϵ | bob

msд3
=⇒ dave[0.4]:ϵ consists of 2

shu�ed sub-PTEs; we point out that when decentralizing the monitoring,
we can associate one di�erent monitor with each shu�ed sub-PTE,
as shu�ed sub-PTE are independent one from the other and can be
monitored in a fully decentralized way;

3. the number of operators for each shu�ed sub-PTE in the AIP;

4. the number of gaps contained in the analyzed traces.

In Table 10.1, we report the results of our experiments. For each row, we
keep the number of shu�ed sub-PTE, agents and operators �xed, while we
change the length of the traces and the percentage of gaps inside each trace.
For each row we executed many di�erent runs and we have measured the total
time required for recognizing the set of 300 randomly generated traces. We
changed the number of gaps contained inside the traces and we tested both
the centralized (Chapter 7) and the decentralized algorithms. In the following,
we reported the graphics obtained from such executions.

Concerning the �gures, the traces used in our experiments contain only gaps
(namely, we run experiments in the worst possible scenario), so the algorithm
makes only expansions and never reductions. We chose traces with only gaps
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to stress the algorithms as much as possible. In real scenarios gaps should be
the exceptions, and perfectly observable events the norm.

In Figures 10.1 and 10.2, both the centralized and the decentralized algorithms
seem to show linear complexity with respect the number of the agents involved,
even if the decentralized algorithm has better performances.
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Figure 10.1 . Centralized algorithm: changing number of agents.
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Figure 10.2 . Decentralized algorithm: changing number of agents.

In Figures 10.3 and 10.4, we can observe that the complexity of the centralized
algorithm seems to grow in a quadratic way, while the decentralized one
seems to grows linearly. This can be explained by the decentralization of the
monitoring of shu�ed sub-PTEs, as if we add one operator to each shu�ed
sub-PTE, the monitor in charge for that shu�ed sub-PTE will need to manage
one more operator only, whereas the centralized monitor will cope with as
many new operators as the shu�ed sub-PTEs in the trace expression. We point
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out that we use “seems to” to re�ect that the complexities emerging from the
�gures have not been computed on the basis of the algorithm, but have been
estimated on the basis of the experiments, and the behaviour in situations
involving a limited number of agents, operators, shu�ed sub-PTEs, might not
be the actual asymptotic behaviour of the algorithm.
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In Figures 10.5 and 10.6, we can appreciate the real advantages of decentraliz-
ation, as – from the �gures – it seems that we have an exponential complexity
for the centralized algorithm and a pseudo-quadratic complexity for the decent-
ralized one. We emphasise that in the decentralized case (Figure 10.6) we were
able to run experiments with 40 shu�ed sub-PTEs, while in the centralized
case we had to stop with half shu�ed sub-PTEs, and with an execution time
hundred times higher. The number of shu�ed sub-PTEs is indeed the feature
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which most impacts the algorithms performance, and this in not a surprise;
intuitively, when we add a new shu�ed sub-PTE we have to interleave it with
all the already existent shu�ed sub-PTEs. In the centralized case, this brings to
a state explosion, while in the decentralized one, since we can decentralize the
monitoring of each shu�ed sub-PTEs, we simply have to add a new monitor.
In this way, we can avoid the state explosion, even if the presence of a new
monitor increases the exchange of messages among the monitors needed to
synchronize information about gaps.
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10.6 Discussion

In this chapter we presented a distributed approach to runtime veri�cation
where we may lack some pieces of information about observed events. With
respect to standard runtime veri�cation, the state estimation approach allows
us to be more reliable, especially in scenarios where partial or total absence of
information is frequent.

For the sake of clarity, we considered only totally uninstantiated gaps. This
choice has been made to make the development of monitors easier. Naturally,
the presence of part of information about the event could be used by the
monitors in order to cut useless branches.
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11 Conformance checking

“I have forced myself to contradict myself
in order to avoid conforming to my own taste.”

- Marcel Duchamp

We present an algorithm for establishing a �exible conformance re-
lation between two local agent interaction protocols (LAIPs) based
onmappings involving agents andmessages, respectively. Conform-
ance is in fact computed “modulo mapping”: two LAIPs represented
by the corresponding trace expressions τ and τ ′ may involve dif-
ferent agents and use di�erent syntax for messages, but may still
be found to be conformant provided that a given map from entities
appearing in τ to corresponding entities in τ ′ is applied. Since we
use the trace expression formalism tomodel our LAIPs, its expressive
power makes the problem of stating if τ conforms to τ ′ undecidable.
We cope with this problem by over-approximating trace expressions
that may lead to in�nite computations, obtaining a sound but not
complete implementation of the proposed conformance check.

The contents of this chapter are published in
(Ancona, Ferrando, and Mascardi, 2018a)
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11.1 Introduction

We open the chapter by means of an example. The example allows us to
explain the research question we address and how to solve it using the trace
expressions formalism.

The example scenario is the following: the company AI4Tour develops chat-
bots interacting with human beings in their daily working activities. AI4Tour
business is in the tourist sector and chatbots support tourist operators.

A typical conversation between a tourist agencyTourAдency and the chatbot
TravelChat starts with the request of whether a plane landed1, or a cruise ship
docked, or a train/bus reached the main city station; the chatbot, by accessing
some database or web service in the backend, answers either “yes”, “not yet”,
or “canc” (for canceled), and then becomes available to answer new questions.

The global agent interaction protocol (GAIP) τ which norms the simple mul-
tiagent system mas involving TA (for TourAдency) and TC (for TravelChat )
might look like

τ = (TA
landed
=⇒ TC:ϵ ∨ TA

docked
=⇒ TC:ϵ ∨

TA
train_arr ived
=⇒ TC:ϵ ∨ TA

bus_arr ived
=⇒ TC:ϵ) ·

(TC
yes
=⇒ TA:ϵ ∨ TC

not_yet
=⇒ TA:ϵ ∨ TC

canc
=⇒ TA:ϵ) · τ

where landed stands for “did the plane land?”, docked stands for “did the ship
dock?”, and so on. After receiving one request, the chatbot will react by select-
ing and sending one answer among the three allowed ones. The protocol de�ni-
tion is recursive: after having received and answered one question,TravelChat
is ready to start again.

Another company AI4Movinд develops chatbots that interact with citizens
to provide useful information for planning a safe journey within the city
boundaries.

A typical conversation between the citizen C and the chatbot MovinдChat

starts with C asking if some ship docked (because the city tra�c is highly
impacted by cars and trunks disembarking), or if a train or bus just reached or
will reach the main city station (because C might consider to take that bus or
train, instead of the car); the chatbot answers either “yes”, “in one hour”, “in
two hours”, or “not in the next three hours”, and moves to the state where it
can receive new questions.

The global agent interaction protocol τ ′ governingmas ′ which involves C
and MC (for MovinдChat ) is

τ ′ = (C
docked
=⇒ MC:ϵ ∨ C

train_in_station
=⇒ MC:ϵ ∨

1For sake of clarity, we disregard the facts that a �ight is characterized by a code which should
be supplied as a parameter to the query, and that when the chatbot answers and becomes
ready to manage a new query, it might be able to interact with a travel agency di�erent
from TourAдency. The trace expressions formalism supports parameters both at the data
level (to model messages which only di�er for the �ight code) and at the agent level (to
model multiple concurrent conversations among di�erent agents), but taking parameters
into account would make the presentation more complex and we opted for keeping it as
simple as possible.
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C
bus_in_station
=⇒ MC:ϵ) · (MC

yes
=⇒ C:ϵ ∨ MC

in_1_h
=⇒ C:ϵ ∨

MC
in_2_h
=⇒ C:ϵ ∨ MC

not_in_3_h
=⇒ C:ϵ) · τ ′

When the AI4Tour company acquires AI4Movinд, it decides to keep provid-
ing the services previously o�ered by AI4Movinд, but re-implementing them
with its own technologies, in the most e�cient and less error-prone way.

W.r.t. to the re-implementation of MovinдChat , given that AI4Tour already
developed the TravelChat chatbot which clearly shares some similarities
with MovinдChat , the AI4Tour software engineers start wondering whether
TravelChat can be adapted and reused to play the role of MovinдChat . They
address the question: “can TravelChat safely substituteMovinдChat provided
that suitable mappings between messages and between agents inmas andmas ′

respectively are applied?”
The intuition behind the “mappings” the AI4Tour software engineers are

looking for should be clear. We formally de�ne them as a mapMM :M1 →M2
from the messages that appear in an interaction protocol τaд1 to those that
appear in τ ′aд2, and a map MA : A1 → A2 from the agents that appear in τaд1
to those that appear in τ ′aд2, respectively. To answer their “substitutability”
question, the engineers must:

(1) Move from the global description τ of how TA and TC interact, to TC’s
local agent interaction protocol τTC (LAIP):

τTC = (
landed
⇐= TA :ϵ ∨

docked
⇐= TA :ϵ ∨

train_arr ived
⇐= TA :ϵ ∨

bus_arr ived
⇐= TA :ϵ) ·

(
yes
=⇒TA :ϵ ∨

not_yet
=⇒ TA :ϵ ∨

canc
=⇒TA :ϵ) · τTC

In τTC we omit to write TC as sender or receiver, as this information
is implicit (Section 8.2). Also, if there were messages in τ that involved
TravelChat neither as the sender nor as the receiver, they would not
appear in τTC .

(2) Move from the global description τ ′ of how citizens and MC interact, to
MC’s LAIP, τ ′MC :

τ ′MC = (
docked
⇐= C :ϵ ∨

train_in_station
⇐= C :ϵ ∨

bus_in_station
⇐= C :ϵ) · (

yes
=⇒C :ϵ ∨

in_1_h
=⇒ C :ϵ ∨

in_2_h
=⇒ C :ϵ ∨

not_in_3_h
=⇒ C :ϵ) · τ ′MC

(3) Check whether τTC is conformant to τ ′MC ; this is achieved by looking
for mappings MA among agents and mappings MM among messages
involved in τTC and τ ′MC , such that TravelChat can play the role of
MovinдChat inmas ′, still ensuring that the GAIP τ ′ is respected.

(4) Select one couple of mappings among those computed in step (3), 〈MM ,
MA〉, based on their semantics/pragmatics.
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(5) Implement a means to allow TravelChat and the citizens to interact, by
forcingTravelChat to apply the selected mappings when interacting with
them.

AgentTourAдency inmas must be necessarily mapped toC inmas ′. From a
semantic and pragmatic point of view, the most reasonable message mapping
is the one that maps docked ∈mas into docked ∈mas ′ (we abuse notation, and
we write msд ∈ mas to mean that msд is one of the messages exchanged by
agents belonging to mas); train_arrived into train_in_station; bus_arrived
into bus_in_station; yes ∈mas into yes ∈mas ′; not_yet into in_2_h; and canc
into not_3_h. The landed message is mapped into no message: when “pre-
tending to be MovinдChat”, TravelChat will never receive a message whose
meaning is close to landed , as τ ′ does not support it. On the other hand,
TravelChat is not able to discriminate between trains and buses arriving in
one or two hours. The mapping of not_yet into in_2_h is a cautious choice and
the citizen will never receive the message in_1_h, even if it would be supported
by τ ′.

From a purely syntactic point of view, and considering protocol speci�c-
ations only – hence, disregarding the actual services and actions that are
triggered by reception of messages –, many other mappings would respect the
protocol conformance, including the one that maps canc into yes ∈mas ′ and
yes ∈mas into not_3_h.

The research question that we address in this chapter is the one in step
(3) above. We point out that such research question cannot be answered by
using ontology matching algorithms (Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2007). Ontology
matching techniques could indeed be exploited in step (4) of the process, as we
discuss in the Conclusions, but not in step (3): an ontology represents static
knowledge, not dynamic behaviour. An agent interaction protocol represents
dynamic behaviour, not static knowledge. Checking whether a protocol is
conformant to another must necessarily take such dynamics into account,
which is not required in an ontology matching process and which raises
many subtle issues. For example, when moving from τ to τ ′ to substitute aд′,
aд must be capable to react at least to all the “passive events” (for example,
receiving a message) that aд′ can address, and to perform at most all the “active
events” (for example, sending a message) that aд′ can perform, at any stage of
the protocol. This requirement cannot be satis�ed by an ontology matching
approach, where it does not even make sense, whereas it is well known in
the protocol conformance literature. Depending on the expressiveness of the
language used to specify GAIPs, verifying that aд can actually substitute aд′
in a safe way may be more or less complex, or even impossible to perform
in an exact way. As an example, recursive protocol de�nitions are usually
disregarded in the literature as they are extremely complex to manage. Since
trace expressions, which we use for modeling GAIPs and LAIPs, supports
recursion, the existing conformance checking algorithms are not powerful
enough for our needs.

Our contribution is an algorithm for addressing step (3) above when GAIPs
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are speci�ed as trace expressions. To demonstrate the feasibility of our ap-
proach, we present an example implemented in JADE (Bellifemine, Caire, and
Greenwood, 2007).

11.2 State of the art

The works closer to our proposal come from Baldoni and Baroglio who, to-
gether with their colleagues, introduced the notion of syntactic conformance in
the context of interaction protocols for MAS and Service Oriented Computing
(SOC) scenarios, starting from 2004. Conformance is based on the notion of
interoperability among the entities’ policies (e.g. a BPEL process (The OASIS
Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WSBPEL) Technical Com-
mittee, 2007), similar to some extent to our LAIPs) with respect to interaction
protocols (e.g. a WS-CDL choreography (Kavantzas et al., 2005), similar to our
GAIPs), through the use of �nite state automata. While in (Baldoni et al., 2005a;
Baldoni et al., 2004, 2005b) protocols were limited to involve two entities only,
(Baldoni et al., 2006) presents an extension supporting multiple parties. A
further extension is presented in (Baldoni et al., 2009) where decision points
are explicitly represented.

Besides the fact that we address the conformance between LAIPs, there
are other di�erences between those works and ours: �rst, they assume that
entities/messages involved in the policy and in the protocol respectively, are
exactly the same in order for the conformance check to have some chance to
succeed: no notion of mapping is foreseen; second, the expressive power of
trace expressions is higher than the expressive power of WS-CDL/BPEL. The
presence of expansive subtraces, introduced later on, makes trace expressions
able to recognize context-free and non context-free languages, and raises
technical problems that do not show up when less expressive formalisms are
used.

Among the works by Baldoni and Baroglio’s team, however, the most inspir-
ing for our research is (Baldoni, Baroglio, and Capuzzimati, 2014b), recently
improved and extended in (Baldoni et al., 2018). That work presents an agent
typing system, where types are de�ned as commitments (Yolum and Singh,
2002). The typing includes a notion of compatibility, based on subtyping, which
allows for the safe substitution of agents to roles along an interaction that is
ruled by a commitment-based protocol. The proposal is implemented in the
2COMM framework (Baldoni, Baroglio, and Capuzzimati, 2013) which is based
on the Agent & Artifact meta-model (Omicini, Ricci, and Viroli, 2008), and
exploits JADE and CArtAgO (Ricci, Piunti, and Viroli, 2011). Considering the
LAIP associated with an agent as its “communicative type” is an almost natural
idea in our approach also. The LAIP makes the communicative interface of an
agent explicit and can be used both to type check an agent w.r.t. the possibility
of entering a MAS normed by some GAIP, and to de�ne a subtyping relation
which we name “is conformant to” relation. The main di�erence between
our approach and the one discussed in (Baldoni, Baroglio, and Capuzzimati,
2014b) lies in the adopted formalism and the generality: commitments without
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mappings there, trace expressions with mappings here.
Many other works besides those mentioned above aim at de�ning and testing

conformance in the SOC community, including (Bordeaux et al., 2004; Bravetti
and Zavattaro, 2007a,b; Busi et al., 2005). None of them uses formalisms which
are as powerful as context-free grammars, or more, and none integrates the
notion of agents and messages mappings. Also, some of them are limited to
two-party protocols.

When moving to the MAS realm, we can devise the same di�erences between
our approach and the others as those identi�ed for SOC approaches: lower
expressive power of the adopted formalisms and less generality, due to the
absence of mappings in the conformance de�nition. Among the most notable
contributions to protocol conformance, we may mention (Endriss et al., 2003)
where Endriss et al. identify three levels of conformance, weak, exhaustive, and
robust, and explore how a speci�c class of logic-based agents can exploit an
AIP formalism based on simple if-then rules to check conformance a priori or
enforce it at runtime. In a similar way, Alberti et al. exploit the SCIFF abductive
proof-procedure (Alberti et al., 2005) for both a priori and runtime veri�cation
of compliance of agent interactions (Alberti et al., 2006). In (Chopra and Singh,
2006), Chopra and Singh formalize the notions of conformance, coverage and
interoperability. In (Chopra and Singh, 2007) a formal interoperability test for
agents is presented. That work considers the presence of two agents only, but
in an open scenario where agents can behave di�erently from the protocol
speci�cation. Finally, in (Giordano and Martelli, 2007), Giordano and Martelli
address the problem of conformance between an agent and a protocol through
an automata-based technique, when the speci�cation of the protocol is given
in a temporal action logic.

11.3 LAIP Conformance Modulo Mapping

gaips , agents, interactions, and messages Let mas be a multia-
gent system governed by some GAIP modeled by trace expression τ . We de�ne
GAIP(mas) as τ . Let τ be a trace expression involving all and only agents
A and interactions I. We de�ne AG(τ ) as A, INT (τ ) as I, and MSG(τ ) as
{msд | int ∈ INT (τ ) andmsд = MSG(int)}.

The de�nitions of AG, INT and MSG hold for both trace expressions and
projected trace expressions.

We �rst give a simpler, but stronger, de�nition of compliance which does
not allow renaming of messages and agents.

De�nition 12. Given two LAIPs τaд1 and τ ′aд2, we say that τaд1 is conformant
to τ ′aд2, written τaд1≤τ

′
aд2, i� the following conditions are coinductively veri�ed:

• ∀msg,aд if∃τ ′′aд1 s.t.τaд1
msg
=⇒aд
→ τ ′′aд1, then∃τ ′′′aд2 s.t.τ ′aд2

msg
=⇒aд
→ τ ′′′aд2∧τ

′′
aд1≤τ

′′′
aд2;

• ∀msg,aд if∃τ ′′′aд2 s.t.τ ′aд2
msg
⇐=aд
→ τ ′′′aд2, then∃τ ′′aд1 s.t.τaд1

msg
⇐=aд
→ τ ′′aд1∧τ

′′
aд1≤τ

′′′
aд2;
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• {τ ′′′aд2 | ∃msg,aд.τ ′aд2

msg
=⇒aд
→ τ ′′′aд2} , ∅ implies {τ ′′aд1 | ∃msg,aд.τaд1

msg
=⇒aд
→

τ ′′aд1} , ∅.

In the following formalization we assume that aд1 is an agent in mas ,
and aд2 an agent in mas ′, and de�ne τ = GAIP(mas), τ ′ = GAIP(mas ′),
τaд1 = Π(τ ,aд1), τ ′aд2 = Π(τ ′,aд2) , A1 = AG(τaд1), A2 = AG(τ ′aд2),M1 =

MSG(τaд1),M2 = MSG(τ ′aд2).
As introduced in Section 11.1, we consider a map MM : M1 → M2 from

the messages that appear in τaд1 to those that appear in τ ′aд2, and a map
MA : A1 → A2 from the agents that appear in τaд1 to those that appear in
τ ′aд2.

A more general conformance relation modulo mappings can be de�ned in
terms of the basic conformance relation of De�nition 12.

De�nition 13. Given two LAIPs τaд1 and τ ′aд2, and two mappings MM and
MA on messages and agents, respectively, we say that τaд1 is conformant to τ ′aд2
moduloMM andMA , written τaд1≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ

′
aд2, i� 〈MM ,MA〉(τaд1)≤τ

′
aд2.

With 〈MM ,MA〉(τaд1)we denote the trace expression obtained from τaд by re-

placing all the interactions
msg
=⇒aд and

msg
⇐=aд with

MM (msg)
=⇒ MA (aд) and

MM (msg)
⇐= MA (aд),

respectively.

Intuitively, the relation τaд1≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ
′
aд2 ensures that aд1 can safely substi-

tute aд2 inmas ′, provided that mappings MM and MA are applied to messages
and agents in τaд1, respectively.

Theorem 4. Given three LAIPs τaд1, τaд2 and τaд3:

τaд1≤τaд2 ∧ τaд2≤τaд3 =⇒ τaд1≤τaд3

Proof. By construction from De�nition 12. �

Theorem 5. Given three LAIPs τaд1, τaд2 and τaд3:

τaд1≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τaд2 ∧ τaд2≤ 〈M ′M,M ′
A
〉τaд3

=⇒

τaд1≤ 〈M ′′
M
,M ′′
A
〉τaд3 ∧ M ′′

M
= M ′

M
◦MM ∧ M ′′A = M ′A ◦MA

Proof. From De�nition 13 we know that

τaд1≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τaд2 ⇐⇒ < MM ,MA > (τaд1)≤τaд2

From De�nition 13 we know that

τaд2≤ 〈M ′
M
,M ′
A
〉τaд3 ⇐⇒ < M ′

M
,M ′A > (τaд2)≤τaд3

Thanks to Theorem 4, we can deduce that

< M ′
M
◦MM ,M

′
A ◦MA > (τaд1)≤τaд3

that is equivalent to τaд1≤ 〈M ′
M
◦MM,M ′

A
◦MA 〉τaд3. �
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An algorithm for conformance. Given the de�nitions 12 and 13, a �rst
question that may arise is whether there exists an algorithm for deciding if the
compliance relation holds for a pair of trace expressions, and, in case of the
more general notion of conformance modulo mappings, if such mappings can
be computed. Unfortunately, the problem is undecidable even for the simpler
conformance relation of De�nition 12; this can be derived by the fact that a
context-free grammar can be encoded into a trace expression, and that the
problem of inclusion between context-free languages (which is known to be
undecidable) can be reduced to the conformance problem between two trace
expressions. Despite this negative result, it is still interesting to investigate
the existence of algorithms which are sound (even though not complete) w.r.t.
the de�nition of conformance between trace expressions.

We de�ne the merging of two maps in the following way: let MM :M1→
M2 and M ′

M
:M1′→M2′ be two maps among messages:

if ∃msд∈M1∩M1′ .MM(msд) , M ′
M
(msд)

thenmerдe(MM ,M
′
M
) = ∅

elsemerдe(MM ,M
′
M
) = M ′′

M
:M1∪M1′→M2∪M2′ such that M ′′

M
=

MM ∪M
′
M

.
In other words, merging two maps consists in computing the union of

the elements in the maps, unless there is some con�ict, namely, some ele-
ment is mapped to two di�erent elements in the two maps. In this case, the
maps cannot be merged (the merged map is empty). For instance, if MM =
{msд1 7→ msд2,msд3 7→ msд4} and M ′

M
= {msд3 7→ msд4,msд5 7→ msд6},

the merged map is M ′′
M
= {msд1 7→ msд2,msд3 7→ msд4,msд5 7→ msд6}. If

MM = {msд1 7→ msд2} and M ′
M
= {msд1 7→ msд3}, their merged map is

empty.
The same de�nition can be adopted for merging maps of agents.
Given two maps MM and MA , a sending interaction

msд
=⇒R can substitute a

sending interaction
msд′
=⇒R′ in the context of MM and MA i� merдe({msд 7→

msд′},MM) , ∅ andmerдe({R 7→ R′},MA) , ∅. The de�nition for a receiving
interaction

msд
⇐=S substituting a receiving interaction

msд′
⇐=S ′ is similar.

The computation of τaд1≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ
′
aд2 is carried out by the “isConformant”

algorithm. The algorithm starts from two initial agent and message maps, and
incrementally adds to them those mappings which are necessary to ensure
agents interoperability. Consequently, it is possible to obtain partial maps
where some messages and agents have not been mapped to anything at the
end of the computation. Partial maps must be completed (namely, they must
become total maps and be de�ned on all the elements in their domain), in
order to be used in practice. Completion can be achieved by adding dummy
elements in the range, and associate the elements in the domain that had
no corresponding element in the range, with such dummy elements. The
completion step is necessary to ensure that, when actually used to substitute
aд1 ∈ mas to aд2 ∈ mas ′, the maps returned by the algorithm can be applied
to all the agents and messages appearing in τaд1. The isConformant algorithm
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operates by cases, and the following implication holds:
τaд1≤ 〈cMM,cMA 〉τ

′
aд2 ⇐=

〈MM ,MA〉 = isConformant(τaд1, τ ′aд2, ∅, {aд1 7→ aд2}) and 〈MM ,MA〉 ,
〈∅, ∅〉 and complete(MM) = cMM and
complete(MA) = cMA , where complete is the map completion step sketched
above.
Conformance can be lifted to global protocols:

τ≤τ ′ ⇐⇒ ∀aдi ∈mas .∃aд′j ∈mas ′ .τaдi≤τ
′
aд′j

τ≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ
′ ⇐⇒ ∀aдi ∈mas .∃aд′j ∈mas ′ .τaдi≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ

′
aд′j

Given a projected trace expression τaд ,

active_int(τaд) = {
msд
=⇒R | ∃τ ′aд,τaд

msд
=⇒R
→ τ ′aд}.

Given a projected trace expression τaд ,

passive_int(τaд) = {
msд
⇐=S | ∃τ ′aд,τaд

msд
⇐=S
→ τ ′aд}.

In Chapter 12 we will present the concept of over-approximation of a
trace expression in mode detail. For now, it is enough to know that the
over-approximation of a trace expression is a trace expression recognizing
a superset of the traces recognized by the �rst one. As we will see, we use
over-approximation to remove expansive terms from inside trace expressions.
We need this additional step because our approach does not support the com-
parison between two expansive terms.

Theorem 6. Given an expansive concatenation τaд = τ1·τ2 and its over-
approximation τ̃aд = τ̃1·τ2 (obtained using the algorithm presented in Chapter
12):

1. passive_int(τ2) = {} =⇒ τ1·τ2≤ 〈IdM, IdA 〉τ̃1·τ2

2. active_int(τ2) = {} =⇒ τ̃1·τ2≤ 〈IdM, IdA 〉τ1·τ2

where IdM and IdA are the identity functions which map each message and
each agent in itself, respectively.

Proof. Since an expansive concatenation is used to balance sequences of in-
teractions, e.g. {msдn1msдn2 }, the over-approximation obtained using the al-
gorithm de�ned in Chapter 12 is the regular superset {msд∗1msд∗2}. The idea is
to identify which agent decides the number of interactions for the queue τ2.
An agent sending n messages is interoperable in a context where the receiver
is supposed to receive any number ∗. On the other hand, an agent which is
able to receive any number ∗ of messages is interoperable in a context where
the sender will send exactly n messages. When passive_int(τ2) = {}, we fall
in the �rst scenario, where aд is able to send n messages in the queue τ2, and
the receiver in τ̃1·τ2 is able to receive any number ∗ of that messages. Thus aд
can interoperate in the over-approximated scenario. In the same way, when
active_int(τ2) = {}, we fall in the second scenario, where aд is able to receive
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any number ∗ of messages in the over-approximated scenario, and the sender
in τ1·τ2 is able to send a �xed number n of that messages. Thus aд can interop-
erate in the expansive scenario. Since the over-approximation preserves the
structure of the sub-terms and the sets of agents and interactions, we know that
among the possible maps that can be used there are also the identity functions
IdM , IdA (we are only changing the number of messages exchanged, we do
not change the structure of our protocols during the over-approximation). �

Conjecture 11.3.1 (Soundness). The algorithmic implementation of the con-
formance test is sound. If given two LAIPs τaд and τ ′aд′ , the algorithm returns a
couple of maps MM and MA , we know that τaд≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ

′
aд′ is satis�ed and

consequently we can substitute the agent aд′ using aд preserving the system
interoperability.

Claim 11.3.1 (No Completeness). The algorithmic implementation of the con-
formance test is not complete.

Proof. When we implement the conformance test for the expansive trace ex-
pressions we tackle only a subset of the possible combinations. For instance,
we are not able to compare an expansive concatenation with an expansive
shu�e, consequently, it could be possible to show how two expansive trace ex-
pressions representing the same LAIP using di�erent operators are considered
not conformant by our algorithm (even if they are the same). �

11.4 Conformance algorithm: pseudo-code

The notion of τaд1≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ
′
aд2 is de�ned by cases.

non expansive trace expressions The pseudo-code for the conform-
ance check (constructed on top of De�nition 13) is described by the following
recursive function:
function isConformant
input: two non-expansive trace expressions τaд1 and τ ′aд2, a (partial) map
among messages MM , a (partial) map among agents MA
output: one among the many possible couples of maps 〈MM ,MA〉 that allow
aд1 to substitute aд2 (〈∅, ∅〉 means that the substitution is not possible)
if τaд1 = ϵ and τ ′aд2 = ϵ , or a cycle has been detected
then return 〈MM ,MA〉
else if the three conditions below hold

1. each sending interaction
msдA
=⇒ aдA s.t. τaд1

msдA
=⇒ aдA
→ τ1aд1 can substitute

one sending interaction
msдB
=⇒ aдB s.t. τ ′aд2

msдB
=⇒ aдB
→ τ ′1aд2 in the context

of MM and MA , M ′
M

and M ′
A

are the non-empty maps obtained by
merging the mappings generated by such substitutions with MM and
MA respectively, and 〈SMM , SMA〉 = isConformant(τ1aд1 , τ ′1aд2 , M

′
M

,
M ′
A

) , 〈∅, ∅〉;
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2. each receiving interaction
msдB
⇐= aдB s.t. τ ′aд2

msдB
⇐= aдB
→ τ ′1aд2 can be substi-

tuted by one receiving interaction
msдA
⇐= aдA s.t. τaд1

msдA
⇐= aдA
→ τ1aд1 , M ′M

and M ′
A

are the non-empty maps obtained by merging the mappings
generated by such substitutions with MM and MA respectively, and
〈RMM ,RMA〉 = isConformant(τ1aд1 , τ ′1aд2 , M

′
M

, M ′
A

) , 〈∅, ∅〉;

3. if there is one sending interaction available for τ ′aд2, there must be also
at least one sending interaction available in τaд1 that can be substituted
by it in the context of MM and MA .

then return 〈merдe(SMM ,RMM),merдe(SMA ,RMA)〉

else return 〈∅, ∅〉
endif

We can now state that
τaд1≤ 〈cMM,cMA 〉τ

′
aд2 ⇐=

〈MM ,MA〉 = isConformant(τaд1, τ ′aд2, ∅, {aд1 7→ aд2}) and 〈MM ,MA〉 ,
〈∅, ∅〉 and complete(MM) = cMM and
complete(MA) = cMA

We point out that the couple of maps 〈cMM , cMA〉 that make τaд1 and
τ ′aд2 conformant is just one of the possibly many existing ones. In fact, in the
pseudo-code above, there are some non-deterministic choices due to the choice
of one sending interaction in (1) and one receiving interaction in (2), among
possibly many available ones. In order to obtain all the possible maps, we
should “backtrack” on all the choice points and collect the solutions we obtain
making di�erent choices. This “all-solutions” approach is actually supported
by the implemented algorithm, which – being implemented in Prolog – makes
the exploitation of backtracking extremely easy to program.

The conformance check described in the pseudo-code is inspired by the
one described in (Baldoni et al., 2005b, 2006), but it tackles two problems that
did not arise there. One is related with mappings MM and MA which are
incrementally extended while the conformance check goes on, and are �nally
output when the algorithm terminates. The second is that in (Baldoni et al.,
2005b, 2006) protocols are not recursive and hence taking care of cycles is
not necessary. Since we may handle recursive trace expressions, we have to
remember the history of the subtraces analyzed so far in order to identify if a
subtrace has already been checked. Like the trace expressions operational se-
mantics, also the conformance check is de�ned in a coinductive way and, when
it discovers that two trace expressions have been already checked previously,
it can terminate with a positive answer and avoid the in�nite loop.

When at least one of the trace expressions involved in the conformance
check is expansive, the algorithm becomes much more complex: conformance
checking of expansive trace expressions may be undecidable, and we may need
to over-approximate the expansive trace expression τ ′ with a non-expansive
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one, to check whether τ is conformant to it (Theorem 6).
For what concerns expansive trace expressions, unfortunately we cannot be

precise in the same way as we are for the non expansive counterpart.
In Theorem 6, given an expansive concatenation τ1·τ2, we showed that

1. passive_int(τ2) = {} =⇒ τ1·τ2≤ 〈IdM, IdA 〉τ̃1·τ2

2. active_int(τ2) = {} =⇒ τ̃1·τ2≤ 〈IdM, IdA 〉τ1·τ2

Following Theorem 6, we can compare two expansive trace expressions through
their over-approximation.
function isConformant
input: one non-expansive trace expression τaд1 and one expansive concatena-
tion τ ′aд2 = τ ′1 ·τ ′2 , a (partial) map among messages MM , a (partial) map among
agents MA
output: one among the many possible couples of maps 〈MM ,MA〉 that allow
aд1 to substitute aд2 (〈∅, ∅〉 means that the substitution is not possible)
if active_int(τ ′2) = {}
then return isConformant(τaд1, τ̃ ′aд2, MM , MA)
else return 〈∅, ∅〉

The pseudo-code above is the implementation of the following intuition.
Given an expansive concatenation τ1·τ2, we have that

active_int(τ2) = {} =⇒ τ̃1·τ2≤ 〈IdM, IdA 〉τ1·τ2 (Theorem 6)

And, given three trace expressions τaд1, τaд2 and τaд3 we have that

τaд1≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τaд2∧τaд2≤ 〈M ′M,M ′
A
〉τaд3 =⇒

τaд1≤ 〈M ′′
M
,M ′′
A
〉τaд3∧M

′′
M
= M ′

M
◦MM∧M

′′
A = M ′A ◦MA (Theorem 5)

Consequently, we can conclude that, given an expansive concatenation τ1·τ2
and a non-expansive trace expression τ , we have that

active_int(τ2) = {} ∧ τ≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ̃1·τ2

=⇒

τ≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ1·τ2

function isConformant
input: one expansive concatenation τaд1 = τ1·τ2 and one non-expansive trace
expression τ ′aд2 , a (partial) map among messages MM , a (partial) map among
agents MA
output: one among the many possible couples of maps 〈MM ,MA〉 that allow
aд1 to substitute aд2 (〈∅, ∅〉 means that the substitution is not possible)
if passive_int(τ2) = {}
then return isConformant(τ̃aд1, τ ′aд2, MM , MA)
else return 〈∅, ∅〉

The pseudo-code above is the implementation of the following intuition.
Given an expansive concatenation τ1·τ2, we have that

passive_int(τ2) = {} =⇒ τ1·τ2≤ 〈IdM, IdA 〉τ̃1·τ2 (Theorem 6)
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And, given three trace expressions τaд1, τaд2 and τaд3 we have that

τaд1≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τaд2∧τaд2≤ 〈M ′M,M ′
A
〉τaд3 =⇒

τaд1≤ 〈M ′′
M
,M ′′
A
〉τaд3∧M

′′
M
= M ′

M
◦MM∧M

′′
A = M ′A ◦MA (Theorem 5)

Consequently, we can conclude that, given an expansive concatenation τ1·τ2
and a non-expansive trace expression τ , we have that

passive_int(τ2) = {} ∧ τ̃1·τ2≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ

=⇒

τ1·τ2≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ

The conformance with an expansive shu�e is very similar. It is enough
to show – in the same way as for expansive concatenations – that given an
expansive τ1 |τ2, we have that τ1 |τ2≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ̃1 |τ2.

11.5 Implementation and Experiments

Given two MASmas andmas ′ ruled by τ = GAIP(mas) and τ ′ = GAIP(mas ′)

respectively, the steps for using an agent involved inmas insidemas ′ are the
following:

1. identify the agent aд1 ∈mas to be used inmas ′;

2. generate the set of agents and maps that ensure τaд1 conformance
{(aд2, 〈MM ,MA〉)|aд2 ∈mas ′,τaд1≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ

′
aд2};

3. select one pair of agents and maps (aд2, 〈MM ,MA〉) from the set, based
on domain-dependent criteria that might involve message similarity,
similar behaviours of the mapped agents, and so on;

4. generate an interface i for aд1 driven by (aд2, 〈MM ,MA〉);

5. substitute aд2 inmas ′ with the “interfaced version” of aд1: the agents
in the MAS obtained via this substitution still respect τ ′, because of step
(2).

The notion of interface introduced in step (4) is related to the actual use of
the maps generated during the conformance check and it is meant as a logical
component o�ering a “bridging service”, that can be implemented in many
di�erent ways. Hence, the interface i generated in step (4) realizes the map-
driven translations needed by agents in mas and mas ′ to interoperate. Each
time aд1 ∈ mas performs the action of sending a message msд1 to an agent
aд1r ∈ mas , the interface i “intercepts” (from a logical point of view) msд1,
translates it into MM(msд1) =msд2, and forwardsmsд2 to MA(aд1r ) ∈ mas ′.
In the same way, each time an agent aд2s ∈ mas ′ sends a message msд3 to
aд2 ∈ mas ′, the interface intercepts msд3, looks for a message msд4 that aд1
can receive in the current protocol state s.t. MM(msд4) =msд3, translatesmsд3
intomsд4, and forwards it to aд1.
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As an example, let us consider a GAIP τ representing the protocol where
an agent Buyer (Buy) asks to an agent Seller (Sel) for a resource and if the
resource is available, the Seller can give it in exchange of money, otherwise
the Seller informs the Buyer of the unavailability.

τ = (Buy
r es?
=⇒ Sel):

(Sel
r es
=⇒ Buy:Buy

money
=⇒ Sel :ϵ∨Sel

no
=⇒ Buy:τ )

Let us consider another similar GAIP τ ′ de�ning a book-shop protocol where
an agent Client (Cl) asks for a book to an agent BookShop, and again if the
book is available the BookShop (Shop) agent sells it for a given amount of euros,
otherwise a no_avbl message is returned.

τ ′ = (Cl
book?
=⇒ Shop):

((Shop
book
=⇒ Cl :Cl

euros
=⇒ Shop:ϵ)∨(Shop

no_avbl
=⇒ Cl :τ ′))

We want to check if τ is conformant to τ ′, τ≤τ ′. From the de�nition of con-
formance between global protocols, for each agent aд ∈ τ we must �nd at
least one agent aд′ ∈ τ ′ s.t. τaд≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ

′
aд′ . First of all, we generate the local

perspectives LAIPs of τ and τ ′ through projection.

τBuy = (
r es?
=⇒Sel ):((

r es
⇐=Sel :

money
=⇒ Sel :ϵ)∨(

no
=⇒Sel :τBuy ))

τSel = (
r es?
⇐=Buy ):((

r es
=⇒Buy :

money
⇐= Buy :ϵ)∨(

no
⇐=Buy :τSel ))

τ ′Cl = (
book?
=⇒ Shop ):((

book
⇐=Shop :

euros
=⇒ Shop :ϵ)∨(

no_avbl
⇐= Shop :τ ′Cl ))

τ ′Shop = (
book?
⇐= Cl ):((

book
=⇒Cl :

euros
⇐= Cl :ϵ)∨(

no_avbl
=⇒ Cl :τ ′Shop ))

Then we apply the rules deriving from De�nition 13, obtaining that (Figure
11.1c) τBuy≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ

′
Cl with MM = {res? 7→ book?, res 7→ book,money 7→

euros, no 7→ no_avbl} and MA = {Buy 7→ Cl , Sel 7→ Shop} and (Fig-
ure 11.1d) τSel≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ

′
Shop with the same maps. From this, we derive that

τ≤ 〈MM,MA 〉τ
′.

In this example we had no prior knowledge on possibly correct mappings.
In many real scenarios, however, some of the correct mappings among mes-
sages and agents, respectively, are known in advance. The values ∅, {aд1 7→
aд2} used to initialize the maps in the de�nition of τaд1≤ 〈cMM,cMA 〉τ

′
aд2 i�

〈MM ,MA〉 = isConformant(τaд1, τ ′aд2, ∅, {aд1 7→ aд2}) correspond to the
worst case where the developer has no knowledge at all about the possible
correct mappings, and wants to generate all of them for further inspection.
If the developer knows that the initial associations modelled by MM0 and
MA0 must hold, he/she can run isConformant(τaд1, τ ′aд2, MM0 , MA0 ), forcing
the algorithm to extend such initial knowledge with new associations or to
answer that, with these maps, the protocols are not conformant. This would
be the case for example in Software Product Line applications and in evolving
IoT scenarios where the developer knows which components in the previous
product version/system should be replaced by which in the new one, and wants
to check if it is possible, respecting the existing communication protocols.
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Buyer Seller

res?

res

money

no

(a)

Client BookShop

book?

book

euros

no_avbl

(b)

Buyer i BookShop

book?

book

euros

no_avbl

res?

res

money

no

(c)

Client i Seller
res?

res

money

no

book?

book

euros

no_avbl

(d)

Figure 11 . 1 . (a) and (b) MAS presented in the example; (c) Buyer substitutes Client
through the interface i driven by MA = {Buyer 7→ Client, Seller 7→
BookShop}, MM = {res? 7→ book?, res 7→ book,money 7→ ack, no 7→
no_avbl}); (d) Seller substitutes BookShop with an interface driven by
the same maps.

Although introducing the notion of interface for showing how we can use
the mappings generated during the conformance check (step (5) presented in
Section 11.1 deals with exploiting mappings in practice) makes the presentation
almost simple and intuitive, the actual implementation of such an interface re-
quires to take care of many aspects dependent on the adopted MAS framework.
Step (5) is in fact heavily application-dependent and can be faced in di�erent
ways, depending on the applications constraints: it would be possible for ex-
ample to insert a “translator agent” intomas ′, that intercepts and manages all
interactions involving aд; or to create a wrapper for agent aд that allows it to
automatically translate incoming and outgoing messages according to MM ; or
even to automatically modify aд’s source code, if available, to hard-wire the
MM mapping at source code level. Whatever the approach is, all the agents in
mas ′ should be aware that aд′ has been substituted by aд, in order to handle
communication properly.

To demonstrate how to exploit the maps generated by the conformance
testing to substitute JADE agents with other JADE agents, we adopted an
automatic source code translation approach. The methodology we followed
consists in three steps:

1st step, conformance checking (corresponding to steps (1 ) , (2)
and (3) presented at the very beginning of this section)
The algorithm presented in Section 11.3 is fully implemented in SWI-Prolog.
Prolog has been chosen thanks to its built-in support to cyclic terms, coinduc-
tion, and for the possibility to use backtracking for generating all the existing
maps. The implementation of the algorithm is < 400 LOC.
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2nd step, substitution (corresponding to step (4) ) Let us
suppose that aд1 ∈ mas can substitute aд2 ∈ mas ′ with maps MA and MM .
For demonstrating how substitution can be put into practice we have opted
for a basic approach where we apply the maps to the source code of aд1, and
we use the modi�ed source codemap(aд1) instead of the source code of aд2 in
mas ′: we operate on the Java �le containing the JADE class implementing aд1
and we substitute all the occurrences of aдi with MA(aдi ) and all occurrences
of msдi with MM(msдi ). This substitution step is also implemented in SWI-
Prolog (< 30 LOC).

3rd step, execution (corresponding to step (5) ) We recompile
map(aд1) and we execute mas ′ with map(aд1) instead of aд2. Despite being
simple and applicable only when the source code is available, this approach
demonstrates how we can actually use the maps generated during the con-
formance check, and has been adopted for all the examples shown in this
chapter.

11.6 Discussion

In this chapter we have presented a conformance modulo mapping algorithm
suitable for checking conformance between local protocols speci�ed as (pro-
jected) trace expressions, together with its implementation and usage example.
The chapter presents a general solution to the problem with as few constraints
as possible, to make it reusable in as many situations as possible, but the actual
scenarios where we believe that our approach can be more pro�tably exploited
involve conformance between di�erent versions of the same LAIP or LAIPs
which are known to be similar, like the ones presented in Sections 11.1 and
11.5. As another example, a self-driving car may interact with other cars, lights,
etc., according to the current road norms (LAIP τ1). Norms change and the
new LAIP to which the car must conform, becomes τ2. Which transforma-
tions (mappings) should we implement over τ1 to ensure it is syntactically
conformant to τ2? The developer in charge of migrating τ1 to τ2 can use our
algorithm for having guarantees on the syntactic compliance, although he/she
cannot have guarantees that semantics is preserved: a human is required to
�nally select and validate the produced mappings. We think that semantic
compliance will never be fully automatized, and for this reason we expect
that our algorithm should be used in scenarios where LAIPs should not be
re-aligned frequently.
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Part V

Combining static and runtime veri�cation

Runtime veri�cation and Static veri�cation are two di�erent veri�cation ap-
proaches. Nonetheless, it is not surprising that during the last decade many
works have been studying the possible combination of these two disciplines.
Also during the Ph.D. program, we looked into these aspects and we propose
two possible approaches.
In Chapter 12, we present our �rst attempt, where we show how to translate
a trace expression into an equivalent Büchi Automaton in order to verify
statically our speci�cations using the SPIN model checker.
In Chapter 13, we present the work that has been done during the visit to the
University of Liverpool. The main idea consists in using trace expressions to
represent the abstract environment used for model checking the MAS. In this
way, after the model checking process has �nished, we can still use the trace
expression to verify at runtime the MAS – with the real environment – in
order to understand if there are violations of the assumptions that have been
done during the static veri�cation process.
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“Trust, but Verify.”
- Old Russian proverb

In this chapter, we propose an algorithm to check LTL properties
satis�ability on trace expressions. To do this, we show how to trans-
late a trace expression into a Büchi Automaton in order to realize an
Automata-Based Model Checking. We show that this translation
generates an over-approximation of the trace expression leading us
to obtain a sound procedure to verify LTL properties. Once we have
statically checked a set of LTL properties, we can conclude that: (1)
the trace expression is formally correct (2) since we use this trace
expression to generate monitors checking the runtime behavior of
the system, the LTL properties veri�ed by this trace expression are
also veri�ed by the monitored system.

The contents of this chapter are published in
(Ferrando, 2019)
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12.1 Introduction

As already introduced in Section 3.5.2, Runtime Veri�cation (RV) is a software
veri�cation technique that complements formal static veri�cation (like Model
Checking (Clarke, Grumberg, and Peled, 2001; Holzmann, 2002; Merz, 2000;
Visser et al., 2003)) and testing (Broy et al., 2005b; Chow, 1978; Myers, Sandler,
and Badgett, 2011).

When the system we want to verify becomes larger, model checking it (as
well as the environment where it is immersed) becomes quickly intractable. In
these scenarios, a valid alternative is RV. The main di�erence with respect to
standard static veri�cation is the stage when it is applied, which is at execution
time. In fact, in RV we do not need to simulate all possible paths that the system
may generate during its execution, but we limit the analysis directly to the
paths exposed and generated by the system during its real execution. As a
consequence, RV could be more suitable and applicable than static veri�cation
in black-box scenarios, where there is no access to the source code of the
system we want to verify.

Since we generate a monitor starting from a formal speci�cation (Section
4.4), we represent statically what we will check dynamically. If the static
representation of the allowed event traces were error-free, we would be sure
that monitoring a system according to that representation, would allow us to
intercept all and only the possible violations due to unexpected or unwanted
sequences of events. Unfortunately, our static representation might contain
design and formalization errors too, making unproductive to monitor the
system behavior. If we were able to verify properties of the static representation
before using it for the dynamic monitoring, the runtime veri�cation would lead
to more controlled and meaningful results. In the case of trace expressions,
a possible way for obtaining this static check before the use at runtime is
verifying whether all the traces satisfy a LTL property (Pnueli, 1977). For
instance, a common useful property to be checked could be a ⇒ ♦b which
says that if a takes place sooner or later, b will take place as well. Considering
that the monitors used to verify the system are generated starting from a trace
expression1, we can conclude that all properties satis�ed by trace expressions
are either satis�ed by the monitored system, or their violation is recognized
by the monitor. This represents an important aspect because we can fuse static
and dynamic approaches obtaining the best of both: the formal veri�cation at
the static level and the runtime monitoring at the dynamic level.

For instance, the combination of static and runtime veri�cation can simplify
– reduce the size of – our monitors. If we were able to check statically a part of
our speci�cation, we could verify dynamically at runtime only what we are not
able to check at static time (Hinrichs, Sistla, and Zuck, 2014). Or also, if we want
to reduce the state space analyzed by a static veri�er, we can make assumptions
and relax the model that is being validated. But, in this way, we can not be

1To be more precise, in our implementation the monitors interpret the trace expression by
implementing the transition rules which de�ne the trace expression semantics.
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sure the real system is compliant with our assumptions, and if it is not, it
would make the static veri�cation so obtained useless2. Combining the use of a
monitor to the static veri�er, we can simplify the model veri�ed statically, and
we can add a monitor at runtime in order to recognize assumption violations
with respect to our model (Chapter 13). These are just possible advantages in
combining static and runtime veri�cation. In this work, we focus on another
possible combination of static and runtime veri�cation, showing how we can
�rst verify statically our monitors, and then, how to use them to monitor
our systems. Our research question can be summarized in:

How can we trust our speci�cation before using it to monitor our system?

One possible way of achieving the static veri�cation of our speci�cation (thus,
our monitor) is translating it into a model more suitable for static veri�cation
purposes. In this work, we will show how to translate our speci�cations into
Büchi Automatons, that are the standard automata version of LTL formulas
used in model checking. We chose Büchi Automatons because they are a
standard representation supported by most of the existing model checker
(Vardi, 2007). In particular, we will use the SPIN model checker (Holzmann,
1991, 1997, 2004) to verify LTL formulas directly on our speci�cations.

Naturally, if we used LTL for generating our monitor, we would not need
to verify anything statically, because the monitor would already denote the
properties we want to check. But, LTL could be too limiting when used for RV
purposes, and we might need more expressive formalisms that allow de�ning
more complex monitors. As we have already presented in Section 4.5.1, the
formalism we chose to use for de�ning our monitors is more expressive than
LTL3. Thus, if we want to be sure that our “complex” monitor still satis�es a set
of LTL properties, we need a way to verify them on it. Finally, we can conclude
that, even though we have a complex speci�cation that is used to verify at
runtime complex properties on our system, we are still able to guarantee that
this speci�cation satis�es a given set of LTL properties (without being limited
to only those).

12.2 State of the art

In (Bodden, 2005), Bodden et al. de�ne a formalism which allows to build
expressive formulae over temporal traces in an intuitive way as well as a
complete implementation of that formalism, which instruments any given
Java application in bytecode form with appropriate runtime checks. That
approach is similar to ours, in fact, both pass through the automata theory to
generate monitors for �nite pre�xes. In (Bodden, 2005), the LTL over pointcuts
version of the formalism is transformed into monitors (Deterministic Büchi
Automata) that are rewritten as advice in in AspectJ4, as in Chapter 4 where the

2Our assumptions might be too strong and we need to relax them (see Chapter 13).
3Or better, it is more expressive than LTL when the latter is used for RV purposes, namely

LTL3.
4https://eclipse.org/aspectj/
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trace expression formalism is transformed into the corresponding automata
representing the LTL35 monitor.

Session types are used to verify object-oriented languages in (Gay et al.,
2010), where the authors extend their work on session types for distributed
object-oriented languages in three ways:

1. they attach a session type to a class de�nition, to specify the possible
sequences of method calls;

2. they allow a session type (protocol) implementation to be modularized,
i.e. partitioned into separately- callable methods;

3. they treat session-typed communication channels as objects, integrating
their session types with the session types of classes.

Several papers by Dezani-Ciancaglini, Yoshida et al. (Capecchi et al., 2009;
Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2005; Dezani-Ciancaglini et al., 2006; Dezani-
Ciancaglini et al., 2007; Hu, Yoshida, and Honda, 2008) have combined session
types, as speci�cations of protocols on communication channels, with the
object-oriented paradigm. A characteristic of all of these works is that a chan-
nel is always created and used within a single method call.

combining static and runtime verification In (Ahrendt, Pace,
and Schneider, 2016; Chimento et al., 2015), Schneider et al. present a tool
StaRVOOrs which combines static and runtime veri�cation of Java programs
using partial results extracted from static veri�cation to optimize the runtime
monitoring process. StaRVOOrs combines the deductive theorem prover KeY
(Ahrendt et al., 2016) and the runtime veri�cation tool LARVA (Colombo,
Pace, and Schneider, 2009), and uses properties written using the ppDATE
speci�cation language which combines the control-�ow property language
DATE used in the runtime veri�cation tool LARVA with Hoare triples assigned
to states. In (Gui et al., 2013), Lin Gui et al. propose to combine testing (in
particular, hypothesis testing) and model checking (in particular, probabil-
istic model checking) for non-deterministic systems. Their idea is to apply
hypothesis testing to system components which are deterministic and use
probabilistic model checking to lift the results through non-determinism. In
(Artho and Biere, 2005), Artho et al. show how to retain information from
static analysis for RV, or to compare the results of both techniques inside the
NJuke (Artho et al., 2004) framework for static and dynamic analysis of Java
programs. In this framework, a static analyzer looks for faults. Reports are then
analyzed by a human, who writes test cases for each kind of fault reported.
RV will then analyze the program possibly con�rming the fault as a failure or
counterexample.

5LTL3 is a a three-valued semantics (Bauer, Leucker, and Schallhart, 2009) for LTL formulas,
devised to adapt the standard semantics to RV, to correctly consider the limitation that at
runtime only �nite traces can be checked.
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12.3 Motivations

As anticipated in Section 12.1, RV can be seen as a middle approach between
model checking and testing.

More in detail, the main di�erences between RV and model checking can
be summarized as follows (Leucker and Schallhart, 2009):

• time, model checking is applied statically on the system and not during
its execution;

• exhaustiveness, model checking generates all possible executions of the
system while RV checks only the executions generated by the system at
runtime (language inclusion problem vs word problem);

• invasiveness, model checking (generally) is applied to white-box scenarios,
when the source code of the system is available, while RV can be used
both in white-box and black-box scenarios, when the source code could
be unavailable;

• traces length, model checking can consider arbitrary positions of a in�nite
trace while RV considers �nite executions of increasing size.

In Section 12.1, we presented RV as a counterpart of testing. In particular,
RV is extremely close to a speci�c form of testing, which is sometimes termed
as oracle-based testing. In (Leucker and Schallhart, 2009) the authors compare
RV with oracle-based testing. In the following, we propose a revised version
of the main di�erences between RV and oracle-based testing (Leucker and
Schallhart, 2009):

• time, testing is applied during the development of the system while RV is
applied before and after the deployment6;

• granularity, testing can test only the output of the system while RV can go
into the details of the system behavior checking not only the observable
outputs but also how these outputs have been generated (for instance,
RV can tackle the nondeterminism, so even if the observable events are
correct, they could have been generated in a nondeterministic way).

• formalization, in testing, an oracle is typically de�ned directly, rather
than generated from some high-level speci�cation as happen in RV.

After having compared RV with model checking and test, we are ready
to answer at the question: When RV should be used? (Leucker and Schallhart,
2009):

• when the complexity of the system makes it intractable for an exhaustive
analysis;

6RV applied before the deployment is used to check if the system respects our model. RV
applied after the deployment is used to monitor the system behavior in order to prevent
malfunctions (or at least signalling the user in time to reduce the damage).
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• when some information is available only at runtime;

• when a precise description of the environment does not exist;

• when there are security issues in the case of safety-critical systems, where
it is useful to monitor properties that have been statically proved or tested,
mainly to have a double check.

Now that the main di�erences among RV, model checking and testing have
been presented, we can focus on the motivations of the work.

Supposing we have a system to check, in order to do the RV of it we have
to start writing the speci�cation we want to verify. In the next section we
will present a possible formalism that can be used to obtain this, but for now,
we focus only on the problem. Once we have de�ned our speci�cation, we
can use it to generate a monitor to check the system behavior. If the system
does something inconsistent with our speci�cation, the monitor will notice it
and will act accordingly (implementation dependant). But, what happen if our
speci�cation does not represent our intentions? And, our speci�cation allows
us to assert something more about the system? If we were able to check our
speci�cation statically, we could resolve the �rst problem. Consequently, we
could also say something more about the system veri�ed.

Since RV does not need to exhaustively check the system behavior, we can
de�ne more complex properties to verify (intractable properties in static veri-
�cation). This greater complexity can lead to mistakes also in the development
of our speci�cation compromising the entire RV process. One possible way to
solve this problem is by checking directly the speci�cation statically before
using it. With such preprocessing we achieve two main advantages:

• trust, the RV process is more reliable since we are sure that our complex
property satis�es a set of constraints (veri�able statically);

• propagation, as long as the system is consistent with the monitor gener-
ated by the speci�cation, it is also consistent with the constraints checked
statically (by construction).

12.4 Model Checking Trace expressions

In this section, we present the model checking process used to check if a LTL
property is satis�ed by a trace expression.

Given a trace expression τ , we want to verify if a LTL property φ is satis�ed
by all the traces recognized by τ . To achieve this, we can follow this 3-steps
algorithm:

1. Rewrite τ obtaining its abstraction τ ′ (over-approximation). Following
the de�nition of nτo (De�nition 4.2.3), given as the set of traces denoted
by the trace expression τ , we have that nτ ′o ⊇ nτo.

2. Translate τ ′ in the equivalent Büchi Automaton Bτ ′ .
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3. Compute the product of Bτ ′ and B¬φ . If the product accepts some traces,
τ does not satisfy φ and a trace representing the counterexample is
raised.

12.4.1 1st step: Rewriting

The �rst step is the most important one, in fact, it consists in translating a given
trace expression to a trace expression representing its over-approximation. This
phase is necessary because, in general, it is not always possible to translate a
trace expression into an equivalent Büchi Automaton; this is due to express-
iveness di�erences. We assume the reader to be familiar with the theory of
formal languages and of ω-regular languages, see for example (Hopcroft and
Ullman, 1969; Staiger, 1997; Thomas, 1990). A Büchi Automaton recognizes
ω-regular languages while trace expressions can represent more expressive
languages (Chapter 4 for more details) that can be also ω-context-free and ω-
context-sensitive. Consequently, we have to manage all trace expressions which
are too expressive (through abstraction). As we introduced in Section 4.2.5,
the expressivity of trace expressions is due to the presence of expansive sub
terms. In particular, we remind the two kinds of expansive trace expressions
we may encounter: the expansive concatenations and the expansive shu�es
(De�nition 5).

Below we report the pseudocode of a recursive implementation of the re-
write function (Algorithm 1). This algorithm takes three arguments, that are:
the trace expression we want to over-approximate, a map of dangerous trace
expressions (dangerous), a set of already seen trace expressions (safe ∪ dan-
gerous), and it returns the over-approximation of the trace expression.

The most interesting part of the algorithm concerns the expansive terms
recognition. As we have already seen before, an expansive term is a term
containing or a concatenation (τ1 · τ2) having a cycle in the head, or a shu�e
(τ1 | τ2) containing a cycle in its left or right branch (expansive concatena-
tions/shu�es). In order to recognize them, we have to remember the trace
expressions we have already visited during the exploration of the trace expres-
sion’s subtrees di�erentiating between safe and dangerous cycles. To achieve
this, we maintain in memory the history of all visited states {safe ∪ dangerous}
and the history of the dangerous states. In this way, we can detect if a cycle is
expansive, or not, simply searching inside the dangerous map, which must be
updated each time we �nd a new concatenation (or shu�e) operator.

More precisely, the dangerous map can be represented as a set of tuples
(TExp, Danger) that the algorithm uses to keep track of possibly expansive
cycles; where, Danger ∈ {maybe, true}, meaning that, if (t, true) ∈ dangerous, t
is an expansive term and we have to rewrite it, while, if (t, maybe) ∈ dangerous,
we have already seen t in the analysis of TExp and it could be an expansive
term because it contains a concatenation or a shu�e subtree. Concluding, if
both (t, true) and (t, maybe) < dangerous, it means that t is not considered, for
now, a dangerous term, because we do not have encounter any concatenation
or shu�e subtree inside it.
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Before going into the details of the algorithm implementation, it could be
useful showing what we obtain when we apply it to a simpli�ed version of
the stack example (Section 4.3.1.1).

Example 5. Considering a stack object, we de�ne the set of correct traces, hav-
ing only the methods push and pop.

nϑpusho = {o.push} nϑpopo = {o.pop}

τ = τpush · τpop
τpush = ϑpush : (τ ∨ ϵ)
τpop = ϑpop : ϵ

rewrite(τ , {}, {}) → τ ′

τ ′ = τ ′push · τ
′
pop

τ ′push = (ϑpush : ϵ) · (τ
′
push ∨ ϵ)

τ ′pop = (ϑpop : ϵ) · (τ ′pop ∨ ϵ)

Before going on with the presentation of the rewrite algorithm’s pseudocode,
we can spend some words on this example. Starting from the trace expression
τ , we want to obtain a trace expression τ ′, such that nτo ⊆ nτ ′o (τ ′ is an
over-approximation of τ ). We can easily note that simply deriving the two
languages de�ned by τ and τ ′

nτo = {o.pushno.popn |n ∈ N+} ∪ {o.pushω }
nτ ′o = {o.pushno.popm |n ∈ N+,m ∈ N}∪{o.pushω }∪{o.pushno.popω |n ∈ N+}
and, since {o.pushno.popn |n ∈ N+} ⊆ {o.pushno.popm |n ∈ N+,m ∈ N}, we
conclude that nτo ⊆ nτ ′o. Intuitively, we have just passed from a context-
free language to a regular language. With τ we de�ned that a trace of events
containing o.push and o.pop was a correct trace i� the number of o.push was
equal to the number of o.pop (with also the possibility of having an in�nite
number ofo.push7). With τ ′we want to reduce instead the expressivity relaxing
our constraints. In this speci�c case, since we are counting and constraining
the number of events (making the recognized language at least context-free),
when we relax the constraints reducing the expressivity we can simply stop
counting the events. Practically speaking, we can just stop forcing o.push and
o.pop to have the same cardinality. Removing this constraint it is easy to note
that the language we are recognizing now is not context-free anymore, but
it is regular. We will show in the the rest of the chapter that these kinds of
over-approximations allow us to have a more suitable representation of our
speci�cations, in particular, when we are interested in verifying them statically.

In Algorithm 1 we reported the pseudocode of the rewrite function. In the
following we describe step by step all the cases handled by the algorithm.

7Until we see the �rst o.pop a monitor can not say if the trace is good o not and consequently
we accept also the in�nite trace of o.push.
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Algorithm 1 Rewrite function’s pseudocode
function TExp rewrite(texp, dangerous, already_seen){

1: if texp = ϵ then
2: return ϵ

3: else if (texp, _) ∈ dangerous then
4: remove (texp, maybe) from dangerous
5: {texp already visited, we are in a dangerous term} add (texp, true) to dangerous
6: return ϵ

7: else if texp ∈ already_seen then
8: return rewritten(texp, already_seen) {texp visited, we are not in dangerous term}
9: else if texp matches head · tail then

10: {update the set of texps already visited} already_seen1 = (already_seen ∪ {texp})
11: {example: {(s1, true), (s2, maybe)} ∪ {s1, s2, s3} =

{(s1, true), (s2, maybe), (s3, maybe)}} dangerous_head = dangerous ∪ already_seen1
12: {rewrite the head subterm} new_head = rewrite(head, dangerous_head, already_seen1)
13: if {t | t ∈ already_seen1 and (t, true) ∈ dangerous_head} , Ø then
14: {the concatenation is expansive, thus rewrite the tail subterm} dangerous_tail =

dangerous ∪ already_seen1
15: new_tail = rewrite(tail, dangerous_tail, already_seen1)
16: {create new head and new tail} T1 = new_head · (T1 ∨ ϵ)
17: T2 = new_tail · (T2 ∨ ϵ)
18: return T1 · T2
19: else
20: remove already_seen1 from dangerous
21: new_tail = rewrite(tail, dangerous, already_seen1)
22: return new_head · new_tail {there are no cycles}
23: else if texp matches left | right then
24: already_seen1 = (already_seen ∪ {texp})
25: dangerous_left = (dangerous ∪ already_seen1)
26: dangerous_right = (dangerous ∪ already_seen1)
27: {dangerous variables refer to di�erent objects} new_left = rewrite(left, dangerous_left,

already_seen1)
28: new_right = rewrite(right, dangerous_right, already_seen1)
29: dangerous = dangerous_left ∪ dangerous_right
30: t = {t’ | t ′ ∈ already_seen1 and (t’, true) ∈ dangerous}
31: if t , Ø then
32: T1 = new_left · T1
33: T2 = new_right · T2
34: return T1 | T2
35: else
36: return new_left | new_right
37: else if texp matches left ∨ right then
38: {(the same for ∧)} already_seen1 = copy(already_seen ∪ {texp})
39: new_left = rewrite(left, dangerous, already_seen1)
40: new_right = rewrite(right, dangerous, already_seen1)
41: return new_left ∨ new_right {(the same for ∧)}
42: else if texp matches pre�x : body then
43: {(the same for�)} already_seen1 = copy(already_seen ∪ {texp})
44: new_body = rewrite(body, dangerous, already_seen1)
45: return pre�x : new_body {(the same for�)}

}
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The �rst case (line 1) tackled is when the trace expression texp is the empty
trace ϵ . This is the simplest case because we do not have to rewrite anything
and we just return the empty trace ϵ .

The second case (line 3) handles the presence of dangerous cycles. If texp
belongs already to the dangerous set8, it means that texp is a cyclic term (since
it is in dangerous we have already seen it), and it is a subtree of the head of a
concatenation term or of a shu�e term. Consequently, texp is an expansive
term and we have to update the dangerous set (now we know it is true). After
that, we return ϵ (why ϵ will be clear in the fourth and �fth cases).

The third case (line 7) considers the safe cycles. We are not inside the head
of a concatenation nor a shu�e, otherwise texp would have been inside the
dangerous set (second case). Consequently, if texp belongs to the set of the
already_seen trace expressions, it means that we have found a cycle that is not
dangerous. We can not return directly texp, because texp is the old version that
can be expansive. Instead, we want to return the new rewritten version of texp.
In all the cases of the algorithm, each time we update the set of already_seen
trace expressions, we also implicitly add the rewritten version of the trace
expression9. In this way, when we encounter a safe cycle we can just return
the term that will contain the non-expansive rewritten version of texp. We can
achieve this using a function called rewritten that, given a trace expression
and a set of already_seen trace expressions, returns the rewritten version.

The fourth case (line 9) is one of the complex cases. Here we handle the
concatenation terms. The �rst thing we have to do is to update the set of
already_seen trace expressions adding texp (the current one). After that, di�er-
ently from the other simple cases, we have to update also the dangerous set,
merging it with the set of already_seen states. Since now we are approaching to
analyze the head of the concatenation, all the terms we have already encounter
can cause an expansion of our term, because texp is a subtree of each one of
them. First of all, we need to analyze the head of the concatenation, if we �nd
a cycle, we handle it as a bad one (second case) and not as a good one (�rst
case). This is totally derived from the de�nition of expansive concatenation
(De�nition 5). If we �nd a dangerous cycle inside the head (the if statement
at line 13), we have to rewrite �rst the tail, and after that, we can construct
the new trace expression corresponding to the over-approximation of our ex-
pansive concatenation. We can obtain that concatenating the new head with
the new tail (line 18). Naturally, we have also the good scenario where our
concatenation is not expansive, and this can be derived from the absence of
dangerous cycles inside the head of the concatenation. In this scenario, we do
not change the structure of the concatenation and we limit to concatenate the
rewritten head with the rewritten tail. Even though the concatenation is not
expansive, there might be expansive terms inside the head or the tail that have
been rewritten from the rewrite function (expansive terms not in�uencing our

8We do not care if it is maybe or true, because now force it to be true.
9Even though it is not ready, we can add a reference to the term that will be uni�ed with it

(in SWI-Prolog, on which the algorithm is actually implemented, we can easily obtain this
using free variables).
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concatenation because we have checked it at line 13). Before going on with
the �fth case, it is time to motivate why at the second step we returned ϵ . In
order to understand this, it is enough to see what we do with the rewritten
head returned by the function and saved into the variable new_head. We create
a new term (line 16) concatenating new_head with itself. If we think about
the original head of the concatenation, where now we have an ϵ , before we
had a cycle that made the concatenation expansive. This cycle allowed the
concatenation to accumulate a new tail and restart consuming a new head
(and so on). If we remove this cycle, we have to simulate the same behavior
without the accumulation of the tail. To do so, we can substitute the cycle with
a ϵ and combine the new head so generated with itself. In this way we obtain
a cycle on the content of the head, as we were doing before but without the
accumulation of the tail. To simulate this accumulation we can just do the same
thing for the tail, we concatenate the new_tail with itself and we conclude
concatenating the two terms so generated (line 18). In this way, before we
could consume n time the head concatenating with the expansion of the term
n times the tail, now, we simply consume a certain number of times n the head
without accumulating and, after that, we consume a certain number of times
m the tail (where n andm might be di�erent).

The �fth case (line 23) is the other complex case and it is very similar to
the fourth one. Here we handle the shu�e terms. Also in this case, we �rst
update the set of already_seen terms and then we update the dangerous set
considering all the super terms of the shu�e (the terms that have texp as
subtree). After that, we check if we have found a bad cycle inside the left or the
right operand, and if so, we rewrite the shu�e using the two new rewritten
versions obtained from the two function calls. As it was for the concatenation
term, also here we might have found a good shu�e term; consequently, we
just construct the new trace expression combining the two rewritten operand
terms (left and right) with the shu�e operator. This is totally derived from the
de�nition of expansive shu�e (De�nition 5).

In both the fourth and �fth cases, we expect that, if the subtrees of texp are
not dangerous and do not contain any other expansive terms, texp is rewritten
into itself.

The sixth case (line 37) handles the union terms (equivalently also the
intersection terms). If texp is an union term, we simply apply the rewrite
function to its operands and we combine the results so obtained using the
union operator. Since the union operator does not introduce expansivity per se,
we do not have to update the dangerous set (only concatenations and shu�es
introduce expansivity, De�nition 5).

The seventh case (line 42) handles the pre�x terms (equivalently also the
�lter terms). If texp is a �lter term, we simply apply the rewrite function to
the remaining of the trace expression. The result will be combined again with
the pre�x operator, and then returned.

Removing the expansive subtrees (subterms) from the trace expression, we
obtain a spurious solution, namely a solution representing a bigger set of
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traces; this is entirely due to the fact that only using expansive terms, as cyclic
concatenations and shu�es, trace expressions are able to recognize languages
more expressive than regular. But, having a less expressive trace expression
(the over-approximation) we can translate it to an equivalent Büchi Automaton
(second step of the algorithm).

Before going on with the presentation of the second step that presents how
to translate the rewritten trace expression to its equivalent Büchi Automaton,
we have to spend more words on the correctness of the rewrite algorithm. In
particular, we have to show that the trace expression returned by it is actually
an over-approximation. In order to show this, we have to think about what we
are trying to do with the rewrite function, that is to remove all the expansive
subtrees from the trace expression. Consequently, we can show the correctness
of our approach through two steps:

1. First of all, we have to show that given a trace expression τ , the re-
write algorithm removes all expansive subtrees from it returning the
corresponding trace expression τ ′, after that,

2. we have to show that such trace expression τ ′ is an over-approximation
of τ , meaning that nτo ⊆ nτ ′o.

In order to prove the rewrite algorithm removes all the expansive subtrees
we have to recall brie�y which kind of expansive subtrees we can have, that
are expansive concatenations and expansive shu�es (De�nition 5). But, what
actually makes a concatenation expansive? As we have already seen previously,
a concatenation is expansive if the entire concatenation is a subtree of its head.
For instance, τ = (ϑpush:(τ∨ϵ))·(ϑpop:ϵ) is an expansive concatenation because
τ is inside the head. In the same way, we can recall when a shu�e is expansive,
namely when the entire shu�e is inside the left or the right operand. For
instance, τ = (ϑpush:τ )|(ϑpop:ϵ) is an expansive shu�e because τ is inside the
left operand (left subtree of the shu�e).

Now we show that, starting from an expansive concatenation, the rewrite
algorithm removes all the expansive subtrees (the reasoning about the shu�e is
almost the same). Recalling the algorithm’s pseudocode presented in Algorithm
1, when τ is a concatenation we fall in the fourth case (line 9). The �rst thing
that the algorithm does is updating the set of already_seen terms, since now we
are analyzing τ , we will add τ to it. After that, since we are in a concatenation,
we also update the dangerous set adding τ with value maybe (we do not
know if it is really dangerous or not yet). Now we can call recursively the
rewrite function on the head of the concatenation, passing the new updated
sets. If the concatenation is expansive, that means we will encounter it again
during the evaluation of the head. Since before going into the head we updated
the dangerous set, if we encounter the concatenation during the evaluation
of the head, we fall into the second step (line 3), because τ belongs to the
dangerous set (with valuemaybe). At this point we know that we are analyzing
an expansive subtree for sure. Thus, we can stop analysing it and we can
just return back ϵ . The new head is obtained simply concatenating the head
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returned by the recursive call of the rewrite function, with itself (line 16). The
new tail is also obtained in the same way (line 17). Consequently, the new
concatenation is just the concatenation of the new head with the new tail (line
18). As already anticipated when we commented the pseudocode presented in
Algorithm 1, combining the new head with the new tail we are simulating the
previous behavior without counting the events. The rest of the term structure
is unchanged. Considering again the example sketched before, we do not count
o.push and o.pop anymore, but we preserve their order. For instance, it will
never happen that o.push is observed after o.pop (and so on).

For the expansive shu�e terms is almost the same. We update the dangerous
set, we evaluate the left and right operands and once the rewritten versions
are returned, we simply concatenate the left operand with itself (the same for
the right operand) and we construct the result as the shu�e of the two terms
so constructed.

Now that we have shown informally that given a trace expression τ the
rewrite function remove the expansive cycles returning the rewritten version
τ ′; we have to show that τ ′ is an over-approximation of τ .

If τ is an expansive trace expression, it means that contains expansive
concatenations or expansive shu�es inside. When the rewrite function �nds
an expansive concatenation, it rewrites it simulating its behavior without the
accumulation of the tail. As we have shown before, we obtain in this way
a new non-expansive concatenation where the number of events generated
consuming the head is independent from the number of events generated
consuming the tail. But if it is so, it means that the new concatenation generates
a bigger set of events, namely nτo ⊆ nτ ′o. Thus, we can conclude that τ ′ is an
over-approximation of τ (a similar reasoning can be done also for expansive
shu�e terms).

Now that we have �nished to present the �rst step of the algorithm and we
have obtained the over-approximation of the trace expression, we can show how
we can translate such trace expression into an equivalent Büchi Automaton.

12.4.2 2nd step: Translation

The second step consists in the translation of the trace expression, which was
previously rewritten, in an equivalent Büchi Automaton recognizing the same
language (set of traces).

Since this trace expression does not contain expansive terms (we removed
them in the �rst step), we can translate it directly simulating the δ transition
relation.

Given a non-expansive trace expression τ :

1. create a Büchi Automaton Bτ with an initial state T0 associated to τ .

2. create a queue of couples Q containing the couple (τ , T0).

3. extract the �rst couple (τi , Ti ) from Q, knowing that the set of events
which belong to an event types is �nite, for each event e s.t τi

e
→ τ ′i :
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• if τ ′i = ϵ , considering ψ a special event which does not belong to
our set of possible events, we create a new state Tψ and we add

Ti
ψ
→Tψ , Tψ

ψ
→Tψ and we make Ti �nal (if Tψ already exists, we

add only the edge from Ti to it).

• otherwise if τ ′i has already been seen before, we retrieve the corres-
ponding automaton’s state Tr and we add Ti

e
→Tr and we make

Tr �nal.

• otherwise, we create a new state T’i associated to τ ′i and we add
Ti

e
→T′i .

4. if Q is not empty, we restart from the point 3.

At the end of this process we obtain the Büchi Automaton Bτ equivalent to
τ (see Theorem 7).

The ψ special event is used to make acceptable by the Büchi Automaton
also the �nite traces. In this way, if τ recognizes the �nite trace σ = abcd , the
corresponding Büchi Automaton will recognize the trace u = abcdψω . It is
important that the ψ event must not belong to the set of handled events in
order to avoid False Negative results, where theψ could make a LTL property
erroneously satis�ed by u.

Example 6. Considering the same τ ′ obtained at the end of Example 5, we create
the following Büchi Automaton Bτ ′ :

T0start

T1T3 T2

o
.pusho.push

o.pop

o.push

o.pop

Figure 12 .1 . Büchi Automaton Bτ ′

In Example 6, the trace expression τ ′ and the corresponding Büchi Auto-
maton represent a superset of the traces recognized by the initial trace ex-
pression τ . In particular, we lose the ability to bind the number of o.push with
the number of o.pop events. In fact, we can only represent traces where we
have a number npush of o.push before a number npop of o.pop, with npush , npop
possibly. Thus, we have conserved only the causality between o.push and
o.pop.

Lemma 3. Given a trace expression τ , if τ is non-expansive then the set of trace
expressions that can be obtained starting from τ in an arbitrary number of steps
is �nite.
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Proof. If τ is non-expansive we do not fall back in the cases like that showed
in Example 1 and Example 2 where we have a trace expression generating an
in�nite set of new states (through term expansion). Removing all the expansive
concatenations and shu�es, we have trace expressions that in an arbitrary
number of steps become ϵ (we can terminate because we have no more steps
to do) or become a trace expression already seen (we can terminate because
we have already visited this trace expression). This is easy to note considering
the operational semantics of trace expressions (see Figure 4.1). �

Theorem 7. Let τ be a non-expansive trace expression, the Büchi Automaton Bτ
obtained simulating the δ transition relation is equivalent to τ and it is always
computable (Lemma 3), thus

∀u in�nite trace.u ∈ nτ ′o ⇐⇒ Bτ ′ accepts u
∀σ �nite trace.σ ∈ nτ ′o ⇐⇒ Bτ ′ accepts σ ·ψω .

Proof. It follows directly from the Büchi Automaton Bτ ′ construction. �

12.4.3 3rd step: Product

The last step consists in the real model checking phase.
In the previous steps, starting from a trace expression τ representing our

model we generated its over-approximation τ ′ to have a model expressive as
a Büchi Automaton (1st step), after that we translated τ ′ to its corresponding
Büchi Automaton representation Bτ ′ (2nd step). The only step left to complete
is check if a LTL property φ is satis�ed by the model Bτ ′ , or not.

As we presented in Section 3.6.3, we can follow an Automata-Based Model
Checking approach computing the product Bτ ′×¬φ between Bτ ′ and B¬φ . Once
Bτ ′×¬φ is created, we can test its emptiness, and if it is not we have found a
counterexample and we can conclude that τ ′ does not satisfy φ.

To �ll the gap we have to remind that τ and τ ′ are related.

Observation 1. nτo ⊆ nτ ′o, τ ′ over-approximation of τ .

Since τ ′ is an over-approximation of τ and Bτ ′ is its automata representation,
if we do not �nd any traces (counterexample) which belongs to Bτ ′×¬φ , we
can deduce:

(from Theorem 7)
�u ∈Bτ ′ .u satis�es ¬φ ⇐⇒ �u ∈nτ ′o.u satis�es ¬φ

(from Observation 1)
�u ∈nτ ′o.u satis�es ¬φ =⇒ �u ∈nτ o.u satis�es ¬φ

In this way, we can conclude that, if the over-approximation τ ′ satis�es φ
(no counterexample has been found) then also τ satis�es φ. From Observation
1 we can deduce the implication for only one direction ( =⇒ ) because, since
we are over-approximating our model, there could exist a counterexample
trace u which does not satisfy φ s.t u ∈ nτ ′o but u < nτo (False Positive).
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One of the main advantages of following a standardized approach as the
Automata-Based Model Checking is that, once we have obtained the Büchi
Automaton Bτ ′×¬φ , we can represent it directly using an existent and well-
know programming language as PROMELA inside the popular open-source
software veri�cation tool SPIN10 (Holzmann, 1991, 1997, 2004).

12.5 Implementation and Experiments

In the following we continue to use the stack example used in the rest of the
chapter. We show an experiment of use of our SWI-Prolog implementation
of the 3-steps algorithm presented in Section 12.4. The code implementing
the translation can be downloaded from http://trace2buchi.altervista.

org.
Inside the SWI-Prolog environment, starting from the trace expression T

representing our very simple stack, we �rst rewrite T into the correspond-
ing non-expansive abstraction Tr (1st Step) using the corresponding rewrite

predicate, then we translate Tr into the equivalent Büchi Automaton Buchi

(2nd Step) using the corresponding translate predicate, �nally we create
a promela �le stack.pml containing the Buchi representation and the LTL
property that we want to check (for instance, eventually pop (<>(pop))).

1?− T = ( ( push : ( T \ / ep s i l on ) ) * ( pop : ep s i l on ) ) ,
2r ew r i t e ( T , Tr ) , t r a n s l a t e ( Tr , Buchi ) ,
3wr i t e _p r ome l a _ f i l e ( s tack , Buchi , ‘ ( < > ( pop ) ) ’ ) .

The previous SWI-Prolog implementation corresponds to the �rst two steps
of our 3-steps algorithm (Section 12.4.1 and 12.4.2). This execution brings to
the creation of the stack.pml �le.

In the following we report the stack.pml content so obtained.

1bool ep s i l on = 0 ;
2bool pop = 0 ;
3bool push = 0 ;
4
5active proctype s tack ( ) {
6S 0 _ i n i t :
7i f
8: : skip −> d_step { push = 1 ; ep s i l on =0 ; pop=0 } goto accept_S1
9f i
10accept_S1 :
11i f
12: : skip −> d_step { push = 1 ; ep s i l on =0 ; pop=0 } goto S2
13f i
14S2 :
15i f
16: : skip −> d_step { pop = 1 ; ep s i l on =0 ; push=0 } goto accept_S3
17: : skip −> d_step { push = 1 ; ep s i l on =0 ; pop=0 } goto accept_S1
18f i
19accept_S3 :
20i f
21: : skip −> d_step { ep s i l on = 1 ; pop =0 ; push=0 } goto accept_Seps

10http://spinroot.com/spin/
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22: : skip −> d_step { pop = 1 ; ep s i l on =0 ; push=0 } goto accept_S3
23f i
24accept_Seps :
25i f
26: : skip −> d_step { ep s i l on = 1 ; pop =0 ; push=0 } goto accept_Seps
27f i
28}
29l t l { ( < > ( pop ) ) }

This �le is the promela code corresponding to the Büchi Automaton presen-
ted in Figure 6.

The states in promela correspond to the Büchi Automaton states; for in-
stance, S0_init corresponds to T0 in Figure 6 (and similarly for all the other
states involved). Also the Büchi Automaton transitions are translated into the
promela code, in particular using the d_step construct. For instance, theo.push
transition fromT0 toT1 is translated into d_step{push=1;epsilon=0;pop=0}
from S0_init to accept_S1. In Figure 6, T1 was an accepting state and so it
is in promela. The accept_* pattern is the one used in promela to represent
accepting states.

Finally, having the Büchi Automaton representation of the trace expression
resulting from the 2nd Step, we can do the product between Buchi and the
LTL property (Section 12.4.3) directly inside the SPIN model checker (3rd Step).

First of all, using the stack.pml �le, we generate a veri�er (model checker)
for the speci�cation.

In the shell we write:
1−$ sp in −a s tack . pml

The output generated is a C �le, named pan.c, that can be compiled to produce
an executable veri�er.

In the shell we compile the pan.c �le obtaining the executable correspond-
ing to our veri�er.

1−$ gcc pan . c −o s t a c k _ v e r i f i e r

Then, we can run the veri�er. Since the LTL property that we want to check
is a liveness property, we have to add the -a �ag in order to �nd acceptance
cycles (violations are in�nite executions).

1−$ . / s t a c k _ v e r i f i e r −a
2pan : 1 : acceptance c y c l e ( a t depth 4 )
3. . .
4State−vec to r 28 byte , depth reached 12 , e r r o r s : 1
58 s ta t e s , s to red ( 1 0 v i s i t e d )
60 s ta t e s , matched
710 t r a n s i t i o n s ( = v i s i t e d +matched )
80 atomic s teps
9. . .

As we can see, the veri�er �nds an acceptance cycle (that is a violation of
the LTL property). Using the -r �ag we can read and execute the trail �le
(generated in the previous step) containing the counterexample trace.

1−$ . / s t a c k _ v e r i f i e r −r
2MSC : ~G 4
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31 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 4 ( s t a t e 3 ) [ ( ! ( ( pop ) ) ) ]
42 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 8 ( s t a t e 7 ) [ ( 1 ) ]
53 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 4 ( s t a t e 3 ) [ ( ! ( ( pop ) ) ) ]
64 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 8 ( s t a t e 5 ) [ D_STEP8 ]
7<<<<<START OF CYCLE >>>>>
85 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 4 ( s t a t e 3 ) [ ( ! ( ( pop ) ) ) ]
96 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 1 2 ( s t a t e 1 5 ) [ ( 1 ) ]
107 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 4 ( s t a t e 3 ) [ ( ! ( ( pop ) ) ) ]
118 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 1 2 ( s t a t e 1 3 ) [ D_STEP12 ]
129 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 4 ( s t a t e 3 ) [ ( ! ( ( pop ) ) ) ]
131 0 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 1 6 ( s t a t e 29 ) [ ( 1 ) ]
141 1 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 4 ( s t a t e 3 ) [ ( ! ( ( pop ) ) ) ]
151 2 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 1 7 ( s t a t e 27 ) [ D_STEP17 ]
16sp in : t r a i l ends a f t e r 12 s teps
17# processes 2 :
181 2 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 4 ( s t a t e 3 ) ( i n v a l i d end s t a t e )
19( ! ( ( pop ) ) )
201 2 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 1 2 ( s t a t e 1 5 ) ( i n v a l i d end s t a t e )
21( 1 )
22g l oba l va r s :
23b i t pop : 0
24l o c a l va r s proc 1 ( s t ack ) :

This cycle corresponds to the in�nite trace containing only the push event.
Consequently, it is not true that our speci�cation recognizes only traces where
<>(pop) is satis�ed. In fact, o.pushω ∈ nτo (that is exactly the trace causing
the generation of the trail �le reported above).

We can check another LTL property. This time a safety property, for instance,
globally push ([](push)). As before, we execute the predicates correspond-
ing to the two �rst steps of the algorithm directly inside SWI-Prolog (passing
the new LTL property as argument). After that we can compile the new pan.c

�le generated with the -DSAFETY �ag. Since the LTL formula is a safety prop-
erty we need to search for assertion violations (violations are �nite executions).

Finally we can run the model checker obtaining the following result.
1−$ . / s t a c k _ v e r i f i e r
2pan : 1 : a s s e r t i o n v i o l a t e d ! ( ! ( ( push ) ) ) ( a t depth 1 2 )
3. . .
4State−vec to r 20 byte , depth reached 12 , e r r o r s : 1
57 s t a t e s , s to red
60 s ta t e s , matched
77 t r a n s i t i o n s ( = s to red +matched )
80 atomic s teps
9. . .

Also here, we �nd a counterexample that violates our LTL property. This
time, since we are verifying a safety property, we search for a state violating
an assertion.

As we did for the previous experiment, also here we can see the trail �le
generated by the model checker.

1−$ . / s t a c k _ v e r i f i e r −r
2MSC : ~G 3
31 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 3 ( s t a t e 6 ) [ ( 1 ) ]
42 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 8 ( s t a t e 7 ) [ ( 1 ) ]
53 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 3 ( s t a t e 6 ) [ ( 1 ) ]
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64 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 8 ( s t a t e 5 ) [ D_STEP8 ]
75 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 3 ( s t a t e 6 ) [ ( 1 ) ]
86 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 1 2 ( s t a t e 1 5 ) [ ( 1 ) ]
97 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 3 ( s t a t e 6 ) [ ( 1 ) ]
108 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 1 2 ( s t a t e 1 3 ) [ D_STEP12 ]
119 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 3 ( s t a t e 6 ) [ ( 1 ) ]
121 0 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 1 6 ( s t a t e 29 ) [ ( 1 ) ]
131 1 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 3 ( s t a t e 6 ) [ ( 1 ) ]
141 2 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 1 6 ( s t a t e 2 1 ) [ D_STEP16 ]
15pan : 1 : a s s e r t i o n v i o l a t e d ! ( ! ( ( push ) ) ) ( a t depth 1 3 )
16sp in : t r a i l ends a f t e r 13 s teps
17# processes 2 :
181 3 : proc 0 ( l t l _ 0 ) s t ack . pml : 3 ( s t a t e 6 ) ( i n v a l i d end s t a t e )
19( ! ( ( push ) ) )
20( 1 )
211 3 : proc 1 ( s t ack ) s tack . pml : 2 1 ( s t a t e 43 ) ( i n v a l i d end s t a t e )
22( 1 )
23( 1 )
24g l oba l va r s :
25b i t push : 0
26l o c a l va r s proc 1 ( s t ack ) :

Di�erently from the previous experiment, we do not search for cycles, be-
cause we are verifying a safety property, but we search for assertion violations.
As we can see in the trail �le generated, we �nd a violation after 13 steps,
when our property is violated since push is not satis�ed anymore (for instance,
{o.push o.push o.pop o.pop} ∈ nτo and {o.push o.push o.pop o.pop} does not
satisfy [](push)).

12.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we showed how to use a standard static approach to verify a
rich formalism used to generate monitors for runtime veri�cation of object-
oriented programs. By verifying LTL properties statically we obtain two main
advantages: (1) we can check if the speci�cation of our monitor is coherent with
our intentions, and (2) the system monitored by the veri�ed monitor satis�es
the same LTL properties, as long as it is consistent with the speci�cation.

The �rst two steps of the algorithm presented in Section 12.4 are imple-
mented in SWI-Prolog, while the last step (the Büchi Automaton product) is
implemented using the SPIN model checker. The Büchi Automaton Bτ gen-
erated in the second step and the LTL property φ we want to verify are both
compiled to PROMELA language.
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13 Recognising Assumption Violations in
Autonomous Systems Veri�cation

“Your assumptions are your windows on the world.
Scrub them o� every once in a while,

or the light won’t come in.”
- Isaac Asimov

When applying formal veri�cation to a system that interacts with
the real world we must use a model of the environment. This model
represents an abstraction of the actual environment, but is necessar-
ily incomplete and hence presents an issue for system veri�cation.
If the actual environment matches the model, then the veri�cation
is correct; however, if the environment falls outside the abstraction
captured by the model, then we cannot guarantee that the system
is well-behaved. A solution to this problem consists in exploiting
the model of the environment for statically verifying the system’s
behaviour and, if the veri�cation succeeds, using it also for validat-
ing themodel against the real environment via runtime veri�cation.
The chapter discusses this approach and demonstrates its feasibility
by presenting its implementation on top of a framework integrat-
ing the Agent Java PathFinder model checker. Trace expressions are
used to model the environment for both static formal veri�cation
and runtime veri�cation.

The contents of this chapter are published in (Ferrando et al., 2018a,b)
and derive from a joint collaboration with the

Autonomy and Veri�cation Laboratory1 at the University of Liverpool2

1http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/~matt/AVLab/
2https://www.liverpool.ac.uk
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13.1 Introduction

Static formal veri�cation of autonomous systems that interact with the real
world requires a model of the world to successfully accomplish the veri�cation
process. (Dennis et al., 2014) recommends using the simplest environment
model, in which any combination of the environmental predicates that corres-
pond to possible perceptions of the autonomous system is possible.

Consider an intelligent cruise control in an autonomous vehicle that can
perceive the environmental predicates:

• safe, meaning it is safe to accelerate,

• at_speed_limit, meaning that the vehicle reached its speed limit,

• driver_brakes and driver_accelerates, meaning that the driver is brak-
ing/accelerating.

In order to formally verify the behaviour of the cruise control agent, we
might randomly supply subsets of

{safe, at_speed_limit, driver_brakes, driver_accelerates}

where the generation of each subset causes branching in the state space ex-
ploration during veri�cation so that, ultimately, all possible combinations are
explored.

This model is an unstructured abstraction of the world, as it makes no speci�c
assumptions about the world behaviour and deals only with the possible
incoming perceptions that the system may react to. Unstructured abstractions
obviously lead to signi�cant state space explosion.

The state space explosion problem can be addressed by making assumptions
about the environment.

For instance, we might assume that a car cannot both brake and acceler-
ate at the same time: subsets of environmental predicates containing both
driver_brakes and driver_accelerates should not be supplied to the agent
during the static veri�cation stage, as they do not correspond to situations that
we believe likely in the actual environment. This structured abstraction of the
world is grounded on assumptions that help prune the possible perceptions
and hence control state space explosion.

Structured abstractions have advantages over unstructured ones, provided
that the assumptions they rely on are correct. Let us suppose that the cruise
control system crashes if the driver is accelerating and braking at the same
time. If the subsets of environmental predicates generated to verify it never
contain both driver_brakes and driver_accelerates, then the static formal
veri�cation succeeds but if one real driver, for whatever reason, operates both
the acceleration and brake pedals at the same time, the real system crashes!

In this chapter, we propose an approach for exploiting the advantages of
structured abstractions, while mitigating their risks. Our proposal consists
in modelling the structured abstraction in a formalism that can be used both
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for statically verifying the autonomous system’s behaviour via model check-
ing and for validating the model against the real environment by means of
runtime veri�cation (RV). If performed during a testing stage, RV of the actual
environment against its structured abstraction allows the developer to identify
situations not foreseen in the initial assumptions. He/she can revise them, gen-
erate a new structured abstraction, re-verify it via model checking, re-validate
it via RV once again, reaching in the end a “safe” abstraction. If RV takes place
after system deployment and assumption violations are detected, mechanisms
for handing control to a human, a failsafe system, or for performing ad hoc
reasoning should be invoked.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach, we implemented
it on top of the MCAPL framework (Dennis, 2018; Dennis et al., 2012) (which
provides a model-checker for rational agents, see Section 3.7 for further details)
using trace expressions (Chapter 4) as the single formalism to generate both
the environment model and the runtime monitor.

We choose trace expressions instead of more widely used formalisms for
model checking like LTL because of their expressive power. In Section 4.5,
we demonstrated that trace expressions are able to express and verify sets
of traces that are context-free. When working in a RV scenario, trace expres-
sions are more expressive than LTL (Section 4.5). In this chapter, we keep the
presentation as simple as possible and do not stress the potential of such ex-
pressive power. However, this power opens up interesting scenarios discussed
in Section 13.5 and in Chapter 17.

13.2 State of the art

The growing popularity of model checking in industry is due to the possibility
of transforming domain-speci�c input models familiar to the developers into
“under the hood models” invisible to them and amenable to model checking
using existing techniques (Merwe, Merwe, and Visser, 2012). The idea behind
this work is similar: we use trace expressions as the front-end formalism
suitable for modeling behaviour patterns in systems made up of autonomous
entities and we transform them into under the hood models suitable for both
model checking and runtime veri�cation (RV). The main di�erence is that
trace expressions are not domain-speci�c, and although initially devised for
modeling protocols in multiagent system, they have been successfully adopted
for specifying di�erent kinds of behavioural patterns, including interactions
among objects in Java-like programs (Chapter 6 and (Ancona et al., 2017a))
and Internet of Things applications developed with Node.js3 (Ancona et al.,
2017b). This is both a strength and a weakness: a customised formalism for
di�erent domains would make it more usable by domain experts, at the cost
of some loss in generality.

“Enabling su�ciently precise yet tractable veri�cation” with models – be
them explicit or under the hood – of the real environment is a main issue

3https://nodejs.org/it/
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(Tkachuk, Dwyer, and Pasareanu, 2003). Developing “safe” environment mod-
els4 for model checking that are su�ciently precise to enable e�ective reason-
ing yet not so over-restrictive that they mask faulty system behaviours has
been understood as a signi�cant challenge since the early 2000s (Penix et al.,
2000). The Bandera Environment Generator (Tkachuk, Dwyer, and Pasareanu,
2003) is a toolset that automates the generation of environments to provide a
restricted form of modular model checking of Java programs. Although the
addressed problem is the same as ours, the approach is di�erent. We do not
automatically generate “safe by construction” trace expressions starting from
observations of the environment. Rather, we manually design and implement
a trace expression encoding our assumptions and validate it against the real
environment to empirically show that it is “safe”. Although our approach
requires a more accurate design stage and more manual work, it can be applied
to any system and environment; the automatic generation of the environment
model is instead inherently domain-dependent, and the Bandera Environment
Generator is in fact customized for model checking Java programs. A form of
semi-automatic environment model generation would be possible if we were
able to synthesise trace expressions from event traces collected from previous
observations5. The approach of Dhaussy et al. (Dhaussy, Roger, and Boniol,
2011) is closer to ours; the state space explosion is mitigated with requirements
relative to scenarios which are veri�ed instead of the full environment. In that
work the context – corresponding to our structured abstraction – is modelled
with the domain-speci�c Context Description Language, CDL. The main dif-
ference is that CDL is less expressive than trace expressions (recursion and
concatenation are not supported), and no methodology for checking the CDL
speci�cation against the real environment is discussed. In a similar way, in
(Desai, Dreossi, and Seshia, 2017) Desai et al. present a framework to combine
model checking and runtime veri�cation for robotic applications. They repres-
ent the discrete model of their system using the P language (Desai et al., 2013),
check the model and extract the assumptions deriving from such abstraction.
Despite sharing the same purpose, our work is not committed to any speci�c
case study and trace expressions are more expressive than STL speci�cations
(Maler and Nickovic, 2004) used in (Desai, Dreossi, and Seshia, 2017). Besides
CDL, hybrid automata (Alur et al., 2000; Henzinger, 1996) are another widely
adopted formalism for precise modelling of the real world. They do not solve
the question of whether the model accurately captures the environment, and
although RV of cyber-physical systems modelled with hybrid automata is a
lively and promising research �eld (Nguyen et al., 2015; Sistla, Žefran, and Feng,
2012), we are not aware of proposals where the same hybrid automaton model
undergoes both a model checking and a RV process, to both formally prove
system properties and validate the correctness of the environment model.

Investigation of model checking for MAS dates back to 1998 (Benerecetti,
Giunchiglia, and Sera�ni, 1998) and has continued to generate much follow

4“Environment models” and “structured abstractions of the environment” are used as syn-
onyms in this context.

5Exploring this issue is in our agenda, but it is not in the scope of this work.
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up work, for instance the Model Checking Agent Programming Languages
project6 (Bordini et al., 2006; Dennis et al., 2012), and other work (Lomuscio
and Raimondi, 2006; Raimondi and Lomuscio, 2007). Approaches to MAS RV
complement these and include the proposals spun o� from the SOCS project7

where the SCIFF computational logic framework (Alberti et al., 2005) is used to
provide the semantics of social integrity constraints. To model MAS interaction,
expectation-based semantics speci�es the links between the observed events
and the expected ones, providing a means to test run-time conformance of
an actual conversation with respect to a given interaction protocol (Torroni
et al., 2009). Similar work has been performed using commitments (Chesani
et al., 2009). None of the contributions above tackle the problem of recognising
assumption violations in structured abstractions via RV, for model checking
autonomous systems immersed in a real environment. This makes the content
of this chapter original in the panorama of model checking both “in general”,
and, more speci�cally, for autonomous systems and MAS.

13.3 Running Example

The MCAPL framework (Section 3.7) supports model checking of programs in
BDI-style languages via the implementation of interpreters for those languages
in Java. The framework implements program model-checking in which the
actual program to be veri�ed, not a model of it, is checked, and contains
the Agent Java PathFinder (AJPF) model checker which customises the Java
PathFinder (JPF) model checker for Java bytecodes8 (Section 3.7).

BDI-based languages are based on rational agency (Section 3.2). We use the
“Engineering Autonomous Space Software” (EASS) variant of Gwendolen
(Dennis, 2017), a language developed for programming agent-based autonom-
ous systems and verifying them in AJPF. EASS assumes an architecture in
which the rational agents are partnered with an abstraction engine that dis-
cretises continuous information from sensors in an explicit fashion (Dennis
et al., 2010, 2016).

We adopt the methodology from (Dennis et al., 2014) setting out the formal
veri�cation of rational agent components in autonomous systems. This uses
model checking to demonstrate that the rational agent always tries to act in
line with requirements and never deliberately chooses options that lead to
states the agent believes to be unsafe.

autonomous cruise control. The (slightly simpli�ed) EASS code
in Example 7 is for an agent implementing intelligent cruise control in an
autonomous vehicle. It uses standard syntactic conventions from BDI agent
languages:

• +!g indicates the addition of a goal,g;

6http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/MCAPL/
7http://lia.deis.unibo.it/research/projects/SOCS/
8https://babelfish.arc.nasa.gov/trac/jpf
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• +b indicates the addition of a belief, b; and

• -b indicates the removal of a belief.

Plans follow the pattern

trigger : guard ← body;

The trigger is the addition of a goal or a belief (beliefs may be acquired thanks
to the operation of perception or as a result of internal deliberation); the guard
states conditions about the agent’s beliefs which must be true before the plan
can become active; and the body is a stack of deeds the agent performs in order
to execute the plan. These deeds typically involve the addition or deletion of
goals and beliefs, as well as actions (e.g. perf(accelerate), meaning “perform
the action of accelerating”) which indicate code delegated to non-rational parts
of the system.

According to the operational semantics of Gwendolen (Dennis, 2017),
the agent moves through a reasoning cycle polling an external environment
for perceptions; converting these into beliefs and creating intentions from
new beliefs; selecting an intention for consideration; if the intention has no
associated plan body, then the agent seeks a plan that matches the trigger event
and places the body of this plan on the deed stack; the agent then processes
the �rst deed, and places the intention at the end of the intention queue before
again performing perception. As an intention may be suspended while it waits
for some belief to become true, we use *b to indicate a deed that suspends
processing of an intention until b is believed. Plan guards are evaluated using
Prolog-style reasoning with reasoning rules of the form h :- body and literals
drawn from agent’s belief base. Negation is indicated with ~ and its semantics
is negation by failure as in Prolog.

Example 7 (Cruise Control Agent). When the car has a goal to be at the speed
limit, +! at_speed_limit, it can accelerate if it believes it to be safe, that there
are no incoming instructions from the human driver, and it does not already be-
lieve it is accelerating or is at the speed limit — it does this by removing any
belief that it is braking, adding a belief that it is accelerating, performing accel-
eration, then waiting until it no longer believes it is accelerating. If it does not
believe it is safe, believes the driver is accelerating or braking, or believes it is
already accelerating, then it waits for the situation to change. If it believes it is
at the speed limit, it maintains its speed having achieved its goal (which will be
dropped automatically, having been achieved).
If new beliefs arrive from the environment that the car is at the speed limit, no

longer at the speed limit, no longer safe, or the driver has accelerated or braked,
then it reacts appropriately. Note that even if the driver is trying to accelerate,
the agent only does so if it is safe.

1:Reasoning Rules :
2can_acce l e r a t e :− sa fe , ~ d r i v e r _ a c c e l e r a t e s ,
3~ d r i v e r _b r a ke s ;
4
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5: Init ial Goal : a t _ speed_ l im i t
6
7:Plans :
8+ ! a t _ speed_ l im i t :
9{ can_acce le ra te , ~ a c c e l e r a t i n g , ~ at_speed_ l im }
10← −brak ing , + a c c e l e r a t i n g , pe r f ( a c c e l e r a t e ) ,
11*~ a c c e l e r a t i n g ;
12+ ! a t _ speed_ l im i t : { ~ s a f e } ← * sa f e ;
13+ ! a t _ speed_ l im i t : { d r i v e r _ a c c e l e r a t e s }
14← *~ d r i v e r _ a c c e l e r a t e s ;
15+ ! a t _ speed_ l im i t : { d r i v e r _b r a ke s }
16← *~ d r i v e r _b r a ke s ;
17+ ! a t _ speed_ l im i t : { a c c e l e r a t i n g }
18← *~ a c c e l e r a t i n g ;
19+ at_speed_ l im : { can_acce le ra te , a t_speed_ l im }
20← −a c c e l e r a t i n g , −brak ing ,
21pe r f ( mainta in_speed ) ;
22−at_speed_ l im : { ~ at_speed_ l im }
23← + ! a t _ speed_ l im i t ;
24−sa f e : { ~ d r i v e r _b rakes , ~ sa fe , ~ b rak ing } ←
25−a c c e l e r a t i n g , + brak ing , pe r f ( brake ) ;
26+ d r i v e r _ a c c e l e r a t e s : { sa fe , ~ d r i v e r _b rakes ,
27d r i v e r _ a c c e l e r a t e s , ~ a c c e l e r a t i n g }
28← + a c c e l e r a t i n g , −brak ing , pe r f ( a c c e l e r a t e ) ;
29+ d r i v e r _b r a ke s : { d r i v e r _b rakes , ~ b rak ing } ←
30+ brak ing , −a c c e l e r a t i n g , pe r f ( brake ) ;

The cruise control agent has to be connected to either a physical vehicle
or a simulation. Similar EASS agents have been connected to both detailed
simulations of ground vehicles and physical vehicles (Dennis et al., 2016; Kamali
et al., 2017). Here we will consider embedding the agent within a multi-lane,
multi-vehicle motorway (highway) simulation.

The agent is connected to the simulator via a thin Java environment that
communicates using sockets. The environment reads simulated speeds of the
vehicles from the socket and publishes values for acceleration to the socket.
The information from sensors is then passed on to an abstraction engine that
converts it to discrete representations, shared with the rational agent as logical
predicates. The rational agent accesses these shared beliefs as perceptions.

Previously, the model of the combined behaviour of simulator, thin Java
environment, and abstraction engine used for veri�cation was unstructured:
all the possible combinations of the shared beliefs were explored. This is where
our proposal for modeling structured abstractions as trace expressions and
validating them via RV, as well as using them for model checking, comes into
play.

13.4 Recognising Assumption Violations

In this section we discuss how trace expressions can be suitably adopted for
specifying structured abstractions of the real world for use in AJPF. The idea
is generate both a suitable Java model for AJPF model checking and a runtime
monitor from the same trace expression. The monitor can detect if the real
(or simulated) environment violates the assumptions used during the static
veri�cation.
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13.4.1 AJPF Static Formal Veri�cation

The EASS implementation provides a Java class supporting the creation of
abstract models. Unstructured abstractions can be created by overriding in
a subclass its method add_random_beliefs which is called when the agent
requests an action execution or sleeps. This method should generate a set of
beliefs and add them to the environment’s percept base which the agent then
polls. It is assumed this implementation will randomly generate all possible sub-
sets of the shared beliefs relevant to the agent. For static veri�cation, therefore,
we want to generate this subclass from our trace expression. In normal opera-
tion, EASS abstraction engines communicate with the agent-based reasoning
engine (the ‘agent’) by performing assert_belief and remove_belief actions.
These actions are implemented by Java environments which also connect to
sensors and simulators. There are four such actions: assert_belief(b) asserts
a shared belief for all agents and remove_belief(b) removes shared belief
b from all agents. assert_belief(a, b) and remove_belief(a, b) alter the
available beliefs for a speci�c agent a. Our runtime monitor needs to observe
these events. We are also interested in any action performed by an agent, so
our runtime monitor must also observe calls to the executeAction method
that all EASS environments implement. Figure 13.1 gives an overview of this
system. A trace expression τ is used to generate an abstract model in Java used
to verify an agent in AJPF (the dotted box on the right of Figure 13.1). Once
this veri�cation is successfully completed, the veri�ed agent is used with an
abstraction engine, a thin Java environment, and the real world or external sim-
ulator. This is shown in the dotted box on the left of Figure 13.1. If, at any point,
the monitor observes an inconsistent event we can conclude that the abstrac-
tion used during veri�cation was incorrect. Depending upon the development
lifecycle stage reached so far di�erent measures will be possible, ranging from
re�ning the trace expression and re-executing the veri�cation-validation steps,
to involving a human or a failsafe system in the loop.

13.4.2 Event Types for AJPF Environments

We have identi�ed the assertion and removal of shared beliefs and the per-
formance of actions as the “events of interest” in our Java environments. Our
runtime monitor receives noti�cation of all actions in the environment as
events. It is possible to �exibly create a number of di�erent event types on
top of this structure, so we de�ne a number of default event types that are
widely used throughout the system. The following event types model events
involving shared beliefs:

• bel(b), where e ∈ bel(b) i� e = assert_belief (b);
• not_bel(b), where e ∈ not_bel(b) i� e = remove_belief (b);

We coalesce these as event set Eb and de�ne event types:

• action(any_action) where e ∈ action(any_action) i� e < Eb
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Figure 13 . 1 . General view.

• not_action where e ∈ not_action i� e ∈ Eb
• action(A) where e ∈ action(A) i� e < Eb and e = A

Abstract models in AJPF can be represented as automata, with unstructured
abstractions representing their most general form. The automaton states can be
divided into two parts: initial beliefs and actions. Initial Beliefs represents all the
shared beliefs that may be asserted before the system starts executing. After an
action is performed, more shared beliefs may be asserted. In the unstructured
abstractions used by the “standard” AJPF system the initial beliefs, and the
beliefs after each action, were generated at random.

Any structured abstraction will be one that places constraints upon the
possible transitions in the automaton. We represent an abstract model of the
real world as a set of possibly cyclic trace expressions modelled in Prolog. The
basic structure of the Prolog code is given in Figure 13.2. We abuse regular
expression syntax: as parentheses are used for grouping in trace expressions,
we adopt [ and ] to represent groupings within a regular expression; similarly,
since | is a trace expression operator, we use ‖ to indicate alternatives within the
regular expression. Here, e? indicates zero or one occurrences of the element
e . As we use Prolog, variables are represented by terms starting with an upper
case letter (e.g.,Actioni ) and constants are represented by terms starting with a
lower case letter (e.g., bi , actioni )).

���n
i=1

indicates one or more trace expressions
composed via the trace expression shu�e operator, |. Similarly,

∨n
i=1 composes

expressions using∨ and
∧n

i=1 composes expressions using∧. Variables with the
same name will be uni�ed. Occurrences of Pre in (14.1) and (14.2) are intended
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Protocol = Pre ·(Cyclic [ ∧Constrs]?) (13.1)

Pre = [
���n
i=1

bel(bi ):ϵ] ‖ [not_action : Pre∨ϵ] (13.2)

Cyclic = SinдleStep·Cyclic (13.3)

SinдleStep =
m∨
i=1

Actioni ·AddBelEv (13.4)

AddBelEv = not_action : AddBelEv∨ϵ (13.5)
Actioni = action(actioni ):ProtocolBel (13.6)

ProtocolBel =
���k
i=1
(bel(bi ):ϵ∨not_bel(bi ):ϵ∨ϵ) (13.7)

Figure 13 .2 . Trace expression template for generating abstract environments.

to unify, and the variable names used in these positions in any instantiation of
this template should be the same.

The template in Figure 13.2 represents an unstructured abstraction in which
any subset of the beliefs, bi in (14.7) can occur after an action. Protocol (14.1)
is the main body of our trace expression. Pre (14.2) represents all events that
can be generated before the �rst action of an agent. Cyclic (14.3) is the trace
expression that describes the behaviour once the agent starts performing
actions. SinдleStep (14.4) represents a single action step. It is the union of the
trace expressions that describe the possible results of each action the agent
may take followed by AddBelEv which describes additional belief events after
the immediate results of the action – for instance if the agent sleeps and
other agents are acting. Action (14.6) consists of an action event followed by
ProtocolBel (14.7) which describes the possible belief events. Any given belief,bi
may appear in the shared belief base (bel(beliefi)), disappear (not_bel(beliefi))
or its status may be unchanged (ϵ).

Figure 13.2 contains an optional variable Constrs . If present this provides
constraints that structure the abstraction. The template for constraints is shown
in Figure 13.3. Constrs consists of an intersection of trace expressions of the
form FilterEventTypej�C

x
j . It appears at the top level of the trace expression

in an intersection (∧) with the repeatingCyclic step. This allows us to put con-
straints on belief events without considering at which action step they occur.
In this way, each time a constrained belief event is observed in a SinдleStep, we
can keep track of the fact. FilterEventTypej is an event type which denotes
only the events involved in Cx

j . Its purpose is to �lter out any events that
are not constrained by Cx

j , and matches bel(bj,1),not_bel(bj,1),bel(bj,2) and
not_bel(bj,2).

Each constraint represents a pairwise relationship between two belief events.
These are captured by the three trace expressions in (14.9), (14.10) and (14.11)
which describe the evolving behaviour of the four belief events of interest
where Bj,i is either the assertion or removal of bj, i and NBj, i is its converse – so
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Constrs =
o∧
j=1

FilterEventTypej�[C
1
j ‖ C

2
j ] (13.8)

C1
j = (((Bj,1:ϵ) ∨ (NBj,2:ϵ))·C1

j ) ∨ (NBj,1 : C2
j ) (13.9)

C2
j = (((NBj,1:ϵ) ∨ (NBj,2:ϵ))·C2

j ) ∨

(Bj,1:C1
j ) ∨ (Bj,2:C3

j ) (13.10)
C3
j = (((Bj,2:ϵ) ∨ (NBj,1:ϵ))·C3

j ) ∨ (NBj,2 : C2
j ) (13.11)

Bj,i = [bel(beliefj, i) ‖ not_bel(beliefj, i)] (13.12)
NBj,i = [bel(beliefj, i):ϵ ‖ not_bel(beliefj, i):ϵ] (13.13)

Figure 13 .3 . Trace Expressions for Constrs where Bj,i , NBj, i.

if Bj,i = bel(bj, i) then NBj, i = not_bel(bj, i) and vice versa. The three equations
capture the constraint that if Bj,1 has occurred then Bj,2 can not occur until
after NBj,1 has been observed and vice versa. The constraint either starts in
the state described by C1

j or C2
j depending upon whether only one of the

constrained belief events is possible in the initial state (C1
j ) or both are (C2

j ).

13.4.3 Abstract Model Generation

Once we have created a trace expression, we translate it into Java by im-
plementing add_random_beliefs. We omit the involved low level details (e.g.,
constructing appropriate class and package names) but just focus on the core as-
pects9. Our trace expression is de�ned according to the template in Figures 13.2
and 13.3. Many parts of these trace expressions are not directly translated into
Java; the sub-expressions relevant to the generation of abstract models are Pre
(14.2), SinдleStep (14.4) and Constrs (14.8). Note that the MCAPL framework
provides support for constructing logical predicates and adding them to the
belief base.

If Pre speci�es particular initial beliefs then the subclass adds these to the
agent’s belief base at the start. SinдleStep contains a union of trace expres-
sions of the form Action = action(action_name) : ProtocolBel. ProtocolBel =
|ki=1 (bel(bi ) ∨ not_bel(bi )∨ϵ de�nes the set of belief events that may occur. We
de�ne the set B(ProtocolBel) as bi ∈ B(ProtocolBel) i� (bel(bi )∨not_bel(bi )∨ϵ)
is one of the interleaved trace expressions in ProtocolBel.

For each bi ∈ B(ProtocolBel) we de�ne a predicate in the environment class
and bind it to a Java �eld called bi .
Constrs constrains events by specifying pairwise exclusions between some

of them.

9Full source code can be found in the MCAPL distribution: mcapl.sourceforge.net. Code
for the examples is also available from the University of Liverpool together with experi-
mental data – DOI:10.17638/datacat.liverpool.ac.uk/438
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For each Action trace expression we generate a corresponding if statement
inside the add_random_beliefs method.

1i f ( ac t . ge tFunc to r ( ) . equa ls ( "action_name " ) )
2{ translation(ProtocolBel, Constrs) }

We construct a set of mutually exclusive belief events,Mx (Constrs), from
Constrs where (Bj,1,Bj,2) ∈ Mx (Constrs) i� FilterEventTypej�Constraintj
is one of the conjuncts ofConstrs andC1

j = (((Bj,1:ϵ) ∨ (NBj,2:ϵ))·C1
j ) ∨ (NBj,1 :

C2
j ) and C3

j = (((Bj,2:ϵ) ∨ (NBj,1:ϵ))·C3
j ) ∨ (NBj,2 : C2

j ).
The set of possible sets of belief events for our structured environment is:
PB(ProtocolBel,Constrs) =

{S | (∀bi ∈ B(ProtocolBel). bel(bi ) ∈ S ∨ not_bel(bi ) ∈ S)
∧ (∀(B1,B2) ∈ Mx (Constrs). B1 ∈ S ↔ B2 < S)} (13.14)

Say thatPB(ProtocolBel,Constrs) containsk sets of belief events, S j , 0 ≤ j < k .
We generate translation(ProtocolBel, Constrs), as follows:

1int asse r t_ random_int = random_int_generator (k ) ;

where random_int_generator is a special method that generates random in-
tegers in a way that optimises the model checking in AJPF. For each S j we
generate

1i f ( asse r t_ random_int == j )
2{ add_percepts(Sj ) }

Here add_percepts(S j ) adds bi to the percept base for each bel(bi ) ∈ S j . We do
not need to handle the belief removal events, not_bel(bi ) ∈ S j , because AJPF
automatically removes all percepts before calling add_random_beliefs.

Figures 13.4 and 13.5 show the trace expression modeling the cruise control
agent from Example 7. Pre is reused forAddBelEnv since, in this case, they are
the same trace expression. SinдleStep contains only one branch which matches
any action. ProtocolBel speci�es that the possible belief events are the assertion
and removal of safe, at_speed_lim, driver_accelerates and driver_brakes

We have two constraints. Firstly we assume that the driver never brakes and
accelerates at the same time. This establishes a mutual exclusion between
bel(driver_accelerates) and bel(driver_brakes). Initially either belief may
appear. Secondly, we assume the driver only accelerates if it is safe to do
so. This establishes a mutual exclusion between bel(driver_accelerates) and
not_bel(safe).

Initially we are in the state were we cannot observe bel(driver_accelerates).
brake_or_accelerate and accelerates_or_safe are event types that match the
relevant events for each constraint.
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Protocol = Pre ·(Cyclic ∧Constrs) (13.15)
Pre = ((not_action:Pre) ∨ ϵ) (13.16)

Cyclic = SinдleStep·Cyclic (13.17)
SinдleStep = action(any_action):(ProtocolBel ·Pre) (13.18)

Safe = ((bel(safe):ϵ) ∨ (not_bel(safe):ϵ) ∨ ϵ) (13.19)
AtSpeedLimit = ((bel(at_speed_lim):ϵ) ∨

(not_bel(at_speed_lim):ϵ) ∨ ϵ) (13.20)
Accel = ((bel(driver_accelerates):ϵ) ∨

(not_bel(driver_accelerates):ϵ) ∨ ϵ) (13.21)
Brakes = ((bel(driver_brakes):ϵ) ∨

(not_bel(driver_brakes):ϵ) ∨ ϵ) (13.22)
ProtocolBel = (Safe |AtSpeedLimit |Accel |Brakes) (13.23)

Figure 13 .4 . Trace expression for a Cruise Control Agent.

13.4.4 MCAPL Runtime Veri�cation

Since the MCAPL framework is implemented in Java, its integration with the
trace expressions runtime veri�cation engine or “monitor” (namely, the Prolog
engine that “executes” the δ transitions as presented in Section 14.2) was easy
using the JPL interface10 between Java and Prolog11.

In order to verify a trace expression τ modelled in Prolog, we supply the
runtime veri�cation engine with Prolog representations of the events taking
place in the environment. These are easily obtained from the abstraction engine
and the Java environment that links to sensors and actuators. The Java environ-
ment reports instances of assert_shared_belief, remove_shared_belief and
executeAction to the runtime veri�cation engine which checks if the event is
compliant with the current state of the modelled environment and reports any
violations that occur during execution12.

13.5 Discussion

AJPF’s property speci�cation language uses LTL extended with modalities for
BDI concepts such as beliefs (B(a,b) is interpreted as meaning agent a believes
b)13

We carried out experiments using the agent discussed in Example 7. When
model checked using a typical hand-constructed unstructured abstraction,
veri�cation takes 4,906 states and 32:17 minutes to verify that it is always the
case that eventually the car believes is it safe or that it is in the process of

10http://jpl7.org
11We reuse pre-existing work used to develop RIVERtools and the JADE-Connector (Chapter

14).
12Following the approach presented in Section 14.2.
13See Section 3.6 for further details.
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Constrs = (brake_or_accelerate�BrakeOrAccelerate) ∧

(accelerates_or_safe�CanBeUnsafe) (13.24)
CanBeUnsafe = (bel(safe):AccelOrUnsafe) ∨ (((not_bel(safe):ϵ) ∨

(not_bel(driver_accelerates):ϵ))·CanBeUnsafe)
(13.25)

AccelOrUnsafe = (bel(driver_accelerates):CanAccel) ∨
(((not_bel(driver_acclerates):ϵ) ∨ (bel(safe):ϵ))·
AccelOrUnsafe) ∨ (not_bel(safe):CanBeUnsafe)

(13.26)
CanAccel = (not_bel(driver_accelerates):AccelOrUnsafe) ∨

(((bel(safe):ϵ) ∨(bel(driver_accelerates):ϵ))·CanAccel)
(13.27)

BrakeOrAccelerate = (bel(driver_accelerates):AccelOnly) ∨
(((not_bel(driver_accelerates):ϵ) ∨
(not_bel(driver_brakes):ϵ))· ∨
BrakeOrAccelerate)(bel(driver_brakes):BrakeOnly)

(13.28)
AccelOnly = (not_bel(driver_accelerates):BrakeOrAccelerate) ∨

(((bel(driver_accelerates):ϵ) ∨ (not_bel(driver_brakes):ϵ))·
AccelOnly) (13.29)

BrakeOnly = (not_bel(driver_brakes):BrakeOrAccelerate) ∨
(((bel(driver_brakes):ϵ) ∨ (not_bel(driver_accelerates):ϵ))·
BrakeOnly) (13.30)

Figure 13 .5 . Trace Expression for the Constraints on a Car where the driver only
accelerates when it is safe to do so, and never uses both brake and
acceleration pedal at the same time.

braking:

�(B(car , safe) → �(♦B(car , safe) ∨ B(car ,brakinд))) (P1)

The condition B(car , safe) → at the start of the formula considers the possibil-
ity that the car never believes it is safe since braking is only triggered when
the safe belief is removed.

To test our approach, we �rst used the trace expression in Figure 13.4 with
the omission ofConstrs : this trace expression is equivalent to an unstructured
abstraction, i.e., one where the percepts safe, at_speed_lim, driver_brakes,
and driver_accelerates could all either be true or false at any moment. Veri-
fying (P1) in an abstract model generated from this trace expression took 4,906
states and 30:37 minutes: the behaviour was exactly the same as that for the
unstructured model that had been created manually, and this helped validate
that trace expressions following the template in Figure 13.2 without constraints
create unstructured abstractions that behave the same way as hand crafted
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ones.
We then investigated the e�ect of structuring the model using the trace

expression in Figure 13.5, which adds constraints to that in Figure 13.4. With
this abstraction (P1) takes 8:22 minutes to prove using 1,677 states – this has
more than halved the time and the state space.

To illustrate how we cope with the risk that a structured abstraction may
not re�ect reality, we consider a version of the cruise control agent with slight
variations. It is widely considered important that an autonomous vehicle should
not be able to override the actions of a driver. In our previous example the
vehicle violates this rule – it would only let the driver accelerate if it was safe
to do so, and it would brake whenever it detected unsafe conditions even if the
driver was currently trying to accelerate. We adapted the program, removing
these restrictions.

This modi�ed program could not be veri�ed in the unstructured model be-
cause our property is not actually true in that model – if the driver continually
accelerates in an unsafe situation then the car can never brake. However, it is
true in the structured model which assumes that the driver never accelerates
if the situation is unsafe.

When we run this program in our simulator it is indeed possible to cause
a crash by accelerating in unsafe conditions. This is where the runtime veri-
�cation engine �ts in. The engine logs an exception at the moment when
the unsafe acceleration takes place. It generates the error message shown
below and also shows the current state of the trace expression, which is the
equivalent of (14.25) in Figure 13.5.

* * * DYNAMIC TYPE−CHECKING ERROR * * *
Message event ( ab s t r a c t i on_ca r0 ,

a s se r t _ sha red ( d r i v e r _ a c c e l e r a t e s ) )
cannot be accepted in the cu r r en t s t a t e

S_8 = ( be l ( s a f e ) : S_6 ) \ / ( ( not_be l ( s a f e ) : ep s i l on ) \ /
( not_be l ( d r i v e r _ a c c e l e r a t e s ) : ep s i l on ) ) * S_8 ] )

This identi�es the system as now being in an unveri�ed state, as this accelera-
tion has violated the trace expression.

The example shows how we have addressed the development of a prin-
cipled mechanism for creating structured abstractions in a way that allows
us to provide at least some guarantee of the validity of our results. We have
demonstrated how trace expressions can be used as a unifying formalism
to generate both a structured abstraction for model checking and a runtime
monitor, providing a route for guarantees of the behaviour of a system that
has been veri�ed against an abstract model of the real world. Their expressive
power would pave the way to addressing challenging scenarios where:

1. the behaviour of the system is modeled with a trace expression τ without
expressive power limitations (for example, an expression representing
the set of all anbn traces, for any n ∈ N; this set of traces cannot be
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modeled in LTL) to allow speci�cations of complex environments;

2. τ is over-approximated (as shown in Chapter 12) and then translated
into the Java model;

3. the model checking stage is performed using the generated over-
approximating Java model;

4. the runtime veri�cation stage uses τ , with all its expressive power;
empirical results show that in most cases verifying whether a trace
belongs to the language de�ned by a trace expression is linear in the
lenght of the trace: this means that – even when the highest modeling
expressivity of the formalism is exploited – performances of RV remain
acceptable.
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Part VI

Implementation and Case Study

In this part we present the tool that has been developed to support the trace
expression RV. Thanks to an IDE especially developed for supporting the trace
expression formalism, we can achieve the writing of properties and protocols
using trace expressions more intuitive, where the syntax and event types are
statically checked and the monitors are automatically generated.
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14 Development of a framework supporting
trace expressions RV

“We are stuck with technology when
what we really want is just stu� that works.”

- Douglas Adams

The development of new formalisms and libraries to solve well
known problems is common in all computer science �elds. What is
less common is to �nd tools thatmake such new formalisms actually
usable also by those users which were not directly involved in the
development of the formalism itself. The same occurs in the context
of Runtime Veri�cation, where many formalisms and libraries have
been developed during the years, but only few of them are supported
by an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that makes them
accessible to a wider audience. This chapter introduces RIVERtools,
the IDE which has been developed to support the de�nition of trace
expressions and their use for obtaining the runtime veri�cation of
our systems.

The contents of this chapter are published in
(Ancona et al., 2018b; Ferrando, 2017)
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14.1 Introduction

Di�erently from static veri�cation, very few tools expressly designed for the
runtime veri�cation of MAS exist. Besides (Alotaibi and Zedan, 2010; Bakar
and Selamat, 2013; Chesani et al., 2009; Meron and Mermet, 2006) and a few
others, the only works on runtime veri�cation of MAS are those that lead to
the development and re�nement of the trace expression formalism1.

As it happened for tools such as Jason (Section 3.3), Cartago2, and Moise3,
where the need of a more modular, �exible and standardized framework
brought to the creation of JaCaMo4, also for the RV of MAS there is the
pressing need of a general purpose framework, with the objective to be modu-
lar with respect to the target system (the system must be seen as a black-box)
and “programmer-friendly” focusing on the reuse of the developed software.

Following this aim we developed RIVERtools, an Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) for supporting the automatic generation of code to be
used for implementing a black-box RV engine for generic software systems -
focusing on challenging scenarios such as MAS.

RIVERtools is a generic, modular and domain independent IDE for achieving
the runtime veri�cation of any possible target system. Rather than other
solutions proposed in literature, RIVERtools was born as a “multi-target” IDE
for the generation of runtime monitors.

Obviously we can achieve the same results without using an IDE, but using
RIVERtools we have the support during the de�nition of our properties (sup-
ported by highlights, syntax and type checking), leaving the technical details
at a lower level that can be implemented just once for each possible target
system of interest (updating the compiler without changing the high level
speci�cation).

The RIVERtools main features can be summarized as follows:

• the support during the de�nition of our properties (using the trace ex-
pression formalism);

• the abstraction from the speci�c target domain, with RIVERtools we
can de�ne the speci�cation leaving all technical details to the compiler
(presented in Section 14.3);

• the automatic properties integration inside the runtime veri�cation pro-
cess;

• the extensibility because the RIVERtools’ structure is based on the pres-
ence of “connectors-to-something” (for each new target system to be
veri�ed, we de�ne a new “connector-to-target” updating the RIVERtools
compiler).

1https://www.google.it/search?q=runtime+verification+of+multiagent+
systems

2http://cartago.sourceforge.net
3http://moise.sourceforge.net
4http://jacamo.sourceforge.net
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The main objective of RIVERtools is to separate and generalize the writing
of monitors to achieve the runtime veri�cation of any possible target system.

In this chapter we focus on its initial exploitation for the MAS scenario, in
particular for the JADE framework (Section 3.4).

14.2 Trace expression RV using SWI-Prolog

As it has been repeated several times in this thesis, we have totally implemented
the trace expression syntax and semantics using SWI-Prolog.

The main reasons for this choice can be found in the support for de�ning
cyclic terms natively o�ered by SWI-Prolog. Thanks to this simpli�cation, the
translation of a trace expression in its counterpart implemented in SWI-Prolog
is extremely direct. Also the trace expressions operational semantics can be
easily represented inside SWI-Prolog, translating each rule in an equivalent
logic predicate. Finally, not for importance, SWI-Prolog is a well-know frame-
work and is one of the most used. Thanks to this, the state of the art is full of
integration libraries that allow interacting with other programming languages;
in our case, since the target system will be implemented using JADE, we will
exploit the integration with the Java language.

Trace expressions can be modelled as Prolog terms and by exploiting syn-
tactic equations where the same variable can appear both to the left and to
the right of the “=” syntactic equality symbol, recursive trace expressions can
be easily de�ned (points 1 and 2 in the list below). This feature is supported by
most Prolog implementations, including SWI-Prolog, and allows us to de�ne
the trace expressions shown in the examples provided so far, using almost
the same syntax. The adoption of Prolog is a winning choice not only for
representing trace expressions, but also for implementing their semantics and
for manipulating them.

Provided that some connector between the real system to be observed
and a SWI-Prolog piece of code exists or can be implemented (point 3 in
the list below), the development of a SWI-Prolog trace expression-driven
monitor observing the events and verifying whether they comply with the trace
expression or not, can be automatically generated from the trace expression
Prolog representation (point 4 and 5 in the list below). This set of events can
be generated by any possible system (black-box approach), the only need is
that it must be able to communicate with our SWI-Prolog speci�cation.

The states are maintained by SWI-Prolog in its local knowledge base, to
allow the monitor to retrieve the current set of states, query each of them, and
update the knowledge base with newly generated states.

Having in mind these considerations, the corresponding RV pipeline can be
summarized as:

1. the implementation of the operational semantics modeled by δ (Section
4.2.3) in SWI-Prolog;

2. the de�nition of a trace expression in SWI-Prolog;
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3. the implementation of a library to allow the communication between
SWI-Prolog and the target system we want to verify (in the following
we will refer to it as the connector);

4. the writing of a “main” �le which uses this library;

5. the execution of the “main” �le to perform the runtime veri�cation of
the target system.

What is extremely important to note is that the components involved in
the RV process are: a SWI-Prolog library (1), a trace expression (2), a library
to integrate SWI-Prolog with the system (the connector) (3) and a �le to start
everything correctly (4). But among these, only the trace expression (2) needs
to be de�ned each time by the programmer (inside SWI-Prolog as introduced
above). In fact, when the target system is chosen, (1) and (3) can be implemented
once and for all; and the “main” �le (4) can be automatically generated starting
from the trace expression (2).

Following this intuition, we created an IDE which supports the de�nition of
our speci�cations through trace expression and that automatically generates of
all the code necessary to achieve the runtime veri�cation of our target system.
As we explained before, RIVERtools is based on the concept of “connector-to-
target”; in the following, we consider its exploitation using the “connector-to-
JADE” in order to verify our MAS implemented using JADE5.

14.3 RIVERtools

RIVERtools has been developed using Xtext6, a framework for the develop-
ment of programming languages and domain-speci�c languages which can
be integrated as an Eclipse7 plugin. With respect to other frameworks, Xtext
has been chosen above all for its support to the Xtend8 language (a dialect of
Java), that makes the development of Eclipse plugin very fast and intuitive.

In Figure 14.1(left), a high level summarization of how the RIVERtools IDE
works is presented. First of all, the programmer (the user) can write the trace
expression inside RIVERtools. This phase is supported by:

• syntax checking,

• type checking (contractiveness, decentralizable, and so on),

• roles, event types and events de�nition, and so on.

Referring to the second point, a trace expression is contractive if all its in�nite
paths contain the pre�x ‘:’ operator (Section 4.2.3) and can be decentralized (for
decentralized runtime veri�cation purposes) only if it satis�es a set of good

5JADE is the only target system supported by RIVERtools for now.
6https://eclipse.org/Xtext/
7https://www.eclipse.org
8http://www.eclipse.org/xtend/
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Figure 14.1 . RIVERtools general representation (left) and its exploitation in three
di�erent scenarios: JADE, Jason and Node.js (right).

properties: connectedness for sequence and unique point of choice (Chapter 8
and Chapter 9).

Both contractivennes and decentralizability checks are provided by RIVER-
tools.

Keeping in mind the summarization made in Section 14.2, we have a trace
expression de�ned using RIVERtools, the SWI-Prolog library and the connector
to the target system.

Starting from these, we need to create the SWI-Prolog representation of the
trace expression which will be used inside the SWI-Prolog library (where the
trace expression operational semantics is implemented), and the “main” �le to
properly initialize and run the connector. These two �les are automatically
generated by RIVERtools by compiling the trace expression.

In more detail, the new RV pipeline using the trace expression formalism
with the RIVERtools integration can be summarized as:

1. the user writes the trace expression inside RIVERtools and chooses the
target system;

2. RIVERtools checks the correctness of the trace expression and, if it is
correct, generates the SWI-Prolog representation of the trace expression
and the “main” �le for the target system;

3. the “main” �le, using the SWI-Prolog library and the connector to the
target system, can be used by the user to start the RV process.

Figure 14.1(right) shows the �exibility of the proposed approach. As an
example, if the target system is JADE, RIVERtools compiles the trace expression
τ into one SWI-Prolog �le and one Java �le: the second �le is indeed dependent
on the target system; for JADE it is a Java �le, for Jason it would be an ASL
�le and for Node.js it would be a Javascript one.

The grammar

The trace expression structure that is recognized and managed by RIVERtools
is expressed by the grammar below.
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〈 trace_expression 〉 ::= ‘trace_expression’ ‘{’
‘id:’ 〈 atom 〉
‘target:’ 〈 tarдet 〉
‘body:’ 〈 term 〉+
‘roles:’ 〈 role 〉*
‘types:’

(〈 type 〉‘:’ ‘{’
(〈 role 〉 ‘=>’ 〈 role 〉 ‘:’ 〈 content 〉 (‘[’ (〈 condition 〉)+ ‘]’)?)+

}’ ‘[’ 〈 channel 〉 ‘]’)*
(‘threshold:’ 〈 reliability 〉)?
(‘channels:’ (〈 channel 〉 (‘[’ 〈 reliability 〉 ‘]’)?)+)?

‘}’
There are seven di�erent �elds:

• id: is the identi�er of the protocol (the protocol name for instance);

• target: is the target system to verify (only JADE for now);

• body: is the collection of terms representing the body of the protocol, it
follows the trace expression syntax presented in Section 4.2.3;

• roles: is the set of roles involved in the event types of the protocol (the
roles are the agents since the target is set to JADE);

• types: is the set of event types used in body;

• threshold: (optional) is the minimum level for the reliability allowed by
the protocol (it is the likelihood for the channel, see Chapter 8);

• channels: (optional) is the set of channels available for the communication
between the roles.

We can better understand the syntax through an example.

in terac t ion_trace_express ion {
id : p ing_pong
t a rge t : j a d e
body :

main <− ping : pong : main
ro les :

a l i c e
bob

types :
p ing : { a l i c e => bob : h e l l o } [ e m a i l ]
pong : { bob => a l i c e : world } [ sms ]

threshold : 0 . 7
channels :

e m a i l [ 0 . 8 ]
sms

}

This is a simpli�ed representation of the ping-pong protocol presented in
Section 4.3.1.
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Since the target system is set to jade – the only available for now – the
roles involved are automatically considered as agents, in particular here we
have two agents involved: alice and bob.

Since the target �eld is set to jade, the roles are interpreted as the name
of the agents involved in the interaction protocol. For this reason, in the entire
chapter we will consider the terms role and agent synonyms.

The protocol identi�er is ping_pong, and its de�nition (the body) consists
in one ping followed by one pong followed by one ping and so on in�nitely.

The event types involved in the protocol are explicitly de�ned:

• ping corresponds to the interaction event hello sent by alice to bob

using the email channel, and

• pong corresponds to the interaction event world sent by bob to alice

using the sms channel.

These two channels must be also de�ned with their respective reliabilities
(likelihoods, from 0, not reliable, to 1, totally reliable); for instance in this case
we have that the sms channel (the deault is 1 if not speci�ed otherwise) is
more reliable than the email channel (0.8).

In RIVERtools the concept of reliability of the channels is the implementation
corresponding to the likelihood concept presented in Chapter 8.

The threshold �eld is used to set the level of reliability under which we do not
trust a channel. When the reliability of a channel is under the threshold RIVER-
tools automatically considers “optional” all the event types using that channel.
For instance, if we have a channel sms with reliability 0.3, the threshold set
to 0.7, and an event type ping:{alice => bob : hello}[sms]; each time
we use ping inside the body �eld, i.e. ping:t (where t is the continuation
of the trace expression after the pre�x operator), RIVERtools automatically
compiles it in ((ping:epsilon)\/(epsilon))*(t) meaning that the event
matching ping can be missing (* is the corresponding representation of the
concatenation operator · inside RIVERtools, the syntax for the other operators
is unchanged). If we set the threshold to a smaller value, for instance 0.2,
we are relaxing our reliability requirements and, since the sms channel has a
greater reliability value, it will not be modi�ed by RIVERtools because we are
trusting all the channels with reliability greater than 0.2.

In the case of a limit scenario where the reliability of a channel is 0, RIVER-
tools will remove from the protocol all the occurrences of the event types using
it. This particular case becomes interesting when we focus on distribution fea-
tures, because we can write a good protocol in which we explicit all the event
interactions but when we exploit it in a real world we discover that not all
events are observable (partial observability problem, as we already presented
in Section 8.5). This issue can bring to have missing information during the
decentralization of our speci�cations. Thanks to the explicit representation of
such reliability absence, RIVERtools can analyze the trace expression consid-
ering these kind of unavailability and can achieve a correct decentralization
without losing information (exploiting the Decamon algorithm, see Chapter
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9).
The channel integration inside the runtime veri�cation process is a task for

the connector and it is totally domain dependent.
When a channel is not indicated for an event type, the default one is chosen

whose reliability (likelihood) is 1. The same happens for the channels, if the
reliability is not given, the reliability is set to 1 (in the ping_pong example
the sms channel has reliability 1).

Starting from the trace expression, RIVERtools generates its SWI-Prolog
implementation and the system dependent “main” �le (in this case a Java
�le since the target is JADE) to use the JADE-Connector and the SWI-Prolog
library. The programmer will provide its own MAS implemented in JADE and
using the “main” �le it will be possible to perform RV on it.

In more details, since JADE is a Java framework used to implement MAS,
the JADE-Connector is a Java library containing both all the primitives to
sni� the events generated by the agents developed by the programmer and the
code necessary to use the SWI-Prolog library containing the trace expression
semantics implementation. In this way, the only part that RIVERtools must
generate is the SWI-Prolog implementation of the trace expression, all the rest
is �xed and can be reused (Figure 14.2). It will be enough to run the “main” �le
(Java) providing:

• the agents developed by the programmer;

• the JADE-Connector library (in the build path);

• the SWI-Prolog library (used by the JADE-Connector).

RIVERtools

τ

- syntax checking 
- events and event types checking 
- contractiveness checking 
- decentralization checking

……………
……………
……………
……………
…………

main.java

……………
……………
……………
……………
…………

.pl

Trace expressions  
operational semantics 

implemented in SWI-Prolog

MAS

JadeConnector.jar

monitor lib.

JPL

Jade

user

compile

compile

trace expression compiled  
in SWI-Prolog

.pl

write run

create

include

query

all the time

once for target

once for all

Figure 14.2 . RIVERtools exploited in JADE.
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In Figure 14.2 we used colours to di�erentiate the framework parts taking
into account the timing. Since the trace expression represents the protocol
we want to verify at runtime, it is the part that changes in each new scenario.
Consequently, also the automatically generated SWI-Prolog implementation
and “main” �le change each time (all these parts are in blue). The target
system is JADE, thus we have a JADE-Connector that implements all the
monitoring process logic and the communication with the SWI-Prolog library.
The connector changes only when we change the target system, since here
we are focusing on JADE, the connector is used for all the possible scenarios
implemented in JADE (the red part). Trace expressions have been successfully
implemented in SWI-Prolog, with their syntax and semantics. Since one of
the objectives of the connector is the communication with the SWI-Prolog
library, the implementation of the trace expression formalism has been done
once and for all. If in the future we will be interested in adding a new target
system, it will be enough developing the corresponding connector in order to
communicate with the SWI-Prolog implementation.

Before showing an example directly implemented using RIVERtools, we
need to clarify better what is the JADE-Connector and the SWI-Prolog library.

m

a1

a2

a3

Trace 
expression JPL

SWI-Prolog
JADEA Java Interface to Prolog

Figure 14.3 . Abstract view of how JPL is used inside the JADE-Connector.

The JADE-Connector is the Java library that has been developed during the
Ph.D. program in order to monitor MAS implemented in JADE. In order to use
this library is enough to add it to the build path of a JADE project. After that,
we can use the library to create and run one or more monitors simply calling
the corresponding implemented functions.

The SWI-Prolog library (on the left in Figure 14.3, and in the right bottom
of Figure 14.2) handles all the issues concerning the representation of our
trace expressions. In order to use this library inside the JADE-Connector, we
exploited JPL9 (Java interface to ProLog). Using JPL (Figure 14.3 and Figure 14.2)
is possible to call SWI-Prolog predicates directly from Java. In this way, with
the JADE-Connector we are able to observe the events generated inside our
MAS in JADE, and through JPL, we can query our trace expression represented
and maintained inside SWI-Prolog10. As previously observed, and graphically

9http://www.swi-prolog.org/packages/jpl/java_api/index.html
10The JADE-Connector, the SWI-Prolog JPL integration and the RIVERtools eclipse plugin

projects are all available on GitHub: https://github.com/AngeloFerrando/.
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showed in Figure 14.2, this part is totally independent from the current system
and speci�cation used. Thanks to this, we can reuse our JADE-Connector for
every possible scenarios in JADE. It is enough to change: the target MAS and
the protocol.

14.3.1 An example using RIVERtools

Reconsidering the book shop example presented in Section 8.4. Let us suppose
to have a MAS implemented in JADE representing a it. The involved agents
are: alice, barbara, carol, dave, emily and frank. For clarity we brie�y
reformulate in natural language the book shop example as follow:

1. the agent alice sends a whatsAppmessage to the agent barbara asking
to buy a book;

2. the agent barbara sends an email message to the agent carol asking
to reserve the book in the bookshop;

3. the agent carol sends a whatsApp message to the agent dave asking
to check the availability of the book;

4. the agent dave checks the availability of the book, and if the book is
available

a) it sends a whatsApp message to the agent emily asking to take
the book in the bookshop;

b) the agent emily sends an email message to the agent barbara
saying that the book is available in the bookshop.

otherwise
a) it sends an email message to the agent frank asking to order the

book;
b) the agent frank sends a whatsApp message to the agent barbara

saying that the book will be availabel in the bookshop in two days.

The corresponding trace expression representation inside RIVERtools is:
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Listing 14.1 . Book-shop trace expression written inside RIVERtools.
in terac t ion_trace_express ion {

id : book_purchase
t a rge t : j a d e
body :

main <− buy : r e s e r v e : c h e c k A v a i l :
( t ake2Shop : avai lNow : epsi lon \/

o r d e r : a v a i l 2 D a y s : epsi lon )
ro les :

a l i c e , ba rbara , c a r o l , dave , emily , f r a n k
types :

buy : { a l i c e => b a r b a r a : buy_me_book } [ whatsApp ]
r e s e r v e : { b a r b a r a => c a r o l : reserve_me_book } [ e m a i l ]
c h e c k A v a i l : { c a r o l => dave : i s _ a v a i l a b l e ? } [ whatsApp ]
take2Shop : { dave => emi ly : send_me_book } [ whatsApp ]
avai lNow : { emi ly => b a r b a r a : b o o k _ a v a i l a b l e } [ e m a i l ]
o r d e r : { dave => f r a n k : order_book } [ e m a i l ]
a v a i l 2 D a y s : { f r a n k => b a r b a r a : book_ in_2_days } [ whatsApp ]

threshold : 0 . 6
channels :

e m a i l [ 0 ]
whatsApp [ 1 ]

}

In this example we have two kinds of channels used by the agents to com-
municate: email and whatsApp. We point out the reliability of the two cor-
responding channels. The whatsApp channel has reliability set to 1, while
the email channel has the reliability set to 0. This means that, during RV, we
expect the monitor not to be able to observe messages passed on the email

channel. This may be due to any reason, for example lack of permissions or
unavailability of information. Thanks to the presence of explicitly declared
channels, RIVERtools can take into account the channel reliability during the
correctness checking for the trace expression. Channel reliability may impact
on contractiveness and decentralization of the original trace expression (as
observed in Section 14.3 and Chapter 8): RIVERtools takes channel reliability
into account when automatically performs those checks.

Compiling this trace expression, RIVERtools generates the two �les

• book_purchase.pl and

• BookPurchase.java.

Providing the connector library for JADE and the MAS implementation of the
book-shop, it will be enough to execute the main method of the BookPurchase
class to achieve the RV of a JADE MAS. Once obtained this Java class and the
trace expression SWI-Prolog representation, the developer can simply execute
the veri�er without adding a single line of code.
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Listing 14.2 . BookPurchase.java automatically generated by RIVERtools.
public c l a s s BookPurchase {

public s t a t i c void main ( S t r i n g [ ] a r g s )
throws S t a l e P r o x y E x c e p t i o n , I O E x c e p t i o n {

/ ∗ Ca l l a t t h e SWI−P r o l o g l i b r a r y ∗ /
J P L I n i t i a l i z e r . i n i t ( ) ;

/ ∗ R e g i s t r a t i o n o f t h e t r a c e e x p r e s s i o n g e n e r a t e d by R I VER t o o l s ∗ /
T r a c e E x p r e s s i o n tExp = new T r a c e E x p r e s s i o n ( " book_purchase . p l " ) ;

/ ∗ I n i t i a l i z e JADE env i r onmen t ∗ /
j a d e . c o r e . Runtime runt ime = j a d e . c o r e . Runtime . i n s t a n c e ( ) ;
P r o f i l e p r o f i l e = new P r o f i l e I m p l ( ) ;
AgentConta iner c o n t a i n e r = runt ime . c r e a t e M a i n C o n t a i n e r ( p r o f i l e ) ;

/ ∗ C r e a t e t h e cus tom d e f i n e d a g e n t s
( d e f a u l t a r e i n s t a n c e s o f Agent c l a s s ) ∗ /

L i s t < A g e n t C o n t r o l l e r > a g e n t s = new A r r a y L i s t < > ( ) ;
Agent a l i c e = new Agent ( ) ;
A g e n t C o n t r o l l e r a l i c e C = c o n t a i n e r . acceptNewAgent ( " a l i c e " , a l i c e ) ;
a g e n t s . add ( a l i c e C ) ;

/ / t h e same f o r barbara , c a r o l , dave , em i l y and f r ank
/ / . . .

/ ∗ C r e a t e a s i n g l e c e n t r a l i z e d mon i t o r
v e r i f y i n g t h e t r a c e e x p r e s s i o n tExp ∗ /

S n i f f e r M o n i t o r F a c t o r y
. c r e a t e A n d R u n C e n t r a l i z e d M o n i t o r ( tExp , c o n t a i n e r , a g e n t s ) ;

/ ∗ Channe l s c r e a t i o n ( h e r e a r e s imu l a t e d ) ∗ /
Channel . addChannel (new S imula tedChanne l ( " e m a i l " , 0 ) ) ;
Channel . addChannel (new S imula tedChanne l ( " whatsapp " , 1 ) ) ;

/ ∗ Run t h e a g e n t s ∗ /
for ( Agent agen t : a g e n t s ) {

agen t . s t a r t ( ) ;
}

}

The Java class reported in Listing 14.2 is what we have been de�ning for
the entire chapter the “main” �le. The BookPurchase Java class is actually
the content of the “main” �le and is automatically generated starting from
the trace expression de�ned inside RIVERtools. Looking at the code, we can
see how this class makes full use of the JADE-Connector, starting from the
JPLInitializer class, used for initializing the SWI-Prolog environment. Inside
the JADE-Connector naturally we �nd also the corresponding implementation
of trace expressions (TraceExpression Java class). And, thanks to the presence
of a Sni�erMonitorFactory, we can create and run the monitors (sni�ers) very
easily.

As already mentioned before, the JADE-Connector can be used directly as
a Java library, it is enough to include it into the java build path. The class
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automatically generated and reported in Listing 14.2 could have been written
manually without using RIVERtools. But, using RIVERtools we have all the
advantages of syntax and type checking on trace expressions, without the
necessity to write Java code that can be automatically generated and that is
more or less always the same11.

14.3.2 Decentralizing the Example with RIVERtools

In Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 we presented and solved the problem of how
to decentralize our global AIPs represented using trace expressions. These
features are also included inside RIVERtools.

Considering again the book-shop example, inside RIVERtools we can de�ne
more complex aspects related to the veri�cation of properties, as it follows:

Listing 14.3 . Manual decentralization of book-shop trace expression in RIVERtools.
in terac t ion_trace_express ion {

id : book_purchase
t a rge t : j a d e
body :

main <− buy : r e s e r v e : c h e c k A v a i l :
( t ake2Shop : avai lNow : epsi lon \/

o r d e r : a v a i l 2 D a y s : epsi lon )
ro les :

a l i c e , ba rbara , c a r o l , dave , emily , f r a n k
types :

buy : { a l i c e => b a r b a r a : buy_me_book } [ whatsApp ]
r e s e r v e : { b a r b a r a => c a r o l : reserve_me_book } [ e m a i l ]
c h e c k A v a i l : { c a r o l => dave : i s _ a v a i l a b l e ? } [ whatsApp ]
take2Shop : { dave => emi ly : send_me_book } [ whatsApp ]
avai lNow : { emi ly => b a r b a r a : b o o k _ a v a i l a b l e } [ e m a i l ]
o r d e r : { dave => f r a n k : order_book } [ e m a i l ]
a v a i l 2 D a y s : { f r a n k => b a r b a r a : book_ in_2_days } [ whatsApp ]

threshold : 0 . 6
channels :

e m a i l [ 0 ]
whatsApp [ 1 ]

decentra l i zed : t r u e
par t i t i on : [ [ a l i c e ] [ b a r b a r a dave ] [ emi ly c a r o l ] [ f r a n k ] ]

}

By setting decentralized to true, we are saying to RIVERtools that we
want to decentralize the RV of the MAS. We can also suggest the partition of
agents that will be used for guiding the decentralization of the monitors at
runtime. In this speci�c scenario we decided to monitor barbara and dave

together, emily and carol together, and alice and frank separately. In this
way we will generate 4 di�erent monitors at runtime for the 4 di�erent parts
composing our chosen partition.
11Something that would easily end in repetitive copy and paste of Java code.
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Listing 14.4 . BookPurchase.java automatically generated by RIVERtools where
we decentralize the RV on a �xed partition.

public c l a s s BookPurchase {
public s t a t i c void main ( S t r i n g [ ] a r g s )

throws S t a l e P r o x y E x c e p t i o n , . . . , D e c e n t r a l i z e d P a r t i t i o n N o t F o u n d E x c e p t i o n {

/ ∗ Ca l l a t t h e SWI−P r o l o g l i b r a r y ∗ /
J P L I n i t i a l i z e r . i n i t ( ) ;

/ ∗ R e g i s t r a t i o n o f t h e t r a c e e x p r e s s i o n g e n e r a t e d by R I VER t o o l s ∗ /
T r a c e E x p r e s s i o n tExp = new T r a c e E x p r e s s i o n ( " book_purchase . p l " ) ;

/ ∗ I n i t i a l i z e JADE env i r onmen t ∗ /
j a d e . c o r e . Runtime runt ime = j a d e . c o r e . Runtime . i n s t a n c e ( ) ;
P r o f i l e p r o f i l e = new P r o f i l e I m p l ( ) ;
AgentConta iner c o n t a i n e r = runt ime . c r e a t e M a i n C o n t a i n e r ( p r o f i l e ) ;

/ ∗ C r e a t e t h e cus tom d e f i n e d a g e n t s
( d e f a u l t a r e i n s t a n c e s o f Agent c l a s s ) ∗ /

L i s t < A g e n t C o n t r o l l e r > a g e n t s = new A r r a y L i s t < > ( ) ;
Agent a l i c e = new Agent ( ) ;
A g e n t C o n t r o l l e r a l i c e C = c o n t a i n e r . acceptNewAgent ( " a l i c e " , a l i c e ) ;
a g e n t s . add ( a l i c e C ) ;

/ / t h e same f o r barbara , c a r o l , dave , em i l y and f r ank
/ / . . .

/ ∗ C r e a t e and S e t t h e p a r t i t i o n ∗ /
L i s t < L i s t < S t r i n g >> groups = new A r r a y L i s t < > ( ) ;
L i s t < S t r i n g > group = new A r r a y L i s t < > ( ) ; groups . add ( group ) ;
group . add ( " a l i c e " ) ; / ∗ [ a l i c e ] ∗ /
group = new A r r a y L i s t < > ( ) ; groups . add ( group ) ;
group . add ( " b a r b a r a " ) ; group . add ( " dave " ) ; / ∗ [ b a r ba ra dave ] ∗ /
group = new A r r a y L i s t < > ( ) ; groups . add ( group ) ;
group . add ( " emi ly " ) ; group . add ( " c a r o l " ) ; / ∗ [ em i l y c a r o l ] ∗ /
group = new A r r a y L i s t < > ( ) ; groups . add ( group ) ;
group . add ( " f r a n k " ) ; / ∗ [ f r ank ] ∗ /
P a r t i t i o n < S t r i n g > p a r t i t i o n = new P a r t i t i o n < >( groups ) ;

/ ∗ D e c e n t r a l i z e d mon i t o r s ∗ /
for ( Monitor m :

S n i f f e r M o n i t o r F a c t o r y
. c r e a t e D e c e n t r a l i z e d M o n i t o r s ( tExp , p a r t i t i o n , a g e n t s ) ) {

c o n t a i n e r . acceptNewAgent (m. getMonitorName ( ) , m ) . s t a r t ( ) ;
}

/ ∗ Channe l s c r e a t i o n ( h e r e a r e s imu l a t e d ) ∗ /
Channel . addChannel (new S imula tedChanne l ( " e m a i l " , 0 ) ) ;
Channel . addChannel (new S imula tedChanne l ( " whatsapp " , 1 ) ) ;

/ ∗ Run t h e a g e n t s ∗ /
for ( Agent agen t : a g e n t s ) {

agen t . s t a r t ( ) ;
}

}
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RIVERtools does not only support the suggestion of a partition, but also
integrates the DecAMon algorithm, presented in Chapter 9. Thanks to the
DecAMon algorithm, RIVERtools can analyze the trace expression with respect
to the proposed partition, and can understand if the partition is a monitoring
safe partition or not (De�nition 11). If the suggested partition is not monitoring
safe, RIVERtools will raise an error asking the developer to modify it.

RIVERtools supports also a more automatic way to decentralize the speci�c-
ation without asking the developer to suggest a speci�c one. To be more clear,
RIVERtools supports the automatic generation of monitoring safe partitions.
If the developer wants to decentralize the runtime veri�cation without caring
about which (monitoring safe) partition has been selected, RIVERtools allows
such kind of speci�cation.

Modifying again the same example, we can have as follows.

Listing 14.5 . Automatic decentralization of book-shop trace expression in RIVER-
tools.

in terac t ion_trace_express ion {
id : book_purchase
t a rge t : j a d e
body :

main <− buy : r e s e r v e : c h e c k A v a i l :
( t ake2Shop : avai lNow : epsi lon \/

o r d e r : a v a i l 2 D a y s : epsi lon )
ro les :

a l i c e , ba rbara , c a r o l , dave , emily , f r a n k
types :

buy : { a l i c e => b a r b a r a : buy_me_book } [ whatsApp ]
r e s e r v e : { b a r b a r a => c a r o l : reserve_me_book } [ e m a i l ]
c h e c k A v a i l : { c a r o l => dave : i s _ a v a i l a b l e ? } [ whatsApp ]
take2Shop : { dave => emi ly : send_me_book } [ whatsApp ]
avai lNow : { emi ly => b a r b a r a : b o o k _ a v a i l a b l e } [ e m a i l ]
o r d e r : { dave => f r a n k : order_book } [ e m a i l ]
a v a i l 2 D a y s : { f r a n k => b a r b a r a : book_ in_2_days } [ whatsApp ]

threshold : 0 . 6
channels :

e m a i l [ 0 ]
whatsApp [ 1 ]

decentra l i zed : t r u e
minimal : t r u e
cons tra ints :

a l i c e −><− c a r o l
b a r b a r a <−−> dave

number_of_monitors : [ 2 , 4 ]
roles_for_monitor : [ 3 , 5 ]

}

This time we introduced 4 di�erent new �elds inside the speci�cation. The
minimal �eld is used by the developer in order to inform RIVERtools that
the partition that will be automatically generated and used for RV must be a
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minimal monitoring safe partition (De�nition 8). The other �elds allow limiting
the structure of the generated partition. In particular:

• constraints contains all the constraints on the agents involved inside
the partition, we can force two agents to be monitored together (alice
-><- carol), and we can also force two agents to be monitored separately
(barbara <-> dave).

• number_of_monitors sets the minimum and the maximum number of
monitors we want to use for the runtime veri�cation process (in this
case we are saying to RIVERtools that we want at least 2 and at most 4
monitors).

• roles_for_monitor sets the minimum and the maximum number of
roles monitored by a single monitor (in this case we are saying to RIVER-
tools that we want that each monitor veri�es at leat 3 roles and at most 5
roles).

Thanks to these three �elds we can customize the generation of the partition
that will be used for obtaining the runtime veri�cation of our MAS (Listing
14.6). These constraints depend on the speci�c scenario where RIVERtools is
used.
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Listing 14.6 . BookPurchase.java automatically generated by RIVERtools where
we decentralize the RV on a not speci�ed minimal monitoring safe
partition.

public c l a s s BookPurchase {
public s t a t i c void main ( S t r i n g [ ] a r g s )

throws S t a l e P r o x y E x c e p t i o n , . . . , D e c e n t r a l i z e d P a r t i t i o n N o t F o u n d E x c e p t i o n {

/ ∗ Ca l l a t t h e SWI−P r o l o g l i b r a r y ∗ /
J P L I n i t i a l i z e r . i n i t ( ) ;

/ ∗ R e g i s t r a t i o n o f t h e t r a c e e x p r e s s i o n g e n e r a t e d by R I VER t o o l s ∗ /
T r a c e E x p r e s s i o n tExp = new T r a c e E x p r e s s i o n ( " book_purchase . p l " ) ;

/ ∗ I n i t i a l i z e JADE env i r onmen t ∗ /
j a d e . c o r e . Runtime runt ime = j a d e . c o r e . Runtime . i n s t a n c e ( ) ;
P r o f i l e p r o f i l e = new P r o f i l e I m p l ( ) ;
AgentConta iner c o n t a i n e r = runt ime . c r e a t e M a i n C o n t a i n e r ( p r o f i l e ) ;

/ ∗ C r e a t e t h e cus tom d e f i n e d a g e n t s
( d e f a u l t a r e i n s t a n c e s o f Agent c l a s s ) ∗ /

L i s t < A g e n t C o n t r o l l e r > a g e n t s = new A r r a y L i s t < > ( ) ;
Agent a l i c e = new Agent ( ) ;
A g e n t C o n t r o l l e r a l i c e C = c o n t a i n e r . acceptNewAgent ( " a l i c e " , a l i c e ) ;
a g e n t s . add ( a l i c e C ) ;

/ / t h e same f o r barbara , c a r o l , dave , em i l y and f r ank
/ / . . .

/ ∗ C r e a t e and S e t t h e p a r t i t i o n ∗ /
L i s t < Condi t ion < S t r i n g >> c o n s t r a i n t s = new A r r a y L i s t < > ( ) ;
c o n s t r a i n t s

. add ( C o n d i t i o n s F a c t o r y . c r e a t e M u s t B e T o g e t h e r C o n d i t i o n ( " a l i c e " , " c a r o l " ) ) ;
c o n s t r a i n t s

. add ( C o n d i t i o n s F a c t o r y . c r e a t e M u s t B e S p l i t C o n d i t i o n ( " b a r b a r a " , " dave " ) ) ;
c o n s t r a i n t s

. add ( C o n d i t i o n s F a c t o r y . c r e a t e N u m b e r O f C o n s t r a i n t s C o n d i t i o n ( 2 , 4 ) ) ;
c o n s t r a i n t s

. add ( C o n d i t i o n s F a c t o r y . c r e a t e N u m b e r A g e n t s F o r C o n s t r a i n t C o n d i t i o n ( 2 , 5 ) ) ;

/ ∗ Get t h e f i r s t mon i t o r i n g s a f e p a r t i t i o n a v a i l a b l e ∗ /
P a r t i t i o n < S t r i n g > p a r t i t i o n =

tExp . g e t F i r s t M o n i t o r i n g S a f e P a r t i t i o n ( c o n s t r a i n t s ) ;
/ ∗ I f no mon i t o r i n g s a f e p a r t i t i o n s a t i s f y i n g t h e c o n s t r a i n t s i s ∗ /
/ ∗ a v a i l a b l e , an e x c e p t i o n i s thrown ! ∗ /

/ ∗ D e c e n t r a l i z e d mon i t o r s ∗ /
for ( Monitor m :

S n i f f e r M o n i t o r F a c t o r y
. c r e a t e D e c e n t r a l i z e d M o n i t o r s ( tExp , p a r t i t i o n , a g e n t s ) ) {

c o n t a i n e r . acceptNewAgent (m. getMonitorName ( ) , m ) . s t a r t ( ) ;
}

/ ∗ Channe l s c r e a t i o n ( h e r e a r e s imu l a t e d ) ∗ /
Channel . addChannel (new S imula tedChanne l ( " e m a i l " , 0 ) ) ;
Channel . addChannel (new S imula tedChanne l ( " whatsapp " , 1 ) ) ;

/ ∗ Run t h e a g e n t s ∗ /
for ( Agent agen t : a g e n t s ) {

agen t . s t a r t ( ) ;
}

}
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14.3.3 Screenshots

In this section we report screenshots showing some of the typical errors
handled by RIVERtools.

the book-shop scenario in rivertools: In Figure 14.4 we have
de�ned inside RIVERtools the book-shop trace expression presented in Section
14.3.1. In this particular example, we have decided to decentralize the RV on a
speci�c partition (the most distributed one where all the agents are monitored
separately).

Figure 14.4 . The book-shop scenario presented in Section 14.3.1.

partition not valid: In Figure 14.5 we change the reliability of the
email channel from 1 to 0. Unfortunately, this does not allow us to distribute
the runtime veri�cation on each single role because we could lose information.
This is handled by RIVERtools that communicates to the programmer that
the current proposed partition is not valid (because two critical points are not
satis�ed, see De�nition 7).
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Figure 14.5 . Error: Partition not valid

roles existence: In Figure 14.6 we remove a role from the roles set.
Since this role is used inside the de�nition of two event types, RIVERtools
informs the programmer about an existence problem, since it is not able to
�nd the corresponding role inside the roles set.

Figure 14.6 . Error: After having removed the role “frank”, we have an existence
error.
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event types existence: In Figure 14.7 we remove an event type from
the types �eld. After that, RIVERtools �nds the corresponding use inside the
terms consisting the protocol body, and it communicates to the programmer
about the use of an event type unde�ned.

Figure 14.7 . Error: After having removed the event type buy, we have an existence
error.

14.4 Tutorial: How to use RIVERtools

Before ending this chapter with the �nal discussion, we report a brief tutorial
on how to use the RIVERtools Eclipse plugin.

what you are going to install.

• SWI-Prolog

• Eclipse (with Xtext plugin)

• RIVERtools Eclipse plugin

14.4.1 How to install SWI-Prolog

Installing SWI-Prolog is very easy:

• On Linux:
1. sudo apt-get install software-properties-common
2. sudo apt-add-repository ppa:swi-prolog/stable
3. sudo apt-get update
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4. sudo apt-get install swi-prolog

• On Windows
– Download either 32bit or 64bit from http://www.swi-prolog.org/

download/stable

• On MacOSX (using Homebrew12)
– brew install swi-prolog

14.4.2 How to install RIVERtools Eclipse plugin

1. Link for downloading last Eclipse IDE: https://www.eclipse.org/
downloads/packages/installer

2. Install Xtext plugin on Eclipse:
a) Choose Help -> Install New Software... from the menu bar and

Add...
b) Insert http://download.eclipse.org/modeling/tmf/xtext/

updates/composite/releases/. This site aggregates all the ne-
cessary and optional components and dependencies of Xtext.

c) Select the Xtext SDK from the category Xtext and complete the
wizard by clicking the Next button until you can click Finish.

d) After a quick download and a restart of Eclipse, Xtext is ready to
use.

3. Link for downloading RIVERtools plugin: https://github.com/

AngeloFerrando/website/raw/master/assets/rivertools/

plugin/rivertools.zip

4. Install RIVERtools plugin:
a) Choose Help -> Install New Software... from the menu bar and

Add...
b) Choose Archive...
c) Select the rivertools.zip �le downloaded previously.
d) Select TExp Feature from the list (“group items by category” must

be unchecked) and Next -> Finish.
e) After a quick download and a restart of Eclipse, the plugin is ready

to use.

14.4.3 How to use RIVERtools plugin (through an example)

1. Create a new project (a General project, not a Java Project) and call it
MyPingPongExample.

12http://mxcl.github.io/homebrew/
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2. Inside the created project, create a new �le and call it pingpong.texp.

3. An Eclipse popup should ask you if you want to con�gure the project
with Xtext: say yes. If Eclipse does not ask you, right-click on the project
folder -> Con�gure -> Convert to Xtext project...

4. Now you can de�ne trace expressions with the full support of the RIVER-
tools plugin.

Now you are ready to de�ne inside RIVERtools a variation of the ping pong
example presented previously in this chapter. Speci�cally, in this example the
number of ping is equal to the number of pong.

in terac t ion_trace_express ion {
id : p ingpong
t a rge t : j a d e
ro les :

a l i c e $SenderAgent ( ’ bob ’ , ’ ping ’ , ’ 5 ’ ) $
bob$ R e c e i v e r A g e n t ( ’ a l i c e ’ , ’ pong ’ , ’ 5 ’ ) $

types :
p ing : { a l i c e => bob : p ing }
pong : { bob => a l i c e : pong }

body :
main <− pingpong ∗ main
pingpong <−

( p ing : ( pingpong \ / epsi lon )
∗ pong : epsi lon )

}

Since Eclipse is using the RIVERtools plugin to analyze the trace expression,
all syntax and types errors are promptly indicated to the developer. As presen-
ted before in this chapter, we are interested in automatically generating the
code that will be used for verifying our multiagent system. When no errors
are found from RIVERtools, a new folder src-gen is created. Inside this folder
we can �nd the Java and Prolog code that have been automatically generated
through the compilation of the trace expression.

14.4.4 How to verify a MAS implemented in JADE

1. Link for downloading ping pong MAS example: https:

//github.com/AngeloFerrando/website/raw/master/assets/

rivertools/jadeconnector/example/pingpongmas.zip

2. Import the example into Eclipse:
a) File -> Import... -> Existing Projects into Workspace.
b) Select archive �le and select pingpongmas.zip downloaded previ-

ously, then �nish.
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3. Inside the JADE project example you have two agents SenderAgent
and ReceiverAgent. Note that you have already indicated these classes
inside pingpong.texp.

4. Copy Pingpong.java from the MyPingPongExample project to this pro-
ject.

5. Run it. An exception will be thrown (“SWI_LIB environment variable
not de�ned”)

6. How to set the SWI_LIB environment variable
a) Right-click on Pingpong.java (the one inside MyPingPongMAS) ->

Run as -> Run Con�gurations...
b) Pass to the Environment tab and then New...
c) Set the name to SWI_LIB
d) Set the value to the path to the SWI-Prolog library. For instance, on

MacOSX is something like: /opt/local/lib/swipl-<version>/lib/x86_64-
darwin15.0.0/

7. The last thing you need to do before running the MAS is to change the
path to pingpong.pl (line 27 in Pingpong.java). You have to set it to the ab-
solute path corresponding to the �le generated in MyPingPongExample
project.

8. You are now ready to execute the MAS with the automatically generated
RV monitor.

9. Right-click on Pingpong.java (inside MyPingPongMAS) -> Run as ->
Java Application

The SenderAgent and ReceiverAgent are parametric. In particular, the
third parameter says how many messages the agent should send. In order to
better observe if the monitor is working, you can introduce a wrong behaviour
in the receiver agent. Instead of passing 5 as third argument to both the agents,
you pass 5 to alice and 6 to bob. After that, you will observe the monitor
printing an error message when the sixth pong will be observed.

RIVERtools is an open source project and is available on github. Link for clon-
ing the project: https://github.com/AngeloFerrando/trace_expression_
plugin_eclipse.git

14.5 Discussion

In this chapter we have presented RIVERtools, an IDE that can be used for the
integration of the trace expression formalism with any possible target system.
Thanks to the presence of connectors that handle all the domain dependent
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issues, we have showed that RIVERtools allows focusing on a more abstract
level leaving all technical details to the connector implementation.

We have presented the RIVERtools general structure and we have analyzed
its possible use through an example involving a book-shop scenario developed
as a MAS in JADE. Since the development of RIVERtools is very recent, we
have not yet stress-tested it on a real, complex case study. The results obtained
on the toy examples used for preliminary testing are promising and we plan
to identify some challenging scenario where we need to fully exploit the
expressive power of trace expressions. This will allow us to evaluate the
bene�ts of using RIVERtools, as well as its limitations, in a systematic way.
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“My doctor told me to stop having intimate dinners for four.
Unless there are three other people.”

- Orson Welles

Remote Patient Monitoring (RPM) enables physicians to perform
diagnosis and/or treatment remotely through sensors connected via
a communication network. Dependability and �exibility are recog-
nized as two key technological requirements for RPM take o�. In this
chapter we present a case study in the medical �eld where trace ex-
pressions are exploited for modeling protocols as complex and soph-
isticated as those used in healthcare. In this scenario, trace expres-
sions are used both for static veri�cation, following the approach
introduced in Chapter 12, and for driving the agent behavior, ac-
cording to the approach presented in (Ancona et al., 2015a). Support
to protocol-driven code generation may attain �exibility, fault tol-
erance and removal, and fault prevention in safety-critical systems,
as discussed in Section 5.1. In the same way as trace expressions
have been employed for protocol-driven behavior, they could have
been used – with minor modi�cations – for RV and DRV as well.
The choice of exploiting – in this scenario – trace expressions for
a goal di�erent from RV and DRV allowed us to demonstrate their
full potential, which goes far beyond the aspects dealt with in this
Thesis.

The contents of this chapter are published in
(Ancona, Ferrando, and Mascardi, 2018b; Ferrando, Ancona, and Mascardi,

2016)
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15.1 Introduction

Remote Patient Monitoring (RPM (Bayliss et al., 2003)) allows patients to use
mobile medical devices to perform routine tests at home and get an immediate
feedback from the device itself, and/or automatically send the test data to
healthcare professionals to get a feedback in real time.

Even if some studies raised doubts on the RPM e�ectiveness (Chaudhry
et al., 2010), others, such as the Whole System Demonstrator Programme
(WSD (UK Department of Health, 2011)), had more promising outcomes. WSD
involved 6191 patients who were monitored for 12 months between May 2008
and December 2009, across three sites in Newham, Kent and Cornwall. WSD
showed that RPM is associated with lower mortality and emergency admission
rates (Steventon et al., 2012). Positive results are also presented in (Kraai et al.,
2016) and (Yoo et al., 2014), among the others. The �rst study showed that
using RPM in patients with heart failure is safe and can reduce heart failure-
related visits to the outpatient clinic, keeping care accessible, even if the cost
is higher than that of conventional care. The second shows that a centralized
telecare management, coupled with automated symptom monitoring, appears
to be a cost e�ective intervention for managing pain and depression in cancer
patients. Other success stories are presented in (Gensini et al., 2017), along
with an analysis of the barriers to the RPM di�usion.

The take o� of RPM heavily depends on �nancial, organizational, legal,
and psychological aspects (Wallace et al., 2017; Wood, Boulanger, and Padwal,
2017): initial and maintenance costs should justify the adoption of RPM and
the changes it causes to the healthcare business model, legal issues should
be properly faced, patients and physicians should be willing to accept new
technologies in their daily work and lives.

From a technological point of view, dependability is a key factor for RPM
successful adoption. As observed in (Jezewski et al., 2016) w.r.t. medical cyber-
physical systems for telemonitoring pregnancy at home,

dependability has many dimensions like: reliability, security, safety,
privacy, and trust that must be resolved and assured through care-
ful design veri�cation, validation and �nal certi�cation processes.
[...] Dependable cyber-physical systems can be achieved if appropri-
ate veri�cation, validation and certi�cation processes are conducted
[...].

This position is consistent with that discussed in (Winiko�, 2017), according
to which trust is one of the main requirements in Human-Computer and
Human-MAS interaction and it can be made stronger by a-priori veri�cation.

Besides dependability, another enabling factor for RPM is �exibility, meant
as “the ability to be easily modi�ed”. In order for a software system to be easy
and cheap to maintain, this ability should require limited or no intervention
from human designers and developers. In other words, the system should
be able to autonomously and dynamically adapt its functioning to changing
environment conditions. While this is important for many application domains,
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it becomes of paramount importance in a RPM setting as discussed in (Kucher
and Weyns, 2013).

One way to achieve �exibility is adopting a multiagent approach where
agents are capable of self-adaptation, whereas dependability can be attained
in di�erent ways, including preventing and removing faults during the system
development and use by exploiting software engineering tools and methods,
testing, and formal veri�cation techniques (Avizienis et al., 2004, Sec. 5). If we
merge the two approaches, RPM systems can be made �exible and dependable
by designing and implementing them as self-adaptive MAS where agents
development is supported by IDEs, and agents are driven by speci�cations that
can undergo testing, static analysis including model checking, and runtime
monitoring.

In this section we �rst provide a gentle introduction to the practical use
of trace expressions for RPM via examples taken from (Bottrighi et al., 2010).
After that, we describe a complex protocol for managing hypoglycemia in
the newborns which extends the work presented in (Ferrando, Ancona, and
Mascardi, 2016) by exploiting parameters in the model.

15.1.1 A Jason Framework Supporting Agents Driven by Parametric Trace
Expressions

According to (Ancona et al., 2015a), in order to support a protocol-driven
approach to agent programming a generate function for identifying the allowed
actions for moving from the current state of the protocol to the next one must
be provided. Generate is built on top of the next function implementing the
δ transition relation. Each agent is characterized by a select policy to select
the action to perform among the allowed ones, and a react policy to react to
perceived events. Two more policies state how to manage unexpected events
and which cleanup actions to perform before switching from the currently
executing protocol to the new one. Self-adaptation is performed by means of a
protocol switch triggered by the reception of “switch requests” sent by “super-
agents” or “controllers”. Agents can request protocol switches to themselves.
Agents are also able to project a global description of a protocol involving
many agents onto a local version by keeping only the events where they are
involved in.

The protocol-driven interpreter implements a cycle where it �rst checks
if there is a protocol switch request and if it can be managed in the current
state of the protocol. If yes, and if the protocol switch sender is a system
controller, a protocol switch is performed after some cleanup operations. If no
protocol switch is foreseen in that moment, the protocol-compliant actions are
generated and one of them is selected for being executed. The environment
representation and knowledge base are updated accordingly and the protocol
moves to the next state. In case the perceived event was not foreseen by the
protocol, it is managed according to the unexpected policy.

In the framework presented in (Ancona et al., 2015a) and extended in (Fer-
rando, Ancona, and Mascardi, 2016) to cope with generic events, the protocol-
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driven engine was implemented in “Jason Prolog”, namely the Prolog version
natively supported by Jason. W.r.t. SWI-Prolog, the “Jason Prolog” shows some
syntactic di�erences which, even if minor, have to be carefully considered
when modeling the protocol.

The introduction of parameters into trace expression required to heavily
exploit SWI-Prolog technical features for moving from the representation of a
variable as a logical variable in the protocol, to an internal explicit representa-
tion whose associated values could be manipulated by the interpreter. In other
words, the variable uni�cation mechanism which is normally hidden to the
Prolog programmer had to be made explicit in order to implement the match
function.

Porting this complex management of logical variables into “Jason Prolog”
was not feasible, and the Jason framework for self-adaptive agents driven by
parametric protocols was re-implemented by allowing Jason to communicate
with SWI-Prolog in order to use operations on trace expressions like match,
next, generate.

Making Jason and SWI-Prolog communicate raised some technical details.
If we only had to verify that the Jason MAS behaves according to some given
protocol, and both the protocol and the veri�cation engine were implemented
in SWI-Prolog, the problem would be simpler. In fact, each time an event is
observed, Jason should pass the observed event to the SWI-Prolog “veri�cation
module” and ask to check if the event is consistent with the current state of
the protocol. The SWI-Prolog module should return the answer computed by
next, which is either true or false.

In the protocol-driven setting, the answer generated by SWI-Prolog is the
result computed by generate: it represents the set of all possible events that
the protocol-driven agent can choose. While translating true/false from SWI-
Prolog to Jason is easy, translating a set of events is more challenging from a
technical point of view.

Making Jason and SWI-Prolog communicate required to develop some ad-
hoc Prolog code both on the Jason side (300 lines of Java code), and on the
SWI-Prolog side (90 LOC).

15.1.2 Modeling Clinical Guidelines

Clinical guidelines (GLs) specify the best way to take care for people with
speci�c pathological conditions. The identi�cation and standardization of GLs
is fundamental for making RPM possible, as discussed for example in (Bonnell
and Mittal, 2013) w.r.t. patients with cardiac implantable electronic devices. In
(Bottrighi et al., 2010) more than twenty GLs have been modeled using LTL
and then veri�ed by integrating a computerized GL management system with
a model-checker.

In the sequel we provide examples of GLs analyzed in (Bottrighi et al., 2010)
modeled using trace expressions. ∀run .(run ∈ nτo) identi�es a property that
must hold for all the traces in nτo and corresponds to an LTL property charac-
terized by an outer “Globally” operator, whereas ∃run .(run ∈ nτo) identi�es a
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property that must hold for at least one event trace in nτo and corresponds to
an LTL property characterized by an outer “Eventually” operator. The negation
¬ is not part of the trace expressions syntax; it is a shortcut for identifying all
the events that do not match a given event type. More formally, given E the
�xed universe of modelled events and ϑ an event type (hence, a set of events),
¬ϑ = E \ ϑ .

The description, comment and relevance of each example are quoted from
(Bottrighi et al., 2010). The speci�cation of the other GLs presented in that
paper can be found in Appendix A.

Example of structural property.
Verify that neurological de�cit is always present (ischemic stroke GL).

∀run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (neuroloдical_de f icit :τ )∨ϵ

Comment: The property is true if neurological de�cit is always present, in all
the states of all possible runs.
Relevance: The ischemic stroke GL is not applicable to a patient with no neur-
ological de�cit.
Trace expression representation: if the event type neurological_de�cit appearing
in τ is the set containing only one event nd , then the semantics of τ is the set
of traces {ϵ,nd,nd nd,nd nd nd, ...,ndω }. The property that for each trace the
neurological de�cit is always present, is correctly modelled by τ .

Example of medical validity property.
Verify that whenever hepatic encephalopathy is present, diuretics are not
administered.

∀run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (liver_encephalopathy:τ1)∨(¬liver_encephalopathy:τ )∨ϵ

τ1 = (¬diuretics_administration:τ1)∨ϵ
Comment: Diuretics are contraindicated in hepatic encephalopathy.
Relevance: Diuretics can worsen the liver perfusion and precipitate the enceph-
alopathy or worsen its severity.
Trace expression representation: if the event type liver_encephalopathy con-
tains le only, the event type diuretics_administration contains da only, and
there are no other events modelled in the system, then

nτo = {ϵ,da,da da, ...,daω , le,da le,da da le, ...,da ... da le, le le,da le le, ...}
. The property that that for each trace, if le belongs to the trace, than it is never
followed by da, is correctly modelled by τ .

Example of contextualization property.
Verify that there is at least one run in which the Computed Tomography (CT)
scanner is not used (ischemic stroke GL).

∃run .(run ∈ nτo)
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τ = (¬CTscan:τ )∨(CTscan:ϵ)∨ϵ
Comment: If this condition holds, the GL (or, at least a part of it) can be applied
also in hospitals where the CT scanner is not available.
Relevance: The CT scanner is very important in some cases but not always
accessible.
Trace expression representation: let us suppose that event typeCTscan contains
only the event ct , and the other events are identi�ed by oth in the event trace.
nτo = {ϵ,oth,oth oth, ...,othω , ct ,oth ct ,oth oth ct ,oth oth oth ct , ...,oth ... oth ct}.
The property that there exists a trace where no CT scan is needed, is correctly
modelled by τ . To be precise, there are in�nite traces satisfying the property.

15.1.3 Modeling Management of Hypoglycemia in the Newborns

In this section we brie�y recall the protocols for managing hypoglycemia in
the newborns introduced in (Ferrando, Ancona, and Mascardi, 2016) and we
present their parametric version.

The human beings involved in this case study are doctors and newborns
su�ering from hypoglycemia. Each of them is associated with a protocol-
driven agent. Each baby should be equipped with sensors able to change the
protocol-driven agent knowledge base after perception of sensory input such
as temperature, heartbeat, pressure, O2 saturation, movement, and so on.

Hypoglycemia management does not require a constant presence of a doctor
but needs an ongoing monitoring of some vital parameters. The protocol-driven
agent associated with newborns might need to communicate something to the
patient’s parents by printing some message onto a screen positioned near to
the newborn. Parents can follow the monitoring process and the intervention
instructions like, for example, the request to inject a dose of glucose solution.

The doctor’s agent is driven by a single protocol characterized by three
mutually exclusive situations:

• Ok situation (Ok sub-protocol): if the doctor agent receives a message
reporting that the glucose level in the blood of its patient is ok, then
things are going on in the right way: the agent goes on monitoring;

• Severe situation (SevereProblem sub-protocol): if the doctor agent receives
a message reporting that the glucose level in the blood of its patient is too
low, then it sends a protocol switch request to the patient and continues
to monitor;

• Possibly critical situation (SwitchedToSeverity1 sub-protocol): if the doctor
agent receives a message reporting that the patient has switched its
protocol to severity1 two thing may happen:
– if the agent either receives a message reporting that the patient has

tremors or he/she is irritable, then it is up to the doctor’s agent to
decide whether asking to the patient to continue the monitoring
activity, or moving to a critical situation state (switch to severity2
protocol);
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– if the doctor’s agent receives a message from the patient (or from
his parents) reporting an intervention request, then the agent com-
municates this request to the “real” doctor using the screen.

In both cases, the agent can move to the “standard” monitoring state
modeled by the trace expression associated with the DoctorPatientPro-
tocol.

The patients’ agents are driven, in each time instant, by one of the three
protocols below, each representing the “dual” of the corresponding doctor’s
protocol:

• standard protocol, which models the situation where the newborn has no
symptoms of the disease;

• severity 1 protocol, associated with the lowest severity level of the disease;

• severity 2 protocol, associated with the highest severity level of the disease.

Parametric extensions

Doctor protocol. We added two parameters to the Doctor protocol: Hours
and Threshold. They are used to dynamically represent the baby’s hours of
life and the minimum glucose level respectively, and allow us to introduce
parametricity via a simple example.

The Hours variable is used to track of the baby’s hours of life. With respect
to the non-parametric protocol version, in the parametric version we can also
model time. In this way, during the monitoring, the doctor can decide which is
the correct glucose threshold, modeled by the Threshold variable, on the basis
of the current baby’s hours of life.

The parametric protocol has one more branch in the main trace expression
T1. This branch is represented by the trace expression Age, used to keep track of
the information related to the baby’s hours of life. Thanks to the new construct
var, we can instantiate the Hours variable which will be set at runtime to the
proper current value passed as content of the msg_age message. After that,
Hours is used inside the msg_threshold_send event type in order to decide the
correct threshold which has to be communicated to the patient. The other
parts of the protocol do not change.

Note that the Threshold variable does not appear in the Doctor protocol be-
cause its value is used only by the Patient’s Protocol. In particular, the threshold
value is set and passed to the Patient’s Protocol in the msg_threshold_send
event type.

We remind that the agent associated with the doctor has the power to request
a protocol switch to the patient’s agent modeled by the switch_request(Sender,
Receiver, NewProtocolIdenti�er) event type.

trace_expression(hypoglycemia_doctor_protocol, T) :-
Ok = msg_ok_glucose(var(1), var(2)):OkOrProblem,
Problem = msg_too_low_glucose(var(1), var(2)):SwitchSeverity2,
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OkOrProblem = (Ok \/ Problem),
SwitchSeverity2 = (switch_severity2(var(2), var(1)):T1) \/

(msg_continue_monitor(var(2), var(1)):T1),
Tremors = msg_tremors(var(1), var(2)):SwitchSeverity2,
Irritability = msg_irritability(var(1), var(2)):SwitchSeverity2,
InterventionRequest = intervention_request(var(1), var(2)):

print_intervention_request(var(1), var(3)):epsilon,
MsgSeverity1 = msg_severity1(var(1), var(2)):epsilon,
Age = var(Hours, msg_age(var(1), var(2), Hours):

msg_threshold_send(var(2), var(1), Hours):Age),
T1 = (Age | ((OkOrProblem |

(MsgSeverity1 * (Tremors \/ Irritability)))
| InterventionRequest)),

T = finite_composition(|, T1, [m(var(1),[]),m(var(2),[]),m(var(3),[])]).

Patient standard protocol. Also this protocol has been extended by in-
troducing the construct var to manage the hours of life and the glucose level
threshold. In particular, by introducing the trace expression Age where we set
the Hours variable, it is possible to communicate the age to the Doctor and to
set the Threshold variable respectively:

• The event which matches the my_age event type is a perception contain-
ing the information about the baby’s hours of life. In this way, when this
event type is matched, the variable Hours is set to the correct value.

• After that, a message to the Doctor containing the Hours variable, �xed
to the proper value, is sent.

• Finally, a message from the Doctor is received (msg_threshold_recv event
type) setting the Threshold variable to the correct value decided by the
doctor.

Once the Age part is consumed, the protocol continues as in the non-
parametric case. The only di�erence is that we can use the Threshold variable
to in�uence the ok_glucose and too_low_glucose event types. Indeed, since the
glucose level used as threshold in the protocol dynamic, we can use it when
we observe the events taken by sensors, to decide if the glucose level is under
control or not.

trace_expression(hypoglycemia_protocol_standard, T) :-
Ok = ok_glucose(var(1), Threshold):

msg_ok_glucose(var(1), var(2)):Age,
Problem = too_low_glucose(var(1), Threshold):

msg_too_low_glucose(var(1), var(2)):
((msg_continue_monitor(var(2), var(1)):Age) \/
(switch_severity2(var(2), var(1)):epsilon)),

OkOrProblem = (Ok \/ Problem),
T1 = (Age |

(tremors(var(1)):epsilon) |
(irritability(var(1)):epsilon) |
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(convulsions(var(1)):epsilon) |
(apnea(var(1)):epsilon) |
(irregular_breathing(var(1)):epsilon)),

Age = var(Hours, my_age(var(1), Hours):
msg_age(var(1), var(2), Hours):
var(Threshold, msg_threshold_recv(var(2), var(1), Threshold):
OkOrProblem)),

T = finite_composition(|, T1, [m(var(1), []), m(var(2), [])]).

Severity 1 and Severity 2 protocols. Also in these protocols, two variables
Hours and Threshold have been added and used in the same way as for the
patient standard protocol.

trace_expression(hypoglycemia_protocol_severity1, T) :-
Ok = ok_glucose(var(1), Threshold):

msg_ok_glucose(var(1), var(2)):Age,
Problem = too_low_glucose(var(1), Threshold):

msg_too_low_glucose(var(1), var(2)):
((switch_severity2(var(2), var(1)):epsilon) \/
(msg_continue_monitor(var(2), var(1)):Age)),

Msg = msg_severity1(var(1), var(2)):epsilon,
Tremors = severe_tremors(var(1)):msg_tremors(var(1), var(2)):

((msg_continue_monitor(var(2), var(1)):Tremors) \/
(switch_severity2(var(2), var(1)):epsilon)),

Irritability = severe_irritability(var(1)):msg_irritability(var(1), var(2)):
((msg_continue_monitor(var(2), var(1)):Age) \/
(switch_severity2(var(2), var(1)):epsilon)),

OkOrProblem = (Ok \/ Problem),
T1 = Msg * (Age | Tremors | Irritability |

(convulsions(var(1)):epsilon) |
(apnea(var(1)):epsilon) |
(irregular_breathing(var(1)):epsilon)),

Age = var(Hours, my_age(var(1), Hours):
msg_age(var(1), var(2), Hours):
var(Threshold,
msg_threshold_recv(var(2), var(1), Threshold):OkOrProblem)),

T = finite_composition(|, T1, [m(var(1), []), m(var(2), [])]).

trace_expression(hypoglycemia_protocol_severity2, T) :-
Ok = ok_glucose(var(1), Threshold):

msg_ok_glucose(var(1), var(2)):Age,
Problem = too_low_glucose(var(1), Threshold):

intervention_request(var(1), var(2)):epsilon,
T1 = intravenous_inj_glucose_sol(var(1), var(3), 10):

(Ok \/ Problem),
Age = var(Hours, my_age(var(1), Hours):

msg_age(var(1), var(2), Hours):
var(Threshold, msg_threshold_recv(var(2), var(1), Threshold):T1)),

T = finite_composition(|, Age, [m(var(1), []), m(var(2), []), m(var(3), [])]).
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15.2 Experiments

We carried out two experiments aimed at showing trace expressions support
to a priori veri�cation and self-adaptation. A third experiment measured the
implementation performances.

15.2.1 A priori veri�cation (attains fault tolerance and removal)

We exploited the model checking mechanism presented in Chapter 12 for
verifying that the clinical guidelines described in Section 15.1.2 and in Appendix
A respect the corresponding LTL properties described in (Bottrighi et al., 2010).

To this aim, the trace expressions were translated into Büchi automata.
There was no need to rewrite them, as the trace expressions presented in
Section 15.1.2 have the same expressive power than LTL and Büchi automata
and no over-approximation is required. Then, SPIN was used to perform the
model checking stage.

Following this approach we were able to check, for example, that the trace
expression modeling the clinical guideline “verify that neurological de�cit
is always present” veri�es the LTL property 〈∀run,�(neuroloдical de�cit =
present)〉.

This check was done for all the guidelines presented in this chapter. The res-
ult is that all the trace expressionsmodelingmedical guidelines presen-
ted in this chapter satisfy the corresponding LTL properties presented
in (Bottrighi et al., 2010).

This result shows the suitability of trace expressions to model general
behavioral patterns and verify that the model respects some mandatory, safety-
critical conditions before using it to drive the behavior of agents in a real
system.

15.2.2 Self-adaptation (attains �exibility and fault tolerance and removal)

The parametric trace expressions presented in Section 15.1.3 were used to drive
the behavior of agents in a Jason MAS. Sensory input was simulated. In this
suite of functional tests, we run 20 experiments with a maximum of 10 patients,
1 doctor, 11 screens that agents use for interacting with their human users (one
for each patient and one for the doctor), 10 sensors.
For each test we manually checked the conversation among agents,

in particularw.r.t. the occurrence of protocol switch (themeans provided
by trace expressions to support self-adaptation), and all the conversa-
tionswere consistentwith thehypoglycemia in the newborns protocol.
Since a MAS involving protocol-driven agents is safe by construction (Ancona
et al., 2015a), as agents are forced to behave according to the given protocol,
consistency is the only result we could obtain: functional tests just con-
�rmed this fact.
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Below, we report one selected conversation which is easy to follow, to
exemplify the interface of the Jason framework presented in Section 15.1.1 and
the manual check process.

Figure 15.1 shows a fragment of an interaction among agents patient1, pa-
tient2 and doctor1: after patient1 perceives the event my_age(1) (meaning that
the baby patient1 is in charge for, is 1 hour old), it sends the corresponding
message msg_age(1) to doctor1. The same happens with patient2, whose baby
is 2 hours old. Agent doctor1 receives both messages and moves to a new state,
where this information is taken into account.

Figure 15 . 1 . Agents patient1 and patient2 sending the hours of life to agent doctor1.

Given the hours of life, doctor1 chooses as glucose level threshold the value
28 for the baby monitored by patient1 and sends this value to it (Figure 15.2).

Figure 15 .2 . Agent doctor1 sending the threshold to patient1.

Figure 15.3 shows patient1 perceiving the event plasma_level_glucose(27).
Since the glucose level is less than the threshold set by doctor1, the event
plasma_level_glucose(27) matches the event type too_low_glucose. Consequently,
a message telling that the perceived glucose level is too low is sent to doctor1.

When agent doctor1 receives the message about the low glucose level, it sends
a protocol switch request to patient1. When patient1 receives this message, it
switches to the severity 2 protocol and starts behaving according to it (Figure
15.4).
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Figure 15 .3 . Agent patient1 perceiving a low level of glucose.

Figure 15 .4 . Agent doctor1 asking for a protocol switch to patient1.

Figure 15.5 shows that, as speci�ed by the severity 2 protocol, agent patient1
sends a message to its screen in order to display the request to inject a 10%
glucose solution, informing in this way the baby’s parents.

Figure 15 .5 . Agent patient1 displaying the need of an intravenous injection.

Finally, since the baby glucose level is still decreasing, agent patient1 sends a
request to agent doctor1 to inform its user, namely the real doctor, to intervene.
When agent doctor1 receives this message, it displays it on its screen to involve
the doctor in the decision process (Figure 15.6).

15.2.3 Performances

The last suite of experiments was devoted to assess the performances of the
Jason framework presented in Section 15.1.1. We run 20 tests for each of the
following con�gurations, identi�ed by letters from a to i in Table 15.1: one
doctor with ten patients, one doctor with �fty patients, one doctor with one
hundred patients, two doctors with ten (resp. �fty, one hundred) patients each,
and �ve doctors with ten (resp. �fty, one hundred) patients each. Age and
dynamics of the situation evolution of patients were randomly generated for
each run.

The number of tests we run was 180, with a number of agents – including
sensors – ranging from 22 and 1010. For each con�guration we computed the
average number of messages sent by each doctor and the average number of
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Figure 15 .6 . Agent patient1 asking doctor1 to intervene.

messages sent by each patient in 5, 20 and 100 seconds to identify degradations
in the communication performances.

We could not measure the system performances via experiments like “how
many seconds are needed by the system to reach some given con�guration
or to terminate” because the protocol could go on forever (for example, if the
patient is stable) and there is no �nal con�guration to reach, as di�erent runs
can lead to di�erent �nal states.

Conf.
Doct.
(D)

Pat. per
doct. (P )

Tot.
ags.

Sent
in 5s
(doct.)

Sent
in 5s
(pat.)

Sent
in 20s
(doct.)

Sent
in 20s
(pat.)

Sent
in
100s
(doct.)

Sent
in
100s
(pat.)

a 1 10 22 4.5 1 16 3.5 88 14.8
b 1 50 102 5.5 0.7 18 1.9 100 7.2
c 1 100 202 4 0.4 18 1.7 80.5 7
d 2 10 44 4 1.4 17 3.2 81.5 17
e 2 50 104 4.8 0.6 22 2.1 102.2 9.5
f 2 100 404 2 0.35 9 2 42.5 6.8
g 5 10 110 4.7 1 17 3.9 89.3 18.7
h 5 50 510 0.6 0.36 2 1.3 12 5.8
i 5 100 1010 0.6 0.15 2.2 0.75 10 3.2

Table 15 . 1 . Experiments

Table 15.1 shows that, for a given number of doctors D and a given amount
of timeT , the number of messages sent by each patient inT decreases with the
increase of the patients’ number. Doctors tend to maintain a more constant
rate of sent messages as long as the total number of agents is 200 or less
(con�gurations a, b, c, d, e, g). When the total amount of agents is 400 or more
(con�gurations f, h, i), the average number of messages that doctors send in a
given amount of time T clearly decreases. This result is the expected one and
can be easily explained: protocol-driven agents run on the same machine and
the more the agents, the less frequent each agent is scheduled and can send
messages.

Although having one doctor agent allowed to send only 10 messages every
20 seconds (con�guration i) may raise serious problems when quick responses
are needed, we should consider that the stress-test we performed is not realistic
for two reasons:
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1. in a real setting, we expect that no doctor is in charge of a high number of
newborn babies that require constant remote monitoring: con�gurations
c, f, and i are hopefully unrealistic;

2. if a real protocol-driven MAS were built following the approach dis-
cussed in this chapter, each doctor’s agent would run on the actual
doctor’s machine, and the same would happen for each patient’s agent:
with one doctor and �fty patients, performances of con�guration b
represent a lowerbound for the actual performances.

Given the above considerations, we believe that a system where a doctor
agent can send about one message every second (one message every
P seconds to each of its P patients) is compliant with a RPM setting
where P is low and intervention in case of need is made by human
beings, like the hypoglicemia in the newborns one.

15.3 Discussion

In this chapter we presented a challenging case study in the RPM �eld. We
showed how trace expressions are a suitable formalism for representing med-
ical guidelines, and how their self-adaptivity can be exploited in this scenarios.

The ability of trace expressions to self-adapt (hence attaining fault tolerance
and removal) has been demonstrated in Section 15.1.3 by the case study design
and implementation (protocol switch is triggered by the e�ect of monitoring
the environment, according to the perspective on self-adaptivenness proposed
in Weyns, 2018) and in Section 15.2.2 where we showed that adaptations take
place as expected. For example, we have correctly observed that “when agent
doctor1 receives the message about the low glucose level, it sends a protocol switch
request to patient1.When patient1 receives thismessage, it switches to the severity
2 protocol and starts behaving according to it.”

The ability of trace expressions to undergo static veri�cation (hence attain-
ing fault prevention) is demonstrated in Section 15.1.2 and in Appendix A by
the medical guidelines design, and in Section 15.2.1 by their veri�cation.
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Part VII

Discussion

In this part we compare the trace expression formalism with the formalisms
presented in the state of the art at the beginning of the thesis. Finally, we
conclude the work with the �nal comments, conclusions and future work.
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16.1 Trace Expressions VS State of the art

Trace expressions have been continuously re�ned and consolidated during the
last 5 years (Master’s degree and Ph.D. program) (Ancona, Barbieri, and Mas-
cardi, 2013; Ancona, Ferrando, and Mascardi, 2016; Ancona et al., 2014, 2015b,
2016; Briola, Mascardi, and Ancona, 2014a,b; Mascardi, Briola, and Ancona,
2013). Their most recent extensions involve the introduction of parameters
(Chapter 6) and probabilities (Chapter 7), the safe decentralization of the MAS
monitoring process (Chapter 9 and 10), and the implementation of the RIVER-
tools IDE (Chapter 14).

In the following analysis, we take the same ten features into account as in
the state of the art chapter (Chapter 5):
– Modelled issues: interaction protocols from a global perspective but also
more general behavioural patterns involving many parties.
– Modeling approach: parametric trace expressions are built on top of the
“event” and “event type” notions; an event is something which takes place in
the environment and which can be either generated or observed by the agents.
It may be a communicative event like in (Ancona et al., 2015a) or any other
event like the perception of some value from a sensor, the observation of some
phenomenon in the environment, the expiration of a deadline (Ancona et al.,
2015b). Trace expressions can be combined using concatenation, intersection,
union, and shu�e operators reaching the expressive power of non context-free
grammars, higher than that of FSM which can recognize regular grammars.
– Integrated development environment: a prototype tool to design trace
expressions and perform static checks and operations on them is presented in
Chapter 14.
– Parametricity: in Chapter 6 we showed how trace expressions are extended
with parameters by introducing variables that are substituted with data values
at runtime, when events are matched during monitoring. This extension ad-
vances previous proposals (Ferrando, 2015; Mascardi and Ancona, 2013) and
has also been adopted outside a MAS setting (Ancona et al., 2017a).
– Probability: in Chapter 7 we showed how to extend event types with prob-
abilities in order to handle the absence of information during the runtime
veri�cation process.
– Testing/simulation: given a trace expression, all the traces of a given length
compliant with that expression can be automatically generated, for further
manual or automatic testing. Simulation is not supported.
– A priori veri�cation: in Chapter 12, the translation of a trace expression
into a Büchi Automaton in order to realize an automata-based model checking
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is presented. Since trace expressions are more expressive than Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL (Pnueli, 1977)), the translation generates an over-approximation of
the trace expression leading to a sound procedure to verify LTL properties.
– Runtime veri�cation: trace expressions and the previous notations they
are based upon, have been conceived and implemented with runtime veri�ca-
tion in mind. The veri�cation mechanism is supported by both Jason (Bordini,
Hübner, and Wooldridge, 2007) and JADE (Bellifemine, Caire, and Greenwood,
2007).
– Self-adaptation: in (Ancona et al., 2015a) a framework for top-down cent-
ralized self-adaptive MAS is presented; adaptive agents are protocol-driven
and adaptation consists in runtime protocol switch.
– Protocol enactability and protocol-driven code generation: a working
Jason interpreter for protocol-driven agents is presented in (Ancona et al.,
2015a). No skeletal Jason code is generated: rather, thanks to the implemented
interpreter plus some strategies that must be provided by the developer, the
behaviour of the agents is entirely driven by the protocol itself. The problem of
partial distribution of the protocol veri�cation mechanism even when “stand-
ard” enactability conditions do not hold is faced in Chapter 9.
– Case studies and applications: the formalization of the FYPA protocol
(Briola and Mascardi, 2011) using attribute global types, a predecessor notation
of trace expressions, is presented in (Mascardi, Briola, and Ancona, 2013). FYPA
(Find Your Path, Agent!) is a MAS implemented in JADE and used by Ansaldo
STS for allocating platforms and tracks to trains inside Italian stations.

16.1.1 Comparison

Table 16.1 summarizes the analysis carried out in Chapter 5 and this chapter. As
far as the modelled issues are concerned, GAIP stands for “agent interaction
protocols from a global perspective” and GAIP+ denotes the possibility to model
other aspects besides GAIPs. For the other issues apart from applications,
"means that an implemented support to the feature is provided whereas (")
means that the feature is not supported but could be with limited e�ort (for
example, algorithms have already been designed or code for similar purposes
exist and should just be adapted). Finally, as far as applications are concerned,
"means that applications have been developed for external stakeholders such
as enterprises, public administrations, research institutes, and that someone
di�erent from the authors is using them. By (") we mean that case studies
and/or applications have been developed, maybe inspired by real problems,
but none apart from the authors is using the approach.

Table 16.1 shows that the four approaches analyzed in Chapter 5 and trace
expressions support most of the features we have considered.

Commitment machines, self-adaptive approaches, and parametric trace ex-
pressions are almost equivalent w.r.t. the analyzed features, each one surpass-
ing the others under some respect and each suitable for the design, development
and veri�cation of a software system.

As far as trace expressions are concerned, they are currently also used
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BSPL CM HAPN Self-adaptive Trace expressions
First paper published in 2011 2001 2017 2004 2012
Modelled issues GAIP GAIP GAIP GAIP+ GAIP+
IDE " " " "

Parametricity " " " " "

Probability (") " " "

Testing/simulation (") " " " (")
A priori veri�cation " " (") " "

Runtime verication " " (") " "

Self-adaptation " " "

Enactment/code generation " (") "

Applications (") " (") " (")

Table 16 .1 . Comparison

for RV of object-oriented languages, s.t. Java (Ancona et al., 2017a) and of
IoT architectures, speci�cally of Node-RED1 (Leotta et al., 2018) and Node.js
(Ancona et al., 2017b) where trace expressions have been successfully exploited
for specifying the correct usage of API functions and a prototype is presented.

1https://nodered.org
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17 Conclusions and Future Work

“Don’t cry because it’s over,
smile because it happened.”

- Dr. Seuss

In this thesis, we presented all the work which has been done on
runtime and static veri�cation of multiagent systems during the 3
years of the Ph.D. program. We presented the trace expression form-
alism (Chapter 4) with its parametric and probabilistic extensions
(Chapter 6 and Chapter 7) and we showed di�erent scenarios of pos-
sible use for each one of them. In this Chapter we will summarize
the main contributions of this work, discuss the impact that it may
have in di�erent research communities, and outline its future dir-
ections.
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17.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we mainly focused our attention on the decentralized aspects
concerning the runtime veri�cation of distributed intelligent systems (such as
MAS); in particular, the veri�cation of interaction protocols (Chapter 8). We
showed how these scenarios present peculiar issues which must be seriously
addressed, such as the bottleneck problem which is common in the MAS �eld
when the number of interacting agents increases. Decentralizing the runtime
veri�cation using multiple monitors is a �ne and scalable solution to this
problem (Chapter 9).

Since reliability is a key aspect for distributed arti�cial systems, we also
dedicated part of the thesis to studying a probabilistic approach for verifying
interaction protocols and showed how to e�ciently exploit it in the MAS
scenario (Chapter 10), also taking care of the decentralized aspects in the
process.

During the 3 years of Ph.D. we have studied and experimented the veri�c-
ation of MAS not only at runtime, but also at static time. In Chapter 12 we
presented our approach for applying formal veri�cation, e.g. model checking,
directly on top of trace expression speci�cations. In the thesis we showed
how this kind of approach allowed us to make the resulting runtime veri�ca-
tion process more reliable. We also experimented the advantages of bringing
runtime veri�cation inside model checking (Chapter 13), in particular inside
a famous model checker framework for MAS, namely MCAPL. The integra-
tion of our speci�cations into this engine has brought advantages – showed
through experimental results – such as the reduction of the size of the model
used inside MCAPL, with a consequent smaller number of states to be analyzed
(increasing the performances of the static veri�cation process).

The contributions of the Ph.D. more concerned with engineering and prac-
tical aspects are presented at the end of the thesis (Chapter 14) and show the
tool RIVERtools which has been developed for supporting the speci�cation
of trace expressions, alongside syntactic and (some) semantic controls, and
tools for both centralized and decentralized runtime veri�cation. The usage of
RIVERtools has been shown in connection with the JADE platform although
it has been designed to be – in principle – connected to any other framework.
Finally, we have presented a case study (Chapter 15) where trace expressions
demonstrate all their potential for representing complex protocols, statically
checking the properties of these protocols, and creating agents driven by them.

Trace expressions and RV are fascinating and through the works presented
in this thesis we showed many possible uses and studied di�erent theoretical
and practical aspects. Other colleagues are also planning to extend and use the
trace expression formalism. More speci�cally, Ancona, Franceschini et al. are
also considering a more radical extension of the formalism in order to make
it more compact, expressive and reusable. In the last years, they have been
focusing more on the use of trace expressions in the IoT �eld (Ancona et al.,
2017b; Leotta et al., 2018): they are planning to use them to generate more
invasive monitors which are able to intercept and �lter events at the edge of
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the heterogeneous IoT system. Many applications, such as machine learning
ones, may gain from this proactive approach where the monitor could help
in having a more reliable training phase, �ltering the events that are out of a
speci�c range or that do not respect some time constraints.

In the next sections we are going to present expected and unexpected
future directions of the thesis.

17.2 Expected Future Directions

In the following paragraphs we regrouped the future works of the thesis by
argument.

formalism extensions. We are planning to further experiment with
parametric and probabilistic trace expressions to constitute a library of speci�c-
ations for the most commonly used interaction protocols, and to individuate
recurrent patterns that can be usefully exploited to ease the speci�cation of
complex protocols. We also want to provide guidelines and automatic tools to
support the developer for the probabilistic extension (as it is already for the
parametric one). We are currently working to extend RIVERtools (Chapter 14)
towards this direction.

decentralized rv. In Chapter 9 we presented the DecAMon algorithm
for achieving the decentralization of the runtime veri�cation of agent interac-
tion protocols. We left for future developments the investigation of suitable
heuristics for boosting the e�ciency of DecAMon when a MAS partition must
be recomputed very often; other interesting research directions include the
extension of DecAMon to deal with parametric trace expressions (Chapter 6),
and its exploitation in other promising application domains, such as ambient
intelligence systems (Ancona et al., 2015b) and tra�c monitoring. As presen-
ted in the chapter, we assumed the use of the RSC model for achieving the
communication among the agents. As a future work, we are going to present
the di�erences when we consider other less restrictive models. We expect that
everything presented in this chapter will still be valid. The only aspect that
has to change is the de�nition of critical points, since it is the part directly
related to the concept of Good protocol. For instance, considering the most
asynchronous model, it will not be enough to have an agent in common to
satisfy a critical point, but will be necessary to have speci�c agents in common
(in the sequence of two messages we should have the receiver and the sender
in common for instance).

From the point of view of the decentralization problem applied when gaps
are present, in Chapter 10 we discussed our approach focusing only on the
presence of full gaps. We are considering also to extend our implementation to
cope with partially instantiated gaps. Another future work will be to consider
a threshold in order to cut branches that are unreasonable to maintain, as
the pobability to be correct is too low. Fixed a threshold, a monitor will be
able to remove all the branches with a joint probability associated with them
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lower than the chosen threshold. This will bring the advantage of anticipating
the error detection and to prune useless branches related to unreasonable
possibilities.

conformance. In Chapter 11 we presented a conformance test for the
trace expression formalism. W.r.t. the �ve steps introduced in Section 11.1, we
exploited achieved results for steps (1-2), we devoted the entire chapter to step
(3), and we demonstrated how to tackle step (5). More sophisticated approaches
could be followed for step (5), each with pros and cons. Experimenting some of
them, such as introducing a mediator agent betweenmas andmas ′ acting as the
i interface and generating wrappers for the agents that must substitute other
agents, will be explored in the future. Step (4) is an open problem which falls
outside the scope of our investigation: in Chapter 11 we do not face the issue of
“semantic/pragmatic conformance”, but only that of “syntactic conformance”. In
case some constraints on interactions are know, for example commitments that
must be ful�lled and that can drive the choice of the most suitable mapping, we
might exploit them. Otherwise, by interpreting messages as words or sentences
in some natural language, we might take advantage of semantic techniques
similar to those used for matching ontological concepts (Mascardi, Locoro,
and Rosso, 2010). Ontology matching could hence be exploited in the global
process we have presented, in step (4). We remark that if we knew in advance
which are the semantically correct message and agents mappings, we could
feed our algorithm with them and use it as a “plain conformance checker” like
those mentioned above, rather than a “conformant mappings builder”. Even if
we knew all the correct mappings in advance, however, we could not run any
of the existing conformance checking algorithms on trace expressions, because
of their higher expressiveness. Finally, an extremely challenging issue would
be to identify mappings where one message used in one MAS corresponds to
a sequence of messages used in another MAS, and to consider message inputs
and outputs as well.

combining static and runtime verification. In Chapter 12 we
presented a way to directly model check a trace expression. The next steps
will be to improve the search for cycles inside expansive terms and, to study in
greater detail the expressivity of trace expressions in order to understand if an
hybrid approach is possible, where the LTL properties veri�ed statically can
bring us to simplify the trace expression generating consequently a simpler
version of the monitor. One possible future work will be achieving the static
veri�cation also for a parametric trace expression. The presence of parameters
makes not usable the standard automata-based approach. One promising way
to solve this problem is through the model checker Cubicle (Conchon et al.,
2012) (used for symbolic backward reachability analysis on in�nite sets of
states).

In Chapter 13 we discussed how to use trace expressions for supporting
MCAPL. In the future, we aim to provide arguments (ideally proofs) that the
behaviour of the abstract environments generated by the system genuinely
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expresses the behaviour speci�ed by the trace expressions. It would also
be desirable to express a greater range of constraints in these models – for
instance, the constraint that some belief can only occur after some action
is taken (e.g., that a car can only reach the speed limit after an acceleration
has been performed). Finally, we plan to apply our approach to a real case
study. The scenario we have in mind is a cyberphysical system which must
demonstrate its dependability in order to be acceptable to society and be
trusted by its users. As an example, in a remote patient monitoring system
where the program integrates sensory input, formal guarantees should be
provided that the system respects given medical guidelines (model checking
stage), and a RV stage looking at sensors perceptions should monitor that
those guidelines are continuously met.

rivertools. The future directions of our IDE will include to implement
connectors to other target systems. In the MAS context, we plan to add a
connector to Jason. Outside the MAS community, we will explore the possibility
of an integration with some general purpose system, as Node.js, which has
already been used in fascinating scenarios like the Internet of Things (IoT).

17.3 Unexpected Future Directions

Although the reference domain of this thesis is Arti�cial Intelligence, particu-
larly Distributed Arti�cial Intelligence and MAS, the impact of trace expres-
sions and their extensions goes far beyond the MAS domain. More speci�cally,
we see potential, although somewhat visionary, applications in the following
areas:

• Protocol-driven chatbots: During the Ph.D. I have been working on di�er-
ent projects involving industries where the aim was to develop chatbots.
Nowadays, developing these systems is almost standardized following a
machine learning approach (see Dialog�ow1, Wit.ai2, IBM Watson3, AWS
Lex4, and so on), where the intents (the conversations) and the entities
(the objects) are de�ned by the programmer through examples, and the
chatbot is trained with them. In these scenarios it is easy to lose control
and, if the chatbot is able to dynamically learn from the users, it is hard to
always foresee how the chatbot will react. For this reason protocol-driven
agents (Ancona et al., 2015a) might be a more suitable solution: instead
of training the chatbot using examples we de�ne its behaviours through
protocols. This could be relevant in scenarios where it is important to
have full control of the chatbot.

• RV of chatbots: The initially mentioned frameworks allow a fast and
reusable way to produce complex chatbots with no e�ort. For this reason

1https://dialogflow.com
2https://wit.ai
3https://www.ibm.com/watson/
4https://aws.amazon.com/it/lex/
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the protocol-driven approach, even though it increases the reliability,
could be a less practical solution for developers who are not familiar with
formal speci�cations. Nevertheless, RV could be a more suitable solution
that could help in the development of these systems without in�uencing
their standard creation process. Thanks to RV, we can de�ne the protocols
the chatbot must respect and then just validate its runtime behaviour. In
this way, we can achieve a fast approach supported by many di�erent
frameworks without giving up a reliable and controllable system.

• Self-* systems5: As we mentioned in this thesis, trace expressions have
been successfully exploited for modeling protocol-driven agents (Ancona
et al., 2015a). With them we can de�ne and implement self-* systems
where the components react and change their behaviour dynamically.
Protocol-driven agents are a natural choice for modeling these kind of
systems since they also intrinsically change their protocols dynamically.
Nevertheless, we might need to check our systems – especially if they are
implemented by third parties – and monitors have to present a certain
level of adaptability. A suitable and challenging use of the work presented
in this thesis could be to model a “self-adaptive” monitor, by statically
analysing the trace expression (for instance through model checking, see
Chapter 12) the monitor would be able to check if some requirements
are met and, if not, communicate with other monitors in order to �nd
more suitable trace expressions. In case the analyzed agents would also
be “re�ective”6, adaptivity could take place at the agent level, and not
only at the MAS level.

• IoT : Trace expressions have already been exploited in IoT scenarios
(Ancona et al., 2017b), but only from a centralized point of view. One of
the main contributions of this thesis has been studying and de�ning an
approach to decentralize the RV of MAS. IoT systems are as distributed
as MAS and can bene�t from our approach as well; they usually are
heterogeneously distributed and are strongly dependent on the environ-
ment they are exploited in. During the Ph.D. we thought many times on
how the system’s topology could in�uence the choice of the partitions of
monitors (see Chapter 9). In the MAS �eld this could be relevant, but in
many scenarios the agents are used as an abstraction of our real entities
and the presence of general and well-supported frameworks (such as
Jason and JADE) makes the topology of the system less important7. In IoT
scenarios instead, all the components are implicitly situated inside a real
environment, usually at a lower level. In these scenarios the distribution

5Systems satisfying the Self-* properties de�ned by IBM (Poslad, 2009): Self con�guration,
Self-healing, Self-optimization, Self-protection.

6In computer science, re�ection is the ability of a computer program to ex-
amine, introspect, and modify its own structure and behavior at runtime
(https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Jacques_Malenfant/publication/
243671255_A_Tutorial_on_Behavioral_Reflection_and_its_Implementation).

7This is a conjecture, we should investigate more on this.
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of the RV process may be a�ected by the choice of the partitions and an
integration of the work presented in Chapter 9 could be really useful.

• Mixing RV and testing: In this thesis we focused on RV and its combination
with static veri�cation (such as Model Checking). As we mentioned,
there are three main types of veri�cation of a software system: static
veri�cation, runtime veri�cation and testing. RV is in a certain way a
midway approach between static veri�cation and testing. After having
studied the combination between static and runtime veri�cation, it is
natural to wonder about the connections between RV and testing. It would
be useful to �nd a way for supporting testing using runtime monitors;
more speci�cally, testing is well-know to be a hard discipline where we
try to cover all the behaviours of a software system through groups of
tests. A possible work – challenging as it may be – could be integrating
RV and automated testing8. We could automatically extract tests from a
trace expression, generating monitors only for the paths and branches
of the system which are not covered: since a part is statically tested, this
would simplify trace expressions and make the testing more reliable since
the uncovered branches would be handled by the runtime monitors.

• Team building: During the Ph.D. program I have also been working on
team building projects. In these scenarios the aim is to create serious
games which are used to help people to cooperate and work together as a
team; it is a famous technique used by industries to improve cooperation
among their employees which has also been successfully exploited for
educational purposes. These scenarios have something in common: they
are distributed (as groups, teams and single players) and have rules. For
this reason we started to think about the use of RV for achieving the
validation of these rules at real time when the game is played. These
scenarios are usually unsupported by computer systems but, with the
experience made working on this, we concluded that MAS combined with
runtime monitoring could be a suitable choice for a better standardization
of the approach.

• Education: As for team building, MAS could be a useful and challenging
solution for educational purposes as well. To initiate the new genera-
tions to computer science, many frameworks and techniques have been
proposed9; among the most successful ones is Scratch10 which makes
it possible to introduce children and teenagers to the basic concepts of
computer science in a fun and interactive way. One issue concerning
these approaches is the absence of team work among the participants
which brings most kids to think computer science as a “one-man band”
discipline, contrary to reality. This impression is due to the implicit cent-

8Discipline concerning the automatic generation of tests.
9It is enough to think about the big participation to events like “The hour of code” https:
//hourofcode.com/it.

10https://scratch.mit.edu
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ralized implementation of the used frameworks: with Scratch, the kid is
alone and has to interact with the tool without the possibility to com-
municate with the others. Exploiting MAS and their implicit distribution
to decentralize frameworks like Scratch could help with giving the right
impression about our discipline and open many di�erent scenarios of use
and application.

• Trace expressions Inference: During the Ph.D. we thought many times
about possible uses of Grammar Inference to automatically extract trace
expressions directly from the system. Grammar Inference provides a tool
for automatic acquisition of syntax; it is de�ned as the process of learning
a target grammar from a set of labeled sentences (Parekh and Honavar,
1998). Inducing, learning or inferring grammars has been studied for
decades, but only in recent years has grammatical inference emerged as
an independent �eld (Higuera, 2010). Through the works in this thesis
we have studied, implemented and experimented trace expressions from
many di�erent viewpoints. Nevertheless, each contribution always starts
from a trace expression and never the other way around. It could be
extremely interesting and relevant to approach the problem taking a
di�erent perspective, namely starting from the traces generated by the
system and “synthetizing” the corresponding trace expression; once ob-
tained, the trace expression could be used for all the purposes presented
in this thesis.
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In this Appendix we represent all the GL properties presented in Bottrighi et al.,
2010 with trace expressions. The GL descriptions, comments and relevance
are taken from Bottrighi et al., 2010.

Structural properties

Structural properties concern the existence of the appropriate clinical requirements, and are
relevant in order to ensure the appropriate management of any patient.
Example
Verify that the GL contains a run not including any surgical intervention (cholelithiasis GL).

∃run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (¬surдery:τ )∨ϵ

Comment: The property evaluates to true if there is at least a run in which surgery is never
performed.
Relevance: The most frequent treatment of gallstones is the expectant management (asympto-
matic gallstones).

Example
Verify that any run contains antibiotic treatment (community acquired pneumonia GL).

∀run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (antibiotic_treatment :τ1)∨(¬antibiotic_treatment :τ ) τ1 = (any:τ1)∨ϵ

Comment: The property evaluates to true if all possible runs contain a state in which an antibi-
otic treatment is administered.
Relevance: The antibiotic treatment is mandatory in the case of community acquired pneumonia.

Example
Verify that the GL contains a run including thrombolysis (ischemic stroke GL).

∃run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (trombolysis:τ1)∨(¬trombolysis:τ ) τ1 = (any:τ1)∨ϵ

Comment: The property evaluates to true if there is at least a run in which thrombolysis is
executed.
Relevance: It is important to perform a thrombolysis in case the patient is eligible and in the
hospital is present a stroke unit.

Example
Verify that cholecystectomy is not repeated (cholelithiasis GL).

∀run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (cholecystectomy:τ1)∨(¬cholecystectomy:τ )∨ϵ

τ1 = (¬cholecystectomy:τ1)∨ϵ
Comment: Once removed, an organ cannot be removed again.
Relevance: The surgical treatment of gallstones in a cholecystectomized patient cannot consist
of a new cholecystectomy.
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Medical validity properties

Medical validity properties concern both the exclusion of dangerous treatments and the inclu-
sion of the most appropriate treatments for the considered class of patients.
Example
Verify that there is a run in which the acetylsalicilic acid (ASA) is not used (ischemic stroke
GL).

∃run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (¬ASA:τ )∨ϵ

Comment: This is the condition for applying the GL in the case the patient is allergic to ASA.
Relevance: The ASA allergy is potentially life threatening.

Example
Verify that if vital signs are altered, the patient is sent to intensive care unit (ischemic stroke
GL).

∀run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (vital_siдns_altered :τ1)∨(¬vital_siдns_altered :τ )∨ϵ

τ1 = (sent_to_intensive_care_unit :τ2)∨(¬sent_to_intensive_care_unit :τ1)
τ2 = (any:τ2)∨ϵ

Comment: Monitoring and treatment in an intensive care unit is preferable in this case.
Relevance: The admission of the patient with altered vital signs in an intensive care unit is
mandatory

Example
Verify that, in the presence of ureteral lithiasis, there is at least one state in which endoscopic
removal is considered (urinary stones LG).

∃run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (ureteral_lithiasis_present :τ1)∨(¬ureteral_lithiasis_present :τ )∨ϵ

τ1 = (endoscopic_removal :τ2)∨(¬endoscopic_removal :τ1)
τ2 = (any:τ2)∨ϵ

Comment: Alternative treatments (e.g., surgery) are possible, but more invasive.
Relevance: The endoscopic removal of urinary stones, whenever possible, is preferable.

Contextualization properties

contextualization properties lead from (general) GLs to hospital-speci�c GLs, mainly as concerns
the presence/absence of instrumentation.
Example
Verify that each action costs less than X, with X �xed at design time.

∀run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = cost_o f _done(X ):τ

cost_o f _done(X )) = {Action |cost_o f (Action) < X }

Comment: Cost reduction is one of the most important aspects of health care policy.

Example
Verify that if the CT scanner is not available, patient transfer to another hospital is considered
to perform the test (ischemic stroke GL).

∀run .(run ∈ nτo)
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τ = (CT_scanner_absent :τ1)∨(¬CT_scanner_absent :τ )∨ϵ
τ1 = (patient_trans f er :τ2)∨(¬patient_trans f er :τ1)

τ2 = (any:τ2)∨ϵ
Comment: The suspect of ischemic stroke should always be con�rmed by CT.
Relevance: The CT scan is almost always diagnostic of the ischemic event and in�uences the
subsequent decisions.

Example
Verify whether Magnetic Resonance (MR) is used in the GL (ischemic stroke GL).

∃run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (MR_imaдinд:τ1)∨(¬MR_imaдinд:τ )

τ1 = (any:τ1)∨ϵ
Comment: This property should be veri�ed since, in the case MR imaging is considered, its
execution must be possible.
Relevance: The MR imaging, when available, is the most diagnostic test in some cases of
ischemic stroke.

Properties about the application of a GL to a speci�c patient

These properties are relevant to ensure a patient-centred approach, considering the peculiarity
of each patient.
Example
Verify that, after a cerebral hemorrhagic event, no anticoagulant drug is administered (ischemic
stroke GL).

∀run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (cerebral_hemorrhaдic_event :τ1)∨ϵ

τ1 = (¬anticoaдulant_druд_administration:τ1)∨ϵ
Comment: In the natural evolution of an ischemic stroke, intra-cranial bleeding may be life-
threatening.
Relevance: The intra-cranial hemorrhage is an absolute contraindication to anticoagulant drug
administration.

Example
Verify that, if an infection arises, there is a treatment not based on penicillin.

∃run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (in f ection_value_present :τ1)∨(¬in f ection_value_present :τ )∨ϵ

τ1 = (¬penicillin_administration:τ1)∨ϵ
Comment: Notice that, e.g., penicillin treatment cannot be administered to allergic patients.
Relevance: Antibiotic treatment is based on di�erent drugs which should be adapted to the
patient’s di�erent conditions.

Example
Verify that, if hyperpyrexia appears, hemoculture is performed (FUO GL).

∀run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (hyperpyrexia_value_present :τ1)∨(¬hyperpyrexia_value_present :τ )∨ϵ

τ1 = (hemoculture:τ )∨(¬hemoculture:τ1)
Comment: In each run, hemoculture must be performed, if hyperpyrexia appears.
Relevance: Hemoculture is very important in the diagnostic process of the FUO because it can
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positively in�uence the antibiotic choice.

Example
Verify that there is a treatment in which growth factors are administered, when leukopenia
appears (lymphoma treatment GL).

∃run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (leukopenia_value_present :τ1)∨(¬leukopenia_value_present :τ )∨ϵ

τ1 = (дrowth_f actors_administration:τ )∨(¬дrowth_f actors_administration:τ1)
Comment: The growth factors administration can positively reduce the duration of the leuko-
penia and the risk of infections.
Relevance: If leukopenia is not severe, there are also alternative treatments to the administration
of growth factors. That is why we check the existence of one run in which growth factors are
administered, without forcing that they are administered in all runs.

Other complex properties

Example
Verify whether the GL can apply to patients having given features (monitored at subsequent
states; ischemic stroke GL).

∃run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = ((dysphaдia_value_present :ϵ)|
(swallowinд_test1_value_positive:ϵ)|
(speech_lanдuaдe_evaluation_positive:ϵ)|
(video f luoroдraphy_value_positive:ϵ))·τ1

τ1 = any:τ1
Comment: This sequential approach is recommended in evaluating dysphagia.
Relevance: A complete evaluation of dysphagia should include all the above aspects sequentially.

Example
Verifying whether the GL always prescribes the above sequence of actions for patients with
dysphagia (ischemic stroke GL).

∀run .(run ∈ nτo)
τ = (dysphaдia_value_present :τ1)∨(¬dysphaдia_value_present :τ )∨ϵ
τ1 = (swallowinд_test1:τ2)∨(swallowinд_test_value_positive:τ3)∨
((¬swallowinд_test1:ϵ)∧(¬swallowinд_test_value_positive:ϵ)·τ1)∨ϵ

τ2 = (swallowinд_test_value_positive:τ4)∨(¬swallowinд_test_value_positive:τ2)∨ϵ
τ3 = (swallowinд_test1:τ4)∨(¬swallowinд_test1:τ3)∨ϵ

τ4 = (speech_lanдuaдe_test :τ5)∨(speech_lanдuaдe_evaluation_positive:τ6)∨
((¬speech_lanдuaдe_test :ϵ)∧(¬speech_lanдuaдe_evaluation_positive:ϵ)·τ4)∨ϵ

τ5 = (speech_lanдuaдe_evaluation_positive:τ7)∨(¬speech_lanдuaдe_evaluation_positive:τ5)∨ϵ
τ6 = (speech_lanдuaдe_test :τ7)∨(speech_lanдuaдe_test :τ6)∨ϵ

τ7 = (video f luoroдraphy:τ8)∨(video f luoroдraphy_value_positive:τ9)∨
((¬video f luoroдraphy:ϵ)∧(¬video f luoroдraphy_value_positive:ϵ)·τ7)∨ϵ

τ8 = (video f luoroдraphy_value_positive:τ10)∨(¬video f luoroдraphy_value_positive:τ8)∨ϵ
τ9 = (video f luoroдraphy:τ10)∨(¬video f luoroдraphy:τ9)∨ϵ
τ10 = (arti f icial_nutrition:τ )∨(¬arti f icial_nutrition:τ10)

Comment: A correct treatment (arti�cial nutrition) is mandatory in con�rmed dysphagia.
Relevance: To perform a correct arti�cial nutrition all the above diagnostic aspects of dysphagia
must be evaluated.
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